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Abstract:

This study was a three-part inquiry of consumer fraud. [n part l, undercover tapes of
fraud pitches were analyzed to determine how con men pitch their victims. Tape analysis
revealed con criminals customize theír pitch to match the psychological profile of the
victim and use a complex combination of in(luence tactics within each pitch to persuade.
In part 2, a 72 question swvey was administered to 80 victims of lottery fraud, 80 victims
of investment fraud and 160 non-victims of fraud. Investment fraud victims
demonstrated a better understanding of basic financial literacy than non-victims. Both
investment and lottery victims were more likely to have experienced a negative life event
unrelated to thcir fraud experience. Both victim types were more likely to listen to sales
pitches from unknown sales persons. tnvestment and lottery fraud victims both
dramatically underreport fraud. In part 3, a 2"d survey was administered to a different
populahon of 125 investment Gaud victims and 258 non-victims to determine if findings
from survey 1 could be replicated. In fact, major findings relating to financial literacy
were replicated, as were demographic, psychological and bchavioral characteristics of
investment fraud victims. In addition, new findings relating to "persuasion lileracy" were
found: victims of investment fraud were less able to identify pitch lines used by con men
in fraud schemes than a non-victim population. This suggests that a key strategy for
deterring fraud victimization in the future might be to teach both financial literacy and
persuasion literacy to investors.

In deze driedelige studie werd consumentenbedrog onderzocht. [n het eerste deel werden
geheime opnames van zwendelpogingcn geanalyseerd om na te gaan hoe zwendelaars
hun slachtoffers proberen op te lichten. Uit de analyses bleek dat de criminele
zwendelaars hun oplichtingspogíng aanpassen aan het psychologisch profiel van htm
slachtotier en daarbij gebruik maken van een ingewikkelde combinatie van
beinvloedingstaktieken om hun doel te bereiken. In het tweede deel werd een enquète,
bestaande uit 72 vragen, gehouden onder 80 slachtoffers van loterijbedrog, 80
slachtoffers van investeringsbedrog, en 160 niet-slachtoffers. Het bleek dat slachtoffers
van investeringsbedrog meer verstand hadden van basale financiele geletterheid dan niet-
slachtoffers. Beide typen slachtoffers, zowel die van investeringsbedrog als die van
loterijbedrog, hadden relatief ineer kans op het hebben meegemaakt van een negatievc
levenservaring, anders dan het slachtofferschap van het bedrog zelf, dan niet-slachtoffers.
Ook vertoondcn beide typen slachtoffers een hogere neiging tot het luisteren naar
verkooppraatjes van onbekende mensen. Vcrder bleek dat de onderrapportering van
bedrog bij beide typen slachtoffers dramatisch was. In deel drie werd een tweede enquëte
gehouden in ecn nieuwe populatie van 125 slachtoffers van investeringsbedrog en 258
niet-slachtoffers, om na te gaan of de bevindingen uit de eerste enquëte zouden herhaald
worden. En inderdaad, de voomaamste bevindingen met betrekking tot de financiele
geletterdheid, alsook met betrekking tot de demografische, psychologische en
gedragskarakteristieken van slachtoffers van investeringsbedrog werden herhaald. Er
werden echter ook nieuwe vaststellingen gedaan met betrekking tot de geletterdheid op
het vlak van 'overtuiging'. Het bleek namelijk dat slachtoffers van investeringsbedrog
minder goed in staat waren om oplichtingsgetinte uitspraken van zwendelaazs in hun
betoog te onderschciden dan mensen uit de gewone populatie. Dit dcet ons
veronderstellen dat een goede sleutelstrategie voor het terugdringen van slachtoffers in
dit gebied van bedrog zou kunnen bestaan uit het geven van onderwijs aan investeerders,
waarbij niet alleen aandacht wordt geschonken aan hun geletterheid op financieel vlak,
maar ook aan hun geletterdheid op het vlak van de manier waarop mensen elkaar
ovcrtuigen.
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i. Introduction
Consumer fraud is a large and growing problem in the United States and

around the world. Studies in the U.S. indicate that con artists net approximately 40

billion dollars each year on scams (Titus, Heinzelmann, 8r Boyle, 1995). A recent

Federal Trade Commission study suggested that at least 1 1.20~0 of the U.S. population has

been victimized by con artists. This adds up to over 24 million victims in the U.S. alone

each year (Anderson, 2004). The United Nations administcrs the "International Crime

Victims Survey" once every 4 years in 20 industrialized European countries. That survey

asks respondents about their experience with fraud and an average of 7.70~0 of all

respondents across all countries indicated they were victimized by fraud in the previous

year (United Nations, 2000).

In addition, further studies suggest that these numbers may under-estimate the

extent of the problem. One study foimd that less than SOo~o of a population of known

victims were willing to admit that they had been scammed whcn surveyed (AARP,

2003a). We are partícularly interested in this crime because we work for AARP, which is

an advocacy organization for older people. As we will discuss, there is some debate in

the literature about whether older consumers are more or less targeted by fraud crimes.

Regardless of the rate of victimization among older consumers, we do know that older

victims of fraud often suffer severe negative effects as a result of being fraud victims.

Some become repeat victims and lose their life savings while others have been shown to

have a lower life expectancy than the general popidation (Pratkanis 8c Shadel, 2005).

As we began to think about what aspects of the fraud crime to focus on, it

occurred to us to look at fraud through the lens of one of the oldest and most basic

models of communication. In communication theory, there is a sender of the message, a

message, and a receiver of the message (see Figure 1).

In terms of the crime of fraud, the sender is known as the "con artist", an

individual whose intent is to use messages to deceive people into giving them money.

The message is referred to as the "pitch" which is used to deceive people and the receiver

is referred to as the "victim" who falls for the deceptive message and turns over money.

The focus of this study will be on two of these three elements: the pitch and the victim.

We intend to learn as much as we can about how con artists persuade their victims and

how victims differ from the general population demographically, psychologically and

behaviorally.



Figure 1: The Stnicture of the Fraud Crimc

Part One - Understanding the Psvchology of the Fraud Pitch

We begin our exploration of understanding how con artists persuade or "pitch"

their victim by reviewing the literature on social influence tactics. Social influence tactics

are methods that individuals use to persuade others. Section l.l will provide an overview

of this area of the literature. Then in Sectíons 1.2 and 1.3, we review the relevant social

influence literature which is divided into two broad areas: tactics based on cognitive

heuristics and tactics based on .roricrl nornrs.

Once we have reviewed the literature on social influence, we will provide a

detailed description in Sections 3.1 through 3.4 of our analysis of 128 undercover tapes of

fraud pitches provided by 12 different law enforcement agencies made between 199~ and

2003. The tapes of pitches were made when elderly fraud victims were identified and

their phone numbers were transferred to ring into the office of a criminal investigator.

The investigator would answer the phone pretending to be the elderly victim and tape-

record everything the con artist said. These tapes provide us with an unprecedetited

verbatim record ofwhat con ariists say over the phone to persuade.
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Part Two: Profiling Fraud Victims

With regard to our study of victims, in Chapter 2, we provide an overview of

relevant literature on fraud victimization. This aspect of the literature review is divided

into ttuee main parts: studies relating to the prevalence of fraud in the marketplacr,

studies that offer different typologies for the kinds of fraud prescnt in the marketplace

and studies ihat seck to profile victims.

With this review of the victim literature in place, wc then describc in Chapter 4

the methodology, results and analysis of a 72-question survey administered to 320

individuals, divided into three diffcrent populations: a randomly-selected group from the

general population, a group of known lottcry victims and a group of known investment

fraud victims. The purpose of this pari of the study is to begin to see how victims of

particular types of fraud crimes differ both from each other and from a control l,~roup

from the general population. Chapter 5 reports on a follow up survey of investment fraud

victims and non-victims completed in February, 2007 that replicates a number of the

findings in the first survey.

We hope that by better profiling particidar types of víctims, an instrument can

be developed in the future that might help friends and family members of potential

victims identify their loved ones as such and take steps to warn or protect them.

This study is not the end of our inquiry into understanding the fraud crimc. We

very much operate in the tradition of "full cycle" or "action research" (Lewin, 1997).

Action research has been described as "a cyclical inquiry process that involves

diagnosing a problem situation, planning action steps, and implementing and evaluating

outcomes. Gvaluation leads to diagmosing thc situation anew based on lcarnings from the

previous activities cycle," (Glden 8c Chisholm, 1993). By better understanding how con

artists persuade and tmcovering di(ierences betwecn the general population and victims

of fraud, we hope to develop new and better ways of preventing this crime in the field,

which in turn will lead to the need for more research in the lab. It is very much an

iterative process and this study is in some ways a snapshot in time ofa much longer chain

of "research to action to research" that has come to characterize the most effective use of

scholarly endcavor.
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Chapter 1: Literature on Social Influence

1.1: Social Influence Tactics, Persuasion and Fraud Crimes

Social influence tactics are methods that individuals use to persuade others.

There are a variety of social influence tactics that individuals employ on a regulaz basis.

Psychologists, marketers and others have conducted numerous studies examining how

individuals respond to these tactics, the effectiveness of their use in advertising, and in

some cases, how to defend against them. Con artists have not studied the tactics in an

academic fashion and may not label them in the same ways, but through their practice

and experience they have become experts in actually employing the tactics. This chapter

will focus on the academic research of social intluence tactics; later in Sections 3.2

through 3.4 we will examine the con ariists' use of the tactics.

Persuasion and the social inFluence tactics used to persuade have probably been

around since the beginning of civilization. Whether informally, in a public debate, or a

court of law, people have becn trying to convince others to believe in their ideas for many

years. In ancient Babylon, the Code of Hammurabi set forth a code of laws which people

must follow; in the Roman Empire a jury system was established for individuals to argue

their cases; and in our current legal system, individuals usually employ lawyers to

provide their arguments. In each of these legal systems, individuals try to convince a

judge or jury to believe in a specific point of view or story. Before psychologists and

other researchers began officially studying the topic, philosophers and laytnan alike

developed theories for which tactics worked and which tactics did not work. In many

cases, like a court of law, or a philosophical debate, these persuasion tactics are relatively

harmless. However, when put to use by some individuals, like con artists, they become

extremely dangerous.

A number of researchers have made social influence their main field of study.

In the 1950's, Asch conducted his famous line studies which demonstrated conformity

and group pressure in an academic study. A few years later, Pestinger developed his

theory of Cognitive Dissonance and how previous commitments can ímpact behavioc In

the 1960's and early 1970's, Stanley Milgram conducted his well-known studies which

demonstrated people's compliance with authority. And more recently, researchers like

Robert Cialdini and Anthony Pratkanis have made large contributions to the field of

Social Influcncc. This discussion will draw- on thcir work and othcrs' work to describe
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some of the studies conducted on social influence tactics. Later, we will talk about how

con artists use these tactics.

In the next two sections, we will introduce a selection of 12 social influence

tactics. This is not a complete list of every tactic out there. Researchers have found and

labeled many more means of persuasion. We chose to focus on these influence tactics for

two reasons. First, after preliminary research and reading, it appeared that these tactics

would be the most commonly used by con artists. Second, we felt that examining a

select number of tactics would allow for a more focused analysis of the transcripts. This

will also not be a complete literature review of each of the 12 tactics; to do so would go

beyond the scope and needs of this paper. For a thorough review of social influence

tactics, see Pratkanis' Social Iniluence Analysis: An Index of Tactics (Pratkanis, 2007).

This discussion should provide a description and background of these tactics that will

allow us to go forward and examine the use of the tactics by con artists.

We will discuss three groups of tactics. The first group includes only one

tactic, profiling. In some ways. this might be considered a pre-tactic. It is generally used

at the very beginning of a crime. Rather than actually persuading the potential victim to

do anything, profiling simply provides infotmation about which tactics and pitches to use.

That tactic will be described at the end of this section.

The second group includes tactics based on cognitive heuristics. Heuristics are

short-cuts or rules-of-thumb that individuals use when making decisions or analyzing a

sítuation. In many cases, these short-cuts allow them to make their judgments more

quickly, without doing a thorough analysis of the situation and without giving up a great

deal of accuracy. However, in some cases, these heuristics lead to errors. Because thc

short-cuts usually work, influence tactics based on them can often be an effective method

ofpersuasion.

Similarly, the third group of tactics is also based on a set of short-cuts. These

short-cuts are based on social norms or social conventions. Social norms are general

rules that people follow when interacting with others. As with cognitive heuristics, social

norms are useful rules to follow most of the time. Because of this, individuals trying to

persuade can also take advantage of people using these rules.

Profiline

As mentioned above, profiling is essentially the practice of gathering

information about an individual. This information can be used to develop a customized

pitch to be delivered later. In the case of a con artist, the con will typically question the

10



victim in order to find out how likely the potential victim is to send money, how much

money they might send in, and how the con artist can persuade them to send in money.

These questions range from demographic information, to experience with investments

and lotteries, to financial information and finally to personal interests such as favorite

charities, numbers ofchildren, or othcr pcrsonal facts. Once armcd with this information,

the con artist knows what scams he should pitch to the potential victim.

Con artists have different ways of collecting this information. Some con artists

use "open sheets." An open shcet is essentially a workshect that contains a number of

yuestions to ask and spaces to fill in the answers. When using an open shcet, an opener

will call the potential victims with the prímary motive of gaining personal infonnation

about them. Hc fills this information in on the open sheet. After this a sccond callcr, thc

closer, calls with an actual pitch. The pitch is customized based on thc information fotmd

on the open sheet.

Prior to doing the tapc analysis, we examined a few different typcs of open

sheets which were seized in law enforcement raids of fraudulent boiler rooms. Figure Z

shows a prototypical open sheet. In addition to asking the standard yucstions on thc

sheets, the opener frequently makes other notes in the margin. These notcs contain

additional information and advice for thc closcr. Some of thc notes we found on the open

sheets included, "Convincc him the money can do a world of good, he has health

problems," "If he wins money, he will give to fami]y and put towards business," "I think

she has more moncy than she's letting on. Her and her husband owned the car

dealership. Good luck," "Explain that she can help a lot of people and charities that Ieave

a legacy," "Tell him to cancel those cheques and tell him to send you that money. He's a

player. Hit big, but keep in mind not much money lelt, i.e., sell house, mortgage, work

him;' and "Husband dicd of cancer- ask to donate to cancer society." These comments

provide valuablc information to the con artist and demonstratc their ruthlessness.

In order to create a personalized pitch,the con artist needs to obtain personal

information. And it is impressive and frightening what a good con artist can and will do

with a few facts about an individual. Information that seems harmless may not be so

harmless when in thc hands of a con artist. Armed with information gathered from

profiling a potential victim, the con artist can customize the in(lucnce tactics used and the

products pitched to maximize his odds of being successful.
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Open Sheet
General Information
AgenYs Name Date
Time Lead Page

Name Phone ~k
Address
City State Zip

Customer Questionnaire:
1. Arc vou an American citizen?

2. Are you working or retired? (Discuss this with them)

3. How old are you?

4. Are you married, single or divorced?

5. Do you own your own home?

6. How long have you becn playing the sweepstakes and lotteries?

7. Have you had any big wins, say, over 550,000?

R. Docs he~shc have a problem with a fee?

9. Do you handle your own financial affairs?

10. What is your annual income?
Type of Banking: -Savings -Checking -Combo

Credit cards: Visa Mastercard Amex Disc

Excitement level: Choose onc of thc following:
A. Casual response, or doubtful, yet co-operative, calm
B. Had these calls before and is a player
C. Not interested
D. Interested but I cannot afford it.
E. Interested
F. Enthusiastic
G. Financially stable

iz



1.2: Cognitivc-Bascd Social Influcncc Tactics

Cognitive heuristics are short-cuts or sets of rules individuals use when making

decisions. An individual can evaluatc a situation or problem using thesc rules instead of

evaluating the entire situation fully. These shon-cuts are usually succcssful at Ieading

people to the appropriate conclusion and they save time and energy. However, in some

cases, they fail. Undcrstanding how ihese short-cuts work makes it possible to take

advantage of them and influence othcrs' masoning about a situation.

In this section, we will discuss seven social inFluence tactics that are based on

cognitive heunstics. These tactics include: 1) Commitment and Consistency, 2)

Comparison, 3) Landscaping, 4) Phantom Fixation, 5) Scarcity, 6) Social Proof and 7)

Source Crcdibility.

Commitment and Consistency

[n the Commitment and Consistency tactic, an individual will initially be asked

to make a small commitment. Then thís commitment will be uscd to pcrsuade them to

make a larger commitment. The commitments can be made dircctly to the persuader for

example thc individual may admit to an interest in a particular idea or topic. The

commitment can also be made earlier to another individual or be based on a previous

behavior like shopping in a givcn store or voting on a certain issue. The persuader can

remind the individual of the previous verbal commitment or behavior, in order to

convince them to do a similar or relatcd behavior.

Previous research shows that most people like to view themselves as consistent.

Leon Festinger developed thc Theory of Cognitive Dissonance in 1957 (Aronson, 1995).

In general, this theory states that a person will feel imcomfortablc íf thcy havc two

dissonant or contradicting ideas, attitudes, beliefs, or opinions. Because of the discomfort

they feel, they are motivatcd to reduce this dissonance. Generally this is done by

changing one or more of their ideas, attitudes, beliefs, or opinions so that thcy arc in

better agreement (Aronson, 1995).

How docs cognitive dissonance relate to the Commitment and Consistency

inFluence tactic? Pcople do not like to hold two contrasting ideas. For example, the

ideas: "1 played the lottcry in the past," and "Playing the lottery is írrational." Therefore,

they will usually attempt to create an ag~reement between the ideas. ln this case, either

the individual needs to add an idca, "1 did an irrational thing (playing the lottery) in the

past," to account for playing thc lottery, or needs to changc thcir idea about playing the

lottery to, "Plaving the lottery is fun," or some other positive view of playing the lottery.
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[n addition to desiring to be consistent, people like to make good decisions. Because it

can be difficult to admit to having made a mistake, it may be more likely that people will

change their views of playing the lottery than to admit to making a foolish decision. If

they are reminded of their previous behavior by someone trying to persuade them, that

may increase the likelihood that they will continue with that behavior.

Researchers have also shown that once people make a commitment, they are

less likely to change their minds. This commitment may persist, even when ihe person

knows the decision they made is not optimal. In a study of business school students,

participants role-playing investment decisions and behaviors continued to commít

resources to their chosen course of action (Staw, 1976). They found that their subjects

put the greatest amount of resources into an investment when they were personally

responsible for the negative outcomes. A follow-up study showed that students did not

continue to place resources into a previously-chosen course of action over an extended

period of time (Staw á Fox, 1977). This suggests that while the original commítment

may lead to simifar behavior in the short-term, this tactic may not impact behavior in the

long run.

Additional research shows that once an individual makes a small initial

commitment, it is more likely that they will make a larger commitment later on; this is

also called the foot-in-thc-door technique (Freedman 8c Fraser, 1966). In their first

experiment, Freedman and Fraser demonstrated that compliance with a small initial

request will increase the likelihood of compliance with a larger related request. They

found that an experimental group who answered eight questions about their soap use was

over twice as likely (52.80~~ compared to 22.20~0) to agree to a larger request for five or six

rnen to come to their home and inventory all of thcir household products than a group

who was only contacted with the large request. Agreeing to answer the questions

doubled the rate of compliance compared to a group who made no initial commitment. In

thcir second experiment, they demonstrated that the second larger request did not

necessarily have to be related to the first one to increase compliance. In this experiment,

they asked one group of participants to place a small "Drive Safely" sign on their car as a

reminder of safe driving and they asked another group to promote "Keeping California

Beautiful." Two weeks later, both groups were asked to display a large sign in their yard

for one week that said "Drive Carefully." Over SSo~o of subjects in the experimental

conditions agreed to this request compared to less than 200~o who had not been previously

approached. The authors concluded that the commitment to or involvement with the

person making the request can lead to increased compliance. Although the first request

14



and second request were not necessarily related, the individual may have felt obligated to

comply with the second reyuest.

In another study, Robert Cialdini examined Commitment and Consistency in

college students. He asked undergraduates if they would participatc in a research study.

One group of subjects was informed that the study took place at 7am he~ore they made a

commitmcnt to participating. A second t,~roup was informed about the early time n~ier

they committed to participating. A larger percentage of individuals who were informed

after they committed actually signed up and participated in the study than those who were

informed beforc committing (Cialdini, 197R as cited in Cialdini, 2001).

Sometimes making a commiUnent is more than it appears. Although saying yes

to a small favor may not seem like a big deal, making a small commitment to a behavior,

a belief, or even to an individual can latcr be used as a powerful means of persuasion.

This tactic is used by legitimate sales people and con ariists to trap people into

purchasing a product or service which thcy have previously bought or for which they

have demonstrated an interest.

Cotnparison

In thc Comparison tactic, two values aze compared to one another, in order to

make one of them look particularly good. Usi~ally thcse values are two prices, for

example, a high price and a low price, "Usually this would cost you á500, but today 1 can

sell it to you for only 5350!" Sometimes, only an initial príce will be offered, and when

an individual declines the offer, a lower price will be countcr-offered. [n this case, the

Comparison tactic is being combined with the Reciprocity tactic, discussed in the next

section. For simplicity, this specific case will be considered as part of the Comparison

tactic. The main goal of this tactic is to make buyers fecl like they are getting a good

deal. This tactic is used regidarly by legitimate businesses. Supermazkets and other

stores will sometimes display both how much they charge for a given item and how much

a competing store charges for that same item. This is a comparison used to make

customers feel better that they are shopping in that storc rather than ihe competing store.

In addition, any sale is essentially using thc Comparison tactic. An item discounled from

an original price seems likc a better dcal. This tactic is used so ofien in some settings that

a colleaguc once asked, "Is it possible to buy an Oriental rug for full price?"

This tactic is related to the psychological literature on the anchoring and

adjustment heuristic, originally described by Tversky and Kahneman (1974). They

showed that if an individual is asked to make a numerical estimation, a previously-
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considered value will influence that estimation. In their well-known study, they asked
participants to spin a roulette wheel. The roulette wheel landed either on 10 or 65.

Participants were then asked whether the number of African countries in the United

Nations was greater than or less than the number on the roulette wheel. And finally they

were asked to provide a numerical estimation for the exact number of countries. They

found that those who saw 10 on the roulette wheel provided significantly lower estimates

(median 25) than those who saw 65 (median 45). Even though all the participants knew

that the roulette whcel had nothing to do with the number of countries, they still used this
number in coming up with their estimate. Tversky and Kahneman suggested that

individuals use the original number as an anchor and then they adjust higher or lower

from that number.

Since Tversky and Kahneman's original studies, many researchers have

examined the anchoring effect further. Anchoring has been demonstrated even when a

number should be completely uninformative and not related to the target value (Wilson,

Houston, Etling, Brekke, 1996). In this study, pariicipants were asked to estimate

whcther an vuhor value was less than, equal to, or more than either the target question

(number of countries in the United Nations) or an irrelevant question (number of

physicians and surgeons in the local telephone book). Afterwards, they were asked to

estimate the number of countries in the United Nations. Anchoring occurred in both

conditions, so that even when the comparison was about an unrelated topic, the anchor

still intluenced the subsequent judgment. However, this effect only occurred for those

who rated themselves as low in actual knowledge about the number of countries in the

United Nations. People who are knowledgeable about the target question (in this case the

number ofcountries in the United Nations) will be less influenced by arbitrary anchors.

The anchoring effect is stronger when the anchor is the same dimension as the

target estimation (for example both pertain to the height of an object) (Strack 8r

Mussweiler, 1997). Half of the participants were asked to judge whether the height of a
particular gate was taller or shorter than 150 meters and then asked to estimate the actual

height. The remaining participants were asked to judge whether the width of the gate was

wider or narrower than 150 meters and then asked to estimate the actual height. Though

anchoring occurred in both situations, the effect was stronger in the same dimension

condition than the different dimension condition.

Sufficient attention must be given to the anchor for an anchoring effect to

occur. In a subsequent study, participants paid varying levels of attention to an

identification number; those who paid more attention showed a greater anchoring effect
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(Wilson, et al., 1996). Participants were divided inlo fivic experimental groups. Each

g~roup was asked to make a different judgment about their idcntification number. These

judg~rnents reyuired different levels ofprocessing or attention. The judgmcnts included if

the identification number was: 1) written in red or blue ink, 2) a 4áigit number or not, 3)

greater than 100, 4) grcater than 1920, 5) eyual to, g~reater or less than the number of

physicians listed in the local yellow pages. The anchoring effect increased with the levcl

of processing or attention to the identification number.

In the same study, researchers found that forewaming participants about the

anchoring effect and providing incentives to be accurate did not eliminate thc anchoring

effect (Wilson, et al., 1996). In one study, they told participants they would be given a

prize for a corcect estimation. This incentive did not correct the anchonng effect. In a

second study, they forewamed participants about the anchoríng efiect and told them to

not let the anchor affect their answers. They tried a variety of forewarning manipulations;

however none of them wcre successful. They found that in each experimental condition,

the participants were influenced by the anchor.

Finally, increased compliance has been found with a comparison type offer and

anchoring is suggested as a possible mechanism for this increased compliance (Burger,

1986). In a series of experiments, participants were o(Tered a cupcake at a psychology

bake salc. They were initially told that the cupcake cost á1.00, however before the

participant had a chancc to respond, the price was reduced to 50.75. In all experiments,

this reduction increased the likelihood of purchasing a cupcake. Furthermore, another

group of subjects was asked to indicate how much they would pay for a cupcake and

what an honest price for the cupcake would be in a hypothetical bake sale. Some

participants were told that the cupcake was being sold for S I.00; thc other participants

were told it was being sold for 50.75. Overall, the participants ín the S 1.00 condition said

that they would pay more for the cupcake and stated a higher honest price. Though the

values fell short of significance, this trend suggests that the original offered price (either

SI.00 or 50.75) acted as an anchor for thc actual valuc of the cupcakc. Participants,

perhaps imconsciously, bascd how much they would pay and the honest price on the

original value.

These studies demonstrate the power of the anchoring effect. When making a

numerical estimate, without actual knowledge of the corrcct value, unrelated values that

receive somc attention can have a large impact on the final estimation. Even when

participants were wamed about the effect and offered a prize for accuracy, the anchoring

effect was difficult for them to overcome. With the Comparison tactic, the salesman, con
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artist, or other persuader provides the anchor value as well as the adjusted number. If the

potential victim believes in the anchor, then they may use that number as a reference and
the adjusted value or sale price will look good in comparison.

Landscaains

Landscaping is a tactic used to set up a situation so that taking a certain course

of action becomes more likely. This tactic is similar to landscaping that may be done in

the real world; if 1 want someone to take a certain route from point A to point B, 1 can

build a sidewalk on that route. This does not force someone to takc the provided path,

however it influences them to do so. As a social influence tactic, the landscaping is done

psychological ly.

There are many di(Terent methods to create this landscape. As in the physical

world, we can build different paths to make one route easier, or we can put up barriers

and walls to make other routes more difficult; in the psychological world we can also use

different methods. We will discuss three types of the Landscaping tactic: Agenda

Setting, Limiting Choices and Conirolling Informatíon.

In Agenda Setting, a landscape is created through a story. The story serves two

purposes. First, by putting information into a story form, it helps to make the information

more believable. Second, the story can frame the infonnation in such a way that the

individual being persuaded is led to make the desired choice or action.

Researchers have shown that a complete and coherent story allows individuals

to create a mental representation of events, which makes the story seem more plausible

(Pennington 8t Hastie, 1992). In a mock trial, jurors' decisions and confidence in their

decisions was mediated by the organization of evidence. Informatíon was either
organized by story or by issue. When the information was organized by story, evidence

was presented so that each witness provided a relatively complete description of the

crime. Whcn information was organized by issue, evidence pertaining to each issue (for

example, motive) was presented together. In the story order, participants had stronger

and more confident decisions in the expected direction. The authors concluded that their

study provides further support that providing evidence in a story structure impacts the

outcome of the jurors' decisions in a court room. Whether presenting evidence in a

courtroom for jurors' to judge or trying to persuade someone in another setting, telling a

story can impact the final decision.

[n addition to using the story structure to persuade, how the details are

described in the story can make a considerable difference. Another famous study by
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Tvcrsky and Kahneman (1981) demonstrated that it is possible to framc a situation in

more than one way, and that alternate fiamcs can lead to different dccisions. When

presenting details in a story or a problem, it is possible to present the samc information in

different ways. A simple example of two ways to frame a situation is illustrated in the

classic question: Is the glass half-full or is the glass half-empty?

Tversky and Kahneman (1981) presented their subjects with a problem known

as the Asian Disease problem. Approximately half of the participants were given the

following version:

Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for an outbreak of an unusual Asian disease,

which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative prol,~rams to combat the

disease have been proposcd. Assume that the exact scientific estimates of the

consequences of the program are as follows:

-[f Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved.

- If Program B is adopted, there is a 1 ~3 probability that 600 pcople

will be saved and a 2~3 probability that no pcoplc will be saved.

The other half of the participants wcre given the same question, but were providcd with

two differcnt programs:

- If Program 1 is adopted, 400 people will die.

- If Program 2 is adopted, there is a 1 ~3 probability that nobody will

die and a 2~3 probability that 600 pcoplc will dic.

When given the option betwecn Program A and Prog~ram B, the majority of participants

(720~0) chose Program A. However, when given the option beriveen Prog~ram I and

Program 2, the majority (780~0) chose Program 2. In actuality, Program A and Prognam 1

are identical and Programs B and 2 are also identical. The framing of the option is

influential on which choice is selected. According to Prospect Theory, people will be

risk averse for choices involving gains and risk secking in choices involving losses

(Tversky 8r Kahneman, 1981). As a persuasion tactic, knowing how to tcll a good story

can allow someone to influence, another's decision and confidence in that decision and

knowing how to spin the story allows them to manipulate another's risk-taking behaviors.

Limiting choices is another way to create a psychological landscape to

intluence. ln ihe Limiting Choicc tactic, the decision set or possible altcrnatives are

manipulated. If an individual is focused on one or two possible altematives, they may

not consider other altematives at thc time of decision.
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This tactic may be related to the cognitive heuristic of availability. Availability

is a heuristic first described by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman (1974). It refers to

people's tendency to make jud~nents and decisions based on how easily information can

bc brought to mind. One reason events or ideas are more easily brought to mind is based

on their Icvel of activation. Collins 8c Loftus' (1975) spreading activation theory

suggests that information is stored in the brain in a network where concepts or ideas are

stored at nodes and these nodes are connected to other related nodes by pathways. All of

these concepts and ideas are at some resting level of activation, with more familiar or

recently-considered nodes at a higher level of activation. This higher level of activation

makes them easier to bring to consciousness compared to an idea at a lower level of

consciousness.

Because more familiar or recently-considered nodes are at higher levels of

activation, when the time comes to make a decision, these are the first ideas or concepts

thought about. Therefore, they are likely to be intluential in the decision. In one study,

participants were read a list of names (Tversky 8c Kahneman, 1974). Thc list included

the names ofvery well-known individuals (e.g. George Washington) and less well-known

individuals (John Breckenridge). After hearing the list, participants were asked to judge

if there were more males or females on the list. When the list included more well-known

men than well-known women, pariicipants judged the list to have more men overall.

Similarly, when the list had more well-known women than well-known men, participants

judged the list to have more women overall. Pariicipants based their judgment on the

information that was more available to them; because the famous individuals' names had

higher base levels of activation, they were easier to retrieve from memory. As a

persuasion tactic, providing a limited set of desirable outcomes to an individual may

make these options more avaílable at decision time. And the goal of the tactic is that one

of these desired options may be chosen.

And finally, the Controlling Information tactic is less related to a cognitive

heuristic and is somewhat related to the Authority Role tactic, discussed in the next

chapter. In this tactic, the persuader attempts to control the information an individual

gets about a given topic. This way all decisions will be based on a limited set of

information, potentially biased in the persuader's favor. Usually this tactic ís achieved by

discouraging communication with individuals outside the sphere of influence in order to

prevent dissenting ideas or opinions from being presented.

Altogether, the Landscaping tactics are methods to movc an individual from

point A to point B without exerting any actual force. These methods are designed to
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make the individuals being pcrsuaded feel as though thcy chose ihis route, not that they

were pushed down it. By setting thc situation in such a manner that it is the easiest route

to follow, it incrcascs ihe likelihood that it will be followed.

Phantom Fixation

Phantom Fixation is when an extremcly-desirablc object is presented to an

individual so that thcy will do anything to obtain it. This phantom could be fashionable

clothing, a high-paying job, a new car, an exotic vacation, a large sum of money, etc.

Essentially it is anything that an individt~al strongly desires. If a salesman or con artist

already knows what an indívidual wants, then thcy can use this to find the perfect

phantom to sell. For this reason, Profiling and Phantom Fixation Crequently work

together. The goal is to focus someone on a particular prizc or desire so that thcy will fail

to carefully evaluate the rest of the offcr.

One way to get the potential victim to focus on the prizc is to describe it

vividly. When college students are making decisions about which courses to take, vivid

information is shown to impact thcir decision more than statistical information (Borgida

8c Nisbett, 1977). Undergraduate students were showm average ratings of previous

classes or they were given information from students face-to-face. The facc-to-face

comments were highly intluential on the students' decisions whether or not to take a class

in the future. In a yuasi-experiment, home-owners were more likely to follow the advice

of energy auditors who werc trained to use vivid imagery, commitment, framing and

personalization of information (Gonzalez, Aronson, and Costanzo, 1988). Though the

study combined four tactics, it suggests that vivid imagery may work as a persuasion

tactic in real world situations.

Vivid imagery may impact decisions because it allows the participants to

imagine a situation more fully than they may with a plain description. Studies have

shown that imagining oneself doing some task or bchavior will increasc likelihood ratings

of doing that behavior in the near future. This ef(ect was found when participants simply

heard a story that thcy had done some task and how they did it (Gregory, Cialdini,

Carpenter, 1982) and when thcy sketched out action scenarios ofgiven events (Andcrson,

1983). Regardless of whether or not the participants made up the story, imagining a

behavior made them believc it was morc likely that they would do that behavior in the

liiturc.

Pratkanis and Horvitz (2002) demonstrated how the Phantom Fixation tactic

works in a laboratory setting. After an unrelated experimcnt, they asked students to stay
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longer than scheduled to write essays. The essay writing would take approximately two

hours. Generally speaking, this is not an activity for which most college students would

volunteer. Half of the students were simply asked if they would be willing to stay

without any incentive. The other half were told that they had won one of five prizes, but

in order to be awarded the prize, they must stay to write the essays. The prizes induded a

TV, a portable CD player, a multi-color university mug, a videocassette recorder or a S50

mall gifl certificate. The university mug is "a gimme prize- a near worthless itcm which

in the context of the other luxury goods sounds great," (Pratkanis and Horvitz, 2002). As

in real one-in-five offers, ihe only prize anyone could win was the gimme prize, in this

case the imiversity mug. It is possible that the mug sounded more excíting in the context

of the four other prizes. [n addition, the students may have inferred there was a four out

of five chance that they would win another prize. Because the other prizes are all things

that college students would generally find highly desirable, the idea of winning could act

as a phantom. While only 200~0 of the control group, who was offered no incentive.

stayed to write essays, 1000~0 of the experimental group agreed to stay. The students were

apparently motivated by the idea that they could win a prize and were willing to do extra

work to obtain it, even when one of the prizes was not particularly valuable or exciting.

Con artists use the same tactic; however both the prizes ofiered and the price to pay for

them tend to be greater.

This tactic may also work in similar ways to thc Landscapíng tactic. As

mentioned before, people tend to rate an outcome more likely if it is pari of a story or if

they can imagine the event. With phantoms, individuals are encouraged to imaginc

exactly what they would do with their pnze. This imaginíng may increase the likelihood

that they believe they will actually win the prize. Additionally, this imagining may make

people more emotionally attached to the idea of obtaining the prize. This attachment may

make them more motivated to do whatever is necessazy to get the prize.

Scarcitv

The Scarcity tactic is based on the principle that if something is scarce, it must

be raze and valuable. We discuss four types of Scarcity: Product Scarcity, Winner

Scarcity, Time Scarcity, and Fear-of-Loss Scarcity. Product Scarcity is when a givcn

product or item itself is scarce or rare. A limited supply of something usually leads to

higher prices and an increased demand for it. Winner Scarcity is when the particular item

is only being ofiered to a select few individuals. Therefore, in addition to the fact that

they will have a scarce item, it is a privilege and an honor to be one of those selected.
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Time Scarcity is when the offer is available for only a limited time. In this case, action

should be taken immediately. And finally, Fear-of-Loss Scarcity is based on the idea that

your item or prize could be taken away and given to somcone clse. Therefore it is

important to makc sure you do what is necessary to kcep it.

Students rating cookics demonstrated Product Scarcity (Worchel, Lee, Adeole,

197~). The students were shown a jar of cookies in a variety of experimental conditions.

The overall finding was ihat students who werc rating cookies from a jar containing only

two cookies (scarce condition) rated the cookies as being worth more and more desirable

than identical cookies from a jar containing ten cookies (plentiful condition). Even

though thc cookies were the same, the students said they would be willing to pay more

for a cookie from the jar with two cookies than a cookie from the jar with ten cookics. If

a product is scarcc, it appears more valuable.

A real life example of Product Scarcity is the Cabbage Patch Doll craze in the

United States in the 1980's. The scarcity and the high cost of these dolls intensified

people's desire to own one. Lynn (1992) describes I'our critical aspects of scarce items:

I) Because few people have scarce items, possessing a scarce item makes those who have

it feel unique; 2) Because scarce items are usi~ally costly, possessing a scarce item is a

status symbol; 3) Not being able to possess a scarce item thrcatcns freedom to obtain the

object, which inereases their desire for it; and 4) Scarcity is often used as a heuristic cue

that can suggest yuality or other attractive attributes.

Time Scarcity is meant to create a sense of urgency in an individual. If thcy do

not act now, ihcy will losc thc opportunity. This tactic is based on forcing an individual

into a quick decision. This may prevent them from thoroughly researching or thinking

through their options.

Fear-of Loss Scarcity is rclated to two differcnt col,mitive principles. The first

is counterfactual thought: imagining what might be or what might have been. Even in

situations with low probabilities of a positive outcome, like playing the lottery,

counterfactual thought may be a motivating factor in playing (Landman 8c Petty, 2000).

Imagining what you would do with a large prize is a form of counterfactual thinking.

This thinking can lead you to play a lottery, bccause by not playing you might lose your

potential winnings.

The second principle is the endowment efTect or loss aversion. Thc endowment

effect is when an individual places more value on something that they already than they

would if they díd not already own it; loss aversion is a related phenomena that people are

willing to do more to avoid losing something they already possess than gaining
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something of similar value. (Kahneman, Knetsch, á Thaler, 1991). Kahneman (1992)

describes a demonstration of this that can be easily done in the classroom. One-third of

the students are gnven decorated mugs (or some other attractive object); these students are

the sellers. One-third of the studenis are given the opportunity to choose between a mug

and an amount of money; this group is called the choosers. And one-third of the students

are asked to indicate what amount they would be willing to pay to acquire the mug; these

students are the buvers. In one experiment like this, the sellers wanted 57.12 for the

mug; the choosers' cash equivalent for the mug was 53.12, and the buvers were willing to

pay 52.88 for the mug. The simple fact of owning the mug, even for a short period of

time, made it seem more valuable to the se!lers. Knetsch (1989, as cited in Kahneman

1992) conducted a study in which he gave students in one class mugs for completing a

questionnaire and he gave chocolate bars to students in another class. At the end of the

class, he gave the students the opporiunity to trade their gift. He found that only l00~0 of

the students took this opportunity. lt appears that ownership of an item increases the

preference for that item over another item, in direct comparison (Kahneman, 1992).

People will do more to avoid the loss of something than to achieve the same gain. lf a

salesman can convince you that an item is already yours, you may be willing to do more

to prevent losing it than you would have originally done to obtain it in the first place.

Altogether, the Scarcity tactics are used to persuade people that an item is

valuable; that they would bc lucky to own thc item; that thcy must act now to get it,

before it's too late; and that if they don't act, someone else is going to get their item.

Sourcc Credibility and Social Proof

The Social Proof tactic is used to make it seem likc everyone else wants to buy

the object bcing sold. It is based on the Collow-the-crowd mentality if everyone else

thinks it is a good idea, it must be a good idea. And if everyone else has it, and I do not,

then 1 will regret it. In addition to using Social Proof as an inFluence tactic, individuals

try to establish their credibility. Source Credibility can be established for an entire

business by describing business partners or a long business history. Individuals can also

establish personal credibility by describing ceriifications, credentials or personal

expertise. Both Social Proof and Source Credibility are used to generate trust. These

tactics are a combination of cognitive and social heuristics. On one hand, they are

cognitive because they involve evaluation of credibility. On the other hand, they are

based on trust, which falls morc under the social norms.
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Social Proof, in some ways, is similar to conformity. If everyone else is doing

something, then you should be doing it too. A 1955 study of charitable donors showed

that the donors were intluenced by the amoimt other donors gave (Blake, Roscnbaum,

Duryea, 1955). Individuals who saw that the average donation was 50?5 gave

significantly less than those who saw an average donatíon of 50.75. Additionally, Asch

demonstrated ín a famous study that people will conform with those arotmd them because

they don't want to be difTerent (Asch, 1951 as cited in Aronson, 1995). In his famous

line study, he asked participants to compare the lenbnhs of lines. When they were making

these judgments aloud, in a l,~roup of other people, subjects tended to confonn with the

group, even when the group was clearly wrong. These shidies simply demonstrate that

people tend to base their behavior on the behavior of others, either to find an acceptable

norm, as in the charitable donor study or because they don't want to be different from the

group, as in the line study. People seem to reason that if others think something is a good

idea, deal, etc., that this provides evidence that it really is a good idea.

Rescarch on Source Credibility suggests that individuals may integrate

information about a source to determine credibility. Yaniv (1997) found that people will

judge a source based on his confidence. [f a source appears to be more confident in his

judgment, individuals will rate him as more credible. In this study, confidence was

operationalized as the size of a confidence intervaL Sources provided numerical

estimates to trivia questions. They gave their estimates in ranges. Sources who gave

smaller ranges (i.e., 6-8) were considered more confident than sources who gave larger

ranges (i.e., 2-14). Birnbaum (1976, 1979) demonstrated that individuals integrate

infonnation about source bias when combining information. In doing so, they adjust the

sources' advice based on hís presumed bias. Salespeople and con artists attempt to

convince individuals that they are either unbiased, or perhaps working for them (biased in

their favor), rather than the likely tnie scenario that they are working only for themselves.

]f the sales person can do this, they can perhaps prevent an individual from discounting

their advice as one might discount advice from a biased source.

In general, Social Proof and Source Credibility are methods of creating trust.

This trust is not based on friendship. Instead, it is based on an evaluation of how the

community or well-respected experts view the indivídual or organization, the experiences

of the individual or organization, as well as things like the perceived confidence or bias

of the individual or organization.
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Summary

Seven social influence tactics, based on cognitive heuristics or short-cuts, were

discussed. These tactics, Commitment 8c Consistency, Comparison, Landscaping,

Phantom Fixation, Scarcity, Social Proof and Source Credibility are all based on common

rules for judging situations and making decisions. Manipulatíon of these rules allows

individuals to use them as tools of persuasion. In the next section. we will discuss tactics

which manipulate social norms to use as a tool of persuasion.

1.3: Social Norms-Based Social Influence Tactics

Social nonns are general rules that people follow when interacting with others.

As with cognitive heuristics, they are usually useful rules to follow. And they can be

taken advantage of as easily.

In this section, we will discuss four social influence tactics that are based on

social norms. These tactics include: 1) The Authority Role, 2) The Dependent Role, 3)

The Friendship Role, and 4) Reciprocity.

The Authority Role

The Authority Role is based on the general rule that you should obey authority

figures. Usually, authonty figures provide accurate infonnation and it is in your best

interest to follow their directions. When using this tactic, someone will play the role of

an authority figure. In the case of con artists, they may claim to be an FBI agent, a

customs agent, a bank president, a state attorney general, or some other authority figure.

As an authority figure, they will attempt to order an individual around. This tactic is

based on acting from a position of power, in hopes that others will obey.

In a classic study, Bickman (1974) demonstrated people's obedience to

authority figures. In one experiment, he had an individual dressed in regular street

clothes tell passersby to put a dime in a nearby parking meter. Only 3 out of 10

complied. However, when he had an individual dressed in a security guard~police officer

type uniform instnicting individuals to put a dime in a nearby parking meter, 7 out of 10

complied. People tend to listen to authority figures.

ln a more ex[reme experiment, Stanley Milgram demonstrated just how far

people would go when obeying an authority figure (Milgram, 1963, 1965, 1974, as cited

in Aronson, 1995). In his studies, he demonstrated that under the direction of an

authority-a professor-participants would administer high-voltage shocks to other

subjects. (Real shocks were never administered, but the participant believed that they
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were.) Even when the subject screamed and begged the participant to stop, the

participant would follow the directions of the authority figure. As thcy administered

more powcrfltl shocks, the participants would express stress or agitation, but would

f?equently continue to follow ihe professor's orders. Perhaps not everyone can imagine

following orders to administer painful and dangerous electric shcxks in an experiment,

but it is not di(Ticult to imagine following a simple order from a police of7icer, or sending

a check to pay taxes when ordcrcd by a government ofTicial. The power of the situation

can have a large impact on a person's behavior.

The Depcndent Role

The Dependent Role works in a similar way to the Authority Role. Only in this

case, it is based on the nde that you should take care of those who depend on you. Thís

role occurs most frequently between adults and children. Because children are dependent

on adults for many things, most adults feel responsible for taking care of children. This

role does not always have to do with adults and children though. There are many

relationships in which someone can depcnd ai another person for help.

Pratkanis 8c Gliner (2004-2005) demonstrated how the Dependent Role works.

They had both a university professor and a 2"a grade child present two arguments. The

first argument was that thcre is a 10`~' planet in the solar system. The second argument

addressed why nuclear war should bc prcvented. Participants found the professor's

argument for a 10'h planet more compelling than the 2"d f,~rade child's argument. This is

not surprising, since the professor is an expert in the field and thcrefore should be

educated on the topic, whereas the child probably has less knowledge than he does.

However, in the case against nuclear war, the 2"d g~radc child was more convincing.

Again, she probably had less technical knowledge than the professor. However,

Pratkanis argttes that because people feel responsible for taking care ofand protecting the

child, her argument was more compelling to them. The child's argumcnt invoked a

responsibility role in the listener.

This tactic creates an obligation to do the right thing and take care of another

individual. Solicitations for charities, especially those involving giving to children's

needs use this tactic. It is diflicult to refuse to help someone in need.

The Friendship Role

Thc Friendship Role tactic is based on the gcneral social convention of doing

favors for your friends. In many ways, it does not seem stuprising that we are more
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likely to agree to a request from a friend than from a stranger. ]n the Friendship Role, the

seller will try to make an individual feel connected to him in some way, in order to

increase the likelihood that for a few moments at least, they might treat him like a friend.

There are a number ofways that this perceived connection can be achieved.

Believing that you share some incidental similarity with another has been

shown to increase compliance to a request. In a series of studies, undergaduates were

significantly more likely to comply to a request if they believed that they shared the same

birthday, the same first name, or the same unique finger-print type with the requestor

(Burger, Messian, Patcl, del Prado, Anderson, 2004). In two of the three expcriments,

pariicipants were asked to read, critique, and provide a one-page summary of an eight-

page English paper. This request required a moderate amount of time and effort. Despite

this effort, a high rate of compliance was found among partícipants in expenmental

conditions who believed they were somehow similar to the requestor (620~o and 820~0). In

the third experiment, participants were asked to donate money to a charitable foundation.

In this case, participants donated significantly more money when they believed they

sharcd the same name with the requestor (~2.81) than when they had no perceived

similarity (51.00). Superficial similarities proved to go a long way in obtaining

compliance in these studies.

In similar studies, mere exposure to an individual increased the likelihood of

complying with a reyuest (Burger, Soroka, Gonzago, Murphy, Somervell, 2001). [n two

studies, participants silently completed an experimental task with a confederate in the

room or alone. Following the completion of the task, the participants either sat for 2

minutes silently (with the confederate or alone if the task was completed alone) or talked

briefly with the confederate during this time. ARerwards, the confederate asked the

pariicipant to proof-read and critique an eight-page Gnglish essay, as in the previous

study. In this case, participants who either sat silently with the confederate (44.60~0) or

conversed with them (44.70~0) were significantly more likely to comply with the request

than those who had not been previously exposed to the confederate (26.30~0). Previous

research shows that familiarity tends to increase liking for something or someone. In this

case, a small amount of familiarity a)so increased willingness to comply with a request.

Finally, participants who engaged in a dialogue, as opposed to a monologue

were more likely to comply with a request from a stranger (Dolinski, Nawrat, Rudak,

2001). In a series of five experiments, pariicipants were engaged in some type of

dialogue before receiving a request or they heard only a short monologue from the

experimenter before the request was made. In all experiments, participants were more
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likely to agree to the request in the dialogue condition than the monologue condition.

The experimenters manipulated a variety of aspects of the conversation, and concluded

that it was the act of having a conversation that led to the increased compliance rate,

rather than other factors. They suggest that this effect is based on the fact that

interactions that involve dialogues are associated with acquaintances and friends whereas
monologues are associated wíth strangers.

In these studies, increased compliance was shown after mere exposure to the

requestor, a short conversation with the requestor or perceived similarities with the

requestor. These are a few ways that the rcyuestor can appear to be slightly more like a

friend, at least for the brief period of time that the request is being considered.

Reciprocity

The Reciprocity tactic is based on the norm of reciprocity, which most people

abide by (Gouldner, 1960). According to this norm, favors must be returned. So, when

someone does you a favor, you feel the obligation to return or reciprocate that favor. A

salesman can use this tactic by appearing to do an individual a favor, so that the

individual feels obligated to rehirn the favor, and potentially purchase what is being sold.

A few studies demonstrate this tactic. In one study, Cialdini (2001) showed

that charity solicitations containing a gummed address label yielded a 350~o response rate,

whereas solicitations without the address labels yielded only a 170~o response rate.

Simply including something for the solicitation recipient- the gummed address labels-

doubled the rate of response. If I do something for you, you should do something Cor me.

In another study, students selected names and addresses from a phone book. They mailed

out Christmas cards to these randomly-selected people (whom they did not know). They

received a significant number of Christmas cards from these randomly-selected

individuals (Kimz 8c Woolcott, 1976, cited in Cialdini, 2001). Again, if you do

something for me, I will do something for you. However, favors frequently come with

strings attached.

As mentioned above, the Reciprocity tactic is related to the Comparison tactic,

when the reduction in price seems to be a favor done by the requestor. Burger (1986)

demonstrated that the norm of reciprocíty was another factor leading to increascd

compliance, when the cupcakes were reduced from S 1.00 to 50.75. Similarly, Friendship

and Reciprocity are tactics which may frequently occur together, because it is common to

do favors for your friends, and also to expect some type of favor in return. Feelings of

obligation can be a powerful motivator to perform some action or provide some service.
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Summary

Four social influence tactics based on social norms or heuristics were

discussed: the Authority Role, the Dependent Role, the Friendship Role and Reciprocity.

They are all based on common rules or behaviors when interacting with others. Like the

cognitive heuristics, manipulating these rules allows individuals to use them as tools of

persuasion.
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Chapter 2: Literature on Fraud Victimization

Fraud may be defined as the deliberate deception or intention of

deception of an individual with the promise ofgoods, services or

other financial benefits that are actually nonexistent, were never

intended to be provided, or were grossly misrepresented.

-Richard Titus, National Institutc of Justicc

2.1: Overview of Litcrature on Fraud Victimization
Prior to 1990, very few scholarly studies had been conducted on the subject of

consumer fraud. Most of what had been written was personal accoimts by either former

perpetrators (con artists), current or former law enforcement officers or members of the

news media (Langenderfer, 2001). Over half of the studies cited in this literature review

were published since 2000 and ovcr 90oió were published since 1990. This still-early but

growing body of research has been driven by organizations likc AARP, the United States

Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission and a handful of academics who

have taken on the study of fraud in a systematic way (Tihis et al., 1995; Pratkanis á

Shadel, 2005). Our revicw of the literature has identified lhree primary types of studies:

l. Prevalence Studies: How man~pcople are being taken? Rescarch that seeks to

measiue the frequency and extent ofconsumer fraud in the marketplace;

2. Fraud Typology Studies: What kinds of scams are out there? Research that

seeks to identify and document the different types of fraud in the marketplace;

and

3. Victim Profile Shidies: Who is being taken? Research that seeks to identify the

characteristics of individuals who fall victím to particular fraud crimes.

There is a fourth area that deserves mention and that is the literature on the con

artists themselves. As we mcntioned, most of the literature about con artists has been

written by law enforcement investigators (Shadel ác John T., 1994) or by con artists

themselves such as Frank Abignale who wrote an autobiography entitled Cntch Me I~Yvu

Ccrn (Abignale, 1980). One notable exception was Neal Shover's study of con artists,

based on extensive interviews conducted in federal penitentiazies with forty-seven

convicted telemarketing fraud swindlers (Shover, 2004). Because the focus of this
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dissertation is on the social influence tactics used by con artists and the various

characteristics of their victims, we have chosen not to conduct an extensive review of the

literature about the con artists themselves. The research we are conducting however is

informed by numerous personal interviews we have done with con artists over the years.

2.2: Prevalence Studies: How many people are being taken?

Whcn it comes to the prevalence of certain crimes in the United States, the

biggest study conducted each year is the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform

Crime Report (UCR), a U.S. report that produces a summary of crime throughout the

United States based upon reports from all government entities: city, county and state law

enforcement entities (Uniform Crime Reports, 1991-1998). These data record offender

crime incidents, such as the number of burglaries, robberies, and assaults that were

reported in a given year. A downside of this data is that it is based on reported crime rates

and it calculates crime based on ihe number of offenders rather than victims. This leaves

room for inaccuracies associated with the number of fraud crimes that go unreported.

Nevertheless, Uniform Crime Reports of arrests for fraud were dramatically increased

from 1991 to 1998, increasing 8.60~o while most other crimes were on the decline (Kerley

8c Copes, 2002).

The National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) collects information about

victims, offenders, and crime even if the event was not reported. Unfortunately, it has

only been recently that this survey includes any questions regazding fraud, and it is

limited to identity theft fraud (Baum, 2004).

The United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute

(UNICRI) has conducted standardized crime surveys of between 1,000 and 2,000

randomly-selected individuals over the age of 16 in twenty industrialized countries since

1992. These surveys are called the International Crime Victims Survey (ICVS). The

surveys ask a range ofquestions about individual's experiences with crime victimization.

Among the questions asked is the fotlowing. "In the last year, were you the victim of a

consumer fraud? In other words, has someone, when selling you something, or delivering

you a service, cheated you in terms of quantity or quality or price of the goods or

services?" Table 1 shows the reported fraud prevalence rates for various years and

countries. The ICVS ís administered every four years and data provided is for 2000, the

most recent year available (UN[CRI, 2000).

The ICVS provides a very interesting snapshot of self-reported fraud victim

rates in primarily Westem European and industrialized countries. The average reported
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Table 1: Fraud Prevalence - 2000 International Crime Victim Surve~

Countrv ti'car "~o Victimizcd 1"

Rcportcd

Australia 2000 8.80~0 177 210~0

Austria 2000 10.5oro 158 14oro

Belgium 2000 6.40~0 160 17oro

Canada 2000 7.So~o I56 210~0

Spain 2000 R.7oro 253 8oro

Denmark 2000 11.Soro 345 4oro

EnglancUWales 2000 6.Oo1o 117 400~0

Finland 2000 10.0oro 1R2 loio

France 2000 4.40~0 44 520~0

Italy 1992 10.6oro 214 2oro

Japan 2000 2.3oro ~ I 29oro

Netherlands 2000 4.40~o R7 540~0

New Zealand 1992 7.40~0 152 140~0

No.lreland 2000 3.8oro SR 79oro

Poland 2000 12.8oro 677 I oIo

Portugal 2000 7.Ooro 139 14oro

Scotland 2000 4.90~0 101 370~0

Sweden 2000 9.4oro 188 Soro

Switzerland 1996 9.90~0 99 11"~0

USA 2000 11.4`7u 114 32oro

All Countrics 2000 7.706 2963 24oio
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victimization rate across all countries of 7.70~o is a useful point of demarcation for the rest

of our discussion of prevalence rates, primarily in the United States. The average report

rate of 240~o also provides some insight into just how under-reported this crime has becn

and should provide valuable perspective for other self-repon prevalence studies contained

in this review. The report rate of 240~o has been found in a ntunber of other studies

(Rebovich 8r Layne, 2000; Kerley 8t Copes, 2002).

One of the first comprehensive national shidies about consumer fraud was a

survey conducted by Richard Titus and his colleagues at the U.S. Department of Justice

in 1991 (Titus et al., 1995). They telephone surveyed 1,246 individuals and asked

specific questions about 21 different types of fraud and their experiences with them. The

study found that 150~0 of respondents reported having been victimized in the past ycar and

580~o had been victimized at some point in their lives by at least I of these 21 frauds. The

average loss was 5216 per person, which when projected across the adult population of

the U.S., added up to more than S40 billion per year in losses to fraud at that time.

A 1992 survcy of Americans found that one in three reported having been

cheated out of money through deceptive means in their lifetime (Bass and Hoeffler,

1992). In a survey of Americans conducted in 2004, the FTC found that 11.20~0 of the

respondenis felt they had been victims of a fraud in the previous year. When this figure

is extrapolated to the U.S. population (based upon U.S. Census Bureau data that showed

an adult population of 217.76 million in 2003 when the survey was taken) it comes to

approximately 24.4 million adult fraud victims per year (Anderson, 2004). When AARP

asked a similar question in one of its surveys, they found that 170~o said they had been the

victim of a major swindle in their lifetime (AARP, 1996a). And when they asked the

same question a few years later, 21 "~o said they had been victims at some point in thcir

lifetime. Gight percent said they had been victimized in the past year (AARP, 1999).

The general prevalence rate of self-reported fraud is further corroborated by

recent AARP statewide surveys in Washington, Montana and Hawaii. The question asked

in these surveys was very similar to that posed in the Intemational Crime Victim Survey:

"Thinking about all the bad experiences you have ever had when purchasing products or

services, was there ever a time that you felt you were the victim ofa consumer swindle or

fraud? [n other words, has someone - when selling something to you or delivering a

service - deceived you in terms ofquantity or quality of a product or servicé?" Statewide

samples of the 18 and older population were conducted between 1999 and 2005 and the

average self-reported victim prevalence rate was 260~0 over a lifetime and 120~o during the

past year (AARP, 2004). This 120~o self-report rate is fairly close to the 11.40~o rate
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captured by the ICVS in 2000 for the United States (UN[CRI, 2000) and the 11.20~o rate

founding thc FTC's 2004 study.

Finally, the National White Collar Crime Center conducted a national study in

2000 of American's perceptions of and experience with fraud crimes. They specifically

asked thc national sample about thcir cxpericnces in nine discrete azeas of fraud and

found that in the ag~~regate, 3óoio of respondents had been defrauded at least once in the

past 12 months (Rebovich 8r Layne, 2000).

There arc a couple of potcntial explanations for why the prevalence rates for

fraud in these studies vary so widely (from l7"~o to 580~0 lifetime and from 2{0~o to 36"~o in

the past year.) The response rate is frcquently determíned by the wording of thc question

and the respondent's interpretation of ihat wording (Anderson, 2004). Researchers ask

the question about fraud victimization in a variety of ways, making the rates difficult to

compare. For instance, Titus askcd respondents very specific qucstions about 21

ditTerent types of fraud in his survey and found the overall prevalence ratc across all 21

frauds during thc previous ycar to be I So~~. When AARP's survey and the International

Crime Victim's Survey asked a single question, (whether the respondent had ever bcen

the victim of a consumer fraud or swindle, leaving it to the respondent to remember

without being aided), the response was 80~0.

Secondly, self-reporting of fraud in surveys has been shown to be a notoriously

unreliable measure. In "Off the Hook", AARP researchers asked known victims

(individuals whose victim status had been verified) to answer the question, "Have you

ever lost more than SI,000 in a consumer fTaud or swindle?" When lottery vic[ims (who

had each lost at least 51,000) were asked ihis question, only SOo~o admitted they had lost

such an amount. Similarly, when a group of investment fraud victims (who had also lost

at least 51,000) were asked this question, only 270~o admitted it (AARP, 2003a). These

are fairly astounding self-report error rates and thcy reinforce the need to improve how

fraud victim prevalence rates are deterniined.

One important distinction is the difference between low report rates (not

reporting crime to authorities) versus self-report error rates (refusing to admit

victimization in a telephone survey.) While these two rates are different, the reasons why

they tend to both be low may be related. Personal embarrassment has often been cited in

the literaturc as a reason why many do not report fraud victimization (Pratkanis 8c

Shadel, 2005).

The National White Collar Crime study found different reporiing rates for

diffcrent types of fraud. For instancc, the repori rate for auto repair fraud was 470~0
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whereas the report rate for victims falling for various "free prize" scams was only 140~0

(Rebovich 8t Layne, 2000). Studies of other types of crime reveal reporting rates that are

higher than for fraud crimes. For example, household burglary report rates average SOoio

and motor vehicle theft reporting rates average 780~0 (Shadel 8r Ward, 1995; O'Brien,

2000). It is worth noting that even this data is subject to self-report error because it relies

on 1) self-report of having reported and 2) self-report of being a victim. There is little

rcason intellectually to question the veracity of [he former, quite another to trust the

latter.

Some studies have explorcd situational factors that might alter reporting rates.

In 2001, researchers investigated the role of socialization in increased reporting rates for

fraud and found no correlation betwcen increased socialization and reporting. They did

find a correlation bctween fraud victimization and socialization (Van Wyk 8t Mason,

2001).

One last factor in terms of prevalence of fraud is exposure to it. AARP did a

study in 1996 to gauge the incidence of telemarketing fraud. The study found that

tclemarketing is extremely pervasive, with 820~o reporting they received one or more calls

involving the sale of a product, contribution to a charity or to enter a contest; 420~o said

they received five or more of such calls in the past six months and 460~o had received such

a call within the past week (AARP, 1996c). The 2004 FTC Consumer Fraud Study also

found that 85.80~0 of all respondents had received a telemarketing call during the past year

(Anderson, 2004). While not all telemarketing companies are fraudulent, such relentless

exposure to telephone sales offers is another factor in the equation of how many people

are victimized by fraud.

Summarv

Overall, the exact prevalence of fraud in any given area at any given time is

virtually impossible to determine. Issues of embarrassment, privacy and psychological

pressures make victims reluctant to come forward (Pratkanis 8t Shadel, 2005).

Furthermore, methodologícal problems associated with the wording of survey questions

make the accuracy of responses difficult to sort out. However, if AARP's 2003 study of

known victims is any guide, self-report error rates for fraud may be as high as SOoIo

(AARP, 2003a). If one takes the conservative figure we began with in this section of

7.70~0, which is the average self-report fraud rate across I S European countries including

the United States, and double it, you get an overall prevalence estimate for fraud of just

over 1 So~o. Until self-reporting methods improve, this is our best estimate ofprevalence.
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2.3: Fraud Typology Studies: What kinds of scams arc out there?

For many years, a key role of law enforcement and regulatory agencies was to

enforce the laws against swindlers who commit fraud, but also to catalog the various

types of schemes in the marketplaces so that consumers could be forewarned (AARP,

2003a). Every statc attorney general office and consumer agency at every level of

government seems to come out with a list each year of the top scams going around the

coimtry. In this section, we will provide a snapshot of some of those lists and describe

how they change over time. There are essentially three sources for determining what

types of scams exist in the marketplace: Consumer surveys, analysis of complaint data,

and investigative work.

Consumer Surveys

The Federal Trade Commission, the oldest consumer agency in the U.S.,

established in 1916 (Holtfeter, Slyke 8c Blomberg, 2005), has probably done the most

thorough analysis of the kinds of fraud that are being perpetrated on Americans. Their

2004 survey of2,500 Americans revealed the top ten most common fraud areas reported,

see Table 2.

The FTC estimates that of all respondents who said they were victims of fraud

in one domain or another in 2004, just over half were victims of one of these ten scams

(Anderson, 2004). It should be noted that this list was not derived from individuals filing

complaints with the FTC. Rather, respondents were randomly selected and proactively

called by the agency to determine their experiences with fraud. Most government agency

"top ten" lists on thc other hand, including the FTC's own consumer sentinel program,

are generated from complaint records.

By way of comparison, consider the list of frauds by type compiled ten years

earlier in 1995 by Titus in his survey of fraud victimization (Titus et al., 1995). Table 3

shows the top ten list in that study. The most notable thing about these two lists is how

different they are. With the exception of free-prize scams, most of the frauds in the two

lists are different, a startling change in just ten years. This is in part why there has bcen a

move to teach consumers the psychological tactics used by con artists, rather than

focusing on the precise types of fraud out there since the tactics tend not to change as

quickly (Pratkanis á Shadel, 2005).
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Table 2: Top 10 fraud areas reported by the FTC and a description of the fraud (2004)

Type of Fraud

Slamming

Advance Fee Schemes

Buyers Club

Credit Card Insurance

Credit Repair

SweepstakeslLottery

[nternet Services

Pyramids

Information Services

Job Scams

Description

Billed for unauthorized long distance phone charges

Paid an advance fee for a loan or credit card

Billed for a buyer club you did not intend or agree to join

Paid for bogus credit card insurance

Paid for service to supposedly repair your credit

Paid money to "win" a prize

Billed for intemet servíces you did not agree to purchase

Paid for a membership in a pyramid scheme

Billed for service over the internet you did not purchase

Paid money to someone guaranteeing you a government

job

Table 3: Top 10 fraud arcas reported in Titus, 1995 and a description of the fraud

Type of Fraud Description

Free Prize Paid money to "win" a prizc

Appliancelauto repair Paid for unnecessarylnever performed repair.

Card Number Tricked into providing credit cardlbank account number.

Price Lied to about price of product or service and
overcharged

900 Numbcr Uscd a 900 numbcr to cheat you out of moncy

Other Othcr situations whcre you were cheated out ofmoney

Subscriptions Purchased subscriptions which you never reccived

Charity Donated money for a fraudulent or false charity

Warranty Purchased a warranty which did not cover promised

things

Work at homc Paid for kits promising profits from working at home.
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Analysis of Complaint Data

Researchers have long known that consumer complaint data provides a limited

snapshot of the fraud activity occurring in the marketplace. This has to do with the low

self-report rates for this crime and also the fact that those who file complaints with

govemment agencies tend to match a particular demographic profile ihat is not

representative of the public at large (Shadel 8r John T., 1994). Nevertheless, analysis of

government complaint files does provide some information about the kinds of crimes

being conunitted in any given year. The Nationa] Fraud Information Center (NFIC)

generates a top ten list of telemarketing fraud scams from complaints filed from

consumers each year. Table 4 shows their list for 2005. The NFIC indicates in this

report that the top three scam types among the 60-plus population were

prize~sweepstakes, phishing, and magazine sales. An astonishing 330~0 of all

telemarketing fraud complaints filed with the NFIC in 2005 were by consumers over 60

years of age (NFIC, 2005).

Perhaps the most significant trend in terms of consumer fraud is the role of the

intemet. One researcher goes so far as to say that if a con artist is not using the internet

as a tool ofhis or her trade, he is guilty of "fraud malpractice," (Langenderfer 8c Shimp,

2001). The intemet has had the effect of shrinking the globe, eliminating national

borders and allowing every con artist, regardless of where they live, to be a threat. In

light of this powerful trend, the NFIC publishes another top ten list: the top ten internet

scams in 2005 based on complaints they received (see Table 5).

The Federal Trade Commission also receives complaints nationwide through a

program they call "Consumer Sentinel." A comparison of complaint data over a three

year period from 2003 to 2005 is listed in Table 6(FTC, 2006).

Investi~ative work

Not all typology lists come from complaint files. One interesting source for

fraud complaints comes from investigations of companies that, wittingly or unwíttingly,

participated in the carrying out of the fraud crime. One wire transfer company has been

doing more than most to help consumers avoid fraud, including donating 58.1 million to

the AARP Foimdation in 2005 to create a nationwide network of fraud prevention call

centers that wam people about fraud. Unfortunately, many fraud operations still use wire

transfer company services to wire money as part of their scam (Pratkanis 8c Shadel,

2005). Periodically, the AARP Foundation receives fraud reports as these companies

identify victims. One such victim list revealed the top five frauds being perpetrated that
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used wired transfer services were: 1) Internet auctions, 2) Lottery scams, 3)

Nigerianlforeign money scams, 4) Bride fraud (fraud from personal interaction on

intemet websites), and 5) Advance fee loan scams.

Table 4: Top 10 fraud arcas reported to thc ?~ational Fraud Information Center (2005)

Tppc of Fraud Description

PrizelSweepstakes Paid money to "win" a prize

Scholarshipslgrants Paid fees on promise of lucrative scholarship

Magazinc sales Purchased magazine subscriptions that you never received
Credit card offers Was offered fraudulent credit cards or credit card

protections
Fake check scams Consumers are paid with phony checks for work or items,

instructed to wire money back

Advance fee scams Paid an advance fee for a loan or credit card

Lotteryllottery clubs Requests for payment to claim winnings or get help to win

Work at home plans Bought kits promising big profits from working at home

Phishing scams Emails pretending to bc from well-known source asking to

confirm personal information

Travelwacation Paid to receive discounted travelthat could never be used
or cost more than the promised price
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Table 5: Top 10 internet frauds reportcd to thc 1Sational Fraud

Information Centcr (2005)

Type of Fraud

Auctions

General Merchandise

Nigerian Money Offers

Fake chccks

LottericsiLottery Clubs

Phishing

Advance fee loans

lnfotmationlAdult Services

Work at homc

Internet Access Services

Description

Goods never dclivered or misrepresented

Goods never delivered

Promises of riches if consumcr pays to transfer money into

their own bank account

Consumers aze paid with phony checks for work or itcros,

instructed to wire money back

Requests for payment to claim winnings or get help to win

Gmails pretending to be from well-known source asking to

confirm pcrsonal information

Paid an advance fee for a loan or credit card

Cost and terms of services not disclosed or represented

Bought kits promising big profits working at homc

Cost of internet acccss and other services misrepresented

Table 6: Top 10 fraud arcas rcported to the FTC's Consumer Scntincl Program

Scam Typc 2003 2004 2(105

Identity theft 40oro 38oro

Internet auctions 150~0 150~0

Shop-at-homc~Catalog sales l00~0 80~0

Internet services~Computer complaints 60~0 óo~o

PrizelSweepstakeslLottcry So~o So~o

Foreign money offers 4olo So~o

Advance Fee LoanslCredit repair 40~0 30~0

Business opportunitieslwork-at-homc 30~0 20~0

Tclephone scrviccs 20~0 20~0

Magazine and buyers clubs 20~0 lo~o

37oro

12oro

8oro

5 oro

7a~o

8 oro

2 oro

2 oro

2 oro

I oro
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These types of scams can target consumets ofany age, but the vast majority of

victims identified by wire transfer companies are older. Another type of scam that dces

not typically show up on government agency lists or wire transfer company lists is the

living trust scam (Finberg, 2003). A living trust is a legal document that can have the

effect of streamlining the probate process for older people. Many scams have been

operated using the threat of inheritance taxes and expensive probate proceedings to

induce older consumers to pay up to 55,000 for a living tnist. Not only are insurance

sales people selling these documents (often without advice or review from a lawyer), but

they also try to sell older consumers high-commission investments that may or may not

suit them (Finberg, 2003).

Summary

In reviewing the literature on fraud typology, three clear patterns emerge. One

is that there is a wide variety of frauds taking place in the marketplace each year and the

types of fraud change over time. This makes it very difficult for those in thc business of

preventing this crime to know how to warn consumers. It also brings ínto sharp relief the

importance of imderstanding the underlying social influence techniques that are present

across all frauds, which do not seem to change as frequently as the types of frauds

themselves.

Thc second major finding from this review is that there is at least onc kind of

fraud scheme that is in the top ten lists every year. lottery and prize promotion scams.

This is sigmificant because it means that despite a rapidly-changing fraud industry, the

lottery and free-prize frauds never seem to go away. It makes our focus on profiling

lottery victims in this study all the more important.

And finally, there is a noticeable absence in any of the typology reports we

have reviewed here of investment scams being at or near the top of the lists of scam

types. There may be several explanations for this. One is that, as we have noted

previously, the error rate for admitting one has been taken in a survey for victims of

investment fraud has been documented to be as high as 770~0 (AARP, 2003a). The rate at

which known investment fraud victims report crime to authorities is similarly low. In

addition, the regulatory agencies at both the state and federal level that enforce laws

against fraudulent investment brokers rarely publish typology lists like other consumer

protection agencies and this makes it difficult to track trends in the domain of investment

fraud.
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Nevertheless, it is vital that we begin to understand the profile of the typical

investment fraud victim. At a time when ihere ís a major seismic shift in responsibility

for wealth accumulation and retirement security in the United States from the government

and the corporation to the private individual, it is vital that those who are vulnerable to

beingdefrauded be identified and protected.

2.4: Victim Profiles: Who is being taken?
When it comes to profiling victims of fraud, the literature contains four main

types of profiling analysis: 1) Demographic, 2) Consumer literacy, 3) Behavioral and

psychological mindset, and 4) Situational. We will review the literature for each of these

four types of profiling analysis.

Demographic Variables

The Federal Trade Commission, the United States Department of Justice,

AARP, and the United Nations [nterregional Crime and Justice Research [nstitute

(UNICRp seem to have done the most comprehensive studies of the demographics of

fraud victimization during the past 15 years. As we proceed through the review of the

literature, you will see these sources utilized repeatedly because they have done the most

work in this area. We will examine the following demographic variables: age, gender,

incomelfinancial status, education and marital stahis.

Age

The literature is mixcd on the question of whether younger or older people are
more likely to be victimized by fraud. Before there were academic studies conducted on

fraud, anecdotal evidence from investigators and prosecutors abounded with the

impression that older consumers were much more vulnerable to and therefore victimized

by fraud. This was likely because investigators only interviewed individuals who filed

complaints and older consumers are known to file more complaints than younger

consumers (Titus et aL, 1995) and because con artists told investigators in interviews that

oldcr victims were their prime targets because they were home to answer the phone and

they had money (Shadel 8r John T., 1994).

The notion that older people were more victimized than younger people was

not limited to law enforcement. A survey of Americans in 2000 found that 600~o thought

that older consumers were the most likely victims of fraud (Rebovich 8c Layne, 2000).

Further supporting the notion that older consumers are more victimized by fraud was a

1996 study by AARP that found that while individuals over 50 comprised 350~0 of the
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American population, they accounted for S7o~o of all the victims of fraud (AARP, 1996a).

Furihermore, AARP research of sample populations of lottery and investment fraud

victims found the percentage of victims over age 50 to be overwhelmingly high (AARP,

2003a). The NFIC collects complaints nationwide each year from telemarketing fraud

victims and they found that 330~0 of their complaints about telemarketing fraud were from

individuals 60 and over and 220~o were from those 70 and older (NFIC, 2005).

Additionally, an AARP study conducted in 1999 found that the SO-64 year old

age cohort was the most likely group to report having been victimized by a major fraud

(230~0), compared to those under SO (180~0) and those over 65 (80~0), (AARP, 1999). And a

survey conducted by the North American Securities Administrator's Association

(NASAA) recently found that 44oIo of the people complaining to their agency about being

defrauded were over the age of 65. In Florida, 750~0 of all complaints to thc securities

division were over 65 (Struck, 2006).

In contrast, Titus found overall across all scam types that older consumers were

three times less likely to be fraud victims than younger people (Titus et al., 1995). This

finding is confitmed by the FTC study that found 17-190~0 of the 25-54 year old

population were victims of fraud, but that figure falls to 1 1"~o for consumers over SS years

of age (Anderson, 2004). Another study conducted in 1994 found a similar decline in

victimization for those over SS years old (Kerley 8c Copes, 2002).

As part of the International Crime Victim Survey (UNICRI, 2000), the

Australian Institute of Criminology surveyed 3,000 individuals in 1999 about their

experiences with consumer fraud. They found that 9.30~0 of the 18-64 year old population

were victimized, compared to 3.90~0 of the 6S and older population, based on self reports

of having been a fraud victim in the previous year (Muscat, James á Graycar, 2002).

For purposes of this review, we secured access to the entire data set for the

2000 International Crime Victim Study and ran demographic profiles on respondents in

15 industrialized countries to determine age breakdowns for those who self-report they

were victims of fraud in 1999 (Pak á Shadel, 2006). Respondent's victim status was

self-reported and based on responses to the general question, "In the last year, were you

the victim of a consumer fraud? In other words, has someone, when selling you

something, or delivering you a service, cheated you in terms of quantity or quality or

price of the goods or services?" Despite issues of self-report etror and the general nature

of the question, the results nevertheless shed some light on the general trends by age for

those I S countries. Those 60 and older were 23.S8o~o of the total population surveyed

across all countries, but they were only 13.460~0 of all the victims. ln contrast, 54.560~0 of
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all respondents were between the ages of20 and 49 and yet they comprised 67.350~0 of all

the victims. The largest difference by age cohort was the 20-29 year olds, who were

16.84"~0 of the population surveyed and yet 21.64oio of the victims, a margin of almost

Soió. This sugges[s that across IS índustrialized countries in Gurope, younger people are

disproportionately victimized by fraud. By the time they get to age 60 and above, thcy

are less victimized, (Pak 8r Shadel, 2006).

Thus, the literature as it pertains to the age of fraud victims is mixed. General

surveys across all scam types tend to find that older consumers are less victimized as a

percentage of the populatíon. This follows the general trend in crime victimization: the

older the person, the less likely they are to be a victim of any kind of crime, (Shadel ór

Ward, 1995). However, research that has analyzed victims by scam type has found that

crimes such as telemarketing, im~estment, and lottery fraud seem to target seniors and

have disproportionately high numbers of them in their victim populations (AARP, 2003a;

NFIC, 200~).

While the research is mixed on the qucstion of whether older consumers are

víctimized more or less than younger people as a percentage of ihe population, older

people have a tougher time recovering from fraud and may lose everything once they are

targeted by a con artist (Shadel 8t John T., 1994). This is why it is of particular interest

to AARP and other organizations to target prevention messages and resources to protect

those in the older person category.

Gender

Thcre is evidence to suggest that when it comes to fraud victimization in

general, gendcr is not a sigmificant variablc (Titus et al., 1995; Kcrley á Copes, 2002;

Anderson, 2004). All three of these studies found little or no differences based on

gender. Howcver, there are some minor exceptions to thís finding. Our analysis of the

International Crime Victims Survey found a slight difference between male victims of

fraud (52.570~0 of all victims) versus men in the general sample (48.310~0) across all 15

coimtries. In the U.S., the difference was slightly greater (male victims: 52.200~0; general

survey population of males: 47.060~0). Other noticeable exceptions were Belgium (male

victims: 58.50"~0; general survey population of males: 48.980~0), France (male victims:

~7.100~0; general survey population of males: 4R.69o~0) and Scotland (male victims:

62.70a~o; general survey population ofmales: 48.88"~0) (Pak á Shadel, 2006). What is not

known is how much, if any, of these differences are the result of reporting biases based

on gender.
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AARP's study in 2003 found that when it came to victims ofparticular types of

fraud, there were significant differences in gender. For example, the AARP study found

that victims of investment fraud were more likely to be male than a general population

control group. The same study found that victims of lottery fraud were overwhelmingly

more likely to be female than the general population control group (AARP, 2003a). A

study of predatory lending victims found that the victim pool contained slightly more

women (560~0) than the general population pool (520~0), but the difference was not found

to be statistically signiGcant (Moore, 2003).

Thus, it appeazs that overall gender does not play a significant role in profiling

fraud victims in general. But when it comes to specific types of fraud, such as lottery and

investment fraud, gender is a factor.

Irrcame~Finunciul Slcrhrs

The literature on thc role of income and financial status in fraud crimes seems

to fol]ow what is a consistent emerging pattern: when fraud victims are studied as a

whole, the research is mixed on the role of income; when specific types of fraud victims

are analyzed by income, much clearer patterns emcrge.

The FTC sttidy analyzed the role of income and finances among fraud victims

in three different ways: current income, future income, and debt. With regard to current

income, they found a difference between those who made between á20,000 and 540,000

(12.80~o were victims) and those who made between 540,000 and 560,000 (6.7oio were

victims). However, they also found that among those making between á60,000 and

580,000, 10.80~o were victims. This is an interesting pattern, showing victim status is not

monotonically related to current levels of income. Similar to the FTC finding for lower

income individuals, a 1994 study found that those individuals who earned between

á 1~,000 and 524,000 were more likely to be fraud victims (Kerley 8c Copes, 2002).

With regard to future income, they found that respondents who thought their

income would remain relatively stable over the next three years had the lowest rate of

victimi-ration (1 I.3v~o), while those who thought their income would either go up

significantly (23.So~o) or down significantly (21.30~0) had the highest rates of

victimization. One possible explanation for this pattern is that participation in fraud

scams has been linked to risky behavior (Van Wyk 8c Benson, 1997) and the anticipation

of significant changes in income, negatively or positively, may make individuals more

inclined to take risks. With regard to debt burden, the FTC study found that those who

reported they had too much debt were three times more likely to be victims (27.3"io) than

those who reported they had no debt (8.6a~o) (Anderson, 2004).
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More recent AARP research looked at the role of income for specific types of

fraud victims and foimd that investment fraud victims had a higher income than the

general population (AARP, 2003a). Forty-five percent of investment victims madc morc

than 575,000 per year, whereas only I~oó of the general population made this much. [n

contrast, lottery fraud victims had lower incomes than the gencral population, with Slo~o

of lottery victims making under 530,000 per year, whereas only 370ó of the general

population made under S30,U00 per year.

Eclucalron

The literature as it relates to the role ofeducation in fraud victimization follows

a similar pattern. The rescarch is mixed when all victims are analyzed together. Much

firmer findings emerge with regard to specific scam types.

The FTC study found no sigrtificant differences among fraud victims based on

educational attainment (Anderson, 2004). The Titus study found those with a master's

degree or higher and those who had dropped out of high school were less likcly to be

t~aud victims than [hose with some college or a college degree (Titus et al., 1995). A

1994 study of 224 fraud victims also found that individuals with some college or a

college degree were morc likely to be fraud victims than those with a high school

diploma or less or a graduate or professional degree (Kcrley 8c Copes, 2002).

A study by AARP found that victims of fraud had a higher level of educational

attainment than the general population (AARP, 1996a). Another study found that

predatory lending fraud victims had a lower level of educational attainment than the

general population (Moore, 2003). Specifically, 380~0 of the victims ofpredatory lending

fraud had an associate's degree, a college deg~ree or higher, while ~1"~0 of the non-victim

control g~roup had the same level of education.

Finally, the role ofeducation is clearer when it comes to speci6c types of scam

victims, such as lottery and investment fraud. An AARP study found that investment

fraud victims had a higher educational attainmcnt than a sample non-victim population,

yet lottery fraud victims had a lower level of educational attaintnent than a sample non-

victim population (AARP, 2003a).

F,rhnicim

The FTC ( Anderson, 2004) found significant differences between some ethnic

groups in terms of fraud victimization. Specifically, they found that Native Americans

and Native Alaskans were significantly more likely to be victims of fraud ( 380~0) than

non-Hispanic whites (12.So~o). The study also found that Hispanics had the second

highest ratc of victimization at 26.7o~a and African Americans were the third highest
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ethnic population in terms of fraud victimization at just over 220~0. Thc National White

Collar Center survey found that 530~0 of those minorities surveyed were in the "high risk"

category compared to 490~o for the Caucasian population, when analyzing risky behaviors
that can lead to fraud (Rebovich 8r Layne, 2000). None of the other studies found major
difference among victims in terms of e[hnicity.

Murrtul Siatus

Here again, the literature is mixed in terms of the role of marriage in fraud

victimization in general. An AARP study found that fraud victims werc more likely to be
married and more socially connected than the general population, which debunked some
myths about the stereotype of the isolated, lonely victim (AARP, 1996a). However, the

FTC study found no statistically-significant difference between married people and singlc

people in terms of their fraud victim status (Anderson, 2004). Our analysis of data from

the International Crime Victim Survey found no difference between victims and thosc

surveyed overall: 64910~0 of all victims were married or living together and exactly
64.910~0 of those surveyed were married or living together (Pak 8c Shadel, 2006).

Soberon-Fcrrcr and Lee (1997) used data collected from a 1993 AARP survey

of older consumers' behavior to develop a vulnerability scale and then analyzed the data

by age cohorts and found that marricd people scorcd lower than single peoplc on the
scale. This suggests that married people are less vulnerable to fraud.

Once again, the pattcrn as it rclates to the role of marital status becomes much

clearer when specific victims are analyr.ed by type of scam. Predatory lending victims

were found to be more likely to be married (710~0) compared to the general population

(634io), (Moore, 2003); investment fraud victims were more likely to be manied and

lottery fraud victims were more likely to be widowed or divorced than the general

population (AARP, 2003a).

Consumer Literacv

Demographic characteristics are only one set of variables to look for when seeking

to identify or profile vulnerable consumers. Consumer knowledge or what some refer to

as "consumer literac~' is another variable. In 1999, AARP conducted a survey intended

to measure consumer's vulnerability to fraud. A"vulnerability index" was created that

tested consumer's knowledge on a broad range of issues from investing to consumer

privacy to levels of trust in certain businesses to banking. Examples of selected measures

were as follows:
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~ Docs not know that the financial institution can take ownership of the home for non-

payment of the mortgage.

~ Dcres not know wherc to tum with a complaint about a product or service.

~ Daa not know that consumers have a right to see thcir credit report if they have

bcen denicd credit.

~ Docs not know that diversifying uivestments reduces risk.

~ Does not know that a no-load mutual fund involves fees even though there are no

sales charges.

~ Does not know that the FDIC will not cover losses in a mutual ftmd invested at the

bank.

~ Does not know that full-service brokers and financial planners are compensated

based on the amount and type of im~estments they sell to clients.

For each question answercd incorrectly, the respondent received one point (a

"vulnerability point"). The findings in this study revcaled that 8~~0 of all respondents had

a score of 10 or more out of 19, which put them at high risk of vulnerability to fraud.

From a demog~raphic standpoint, 210~0 of those 75 and older scored in the high risk range,

whereas only 1 lo~o of thc 65-74 year olds were in the high risk range, and only 6"~0 of

those under 65 were in that range. This suggests that the oldest consumers are the most

vulnerable, based on their lack of consumer knowledge (AARP. 1999).

With regard to the four financial literacy questions that were asked, only 1 lo~o

of the respondents got all four correct; only 25"~o got three out uf four correct; 460~o got

half of the questions correct; and IRo~o got one question in four correct ( AARP, 1999).

Tbis mcans that 64010 of the respondents ílunked. Such low scores on financial literacy

have been replicated in thc literature. A study conducted by the Investor Protection Trust

(IPT) fotmd that four out of fivc investors (830~~) fltmked a financial literacy test

administered in a nationwide survey ( Opinion Research Corporation, 2005). Women

(91"~0) were substantially more likely to ( lunk than men (77~~~). The IPT did a similar

study in 1996 with similar results (IPT, 1996). In this case, only 180~0 of respondents got

seven or eight answers correct out of eight. Fifty perccnt got between four and six

correct and 329~ scored zero to three points.

Another interesting study that sought to mcasure financial literacy in the

context of fraud victimization was the WSU study. Moore and her colleagues developed
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a survey that included a battery of 12 financial literacy questions that they administered

to both victims and a randomly-selected group from the general population. They were

testing the hypothesis that victims of predatory lending would score lower on financial

literacy questions than the general population. Overall, this hypothesis was supported.

Participants in the general population scored higher than the victims; 30.9"~0 of the

general population scored 10 or more out of 12 while only 21.90~0 of the victims scored

this well (Moore, 2003).

The interesting subtext to this study was how the victims of predatory lending

fraud did on questions related to lending practices. When one calculates the scores for

each group on the six questions related to borrowing money (for example, questions

about APR, rules about late payments, etc.), the predatory lending victims actually

oc~tscore the general population. What they score poorly on is the im~estment-related

questions (questions about diversification, no-load mutual funds, etc.). The inference one

might draw from this is that even fraud victims know quite a bit about the rules of the

game in the domuin in which the1~ plcn~. As it turns out, a victim of loan sharking or

predatory lending is familiar with the rules about loans. Yet, they are still victimized,

which calls into question the inoculation effects of financial literacy against fraud.

Behavior and Ps c,~L-hological Mindset

Scholars who study crime and its' victims have long been interested in the role

victims might play in becoming the target of criminal behavior. Garly researchers in the

field of victimology argued for example that ín the case of homicide, murderers may be

driven to kill as much by the actions of their victims as by their own inclinations. The

theoretical framework for this notion is described in The Criminal undhis Victim by Hans

von Hentig:

Here are two human beings. As soon as thcy draw near to one another... a
wide range of interactions, repulsions as well as attractions, is set into
motion. What the law does is to watch the one who acts and the one who is
acted upon. By this extemal criteria a subject and object, a perpetrator and a
victim, aze distinguished. In sociological and psychological quality, the
situation may be completely different. It may happen that the two distinct
categories merge. There are cases in which they are reversed and in the long
chain of causative forces, the victim assumes the role of "determinant." In a
sense, the victim shapes and molds the criminaL..Although it looks one-
sided as far as the final outcome goes, it is not a totally unilateral form of
relationship. They work upon each other profoundly and continually, even
before the moment ofdisaster. To know one, we must be acquainted with the
complementazy other. (Von Hentig, 1948).
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The notion thal the victim may play a role in the criminal act gained

momentum with the release in 1958 of Marvin E. Wolfgang's Pat~erns in Criminccl

Ilomicide in which he reported results from a major study of homicide in Philadelphia

that found over one quarter of the homicide victims had initiated the violence against

their eventual murderer and ovcr half of the victims had a previous rclationship with their

attacker (Wolfgang, I958). In introducing the term "victim precipitation", Wolfgang

writes: "[n many crimes, especially in criminal homicide, the victim is often a major

contributor to the criminal act. Except in cases where the victim is an innocent bystander

and is killed in lieu of an intended victim...the victim may be onc of the major

precipitating causes of his own demise." ( Wolfgang, 1958).

Theories ofvictim precipitation continue to be taught in criminology courses in

the U.S. and around the world to this day and scholars such as von Hentig and Wolfgang

are cited as pioneers in this area. However, with the emergence of thc civil rights and

femínist movements in the 1970s and 1980s in ihe United States. theories of victim

precipitation as a central cause of crime have become less universally accepted as more

and more individuals revoited against what has been perceived as a"blame the victim"

mindset. This was especially true for rape victims who, under previous theories of victim

precipitation, were presumed to have invited the crime through suggestive sexual

behavior. One researcher actually posited that a woman sitting alone in a bar having a

drink constitu[ed "victim precipitation" (Timmer, 1984). The explosion of victim

advocacy groups in the U.S. in the 1980s and 90s has also had a chilling eflèct on this

line of thinking and research.

With regard to consumer fraud, the role of the victim in precipitating the crime

has been put forth mainly by the con men committing the crime. Yellow Kid Weil, an

investment fraud con man operating in Chicago in the 1920s and 30s, was widely quoted

in the popular media towards the end of his career as saying "you can't cheat an honest

man". His argument was that the only reason his victims were taken was because they

were greedy and that lust for wealth led to their downfall. "They wanted something for

nothing." said Weil. "I gave them nothing for something," ( Pratkanis and Shadel, 2005).

We have interviewed numerous other con men morc recently who have all had

the same assessment of the rolc their victims played in their own demise. John 7.,

Stephen Michaels and Rocky wcre ruthless con men operating in the 1980s and 90s and

all three of them referred to their victims as "mooches." "A mooch is someonc who

wants something for nothing", said John T. quoting Weil without attribution in a book

about fraud 40 years latec (Shadcl and John T., 1994). While it is entircly plausible that
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the victims of fraud and their desire for money play some role in their own victimízation,

the bigger dynamic at play with this explanation may be the con man's desire to reducc

his or her own guilt resulting from making a living stealíng from others. After all, if one

experiences feelings of guilt after stealing the life savings of an 80 year old grandmother

(which all three of these guys and Yellow Kid Weil have done), what better way to

relieve that guilt than to say to oneself, "She had it coming - she wanted something for

nothing."

Sigmund Preud would have most certainly labeled what these con men were

saying about their victims as psychological projection: a defense mechanism in which

one attributes to others one's own undesirable thoughts or emotions. Replace the word

"mooch" with "con man" in the quotation above by John T. and what you have is, "A con

mcrn is someone who wants something for nothing."

This is not to suggest that victim behavior plays no role in the process of fraud.

There have been academic studies that looked at the role of the victim in precipitating the

fraud crime. Richard Titus, a rescarcher with the U.S. Department of Justice who himself

acknowledgcs that he started his career as a con man, explored how some consumers

might facilitate becoming a fraud victim. He did so by asking questions like: how much

did the victim cewperate with the con; how much did the victim's good nature contribute

to the fraud; and how much did their lower nature (greed, susceptibility to Flattery, etc.)

contribute to the fraud. Titus found certain "facilitating" behaviors that corresponded

with victimization. These included:

~ Victim makes the initial contact with the o(Tender, like mailing in a free coupon or a

chance to win a trip.

~ Victim provides ínformation about him or herself.

~ Victim allows the offender to convert what should be a business relationship into a

personal relationship to create tn~st.

~ Victim allows the offender to create a scenario or version of events that when

believed sets the stage for fraud.

~ Victim provides access to funds by wríting checks or giving out credit card numbers.

The National White Collar Crime Center study, informed by the Titus facilitating

behaviors list, developed a"risk" index of behaviors thought to expose consumers to

Gaud (Rebovich á Layne, 2000). These factors were as follows:
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~ Had ever responded to unsolicited mailings by purchasing an ítem to becomc

eligible to win a frec prize.

~ Had given their PIN or ATM code to others.

~ Neglected to perform background checks on contractors.

~ Ncglected to destroy crcdit card solicitations.

~ Gave their credit card numbers over a cordless phonc.

~ Had difficulty in resisting sales pitches.

The average respondent had engaged in Z.0 of thesc behaviors. Then a

demographic analysis was performed to determine the profiles of those scoring above the

mean versus below the mean in order to see if any patterns emergcd. Respondents were

categorized into high risk and low risk, with those scoring exactly at the mean (2.0) not

categorired. The first finding was that more 1R-39 year olds (560~0) than 60 plus year

olds (360~0) scored in the high risk category. Forty-nine percent of 40-59 year olds were

in the high-risk behavior category. Thcy also foimd a higher percentage of women (53o~~)

engage in the high-risk behavior than men (45o~o) ( Rebovich 8c Layne, 2000).

AARP did a study around this same time that identiiicd 745 known

telemarketing fraud victims and sought to develop a profile of their demographic and

behavioral characteristics (AARP, 1996a). This research placed consumer fraud victims

into one of five types, based on responses to bchavioral questions. These five types were:

1. Open to anything: This group was very open to anything anyone suggested to them

ovcr the phone.

2. You can't fool me: These individuals self-identified as individuals who were

impossible to fool because they had the experience and intelligencc to avoid fraud

(yet they were among the victims).

3. Polite and vulnerable: These individuals were reluctant to hang up the phone or be

impolite to anyone, which of coursc made them vulnerable to crooks calling them on

thc phone.

4. Likes to buy: These individuals are just people who like to shop and spend money.

Consequently they are a relatively easy group to swindle.

5. Naïve: Thcse individuals seemed to be very trusting of anyone who called and were

thereforc vulnerable based on theirrelativc naivety.
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AARP also conducted a series of focus groups of both fraud victims and the

general population, designed to understand differences in motivation and behavior with

respect to telemarketing fraud (AARP, 1996b). The sessions revealed there are three

kinds of victims: 1) those who are repeatedly victimized and unable to distinguish

legitimate from illegitimate sales pitches; 2) those who are wary of telemarketers but feel

unable to control the situation when they stay on the line; and 3) those who, as a result of

their victim status have become so cautious that they are at low risk ofbeing defrauded in

the future. This study also corroborated earlier findings that the general population

generally hang up on telemarketers, while victims typically were reluctant to do so. The

inability to hang up on a telemarketer implies that victims are more willing to listen to the

con's pitch, which makes them more vulnerable.

With regard to behavior and technology, an AARP (2003a) survey comparing

victims to the general population 4S and older found that investment fraud victims were

much more likely to use the internet (740~0) than the general population (4So~o). Lottery

victims were much less likely to use the internet (200~0).

Another important variable in profiling victims is to assess their psychological

mindset. Lottery victims were found to have a higher external locus ofcontrol than the

general population and investment fraud victims (AARP, 2003a). A high external locus

of control essentially indicates that a person believes that their life is out of their control

or in the control of external forces (Rotter, 1954.) To measure this, respondents were

given a series of paired statements and asked which came closest to their opinion. Three

questions, known to predict locus ofcontrol were asked:

l. "Getting what you want has little to do with )uck," (690~0 lottery victims, 780~0

general population and 860~o investment victims) or "Many times, you might as well

make a decision by just flipping a coin."

2. "You don't have much influence over the things that happen to you," (SO"~o lottery

victims, 400~o general population, 260~o investment victims) or "Luck is not important

in what happens in life."

3. "If you plan ahead, you can get things to work out your way," (8SoIo lottery victims,

830~o general population, 930~o investment victims) or "planning is a waste of time

because many things are a matter of luck."

The above findings show that lottery victims tend to have an extemal locus of

control compared to the general population. In contrast, thc investment victims tend to

have a more internal locus of control than the general population. This means that their
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psychological outlook tends to be more self-reliant, believing that life is what you makc

of it.

Anothcr aspect of the AARP (2003a) research that supports this self-reliant

mindset is "nced for cognition." Victims and the general population were asked, "Are

you the kind of person who avoids situations that require a lot of thinking?" Investment

fraud victims were much more likely to answer "definitely not me" or "probably not me"

(920~0) compared to the general population (720~0) and lottery victims (63"~0). Investment

victims are self-reliant and that means that they like to figure things out on their own.

In terms of bchavior in response to telemarketers, AARP found that investment

fraud victims were much less likely to immediately hang up on a telemarketer ( l70~0) than

the general population (400~0) or lotiery fraud victims (370~0). However, when asked if

they ever intemipted an unknown caller, investment fraud victims were much more likely

to say yes (91oio) than the general population (790~0) or lottery victims (710~0). The

diffcrcnce between lottery victims and the general population is worth noting.

To summarize, thc behavior and psychological mindsct of fraud victims are

important factors to consider when trying to understand who is victimized by fraud. With

regard to the question of victim precipitation - how victims may precipitate their own

losses - our view is that it should not be considered as the central factor in who is taken

by fraud, but rather as one of a complcx mix of several behavioral and psychological

factors.

Situational

Situational factors are important to address in terms of fraud victimization

because so much of the time, thc things that are happening in a person's life impact how

they cope with other things in their lifc (Cialdini, 2001). Intervicws with professionals

dealing with victims of fraud have routinely been told that there were lots of things going

on in the victim's life at the time they were scammed. The emerging hypothesis is that

life events, particularly negative life events, may contribute to consumers' vulnerability

to fraud by using valuable cognitive capacity which otherwise might have allowed them

to defend against fraud.

In 2003, AARP tested this hypothesis with victims of investment and lottery

fraud and the general population by asking a series of questions about life events. For

cxample, they were asked, "In the past three years, have you developed a condition that

limits your physical abilities?" There was a statistically significant difference between

the lottery victims who said yes to this question (420~0) compared to the general
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popu(ation of the general population (280~0). The investment victims' response rate

(230~0) was not significantly different from the general population. Other life events

where a difTerence was found between lottery victims and the general population were:

been ill or hospitalized (33oIo lottery; 240~o the general population), lost a loved one (39oio

lottery; 340~o the general population), and had anything else happen that changed your

daily routine (270~0 lottery; 190~o the general population). No differences were found in

comparing investment fraud victims' life events to the general population in any of these

areas (AARP, 2003a).

Another important situation factor is living arrangements. Early studies by

AARP found that samples of victims were more likely to be married, were of highcr

educational attainment, and were more likely to interact with neighbors and be more

socially active than the general population (AARP, 1996a). These findings were headline

news in 1996 when the study was released because it debunked some of the stereotypes

law enforcement and the media had created.

However, a point we have made repeatedly in this review is that to accurately

profile victims, one must segment them by scam type. A study that focused on known

victims of lottery fraud found that they were much morc likely to live alone (420~0) than

the general population (190~0) and they were more likely to be widowed, have a lower

income and lower cducational attainment than the general population (AARP, 2003a).

This profile of lottery victims is in direct contradiction to the 1996 AARP study of nll

victims. When investment fraud victims were profiled in that same 2003 study, they

were found to more closely resemble the 1996 AARP profile of all victims: more likely

to be married, higher income, highcr cducational attainment, etc.

What is one to make of ihese seemingly contradictory profiles? One

explanation is that lumping together victims of different fraud crimes has the effect of

disguising actual profiles that exist within each scam victim type. So when AARP sought

to build a single profile of all kinds ofdifferent victims in 1996, they were losing some of

the descriptive detail and richness that emerges when scam types are segmented. If

lottery victims and investment fraud victims had been analyzed together instead of

sepazately, the discrete profiles that have emerged would have been lost.

There are other situational factors in the environment of the marketplace itself

that should be noted in this review. One is the increasing presence of legitimate lotteries

being operated by state governments around the United States. Currently, 38 state

governments run state-sponsored lotteries and spend in excess of á400 million per year

adveriising these lotteries (Clotfelder, Cook, Gdell, 8c Moore, 1999). Most of these
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advertisements are 30 second commercials promoting state lotteries. One of the

surprising findings in the Gambling Impact Commission Report in 1999 was that only

three states require lottery commissions to disclose the odds of winning the lottery

(Clotfelder et al.). Thus, millions of television viewers watch commercial afler

commercial that show happy lottery players winning the lottery without any disclosurc of

the odds of winning. [n addition to the proliferation of state sponsored lotteries and

lottery advertising, there has been a huge increasc in casino gambling in the past tcn years

in the U.S. (Clotfelder et al.).

The rise in legal lotteries and casinos has created a cidtural situation in the

United States and in many countries around the world that sends the message that

gambling is an acceptable activity and, perhaps more sigmificantly, it is actually possible

to win. A recent survey of Americans found that 2l0~o said the best way to accumulatc

wealth was by winning the lottery (Consumer Federation of America, 2006). This

numbcr increases to 310~o for older consumers and 380~o for those who earn less than

á25,000 pcr year. No wonder then that in this environment, when a con artist calls up a

low-income older consumer and tells them they have won the lottery, they believe it.

Con ariist John T. commented about this phenomenon in 1994. He said, "If it weren't for

Icgitimate companies running sweepstakes and lotteries all ovcr the country, those of us

trying to scam people with fake lotteries would never be successfuL The U.S. has a

sweepstakes mentality and it makes my job that much easier," (Shadel and John T.,

1994).

Another reason the lottery scam may be so successful is bccause of the

availability hcuristic (Tversky- Kahneman, 1974). This is the idea, mentioned earlier in

this review, that when confronted with a decision, we draw from information that is most

available to us. In the case of deciding whether to play thc lottery or to believe the con

artist who calls you and tells you you've won, the information available might well be the

lotto ad you just saw on television showing a happy couple collecting their á5 million

check.

We did a content analysis of 100 different 30 second lonery ads from 14 states

and 9 countries that were available for download on the internct. Each ad was coded for

types of disclosure about odds, thematic content and source. Among the findings in this

study were that only 9 of the 100 ads had any kind of disclosure at all about the odds of

winning and in those 9 cases, the odds were tlashed on the screen brieFly in tíny print.

Another finding was that in 850~0 of the cases where a consumer is shown buying a lottery
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ticket, they are shown later in the ad winning the jackpot, despite the fact that the actual

odds of winning a multimillion dollar jackpot are astronomically small (Shadel, 2006).

Two additional situational factors have played a role in the proliferation of

investment fraud in the United States in the past six years. One is the dot-com boom in

the late 1990s that made the con artist's pitch of instant wealth all the more plausible,

because thousands of investors were doubling and tripling their investments in internet

start-ups in as little as two years. The second situational factor was the inevitable dot-

com bust, which fotmd many investors losing one-third to half of the value of their

portfolio in a short amount of time. This created an environment where scores of

investors were chomping at the bit to get the values of their portfolios back up to the pre-

bust Ievels and so they became willing to take more risks than they might have otherwise

(Cox, 2006). But as one insurance executive has said, "When you chase rate, you chase

risk," (McNaughton, 1995).

Further exacerbating the environment for investors has been the virtua]

wholesale shift in priorities among Federal law enforcement agencies, such as the FBI,

away from prosecuting telemarketing, investor and lottery fraud and towards the pursuit

of Osama bin Laden and other terrorists, both foreign and domestic. As one FBI agent,

who asked to remain anonymous said, "The Bureau's shifting resources away from con

mcn towards terrorists makes it open season on investors," (FBI Agent, 2005).

Summary

It is clear that much more research needs to be done before instruments can be

developed that would predict victimization of particular individuals. The complexity of

the human animal, combined with the growing complexity of the marketplace, makes the

task of protecting consumers from fraud a daunting one. We hope that this study will

nevertheless movc the knowledge base on fraud in the direction of clearer understanding

and provide impehu for more profiling work to be done in the fiiture.
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Chapter 3: Undercover Taping Project

3.1: Introduction to Research Studies

hi the past two chapters, wc havc discussed a variety of factors related to

consumcr tiaud in the United States and abroad. Based on these discussions, it is

hopefully clear that this is a large problem that necds to be addressed. The umbrclla of

consumer fraud covers a wide variety of individual Crauds; and in order to focus our

discussion, we will not cover all types of consumer fraud. Our research will focus on

telcmarketing fraud in general, with a special emphasis on lottery and investment scams.

We began by talking about influence tactics: methods people use to persuade

others. These tactics are commonly found in advertising, in courtrooms and in everyday

conversations among people. The tactics we discussed included: The Authority Role,

Commitment 8c Consistency. Comparison, the Dependent Role, thc Fricndship Role,

Landscaping, Phantom Fíxation, Profiling, Reciprocity, Scarcity, Social Proof, and

Source Credibility. Each tactic is briefly defined again in section 3.2. We divided these

tactics into two broad ~,noups: those based on cognitive heuristics and those based on

social norms. [n general, all of the tactics are partly based on rules that people regularly

follow. Though thcse rules are usually effective, in some cases they can lead to error.

Once someone understands the rulcs, it is possible to manipulate thcm in order to

inFluence another's decision or judgment.

Wc suggest that these influence tactics are used not only among legitimate

enterprises but also that con ariists use these persuasion tactics when attempting to

defraud individuals. In the next three chapters, we will describe a study which examined

what con artists say to their potential victims. In this study, we analyzed actual

transcripts of conversations in which con artists were attempting to pitch their scams.

This undercover taping project provided us with an inside look at what is really said and

how thc con artists attcmpt to persuadc.

Afier examining and analyring the methods con artists use to defraud

individuals, we took a closer look at who is being defrauded. The literature review

demonstrated that the question of who is being defraudcd remains unclear. Many of the

prcvious studies have contradictory findings on some or all of the characteristics of the

victims. In our second research study, we aimed to get a better picture of the victims of

~onsumer fraud.
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In this study, we focused on victims of two types of frauds: lottery scams and

investment scams. These scams were chosen for two reasons. First, they are both

extremely prevalent in the current environment. Among the tapesrtranscripts provided to

us by law enforcement agencies, Lottery scams, [nvestment scams, and Sweepstakes

scams were the three most prevalent. Because Sweepstakes scams are very similar to

Lottery scams, we decided to examine on)y one of these scams. Second, previous

research suggests that victims of Lottery scams and Investment scams may differ from

one another on a variety of psychological, behavioral, and demographic characteristics

(AARP, 2003a). Through an extensive survey, we were able to compare both victim

populations (Lottery and [nvestment victims) to one another and to the general

population. This survey allowed us to gather more evidence on the differences that exist

between the groups on a number ofkey characteristics.

We will spend the next three sections (3.2 through 3.4) examining the

undercover taping project. This study will provide a broader picture ofwhat tools the con

artists use to persuade their victims. After this, we will move on to a discussion of the

victims and thc general population in Chaptcr 4. This will paint a more detailed picture

of who the victims are and provide a basic profile of each type of victim. Chapter 5

provides a summary of a 2007 replication study that supports a number of the findings in

the first survey. Finally, in Chapter 6, we will summarize all of the findings and provide

recommendations for future research in fraud prevention. Together, an imderstanding of

who is being targeted and how they are targeted will allow us to develop

recommendaUOns for fraud prevention messages and strategies.

3.2: Overview and Research Methods of Undercover Taping Project

The data to be discussed in this and the next two chapters comes from audio

tapes provided to AARP by law enforcement agencies. All of these tapes were part of

undercover taping projects to investigate and prosecute telemarketing fraud. These tapes

were made when individuals were identified as chronic fraud victims. Usually, when an

individual is victimized, their namc will quickly get onto lists that aze bought and sold by

con artists. Being taken by a scam once will lead to more calls and more attempts by

additional con artists to take the individual for another scam. Investigators began an

undercover taping project in order to leam more about the crime and provide evidence in

criminal cases. When a victim was identified, law enforcement investigators would take

over the phone line. They would answer incoming cal)s pretending to be the victim. And

then they would record everything the con artist said. The con artist believed they were
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callíng individrrals who had previously lost money to scams but they were really talking

to and being recorded by invcstigators. Through these tapes, we can hear exactly what

the con artists are saying, what methods of persuasion they are using, and what kinds of

scams they are pitching.

Methods

Alarericrl.l'

Audio tapes given to AARP by six different law enforcement agencies were

used in this study. Thesc tapes werc recorded by Attorney General Offices in Ohio,

Oregon, North Carolina and California; the FBl in San Diego; and the United States

Depariment of Justice in Los Angeles. They were recorded between 1995 and 2003. The

tapes were transcribed verbatim by thc rescarchers and all analysis was done using thc

written transcripts. In addition to reading the transcripts, both researchers listened to at

least half of the tapes used in the analysis. AIl calls have conversations between con

artists and potential victimslinvestigators discussing some possible prize, investment, or

othcr scam.

Proceda~re

Over 300 tapes were initially transcribed. Tapes were categorized based on the

type of scam being pitched. The categories were adapted from those used by the Ohio

Attorney General's Office. These categories included: Charity, Coin Investment,

Collection Agency, Credit Cardlldentity TheR, Extended Warranty, Foreign Tax, Home

Repair, General Investment, Jewelry, Loan, Lottery, Magazine Ofier, Sweepstakes,

Recovery Room, Travel, and Other scams.

In ordcr to examine whether or not differences existed between differcnt types

of pitches, we looked for scam types for which we had more than 10 transcripts. Based

on this criterion, we identified the seven most common types of scams in these tapes.

These were: General Investment scams, Coin scams, Recovery Room scams, Credit

Card~Identity Theft scams, Sweepstakes scams, Lottery scams and Travel scams. Each

type is described in furiher detail below. We did not analyze transcripts from the

remaining catcgones because we had less than 10 unique transcripts for each type.

We aimed to analyze 20 transcripts from each type of these common scams.

This was not possible for Credit Card~Identity Theft (for which we coded 15) or for

Travel scams (for which we coded 13). [n both of these cases, we did not have 20

complete transcripts.
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Transcripts from each scam type were randomly selected, when possible. hi

cases where there were 20 or fewer transcripts ( Credit CardllD Thefl and Travel), all

possible transcrípts were coded. In the remaining cases, all transcripts were assigned a

random number and sorted in ascending order. The first 20 transcripts were coded.

Transcripts were discarded in situations when there was no pitch. For example, if the con

artist was told that the individual they were trying to call was not home and the call

ended. In addition, the transcript was not coded if the tape was not fully transcribed

because the con ariist was too difficult to und~rstand

Seven Scam Types

Investment Sccrm.r

These are simply scams in which the con ariist is attempting to get a potential

victim to make an investment. The investment might be in a new company, a new

technology, a website, a movie deal, etc. The con artist will either lie outright or

misrepresent the potential returns on the investment. In some cases, the object or

business being sold or pitched does not even exist. In other cases, the business

technically exists, but only as a front for the scam. In reality, the money invested is not

going to the company, technology, website, or movie. [nstead, it is going into the pocket

of the con artist.

Cout Inuestrnetu Sccrm.c

These are a specialized version of the investment scams, in which the con artist

is selling coins as an investment or as a keepsake or collectiblc item. In these cases, the

coins are usually gold or silver coins, from many years ago. Usually the victim actually

receives the coins; however the con greatly exaggerates the value of the coins and the

victim usually pays considerably morc than the coins are worth.

Recoverv Room or ReJoad Scum

These are seams in which con ariists claim that they can recover money that the

victim previously lost to fraudulent companies. Usually, the con claims to be some sori

of government, bank or law enforcement official who was involved in the capture of

another con ariist. They claim that this capture has led to the recovery of money lost by

victims, including the current potential victim. In order to receive the lost money, the

victim is responsible for paying "taxes" or "fees" for this service. Again, these taxes or

fees do not go towards recovering lost money; instead they go to funding the con ariist.
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Credit Card~Identirti~ Theft Scnms

In these scams, the con ariist offers protection from identity theft or from credit

card theft. Usually the cons claim this protection covers fraudulent charges to credit

cards or unauthorized bank transactions. The purpose of these scams is usually to obtain

the victims' credit card numbers, banking infonnation, or social security number to use in

making unauthorized bank withdrawals or credit card chargcs. In many cases, the real

motive is to steal the victims' identity, for thcir own purpose or to sell to other con artists.

Usually the con collects moncy from thc initial call as well, bccause these protective

services commonly cost the victim some fec.

Sweepstakes Scams

In these scams, the con artist claims the victim is the winner of a sweepstakes

contest. The prizes may include cash, cars, vacations, electronics, jewelry, etc. Usually

the victim must pay "taxes" on the prize or make a purchase from the company in ordcr

to receive the prize. In many cases, the victim may receive a prize that is considerably

less valuable than the con originally claimed and worth less than the "taxes" paid or the

cost of the purchase. In one variant of the sweepstakes scam, the con will claim that the

victim has won one-of-five prizes. Usually there are a few highly sought after prizes.

such as large sums of cash or a new car. In addition to thesc prizes, there is often

something such as a TV and VCR combination, a"gimmc" prize. The victim never wins

the large prizes, but instead wins the "gimme" prizc, which as mentioned earlier is

usually worih less than the fees the victim must send.

Lolterv Scanu

These are scams in which the con artist sells tickets to play in lottery clubs or

tells the victim thcy have already won a lottery. In some ways, these scams are quite

similar to the Swcepstakes scams described above. In the lottery club variant, the victim

joins a club which plays a set of numbers in a lottery with a number of other club

members. Frequcntly these lottery clubs are in Florida or they are international lottery

clubs, like the Lottery 649 in Canada or the [l Gordo in Spain. The con misleads the

victim on the odds of winning and the amounts to be won. If there are winnings, they are

split between all members in the club and are thercfore usually very small amoimts

(sometimes less than S I.00). And in many cases, there is no club, no other members, and

no winnings.

Trave( Seants

In these scams, the con offers various travel packages. These packages usually

involve a one-time fee, for a variety of vacation destinations. Usually, in these cases, the
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seller makes it difficult or impossible for the victim to use these travel packages due to

black-out dates or travel restrictions, which were not discussed in the original call. If the

victim is able to travel, the resort destinations are frequently far less nice than originally

described. [n some cases, the packages may cover airfare or hotel accommodations, but

not both. In these cases, the victim must go through a given travel agency to book the

remainder of the trip. They are then charged extremely high prices for the rest of their

travel, forcing them to spend more money than they would have without the travel prize

in the first place.

CodinQ Influence Tactics

Prior to receiving the transcripts, we were unsure exactly which tactics the con

artists would use. Based on Pratkanis' review of Social Intluence Tactics (Pratkanis, in

prep.) we compiled a list of possible tactics to look for in the transcripts. These tactics

included the tactics described in the introduction, in addition to Fear 8t Intimidation, Self-

Generated Persuasion, Door-in-the-Face, Expert Snaze, and Rcactance, (see Pratkanis 8c

Shadcl, 2005 for a description of tactics not discussed in the introduction). Two coders

independently read and coded practice transcripts until they reached reliability. At this

point, the list of tactics was reviewed, and some tactics were discarded because very few

instances of them were found in the transcripts. This resulted in a final list of 13

in(luence tactics (Authority Role, Commitment 8c Consistency, Comparison, the

Dependent Role, Fear 8r Intimidation, the Friendship Role, Landscaping, Phantom

Fixation, Profiling, Reciprocity, Scarcity, Social Proof and Source Credibility).

Additionally, definitions of the codes were fine-tuned in order to account for questions

raised during ihe practice coding.

Following that, transcripts were coded by individual coders. Any questions

were worked out in discussions between the coders and an independent expert in the field

of social inFluence. Thc final codes were based on the following definitions of the 13

influence tactics:

I. Authority: The con plays the role of an authority figure, like an FBI agent or a bank

president, in order to ptd the victim in the role of someone who is an agent of that

authority. The con is ordering the victim around from a position of power.

2. Commitment: The con will get the victim to make a commitment early on. Then

when he or she balks at an offer, the con can use the commitment against the victim.

This tactic includes reminders of the victims' previous commitments, pretending a
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commitment was made when it was not, and using the foot-in-the-door to establish

this commitment.

3. Comparison: The con will compare the cost (or some other attribute) that the victim

could be paying with whal they really are paying. This can be done by comparing a

higher price to a lower pricc.

4. Dependent Role: Thc con plays the role of a helpless person in order to get the

victim to play the rolc ofa helper. The way the victim can help is to scnd money or

otherwíse go along with the deal. The con also tries to guilt the victim into helping.

5. Fear 8c Intimidation: The con will simply badger and threaten the victim until they

are afraid enough or intimidated enough to give in.

6. Friendship Role: The con plays the role of someone who is friendly by saying, "We

have a lot in common," "1'm on your side," or "I have nothing to gain." The con

may also share a secret or show empathy for ihe victim.

7. Landscaping: The con will establish rules of engagement that sculpt the

conversation landscape. He or she dces this by agenda sctting, limiting choices,

and~or controlling information. All of this is done in an eti~ort to control the victim

and the situation.

R. Phantom Fixation: The con dangles something that seems real but is unavailable

such as a huge prizc or award in ordcr to get the victim to be willing to do anything

to obtain it.

9. Profiling: The con asks the potential victim questions in ordcr to customire their

pitch to meet the victim's profile. These questions involve demographic

information, experience in investments or lotteries, financial information, and

personal interests such as favorite charities, number of children, or othcr important

issues.

10. Reciprocity: This tactic uses the rule: "[f 1 do something for you, thcn you do

something for me." Con artists will offer gifts or appear to do favors for the victim

to increase a sense ofobligation to return the favor by going along with the scam.

I L Scarcity: Making an object look scarce and rare increases its' perceived value. Con

artists generally use four kinds of scarcity: Product Scarcity: if the product is rare,

then it must be valuable; Winner Scarcity: you are the ONLY winncr in the contest;

Time Scarcity: the offer is only available for a limited time; and Fear-of-Loss: if you

do not want your prize, [ will give it to someone else.

12. Social Proof: The con makes it appear that many people want in on the deal. It

follows the nile, "If everyone agrees, it must be right."
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13. Source Credibility: The con tries to appear credible by mentioning certifications,

claiming to be bonded or in business for many years, and having well-established
business partners.

After the transcripts were coded, the social influence tactics found in the transcripts
were analyzed. The primary goal of the analysis was exploratory. We hoped to
determine whether or not con artists used social influence tactics and if so to examine the

number and the types of tactics used. However, we expected to find the following:

Hypothesis la: Con artists would use social influence tactics when pitching various
scams.

Hypothesis 2a: The type of influence tactics used would vary by the type of scam being
pitched.

3.3: Taping Project Results

General Trends

Our tirst question was whether or not con artists use social influence tactics.
We coded a total of 1,112 influence tactics in the 128 transcripts. The most commonly-
used tactic was Phantom Fixation, with 249 instances. This was followed by Scarcity

(168 instances), Source Credibility (121 instances) and Comparison (106 instances). The

least-commonly used tactics were Dependent Role (15 instances) and the Authoríty Role

(25 instances). Table 7 shows the number of times and the percentage that each tactic
was used, by scam type.

We expected to find some differences in the overall number of tactics used, the

types of tactics used andlor the number of unique tactics used by scam type. The data

was analyzed using analysis of variance to answer these questions. Additionally, we
analyzed the distribution of tactics used for each scam type with a series of chi-square
analyses. Figure 3 shows the mean number of tactics used by each scam type.

Overall Number of Tactres hv Scam Type

First, we examined the overall number of tactics used in each scam type and
found that the number of tactics used overall varied by scam type, F(6, 121) - 1 1.71,

p-.000. The Coin scams contained significantly more tactics per transeript (A~ 14.05,

S~ 5.39) than all other types of scams, except Investment scams (M- 13.10, S~ 6.09).
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See Appendix 1 for specific contrasts. Investment scams also contained significantly

more tactics per transcript than all other types of scams, except Sweepstakes (M- 9.25,

Str 6.63). Sweepstakes scams were not sil,mificantly different than Travel (M- 7.77,

St~ 4.59), Lottery (M- 6.30, SI~ 3.56), or Credit Card scams (M- 5.60, St~ 3.91).

Howevcr Sweepstakes scams contained significantly more tactics than Recovery Room

scams (M- 3.80, SD- 2.91). No other specific post-hoc contrasts were significant.

TVpes ofTuctres Used hv Scanr Tvpe

As mentioned above, we expected to find different distributions of tactics in the

scam types. We had no a priori predictions about how they would differ. We compared

the distribution of tactics in each type of scam with a series of chi-square analyses. The

data was corrected using the Yates Correction, because some of the cells had frequencies

less than five. Additionally, when an individual tactic was not used in either of the scam

types being compared, the cell was deleted, to avoid having any cells with a zero value.

Nineteen of the twenty-one pair-wise chi-square analyses were significant, p~.05.

Comparisons between Recovery Room and Sweepstakes scams and Lottery and Travel

scams were not found to be significandy differenL Appendix 2 displays the results of all

of the chi-square tests. The actual distribution of tactics is discussed more below.

Investment scams tended to use a more even distribution of tactics than many

of the other scam types. Source Credibility was the most commonly-used tactic,

13.10
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accounting for 2~.950~0 of all inFluence tactics used. This was followed by Phantom

Fixation (19.080~0), Social Proof (14.12~~0), Scarcity (13.364io) and Comparison ( I l.R3oió).

These five tactics accounted for approximately 840~~ of the tactics uscd in investment

pitches. The remaining four tactics cach accounted for less than l0oio of the total tactics.

Similarly, Coin scams used a somewhat even distribution of tactics. In these transcripts,

the Friendship Role was most frequently used (17.270~0), followed closely by Scarcity

(16.910~0), Comparison (16.190~0), Phantom ( IS.R34~o) and Commitment (1 1.510~0). These

tactics accoimt for 61.RRo~o of the tactics used; however, none of the rcmaining eight

tactics accounted for more than 6oib of the total tactics uscd.

Credit Card~ldentity Theft Protection scams wcre heavily bascd on one tactic,

Fear and Intimidation. In these scams, Fear and Intimidation accounted for 45.240~0 of all

tactics used. The two most frequently-used tactics following Fear and Intimidation were

Landscaping (13.100~0) and the Authority Role (9.520~0). The remaining nine tactics each

accounted for )ess than 8oI~ of the total tactics used.

Finally, Recovery Room, Sweepstakes, Lottery and Travel scams tended to use

similar tactics. hi cach of these four scams, Phantom Fixation was the most commonly-

used tactic (ranging from 2R.95o~o to 32.670~0). Scarcity was the next most commonly-

used (ranging from 14.470~~ to 22.770~0; in the Recovcry Room scam, Scarcity tied for

second with Landscaping). In addition to Phantom Fixation and Scarcity, Landscaping

(14.470~~) and Comparison (10.530~0) had the next highest frequencies for the Recovery

Room scam. Landscaping was also high on the list for Sweepstakes ( I 1.350~ó). Sourcc

Credibility (1 1.1 10~0) and Fricndship (10.320~0) were next most common for Lottery scams

and Commitment (12.R7"~o) and Reciprocity (9.900~0) were next most common for Travel

scams. For all four scam types, thrce or four tactics accounted for the majority of tactics

used.

Number qf Unrque Tcrclics Usedper Ti.nusa.ipt

Overall, the number ofunique transcripts used varied by scam type, F (6, I 21) -

7.044, p- .000. Thc Coin and Sweepstakes transcripts contained at least 1 cxample ofall

13 influcnce tactics. Credit Card~Identity Theft contained an example of 12 of the

influence tactics, Recovery Room contained I I, both Lottery and Travel contained 10,

and Investment transcripts contained 9. Across all scam types, the transcripts had at least

1 occurrence of 4 different influence tactics per conversation. The findings for the

number of unique tactics per transcript were similar to Ihe overall number of tactics per

iranscript.
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The Coin scams contained significantly more unique tactics per transcript

(A~5.45, S~ 1.73) than all other types of scams, except Investment scams (M5.10,

SI~ 1.41), see Appendix 4 for all significant contrasts. Investment scams also contained

significantly more unique tactics than Recovery Room (A~2.75, SI~1.55), Credit Card

(M-3.07, SIk 1.28), and Lottery scams (d~3.40, SIk 2.01). Sweepstakes scams

(M--4.55, Slr 1.82) contained significantly more unique tactics than Recovery Room

scams as well. Travel scams ( ~-4.38, SIJ- 2.06) were not found to be significantly

different than any other group.

Results by Tactic

Commitment 8c Consistencr

The con uses the Commitment tactic to appeal to a natural desire to be

consístent. The con will use an early commitment against a potential victim by

reminding Ihe individual that they had previously agreed to do something or participated

in the past. Frequently the con will get the potential victim to make a commitment

almost without realizing it. This tactic was most often identified in Travel (12.870~0),

Coin (11.51o~0) and Lottery (7.140~0) scams. lt was identified a total of 63 times and

ranked óth out of the I 3 tactics. An analysis of variance showed that the number of times

the Commitment and Consistency tactic was used differed by type oC scam, F(6,121) -

5.82, p-.000. Coin scams (M-1.60, SL~2.33) used this tactic more than any other type

of scam, except Travel scams (M-1.00. So- 0.82). No othcr significant differences were

found betwcen Recovery Room (M-0.10, S~0.31), Credit Card (M-0.13, So- .35),

Sweepstakes (M-0.25, SIr .44) or Lottery scams (M-.45. S~ .94). This tactic was not

foimd in any of the Investment scams. Appendix 5 shows all significant differences for

all tactics.

In Travel scams, the Commitment tactic frequently was used as a reminder that

the potential victim had previously requested information or filled out a travel request

form. For example, "Mr. Anderson, awhile back sir, you'd filled out a travel request

form. You did indicate here, Louis, that you like to travel. You reyuested us, sir, to give

you a call at this number if anything came up," (Tape 104). In Coin scams, the tactic was

used in a slightly-different way. Usually, the cons made appeals to the fact that the

potential victim had previously agreed to purchase a coin and that they should not change

their mind now. For example, "Alright, but you can't just buy a coin and then renege on

it five weeks later. You just can't do that," (Tape 100), or "No, we did not just talk about

it. You ordered it. You said yes. You said yes," (Tape 78). And finally, in Lottery and
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Sweepstakes scams, the callers use a combination of tetling the potential victim that they

had previously ordercd tickets or a membership in the lottery club and reminding them

how much money they have previously spent. One con artist said. "Well, you signed up

for it last month, you don't remember," (Tape 173), claiming that the victim had already

signied up for thc lottery club. Commitment was rarely found in Rccovery Room and

Credit Cardlldentity Theft scams and it was not found in any of the Investment scams.

Compurrson

When two amounts are compared in order to make one of them look better, thc

con is using the Comparison tactic. rrequently, ihis involves comparing the cost the

potential víctim could be paying to what thcy rcally will be paying. This can be done

either by comparing a high price to a lower price or it can be done when the con offers

one price, and thcn lowers it in attempt to get the potcntial victim to agree.

This tactic is one of the more commonly-used tactics and was found in all

sevcn scam types. It was identified 106 times and ranked 4th out of the 13 tactics. This

tactic was most often identified in Coin (16.190~0), Invesiment (I1.83o~0), and Recovery

Room scams (10.53`Yo). lt accounted for a little over So~o of Sweepstakes and Travel scam

tactics, about 4o~a of Lottery and about Lio of Credit Card~ldentity Theft tactics. An

analysis of variance showed that the number of times the Comparison tactic was used

differed by the type of scam, F(6,121) - 12.16, p-.000. Coin scams (M-2.25, SD-1.65)

and Investment scams (M-1.55, Slr1.50) uscd this tactic more than any of the other

types of scams. No other significant differences were found among Sweepstakes

(M-0.50, Sl~0.76), Travel (M-0.46, SIr0.66), Rccovcry Room (M-0.40, S~ .60),

Lottery (A~0.25, So- .44) or Credit Card scams (M-.06, Sfr .26).

The cons selling gold coins use this tactic repeatedly. They often emphasize

that they are gnving the potential victim a discounted price. For example, one con said,

"We were supposed to get that coin at 5695, but we actually got it for ~595," (Tapc 68).

This emphasizes ihe ~100 savings the potential victim could get on this coin. In addition,

the callers also emphasize the amount of profit that can be made on the coins. The above

statement was immediately followed by, "And it's trading on the market for 5900," (Tape

68). Not only has the con compared thc potential sale price to the actual sale pricc, but he

has also compared the price of the coin and the value of thc coin.

[n the Investment scams, this tactic is used frequently to compare the amount of

money that the investor will put in, either in terms of a share price or a total investment

amount to the amount that the investor will be making overall. For example, you could
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get, "580,000 on a á10,000 investment," (Tape 6) or "we have 52.50 stock estimated to

go to S15 a share when it goes public," (Tape 12).

In Recovery Room, Sweepstakes, and Lottery scams, this tactic was frequently

used to compare the small fee that the potential victim would have to pay, to the very

large sum ofmoney that would be received in return. For example, "The courts require a

registration fee now. It's pretty small compared to the award that you're getting... the

registration fee on the award of SI00,000 is 5800," (Tape 119). The 5800 fee dces not

sound so expensivc when compared to a~10,000 prize. These tapes also utilize the

method of discounting the potential victim's fees. For example, "We are prepared to

drop that down to S 1250. That's á750 off the á2000," (Tape 42). The con not only drops

the fce, but reminds the victim how much is being discounted.

Lcmdscuping

Landscaping occurs when the con establishes rules of engagement that sculpt

the conversation by Agenda Setting, Limiting Choices, or Controlling [nformation. All

of this is done in order to control the victim. Cases that were coded as Landscaping

included situations where the caller was manipulating the situation so that a certain

behavior or course of action would be more likely or salient to the potential victim.

This tactic was ídentified 54 times and ranked 9th out of the 13 tactics. This

tactic was most ofien identified in Recovery Room (14.470~0), Credit Cardlldentity Theft

(13.10"~0) and Sweepstakes scams ( I 1.35"~0). An analysis of variance showed the number

of times Landscaping was used differed by scam type, F(6,121) -5.27, p-.000.

Sweepstakes scams (M-1.05, 5~1.10) used the Landscaping tactic significantly more

than Investment (M-0.10, SIr0.31), Coin (A~0.25, SD-.55), Lottery (M-0.10, SD-.45)

and Travel scams (M-0.15, S~.38). 7here were no significant differences between the

other scams and Recovery Room (M-0.50, So--0.83) and Credit Cazd (M~.73,

SI~0.80).

There are a number of ways that Landscaping is used. Three specific ways

were coded in the transcripts: Agenda Setting, Limiting Choices, and Controlling

Information. In Agenda Setting, usually the caller is weaving a story of what is going to

happen. One example of Agenda Setting in the transcripts is a con explaining that a

verification department would call back to verify the name and the address in order to

ensure that the check was not mailed to the wrong address; that all credit card and

banking information would be shredded immediately to protect the consumer; and that

Federal Express would deliver a confirmation packet with a document that needed to be
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signed and returned (Tape 1 l4). [n situations like [his, the caller is simply framing the

situation and defining the scenario for the potential victim.

To Limit Choices, the con attempts to make the victim believe that only a few

choices or options are available. One example of this is, are you "gonna do the 5395 for

one or thc ~790 for two," (Tape 76). Here, the con attempts to make the victim choose

between the two options presented: purchase one coin for 5390 or purchase two coins for

5790. The con hopes that the third option, buy 0 coins for S0, will be forgotten. And

finally, the most common way the cons Control [nformation is by telling a story to

explain why the potential victim should not tell anyone about the money that is being sent

in or being won. This usually involves something like, "Now another thing is that

because there is still an ongoing criminal investigation that is going on in your country as

well as our country, presently you are imder oath right now not to disclose any details of

this case to anybody. So you do have to keep all details confidential," (Tape 131) or

"Just keep it secret... because there are lots of jealousies," (Tape 227).

Phuntom Fixntion

The Phantom Fíxation tactic works by tempting the victim with some prize,

award, or other offer that the victim really wants-a phantom prize in order to get them

to be willing to do anything to obtain it. Overall, this was the most commonly-used

tactic. It was identified 249 times and accoimted for 22.390~0 of all tactics found in the

transcripts. It accounted for a large percentage of tactics used in all of the scam types

(between 15.830~o and 32.430~0), with the exccption of Credit Cardlldentity Theft, where it

only accounted for 1.190~0 of the tactics used. An analysis of variance showed that the

Phantom Fixation tactic was used a different number of times in the different scam types,

F(6,121) -5.70, p-.000. Sweepstakes (M-3.00, SD-2.70) used this tactic significantly

more than Recovery Room (M-1.10, SD-0.97) and Credit Card scams (A~0.07,

SD--0.26). Travel (M-2.54, S~2.33), Investment (M-2.50, SD-1.36), Coin (M-2.20,

5~1.79) and Lottery scams (M-1.95, 5~1.47) all used Phantom Pixation significantly

more than Credit Card scams.

This tactic accounted for the highest percentage of tactics used in Travel scams

(32.670~0). In these scams, the con artist was usually trying to sell the victim some

fabulous vacation package. In addition, many of the travel packages inchided multiple

destinations, so there were a variety ofdifferent 'travel phantoms' in each transcript. For

example, "Now you're sailing along the Sea Escape Cruise Line... this is a 1300

passenger luxury liner," (Tape 309), "Oncc you arrive in the Bahamas, we'll gnve you

another 3 days and 2 nights right there on the island at the Bahamas Princess Resort and
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Casino. This is rated 4 stars out of 5," (Tape 309), or "As a bonus, Sally, you will also

receive 4 days and 3 nights in New Orleans," (Tape 158). In each case, the caller is

trying hard to make the vacations, destinations, cruises and airfare deals sound interesting

and exotic, in order to get the potential victim caught up in the excitement.

Sweepstakes (32.430~0), Lottery (30.950~0) and Recovery Room (28.950~0) had

similar phantoms in their pitches. All of these scams revolve around the potential victim

getting money or prizes. In Sweepstakes scams, the cons emphasize the tàbulous prizes

the potentíal victim has won. Usually the prize is a large amount of money, "You came

in first place for S 100,000," (Tape 1 19), or some selection ofa variety of prizes, "You're

receiving one of three awards: 5100,000 in cash, a five-year vacation package, or a brand

new Ford Explorer," (Tape 161). In some Sweepstakes scams, the con will not tell the

potential victim the exact prize amount, but instead alludes to a large sum of money, "All

1 can tell you is that you are getting one of the biggest awards we have cver given out in

the whole history of this company. And it's enough to make you very secure, probably

for the rest of your life," (Tape 312). In the Lottery scams, the emphasis is all on the

potential jackpots and the high odds of winning. For example, "Because the jackpot

staris at I S million weekly and right now, it's standing at 35 million," (Tape 204). And

finally, in Recovery Rooms, the phantom is getting back money lost in a previous scam.

In most cases, the amount to be recovered exceeds the amount that was originally lost.

This amount ranges from, "What you'll receive is S17,000," (Tape 236) to "7~he first

sealed envelope will contain your certified check of 5100,000," (Tape 131).

Finally, both Investment (19.08"~0) and Coin scams (15.830~0) also use Phantom

Fixation frequently. In these cases, the phantom is still generally a large amount of

money. However, the money is based on the amount of profit to be earned on the

investment. For example, "Off the record, you stand to make a little more than double

what you paid," (Tape 91) or "]f you invested 5500,000 right now, in two years you

could have S30 to S50 million," (Tape 8). Another type of phantom frequently found in

the Coin scams is thc idea that a particular coin is very rare and unique. For example,

"This is a phenomenal coin from 1912. It's nostalgic because of the Titanic;' (Tape 170),

"When you hold one of these coins, you become a part of history," (Tape 93), or "It's

extremely rare to get a... 147 year old coin. And it's about 4 ounces of gold... these are

museum pieces normally... this is a marquis piece," (Tape 124). This type of phantom

usually works with the Scarcity tactic, described below.
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Scurcut~

This tactic is used when the con artist is taking advantage of the idea that if

something ts rare, then it must be valuable; if it's a special opportunity, then you should

take advantagc of it. There are four sub-categories of scaraty: The first one. Product

Scarcity, is the basic idea that some good, product or service is scarce. The second one,

Winner Scarcity, is the idea that the opportunity is scarce, or that as a winner, you are

special because only a few other people have won. The third sub-category is Time

Scarcity, the idea that time is scarce and that this offer only lasts for a short period of

time. And finally, thc fourth tvpe, Fear-of-Loss Scarcity, is making the victim fear losing

the prire, usually by suggesting that if they do not want the prize, then the con can give it

to someone else.

Scarcity is the second most common tactic used in all scams. It was identified

168 times. It is found consistently across all scams, accotmting for between 13.360~o and

22.770~0 of the tactics used in six of the seven scams. It was found only once in the Credit

Cardlldentity Theft scams. The only instance in this type of scam was a Fear-of-Loss

Scarcity, which is fitting, based on the fact that these con artists base the vast majority of

their pitch on the Fear tactic. An analysis of variance showed that Scarcity was used a

different number of times across the scam types, F(6,121)-4.96, p-.000. Coin scams

(M-2.35, 5~1.95) used the Scarcity tactic significantly more than Recovery Room

(M-0.55, So-0.76) and Credit Card (M~.07, 5~0.26). Investment (d~ 1.75, SD-1.55)

and Travel (d~ 1.77, 5~1.42) also used Scarcity significantly more than Credit Card.

There were no other significant differences betwcen Swcepstakes (tif-1.50, SIr2.04) and

Lottery (M-1.O5, SD-1.28) and the other tactics.

The scam types use the Scarcity tactic slightly differently from one another.

With Travel (22.770~0) scams, the majority of the Scarcity tactics are related to Winncr

Scarcity. In these cases, the caller is trying to make the potential victim feel as though

they have been given a special deal, "[ told you at that time, it is a limited ofTer, not

available to the general public," (Tape 323). Product and Fear-of-Loss Scarcity are also

each used frequently. The travel cons pressured the victim for time in a few occasions,

but this was the least frequently used Scarcity tactic in Travel scams.

Sweepstakes (16.220~0) and Lottery ( I 6.670~0) scams also used a majority of

Winner Scarcity tactics. These were similar to the Travel scams, where the caller might

say, "Only 9 out of 967,000 were selected! This is a privilege," (Tape 107). Again, the

callers are highlighting that the potential victim is special. The Sweepstakes scams also

contained a largc proporiion of Fear-of-Loss Scarcity tactics, "So, when I send you a
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copy of the cashier's check (of your winnings that went to the runner-up) what are you

going to think then," (Tape 39)? Lottery had more Product Scarcity tactics, such as,

"This is a sold out club," (Tape 190).

Coin scams focused on the Product Scarcity rather than the Fear-of-Loss or

Winner Scarcity. These calls emphasized the age, the rarity, and the mint state or quality

of the coins. For example, "We have a fifty dollar gold piece that's very rare, about four

ounces of gold in that, from 1851; it's pre-Civil War by 10 years. It's very rare," (Tape

124). In these cases, the scarcity and rarity of the coin also works as a phantom (as

mentioned above.) Occasionally, the coin dealers also put pressure on the potential

victim by saying that this deal will only last for a short period of time.

The Investment scams also focus on Product Scarcity, but that was second to

their focus on Time Scarcity. Many of their statements encouraged the victim to invest

quickly, because the deal was going to close or the prices were going to go up soon. For

example, the investment opportunity "might close in 3 days," (Tape 9) or "We are ending

this soon; this is a one-time deal... We will close this out on Friday," (Tape 4). The

[nvestment scams did not use Winner Scarcity or Fear-of-Loss Scarcity frequently.

And finally, Recovery Room cons focused almost solely on time. Nine of the

eleven uses of Scarcity were Time Scarcity in Recovery Room pitches. These included

statements, like, "Because your deadline is like 2, 3 days," (Tape 225) and "Your

deadline is the Sth, so we are the 3rd right now, you know," (Tape 251).

Socra! ProoJ

Social Proof is used to make it appear that everyone wanis whatever the con is

selling. It was identified 62 times and ranked 7th out of the 13 tactics. This tactic was

primarily found in Invesiment scams (14.120~0). It was also used in Credit Cazd~ID Theft

(7.140~0), Lottery (4.76"~0), Coins (3.600~0), and Sweepstakes scams (1.620~0). It was not

used in Recovery Room or Travel scams. An analysis of variance showed that Social

Proof was used a different number of times by scam type, F(6,121)-11.03, p-.000.

Investment scams (M-1.85, 51~1.76) used this tactic significantly more than all other

scam types, Coin (M-0.50, SD-0.76), Credit Card (M~.40, So-0.74), Sweepstakes

(M-0.15, SD-0.49) and Lottery (M-0.30, SI~0.57). There were no other significant

differences among the scam types.

In ihe Investment scams, Social Proof was used to demonstrate that other

individuals, including the caller, were holding shares in the con ariist's company or

investment. One caller claimed that Queen Latifah was going to buy a number of shares

(Tape 9). In some cases, especially movie deals, Social Proof also came in the form of
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famous actors who wanted roles in upcoming movies. Names such as Martin Sheen.

Charleston Heston, and Randy Travis (Tape 13) were dropped as being interested in

plaving roles in these movies. And finally, callcrs would sometimes ~ust mention the

large numbcr of shareholders, "We have over S00 shareholders," (Tape 17) to establish

Social Proof on a broad, general Icvcl.

Soaare G~edrhrlitv

The cons will attempt to establish the credibility of the firms they are working

for by mentioning various certifications, claiming to be bonded or in business for a long

period of time, or having well-established companies as business partners. This tactic is

used to gct the potential victim to trust the company and iherefore be Iess suspicious of

potentially-fraudulent activities. Source Credibility can also be devcloped at the petsonal

level by discussing personal ceriifications, training, or expertise.

Source Credibility was found in all seven scam types. 4 was identified 121

times and ranked 3rd out of the 13 tactics. This tactic was primarily found in [nvestment

scams (25.950~0). Lottery scams also utilized this tactic somewhat frequently (1 I.l lo~o).

An analysis of variance showed that Source Credibility was uscd a di(Tercnt number of

times by scam type, F(6,121)-24.32, p-.000. Investment scams (A~3.40, SD-2.01) uscd

this tactic significantly more than all other scam types, Coin (M-0.70, So-l.l3),

Rccovery Room ( M-0.30, SD-0.66), Credit Card ( M-0.40, SIr0.63), Sweepstakes

(M-0.45, SIr0.69), Lottery (M-0.70, So-l.l7) and Travel ( M-0.31, 5~0.48). There

were no other significant differcnces among the scam types.

Investment scams created Source Credibility by discussing partnerships or

marketing with other companies such as Texas Instruments or MicrosoR (Tape 7). In

addition, callers also mentioned positive press coverage from sources like The Wal]

Street Joumal (Tape 7), CNN ( Tape 7 8r 8), Dateline ( Tape 10) or the Discovery Channel

(Tape 14). They also focused on the number of years their company has becn around, as

an example of their stability.

The Lottery con artists tended to focus on the number of years the lottery had

been in operation and thc fact that the lottery was licensed and bonded, "We are fully

licensed, bonded, and insured in the state ofFlorida," ( Tape 158). Frequcntly, the lottery

callers also mentioned that they were somehow better or more qualified than the other

lottery clubs. Additionally, coin dealers focused on these same sources of credibility.

They tended to mention that their coins were certified and that they were offered at better

prices and were better qttality than the other coin dealers and that they had been in

business for many years.
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Pro~i(ing

Profiling occurs when the con attempts to gather personal information about the

potential victim. This information is used to customize the current or future pitches.

Profiling was identified 52 times and ranked lOth out of the 13 tactics. Though it was not

used excessively in any one type of pitch, it appeared in all seven scam pitches. It was

the most prevalent in investment (9.544io) and Lottery scams (7.940~0). An analysis of

variance showed that Profiling was used a different number of times across scam types,

F(6,121)-3.98, Er-.001. This tactic was used significantly more in Investment scams

(M-1.25, SD-1.37) than in Coin (M-0.20, SD-0.52), Recovery Room (M-0.05,

SD-0.22), Credit Card (M-0.13, SD-0.52), and Sweepstakes scams (M-0.30, SD-0.66).

No other significant differences were found among those scam types or Lottery (~0.50,

So-1.40) or Travcl scams (rL1-0.31, SD-0.75).

lnvestment con artists typically asked questions like: are you accredited (Tapes

2, 4, 5, 7, 15); do you make your own decisions (Tapes 2, 4, 5, 10); are you married

(Tapes 2, 4, 5); or about the types of investments previously made (Tapes 2, 4, 12, 14).

Many also inquired about the amount the potential victim had to invest. L,ottery sca~ns

asked some of these questions, but also focused on personal issues like, "Who do you

have in your family'? Do thcy live with you," (Tape 16R), "Do you go to church

everyday," (Tape 176), or "What would you do with your extra money," (Tape 149)`'

Aurhoritv Role

The Authorily Role tactíc includes situations in which the con is playing the

role of an authority figure in order to put the victim in the role of someone who is an

agent of that authority. This tactic was identified 25 times and ranked 12th out of the 13

tactics. This tactic was primazily found in Credit Card~ID Theft (9.520~0) and was found

in limited cases in Sweepstakes (5.920~0), Recover Room (5.260~0), Investment (0.380~0)

and Coin (0.36"~0). No significant differences in the frequency of the Authority tactic

were found, F(6,121) - 2.67, p-.395.

Some examples ofhow the Authority Role was used in the transcripts include:

"I'm with the Federal Unclaimed Assets Department with the govemment," (Tape 120);

"This is Constable Sheehan. I'm with the Canadian Border Patrol and 1've been asked to

give you a call," (Tape 50); and "I'm calling from U.S. Customs. We're located in

Washington, D.C.," (Tape 125).
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The Dependent Role

The Depcndent Role is a tactic in which the con tries to play the role of a

helpless person, in order to get the victim to play thc role of a parent or a hclper. In some

cases, this involves trying to make the potential victim feel guilty if they do not help the

caller. Usually the way to help, of course, is to send money or purchase what the con is

selling.

This tactic was the least-freyucntly used, and was only identified 13 times in all

128 transcripts. It was only found in Coin (3.96o~0), Recovery Room (2.63oio) and

Sweepstakes scams (1.08oio). An analysis of variance showed that thc Dependent Role

tactic was used a different number of times aeross the scam types, F(2,121)- ?.224,

p-.045. This dilTerence was largely due to thc fact that Investment, Credit Card, Lottery,

and Travel scams did not use this tactic at all. No differences were found between scam

types which used the Dependent Role (Coin (M-.55, SD-1.43), Sweepstakes (M-0.10,

SD- 0.31) and Recovery Room ( M-.01, SD-.31)).

In almost all of the cases, the caller was attempting to make the potential victim

do somcihing out of guilt. In a few Coin scams, cons said things like, "I'm going to look

pretty bad if we don't pick it up now," (Tape 75) or "I've got five people waiting for

coins. 1'm not gonna be able to order their coins if you don't buy this one," (Tape 75).

Thc callers in thc Recovery Room scam used the tactic in a similar way, "1 want you to

sign them [the papers] and send them back right away with the cashier's check, because I

have three kids, I'm going through a divorce, and 1 don't have this moncy to put up for a

long time," (Tape 233).

Feur und Intrmrdulion

In Fear and [ntimidation, thc con attempts to scare the potential victim into

compliance. The con will either create an unattractive scenario if the potential victim

does not follow his directions, or he might badger and threaten the victim into

compliance. This tactic was identified 42 times and ranked l Ith out of thc 13 tactics. It

was predominately found in Credit CardlID Theft scams where it accotmted for 45.24oi„

of the tactics used. It was found approximately 14io of the time in Travel, Sweepstakes

and Coin transcripts and did not appear in Investment, Lottery or Recovery Room scams.

An analysis of variances showed that the occurrence of the Fear and Intimidation tactic

varied by scam type. F(6,121)-15.55, p-.000. Credit Card (M-2.53, SD-2.70) used this

tactic more than any other type of scam. No differenccs were found among the other

scam types, including Coin (M-0.10, SD-0.45), Sweepstakes (h~0.05, SD-0.22) or
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Travel (A~0.08, SL~0.28). Investment, Recovery Room, and Lottery scams did not use

this tactic at all.

Many of the Credit CardllD Theft scams ínvolved a cover story that the caller

was somehow going to provide protection to the potential victim from identity theft or

fraudulent charges to their credit cards or bank accounts. To do so, the callers attempted

to frighten the victims about what would happen to them if they did not buy what the con

was selling. They said things like, "If you decline this service, if any fraudulent charges

are placed on your cards, you're going to be held responsible for them," (Tape 159),

"Identity thefi happens to one out of every eight people. When it does happen, it can be

very devastating," (Tape 96), and "We've had members who've literally had nervous

breakdowns over these things. They've lost thousands, tens of thousands and in a few

cases, even hundreds of thousands of dollars," (Tape 178). Another way that the cons

used fear was to badger and berate the potential victim. One company that called a

victim multiple times relicd on this tactic. They wcre simply mean and abusive. They

said things like, "Now you're going to shut your mouth and you're going to listen to me

Jane. I'm fed up with you talking over me. ['m going to start this verification. Answer

my questions with a yes or a no. Do you understand me," (Tape 82), "You know what,

you know Jane. I'm going to tell you something. I'm going to pass you to my manager

because you're making me sweat And if you were in front of ine old lady, mad, black,

white, 1 would have slapped you by now," (Tape 82), or "Are you stupid? I'm not tryíng

to insult you, but are you mentally ill'? Is there something wrong with you that 1 don't

know about? Is there something physically wrong with you? Like are you retarded, are

you over age, do you forget things, is there something wrong with you," (Tape 82)?

Friendship Role

In the Friendship Role, the con is trying to befriend the potential victim.

People are likely to trust their friends and also do favors for them. The con is attempting

to be thought of like a friend. Some ways ihe cons might establish friendship include:

that they and the potential victim have a lot in common, that they are on the victim's side,

that they have nothing to gain in the deal, or that they are doing a favor for the potential

victim.

This is another tactic that occurred in all seven of the scam types. It was

identified 99 times and ranked Sth out of the 13 tactics. This tactic was most often

identified in Coin (17.27"~0), Lottery (10.320~0) and Recovery Room scams (9.21"~0). An

analysis ofvariance showed that Friendship was used a different number of times among

the scam types, F(6,121)~.392, p-.000. Coin scams (~2.40, St~1.88) used the
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Friendship tactic significantly more than any other scam type. There were no other

significant differences lxaween Investment (M~.65, SD-0.93), Recovery Room

(M-0.40, Slr0.94), Credit Card (M-0.13, S~0.52), Sweepstakes (M-0.55, SD-0.94),

Lottery (,1f-0.65, 5~.93) or Travel scams (M-0.78, SIrl.27).

In the Coin transcripts, the callers frequently offered to do favors for the

potential victim. These were things like breaking up the cost of the coin into two or more

payments, discounting the cost of the coin or selecting out the "best" or "nicest" coin.

The Lottery cons also attempted to do favors for thc potential victims to gain their

friendship. [n addition, a few of the callers tricd to establish that they had somcthing in

common with the potentíal victims. Some claimed to be from an area near where the

potcntial victim lived; one caller told the victim that hcr maiden name was the same as

the potential victim's last name and even suggested that they might be related. The cons

also developed friendship by trying to show that they wcre on the potential victim's side,

by saying things like, "So we're going to work very hard for you. So the more you win,

the more we get paid," (Tape I 1).

ReciprocUv

Reciprocity is being used when the con offers the potential victim something in

order to compel the victim to give something back. This is similar to doing a person a

favor, like in the Friendship tactic; only in this casc, the potential victim is explicitly

asked to do something in return. The Reciprocity tactic was found in all of the scam

types except Investment scams. [t was identified 56 times and ranked 8th of the 13

tactics. This tactic was most often identified in Travcl (9.900~0), Sweepstakes (8.65a~o)

and Credit Card~ID Theft scams (7.14oio). An analysis of variance showcd that

Reciprocity was used a differcnt number of times among the scam types, F(6,121)-3.48,

p-.003. This difference was primarily due to the fact that Investment scams did not use

the Reciprocity tactic at all. There were no significant differences between Coin

(M-0.75, SI~1.12), Recovery Room (A~0.10, SI~0.31), Credit Card (AF0.40,

S~0.74), Sweepstakes (M-0.80, SI~-1.06), Lottery (M-0.35, SIr0.75), or Travel

scams (M-0.77, SD-0.73).

The cons used Reciprocity in slightly different ways in 7ravel, Sweepstakes,

and Credit Card~Identity Theft scams. The Travel scams tended to have a`catch' in their

~,~rcat deal, which involved this tactic. 71te con artists explained to the victim that this

was a great travel package, with a minimum fee and that the potential victim was getting

a fantastic deal, but there was a short information session or tour that was required. For

example, "While you're down here on vacation, they'll ask you to go on a tour. But out
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of your whole vacation, it's only one hour," (Tape 308). Another way the travel cons

used this tactic was to request that in return for the vacation, all other costs of the

vacation (usually hotel accommodations or flight arrangements) be booked through the

con's agency, "So your only responsibility, sir, would be to book a minimum stay

through us, at the lowest discounted rates," (Tape 104).

The Sweepstakes cons usually told the victim that in order to win the

sweepstakes prize, they must make a small purchase from the company. They were told

that they werc guaranteed to win the prize and that the purchase was really just to make it

look legitimate. These purchases ranged from magazine subscriptions, to coins, to air

purifiers. Frequently, in these cases, the tactic was coupled with the Comparison tactic,

where the con compared the magnificent prize that will be won to the small purchase

needed. The Sweepstakes con artists also asked for good publicity from the potential

victim, "We're looking for a good word out therc, Megan, somebody that can tell a few

people about us when they get their gift," (Tape 279). They would weave this into their

story by explaining that the purpose of the promotion was to get a good word or

testimonials from their winners as one form ofadvertising.

Finally, thc Crcdit Cardlldentity Thef4 scams used a different form of

Reciprocity, also found on occasion in the other transcripts. They ofTered the potential

victim a free service, with the implicit ídea that the potential victím would tend to

continue the service for a fee or upgrade their service. They also offered a full money-

back guarantee. And finally, if the potential victim was willing to try the product or

service for some period of time, the con would offer the option to return the product or

cancel the servicc for a full refimd of the money. For example, "It's a very valuable

service, and it's a no-risk proposition. It's a 30-day free trial... if for any reason you

decide this service isn't for you, just call our toll-free number and we'll cancel your

membership and give you a full refund," (Tape 189). This is a slightly-different form of

Reciprocity than that found in the Sweepstakes and Travel scams, but it still works in the

same way. In all cases, the con artist is attempting to persuade the potential victim to do

something, in return for receiving a favor.

3.4: Discussion of Taping Project

The results of the taping project supported our expectations that con artists use

social influence tactics when pitching various scams and that the types of influence

tactics vary by the type of scam being pitched. Overall, we found a large number of
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influence tactics in the transcripis. We also found differences in the overall numbcr of

tactics used, the number of imiyue tactics uscd and the types of tactics uscd by cach scam

type. We will discuss the implications of ihese findings below. Throughout the

discussion, we will compare the results of the taping project to a recent interview we

conducted with Billy, a con artist. Billy (not his real name) has experience with a variety

of tclemarketing scams and may have been involved in training con artists. It is also

interesting to note that the influence tactics used by the con artists are found in legitimatc

sales pitches. We will spend a short time discussing that as well.

Con artisis usc multiple in(luence tactics

The most basic question we asked was whethcr or not con artists use social

influcnce tactics. We foimd overwhelming support that they do. In thc 128 transcripts,

we coded 1,112 influence tactics, an average of 8.69 tactics per transcript. Previous

research shows that each of these individual tactics increases the likelihood that an

individual will comply with a request, in an experimental setting. Here, the con artists

are not using ~ust one tactic; they are repeatedly using a combination of tactics in a short

conversation.

If just one tactic will increasc compliance in an experimcntal setting, what will

multiple tactics do in an actual conversation'? The effect of these influence tactics is to

put the potential victim in a kind of psychological haze or ether (as scveral con ariists

have called it) that somehow changes thc decision-making process. This ether may make

it more difficult to spot and resist persuasion. It is not surprising that victims ofien report

to law enforcement officials that they do not know what they were thinking or that they

were caught off guard by a scam. The con artist's goal is to get as much money from the

victim as possible, before this haze is liRed. Billy told us that a master con artist will put

his potential victim in a state of ether that can last between 3 minutes to 3 years. He said

it was the con's ~ob to, "keep thcm in the cther; don't let the ether wear off," (Billy

Interview, September 2006). He explained that the way to do this was to continue calling

and engaging the victim with more pitches, using the social influence tactics. He did not

call thc tactics by the same names we use; however, he described many of them in his

interview.

When con artists say that they want to sell victims soon and often before the

ether wears off, this is a clue about the power of social influence tactics. The social

inFluence tactics are the key part of their pitch, demonstrated by the common occurrence

of influence tactics in pitches across all types of scams. While this finding may seem
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intuitive, it provides evidence that con ariists are working hard to throw their victims off

guard, modify their decision-making ability, and sell them as hard and often as they can.

It also suggests that individuals need to recognize these social influence tactics. One way

to defend against this sophisticated use of social influence tactics may be to understand

them before encountering them. It is possible that thoroughly understanding the tactics

may make it easier to recognize them when an expert con artist is using them. It is better

to avoid the ether altogether than to have to wait for its effects to lift.

Con artists use a different number of tactics in different scams

The various scam types had a relatively wide range in the number of overall

tactics and the number ofunique tactics per pitch. As mentioned in the results, Coin and

[nvestment scams had the highest number of tactics in each of these categories, followed

by Sweepstakes, Travel, Lottery, Credit Card and Recovery Room. There are a variety of

explanations for the difference in number of tactics, including the amount of money at-

risk, the relationship between the victim and the con artist, characteristics of the victims

or simply the Icngth of the call.

It is possible that as the amount of money at risk increases, the number of

influence tactics used also increases. This argument holds for some of the scam types.

For example, in the Investment scams, the con artists are asking for considerably more

money on avcrage than in any other type of scam. In the Investment scams, the cons

asked for a minimum investment of55,000 and suggested that victims invest as much as

5100,000. It is reasonable to imagine that only highly-skilled cons could convince people

to pari with tens of thousands ofdollars. And it is also possible that one thing that makes

these criminals highly skilled is their ability to use multiple influence tactics. Billy calls

skilled con artists or closers, "silver-tongued devils," (Billy Interview, 2006). He

explains that it is these skilled closers who can pull off high-stakes investment scams.

This suggests that the increase in the number of tactics is related to both the increase in

the amount of money at-risk and the higher skill level of the con artists pitching these

scams.

If we examine the amount of money at-risk in the other types of scams, we see

that it is generally less for Sweepstakes, Travel and Lottery scams. In these scams, the

victims were asked for between 5500 and 52,000; in only a few cases were they asked for

much larger sums of money. Compared to investments, this is a significantly smaller

amount of money. The trend dces not hold for Coin scams, which use the highest

number of tactics, but typically only take the victim for 5500 to 51,000. Again, there are
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a few exceptions where cons attempt to sell coins for over 810,000. However, the

majority of the coins tx;ing sold in our transcripts cost less than 51,000. The Recovery

Room scams do not necessarily follow this trend either. These scams use the fewest

number of overall tactics, yet the cons in our transcripis were asking for between

approximately ~2,000 and ~8,000 from the victims. Here we have one example of a scam

that uses many tactics, but results in comparatively small monetary gains for the con

artist and another example of a scam that uses very few tactics, but results in a relatively

large gain for the con artists. These exceptions may be explained by the number of times

the individual is called and thc eharacteristics of the victim.

When we Icwk at the Coin scams, the cons use a large number of influence

tactics, but do not ask for exceptionally-large amoimts of moncy at any one time. This

could be explained by the number of times ihe cons call each individual victim. In these

cases, i f the cons can get one individual hooked on buying and collecting gold coins, they

may not make a huge profit (compared to Investment scams) on cach individual catl, but

they can continue to sell coins to the same individual, making a large profit over time. In

order to make these repeated sales, the cons selling gold coins need to devclop a

relationship with the victim and to convince the victim that the coins they are selling are

superior to competitor's coins. This ongoing relationship and competition may explain

why Coin scams tended to use the highest number of influence tactics.

Recovery Room scams, on the other hand, show the reverse pattern: a low

number of influence tactics and a relativcly large amount of money. This pattern may be

a result of the eharacteristics of the victim. All victims in a Recovery Room scam have

already lost money, usually a large sum of money. Thc scam itself is based around this

loss, and the con artists' promise of recovering the lost money, and possibly more, for the

victim. Billy told us, "The hottest leads are the people that just lost money... they're

conditioned to sending money, and they want to get even," (Billy Interview, 2006). He

even went as far to say that lead lists of victims who have lost money are, "only for the

real pro. These are the Glengarry leads. These are gold." On one hand, one might

expect that the real pros, using these lead lists and pitching Recovery Room scams, would

use a high number of influence tactics to persuade the victims to send in evcn more

money. On the other hand, it is possible that the Recovery Room scams require fewer

influence tactics because the victim is more ready and willing to send ín the money. Con

artists pay more money to purchase the lists of people who have recently lost money

because they know they can get more money out of them than other potential victims.

Perhaps they also know that they can get this money with less work.
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A final factor that we did not control for, which could impact the number of

influence tactics per pitch, is the length of the call. Because these were actual calls used

by investigators to collect evidence, we could not set a specific length of time for each

call. The length ofcalls varied within each scam type. We hope that random selection of

transcripts eliminated any significant effects ofcall length in the analysis.

The data seem to support the idea that the differences in the number of tactics

we fotmd between scam types are related to differences between the actual scams. Con

artists are customizing their pitches based on the scam, and possibly based on the

characteristics of the individuals being pitched. Differences in the selection of influence

tactics used also supports the hypothesis that the con artists are customizing their pitches.

Con artists use different influence tactics to pitch different scams

In order to examine whether or not the con artists customize the influence

tactics they use for various scams, we looked at the distribution of influence tactics in

each of the scam types, as well as the use of individual influence tactics by scam. As

described in the results, we found a significant difference in the distribution of tactics for

19 of the 21 comparisons we made. Similarly, we found a number of significant

differences in the use of the individual influence tacdcs (see Appendix 4 for all

significant contrasts). These basic findings provide support that the influence tactics used

are customized for different types of scams.

In this section, we will discuss the different uses of tactics by scam type to get a

better picture of how each scam works and how the scams differ from one another.

While there were individual differences between the transcripts in each scam type, we

will describe the common features of each type of scam. We will start with Investment

and Lottery scams. Victims of these scams were the focus of the survey discussed in the

next three chapters. We will combine our discussion of Lottery, Sweepstakes, and Travel

scams, due to the símilarities between these pitches.

Inveslment Scums

The Investment scam transcripts we analyzed were perhaps the most focused of

all the scam types. While they used more total (13.10) and unique ( 5.10) influence tactics

than all of the other scams, except Coin scams (13.90, 5.45), they used the fewest number

ofdifferent influence tactics overall. Only 9 of the 13 influence tactics were identified in

Investment scams and 5 of these influence tactics accounted for 840~0 of all tactics found

in these 20 transcripts. The tactics used in the Investment scams were remarkably similar

across the 20 transcripts. The callers are focused on convincing their potential victims
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that their investments are sound, through Source Credibility and Social Proof; that the

investments will retum a large amount of money for a relatively-small initial investment,
through Phantom Fixation and Comparison; and that this offer is only available for a

limited period of time, through Scarcity.

It is clear that many diffcrent con artists pitched the investments in the 20

transcripts; interestingly, these cons tended to use the same influence tactics. This focus

provides further evidence that cons customize their pitch, depending on the scam they are

pitching. It also supports the idea that different pitches may appeal to different types of

individuals. As suggested in the literature review, not only do the pitch and the influence

tactics used in an Investment scam differ from those used in a Lottery or other scams, the

characteristics of the victims being pitched in each of these scams may also differ.

In addition to the five influence tactics mentioned above, the investment cons

also profiled their potential victims. Billy, the con artist, called profiling "confirming

criteria." He said, "Nothing happens with a deal or in the pursuit of money until criteria's

confirmed," (Billy Interview, 2006). This means asking questions like, "where the

money is; how much money; are you accredited; are you suitable; what kind of work do

you do?" He said that he wants "to understand who you are, what you do, where you

live, where your money is, and then boom, put you onto a portfolio advisor that is going

to have all that data and go after it [the money]." Usually the profiling in the Investment

scams occurred near the beginning of the call. It was less common in follow-up calls,

when the con artist had already spoken to the victim about a specific investment. It is

likely that in the transcripts where we did not see profiling, the victim had already been

profiled in some way. This profiling may have taken place in a previous unrelated call,

or in an earlier call discussing the same investment.

Four of the influence tactics, Commitment Bz Consistency, Reciprocity, Fear 8c

[ntimidation, and the Dependent Role, were not found in any of the Investment scams,

and one, the Authority Role, was only found in one instance. Because many of our
investment transcripts were inítial calls, it is not surprising that we did not find the

Commitment 8c Consistency tactic. This tactic tends to be found in follow-up calls, more

than initia] calls. In our transcripts, the victims had not yet made commitments. And

while their interest and implicit agreement to listen to the con's pitch may be a type of

commitment, it was not coded that way in the transcripts.

The Dependent Role might actually undermine an investment pitch, rather than

influence a victim to invest. The Dependent Role puts the caller in a position of relative

weakness; while this may increase compliance in some situations, a business partnership
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is not one of those situations. It is likely that the caller would lose their credibility if they

requested too much assistance or help from the potential victim. Reciprocity, Fear 8c

Intimidation and the Authority Role also do not lend themselves as well to the Investment

scams. Investors would not likely take well to being asked to do a favor for a business in

which they were investing; fear or mentioning any kind of loss may be ineffective,

bccause highlighting possible losses may deter investors rather than entice them; and

while credibility is imporiant, it is doubtful that an authority figure would order someone

to make an investment.

Investment scams appear to use a high number of overall influence tactics. As

discussed above, this could be because these con artists aze highly skilled and asking for

sígnificantly larger amounts of money than other scams. The investment con artists are

more focused, with the majority of transcripts focusing on the same five influence tactics:

Source Credibility, Phantom Fixation, Comparison, Scarcity, and Social Proof. These

cons are more likely to profile their victims and evidence suggests that more profiling

may take place in calls preceding the ones we have coded.

Lotten~, Swee~stukes und Trcrvel Scams

These three scams have many similarities between them, both in the mechanics

of the scam as well as the prizes or awards being pitched. Similar to the Irrvestment

scams, each of these scams relied primarily on a small number of different intluence

tactics. All three focused primarily on Phantom Fixation and secondarily on Scarcity.

Similarly, all three had little or no use of Fear 8c Intimidation or ihe Dependent Role.

First we will discuss the similarities between Lottery, Sweepstakes and Travel scams, and

then we will spend a short time discussing the differences.

First, the Phantom Fixation tactic drives these three pitches. This influence

tactic acwunts for approximately one-third of all tactics used in these pitches. The

phantoms are similar for each pitch. In Lottery scams, the phantom is the allure of a

large lottery jackpot; in the Sweepstakes scams, the phantom is the allure of a fantastic

prize, which could be cash, luxury goods or travel; and in the Travel scams, the phantom

is the allure of a fantastic and exotic vacation. In all cases, the pitch is about obtaining a

valuable good for no cost or minimal cost. In these scams, the cons use the phantom to

get their viclim in the state ofether Billy described.

They follow this use of Phantom Fixation with Scarcity. For example, the

Lottery Club is limited to a few people; you are the lucky winner of the foreign lottery;

you are the lucky winner of this fantastic sweepstakes package; you must act now, or

we'll give your prize to someone else: this travel promotion is not open to the general
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public. The combination of excitement about the phantom being offered and the scazcity

of the good creatcs a situation in which the victim must act quickly because the

opportunity, good, or time is scarce to receive their phantom. Billy calls this fear, greed

and urgency, (Billy Interview, 2006). As a con artist, it is not surprising that he would

attribute negative quali[ics [o the vic[im, rather than pointing a finger at himself and other

cons for misleading and defrauding the victims. Billy equates ~~reed with a phantom; he

says cons are drawing on an individual's greed. In reality, the cons are also creating and

nurturing that grecd or desire with their pitch. He also equates Cear and tUgency as

scarcity. He describes fcar as "the fear of not being ablc to participate in a product."

And urgency, of course, is having to act now. We see that the Lottery, Sweepstakcs, and

Travel scams all follow Billy's suggestion that cons use fear, ~~reed, and urgency; or as

we label them Phantom Fixation and Scarcity.

Another similarity in these pitches is the iníluence tactics that they choose no~

to use. They all rarely use Fear 8c Intimidation or the Dependcnt Role. As discussed

above, these tactics do not lend themselves well to certain types of pitches, including

Lottery, Sweepstakes and Travel scams.

Similar to Investmcnt scams, we found examples of Profiling in the Lottery.

Sweepstakes, and Travel scams. The examples we found in these scams tended to focus

more on personal information than financial information. Cons askcd questions about

family and other interests. Billy said you have to "know your customer," (Billy

Interview, 2006). He had a saying for a rule of thumb in scams, "To sell John Smith

what John Smith buys, you must see John Smith through John Smith's eyes." It ís not

surprising that we found examples of profiling in Lottery, Sweepstakes, and Travel

scams; knowing what the victim wants will allow a con to pitch that to them. Profiling

allows the con to customize the phantom to increase the likelihood that it is a phantom

that the victim will desire.

Some of the differences we found among thesc scams are also informative.

Lottery scams rely on Source Credibility and Friendship, in addition to Phantom Fixation

and Scarcity. The Lottery scam cons frequently explained that the lotteries wcre

legitimate because they were licensed and bonded. They also claimed to be superior to

other lottery clubs. The competition with other con artists running similar scams may

drive thís need to establish credibility. Priendship might work in the same way. [f the

con can develop a relationship with the victim, it will increasc the likelihood that that

victim will continue to do business with the con, rather than finding another con and

another Lottery scam.
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Travel scams focused on Commitment á Consistency in addition to Phantom

Fixation and Scarcity. This tactic was used at least once in 10 of the 13 travel transcripts

we coded. Usually the cons reminded the victims that they had previously expressed an

interest in travel. It is likely that many of these individuals' names were, in fact, found

on a lead list which identified them as being interested in travel. In cases like this, the
cons do not need to profile the victim as much, because they already have the key

information: a detailed list of the victims' interests.

These three scams rely primarily on Phantom Fixation. They use this tactic to

draw in their victim. Then they use Scarcity to increase the sense of excitement and

urgency. These two tactics together account for almost half of all influence tactics found

in these scams. While the remaining influence tactics are important and add to the con's

ability to persuade the individual, it appears that these two influence tactics are the

driving forces behind the scams.

Coin Scams

Coin scams used the highest number of overall tactics and the highest number

of unique tactics per scam. Every influence tactic was used at least once in these

transcripts. In some ways, Coin scams are similar to Investment scams. In both, the con

is selling a product or service that will supposedly appreciate in value, so that the victim

will earn money on the purchase. Two large differences are that the coins usually cost

substantially less than the investments and that the coins are also sold as both collectibles

and investments. ]n these scams, the con sells the coin on its beauty in addition to its

value.

The Coin scams relied on five primary tactics: Friendship, Scarcity,

Comparison, Phantom Fixation, and Commitment. As mentioned earlier, the cons selling

coins called victims multiple times, pitching different coins. Through these multiple

calls, they developed a relationship and a friendship over time. Another tip from Billy

was that a good con: "becomes your [the victim's] buddy, your friend... gains trust,"

(Billy Interview, 2006). Research showed that even small acts of friendship increased

compliance. The cons are using this to their advantage and building up a friendly

relationship with their victims, so that they can continue to sell them coins at highly-

in(lated prices. The cons frequently used the Comparison Tactic in conjunction with

Friendship. They would offer coins at a discounted price and claim that thc discount was

a favor to thc victim. Similarly, the Scarcity and Phantom Fixation tactics :.re frequently

used togethcr in Coin scams. Usually, the scarceness or rarity of the coin is what gives it

value and appeal as a phantom.
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Commitment 8r Consistency was used in Coin scams more than any other type

of scam. This tactic was found in 9 of the 20 Coin scams. Howevcr, due to multiple calls

by one company, these 9 transcripts only represent 4 different companies. In these

transcripts, the cons suggested that the victims had indicated interest in a particular coin.

Unlike the travel scams, these suggestions may havc been complete fabrications, rather

than actual interests expressed by the victim. Because we have midtiple conversations on

tape, it is possible to verify exactly what commitments were made. And in many cases,

thc victim did not actually commit to a coin in the previous conversation. It is likely that

the cons were hoping the victim would not rememlxr the details of the previous call, and

would belíeve that thcy had made these prcvious commitments.

The Coin scams also used the Dependent Role more than any other scam type.

The Dependent Role was not a primary influence tactic for these scams, but it is one of

thc only scams in which it was identified. As pnviously discussed, this tactic puts the

caller in a position of wcakncss. It is natural to want to help your friend or a child when

they are in need. It is possible that in some of the Coin scams, the friendship is well-

developed enough to allow the con to use this tactic.

Overall, we see that Coin scams usc the highest number of tactics. It is

possible that this high number of tactics allows them to both develop and maintain

positivc relationships with their victims (I'riendship, Comparison 8c Rcciprocity Taetics),

as well as to keep them in the "state of ether" so that they will continuc to buy more and

more coíns. The Phantom and Scarcity tactics were used to create a sense of desire and

urgency, similar to that in the Lottery, Sweepstakes and Travel scams.

Recoverv Room Scnnts

Recovery Room scams used the fewest overall number of tactics. Similar to

many of the other scams, thcy primarily used Phantom Fixatíon. In Recovery Room

scams, the phantom is slightly different. In these scams, the phantom is receiving money

that was previously losL In many cases, the Recovery Room cons will promise a greater

return than the amount originally lost, but the main focus is on regaining lost money

rather than receiving new moncy. Research shows that people will do more to avoid loss

(or recoup a loss) than they will to achieve thc same gain (Kahneman, 1992). This could

contribute to the con's ability to pull ofT Recovery Room scams in general.

Landscaping was another primary tactic used in Recovery Room scams. As

Billy described carlier, victims in Recovery Room scams have already lost, they are more

ready to spend and they want to get even. The increased willingness of the victim may

make thc con's job easier. Landscaping is used to control a conversation and a situation.
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As Billy told us, "Control is the key... They're [con artists] looking to control," (Billy

Interview, 2006). Victims in Recovery Room scams have already demonstrated that they

can be controlled based on their previous losses. A well-crafted, believable story created

through Landscaping may be a primary factor in these scams. This can be combined with

Time Scarcity to create urgency and increase the likelihood that the victim will send in

money before there is time to consult with someone else.

Somc tactics that were rarely or never found in the Recovery Room scams

include Commitment 8c Consistency, Social Proof, Profiling and Fear á Intimidation.

Commitment á Consistency dces not work well in situations where previous behaviors

are being discouraged. ]n Recovery Room scams, the previous behavior of sending

money to fraudulent companies is being discouraged. Profiling is less common in these

scams because the victims have already been profiled. The key information about the

victims in this scam is that they have already lost moncy; the cons pay extra to guarantee

this when they purchase thc lead lists.

Overall, the cons use the phantom of regaining this lost money and create a

landscape to lead the victim to send in more money. Recovery Room scams use fewer

tactics in their pitches because the victims are repeat or chronic victims and they are more

susceptible to falling for scams than other victims.

Credi! Ccrrd~ldenlrry Thef! Scams

Credit Card~ldentity Theft scams differed Crom all of the scam types. These

scams relied primarily on Fear 8r. Intimidation, a tactic rarely foimd in the other scams.

These con artists used the fear tactic as a motivator for their pitch, as opposed to using the

Phantom Fixation to creatc a positive incentive. While the other scams use a phantom to

drive their pitches, in Credit Card~Identity Theft scams, the con artists use fear to drive

ihc pitch. Many of these pitches involve stories of the terrible things that will happen if

the victim dces not do whatever the con artist is telling them. The con uses the victims'

desire to avoid these negative consequences to persuade them to follow directions. In

this way, the fear tactic is relying on people's natural aversion to loss (Kahneman, 1992).

In other cases, the con artist is literally threatening and badgering the victim.

The examples from Tape 82 (see page 108) in the results section show a pair of cons who

primarily used Fear 8i Intimidation this way. It is somewhat surprising that the victims

stay on the phone and listen to con artists like this. And though it may not be an

extremely effective tactic (based on its limited use in other transcripts), there are clearly

con artists who base their pitch on this influence tactic. And in certain scams, it does

work. If the con can get victims upset enough, they may be able to convince them to
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send money or provide information, either because the con has disrupted the victims'

ability to think clearly or even because thc victims wíll do anything to get the con off the

phone, including following their directions.

The Credit Card~ID Theft scams use Landscaping and Authority in addition to

the Fear 8c Intimidation tactic. Landscaping allows them to paint a picture of all of the

negative things that will happen and how they will happen. And the Authority Role is

used to increase the effectiveness ofordering the victim to follow the con's directions.

The stark difference between the tactics used in the Credit Card~Identíty Theft

scams and all other scam types provides further evidence that con artists customizc their

pitch for different types of scams. Instead of befriending the vic,-tims and portraying a

desirable phantom, the cons order the victims aroLmd from a supposed position of power

and create a demon to fear.

Sumnrcrry ofSccrm Tt~~es

The main goal of every pitch is to get money or information from the victim.

This can be done using a variety of scams and a variety of influence tactics. It is evident

that the con artists are customizing their pitches based on the scam, and possibly based on

the characteristics of the individuals being pitched. The tape analysis demonstrates that

pitches are customized. The survey will provide evidence for differences in the

characteristics of individuals falling for different types of scams, specifically Investment

and Lottery scams.

Tactics found in fraud pitches are also found in legitimate sales pitches

Another interesting finding from the tape analysis was that most of the

persuasion tactics foimd in these seven scam types are the same tactics legitimate

businesses use everyday in the marketplace. One conspicuous example of this is the

home shopping type shows. They simultaneously use influence tactics like Comparison,

Social Proof, Scarcity and Phantom Fixation. These inFluence tactics, and the others, can

be found in most magazine, television and radio ads and even in places like your

neighborhood supermarket. These influence tactics are part of the foundation of modern

marketing and advertising.

While this was not a focus of our study, it may have important implications.

[ndividuals can be taught to identify these tactics in the legitimate marketplace, notjust in

conversations with con artists. Fraud fighter volunteers we have trained say that once

they learn about the influence tactics, they see them everywhere in the marketplace.
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Increasing one's understanding of influence tactícs is not a guarantee for avoiding fraud

but it dces improve one's ability to spot their effects and defend against them.

Conclusion

The analysis of the undercover iapes of con artists pitching victims provides a

unique window into the world of fraud that targets older persons. Just as the legitimate

business world is moving from mass marketing to mass customization, the fraud industry

has also learned to find out all they can about their customer and then match that

customer profile with ihe right influence tactics and scam for the maximum effect. The

use ofmultiple tactics in a single pitch can put the victim in a type of haze that alters their

ability to reason and make decisions. This makes it all the more important that

consumers begin to have at least a basic understanding of these tactics in order to defend

against them.
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Chapter 4: Fraud Victim Survey 1: Profiling Victims

4.1: Mcthods of Survcv

This chapter will outline thc research methods used to sivvey a random sample

uf the general popidation and two populations uf victims and report and discuss the

results. There were three main parts to the research methods for the survcy: I) develop

thc hypotheses; 2) develop the desi~,m and questions that would address those hypotheses;

and 3) admínister the survey.

Research Hypotheses
The hypotheses were developed based on the extensive litcrature review

contained in Chapters I and 2 and empirical observation from years of working in the

fraud prevention domain. In addition, we attended several focus groups conducted by

Diamond and Assuciates. These focus groups were run as part of a grant to WISE Senior

Services funded by the National Associatiun of Securities Dealers (NASD). This grant

partíally funded the survey research presented here. We developed five major hypotheses

regarding victims and the general population. We will describe each hypothesis and thc

survey questions used to test the hyputhesis below.

!ltpolhesis !b: Yictims o~fraud nre less Jinunciulh~ lilerrrte thun the generu! populcrrion.

Throughout the United States, millions of dollars are spent each year on

financial literacy. The assumptíon underlying this activity is that financial knowledge

lcads to better decision-making and ultimately to greater financial success. Because

victims, by definition, had failed to avoid losing money to fraud, we predicted that

victims of fraud would score lower on financial literacy tests than the general population.

All survey participants were asked the following series uf eight financial literacy

questions. 1'hese questions were taken from the Washington State University study on

predatory lending ( Moore. 2004).

~ True or false: The APR is the most important thing to look at when comparing credit

card offers (Question 59).

~ Over a 40-year period, which do you think gave the highest returns: stocks, bonds,

bank savings account, or IRA (Question 60)?

~ True or false: With compound interest, you eam interest on your interest as well as

your principle (Question 61).
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~ When an investor diversifies his or her investments, dces the risk of losing money

increase, decrease or stay about the same (Question 62)?

~ True or false: Mutual funds pay a guaranteed rate of return (Question 63).

~ True or false: A no-load mutual fund involves no sales charges or other fees

(Question 64).

~ What happens to bond prices when interest rates go up? Do bond prices fall, remain

about the same or go up when the interest rates go up (Question 65)?

~ Which do you consider to be the most important factor in selecting a loan: the

overall interest rate or the monthly loan payment (Question 66)'?

Htpothesis 16: Frnud victims have more neKrrtive life eveut erperiences thun the generu!

population.

This hypothesis is bascd on prior research conducted by AARP that found that

victims of lottery and invesunent fraud had experienced greater numbers of negative life

events such as injury, death of a spouse, or divorce compared to a randomly-selected

segment of the general population (AARP, 2003a). There is also literature that correlates

negative life events with depression and depression with lower cognitive functioning

(Kraaij, Arensman, Spinhoven 2002; Klein 8t Boals 2001). We predicted that the general

population would report fewer instances of negative life events than either lottery or

invesnnent victims. Bclow are the questions we asked participants. These questions werc

taken from Holahan and Holahan (1987). The series of questions began with: "For each

event, please tell me how much difficulty that event caused you in the last three years.

Please use a number between 1 and 7, with 1 meaning "no difficulty at all" and 7

meaning "a lot of difficulty in your life." Use any number from 1 to 7 and if it dces not

apply to you, please tell me lhat too."

~ Income decreased (Question 6).

~ Foreclosure on mortgage or loan (Question 7).

~ Recent loss ofemployment for you or your spouse (Question 8).

~ Negative change in financial status (Question 9).

~ Concerns about owing money (Question 10).

~ Concerns about money for emergencies (Question 1 1).
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~ Problems with ihe upkeep ofyour home (Question 12).

~ Concerned about money for basic necessities (Qucstion 13).

~ A recent change in your living arrangements (Question 14).

~ Reccntly moved or changed residenccs (Question 15).

~ Recent retirement of you or your spouse (Question 16).

~ ('hange in social activitics for the worse (Qucstion l7).

~ Changc in your daily routine (Question 18).

~ Problems with iransponation or traffic (Question 19).

~ Problems with troublesome neighbors or co-workers (Question 20).

~ Concerned about being lonely (Question 21).

~ Legal probletns (Qucstion 22).

~ Minor violations of the law (Question 23).

~ Death of a spouse or partner (Question 24).

~ Death of a close friend or family mcmber (Question 25).

~ Had a serious injt~ry or illness yoursclf (Question 26).

~ Devcloped a condition that límits your physica( activity (Question 27).

~ Had a serious injury or illness in the family (Question 28).

~ Divorce or mantal separation in the family (Question 29).

~ Difficulties in relationship with a spouse or loved one (Question 30).

~ Problems with children or grandchíldren (Qucstion 31).

The issue of analyzing negative life events has been debated vigorously in the

literature. One argument is that self-assessmcnt by the individual experiencing the event

is the most accurate measure of its effect on the person (Holahan Bc Holahan, 1987).

Another approach has been to survey a broad sel,mtent of the population and ask them to

rate the negative life event on a scale of 1 to 100 in terms of their perception of its efiect

on them in the future. This approach led to the creation of the widely-cited "Social
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Readjustment Rating Scale" (Holmes 8c Rahe, 1967). This scale established a numerical

value for dozens of life events and over time, the scale has been revised and updated

(Hobson, et al. 1998).

Because there is debate in the literature on which approach is most accurate, we

have chosen to analyze responses to our survey questions using both self-assessment by

participants and application of the Social Readjustment Rating Scale values as revised by

Hobson et al.

In the results section, we will analyze how participants dealt with negative lifc

events by reporting 1) the total number of incidents of life stress each experienced and 2)

the participants' self-reports on the degree of difficulty that each event caused. Then a

secondary analysis will be to employ numerical values established by Hobson et al. for

the relevant negative life events described in the survey to determine if significant

difierences cxist between groups.

Htpothesis 36: Fruud victims huve different demogrcrphic churucteristics Ihun the

genercrl population.

Previous research by AARP and others found that investment fraud victims

differ demographically from the general population on a range ofdescriptors. We sought

to test these findings in the present survey. The following standard demographic

questions were asked. These questions were taken from the F"I'C Consumer Fraud

Survey (Anderson, 2004).

~ Record sex (Question Dl ).

~ would you describe yourself as: extremely religious, very religious, somewhat

religious, not religious, somewhat non-religious, very non-religious, extremely non-

religious or you can't choosc (Question D2)?

~ What is your current age (Question D3)`?

~ Are you currently married, living as mamed, divorced, separated, widowed or have

you never been married (Question D4)?

~ Including yourself, what is the total number of people who live in this household

(Qucstion DS)?
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~ What is the highest level of education you have completed: less than high school,

high school or equivalent, some college or technical training beyond high school,

college graduate from a 4-year program, or post-g~raduate or graduate degree

(Question D6)?

~ Are you of Hispanic or Latino backgramd, such as Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban

or some othcr Latin American backl,~round (Question D7)?

~ What is your race`? Are you white, black, Asian or some other race (Question D8)?

~ What was your annual household income before taxes last year, in 2005 (Question

D9)'?

Htpothesis 46: Fraud victims hcrve di(ferent psvchologica! chcrracterisiics than the

general population.

Both investment and lottery fraud victims have been found ín previous research

to have different psychological characteristics compared to the general population

(AARP, 2003a). This survey asked psychological profiling questions to test previous

findings and explore new ground in this area. The following questions were taken Crom

surveys conducted by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC, 2000). We wanted

to ask questions to assess the overall outlook of each group in terms of how pessimistic or

optimistic they were; to gauge any differences that might exist between groups on their

view of deferring gratification; to assess any differenccs in relative deprivation, the

notion that a person feels he or she has been deprived throughout life relative to others, to

examine if the participants foresee rapid changes in their financial situation on the

horizon (which was foimd to be a predictor of fraud in the 2004 FTC study); and finally

to test whether or not victims were more self-reliant than the general population when it

comes to decision making. The survey asked:

~ Optimism (Qrrestion 1). "In spite ofwhat people say, the lot of the average person is

getting worse, not better. Do you: strongly disagree, disagree, neither disagree nor

agree, agree, or strongly agree''"

~ De~erred Gratification~lmpulsivih~ (Quesiion 2). "Nowadays, a person has to live

pretty much for today and let tomorrow take care of itself Do you: strongly

disagree. disagree, neither disagree nor ag~ree, agree, or strongly al,~ree`?"
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~ Relative Deprivation (Question 31. "L.ooking over your life as a whole, would you

say that in general you have gotten: much less than you deserve, less than you

deserve, what you deserve, more than you deserve, much more than you deserve, or

you can't choose?"

~ Future Income (Question 34). "Suppose your life remained on the same course it is

on now. Thinking ahead to three years from now, how do you think your income

will compare to your income today? Do you think it will be much lower, slightly

lower, about the same, slightly higher, or much higher?"

~ Future Income (Question 55). "Thinking ahead to your retirement years, how would

you rate the retirement income you expect to receive from Social Security, job

pension, and all other types of accounts you have set aside for retirement?" (Asked

only ofnon-retired participants.)

~ Self-relicmce in decision making (Questions 51 and 36). "Before you made that

investment decision, did you rely on your own experience and knowledge?" We also

asked, "When making financial decisions, it is best to usually rely on my own

judgment, because often professionals can't be trusted. Do you strongly disagree,

disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree, or strongly agree ?"

Htpothesis Sb: Fraud victims have differeni behaviora! characteristics thcrn the general

population.

In addressing the issue of behavioral characteristics, we wanted to know if

victims were more open to sales pitches, whether they were more likely to have a

retirement plan, whether they consulted professionals like lawyers and stockbrokers, and

whether they relied on their own judgment to make decisions. The survey asked:

~ Openness to Sales Pitches (Question 49). "People use many sources of information

when they make financial decisions. Please think of the last time you made a major

investment decision and the sources you used. Before you made that investment

decision, did you read materials you received in the mail or over the phone from

sales agents that you may not have previously known?"

~ Openness to Sale Pitches (Question 50). "Before you made that investment

decision, did you go to a free investment seminar?"
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~ Likelihood of having a retirement plnn- working participants (Question 56). "Do

you agree or disag~ree with this statement: 1 have developed a retirement plan that

will provide financial resources that go beyond just relying on social security."

~ Likelihood of hnving n retirement plcrn- retired purticipnnts (Question 58). "Do

you agree or disagree with this statement: Before I had retired, I had developed a

retirement plan that will provide financial resources that go beyond just relying on

social security."

~ Consulting u-ith professionnl (Questions 43-46)s. "Please think of the last time you

made a major investment decision and the sources you used. Before you made that

investment decision did you: Consult with a financial planer or an accountant; a

lawyer; an insurance agent; a stock broker?"

In addition to these questions, we asked about participant's experiences with

being victimized by fraud. In the literature review, we noted that one of the big

challenges in fraud research is overcoming self-reporting error among victims. [n the

present survey, an attempt was made to ask the same question several different ways to

test which approach resulted in the highest accuracy rate. Each participant answered one

of three different questions related to general fraud, one of three questions related to

lottery fraud and one of three questions related to investment fraud.

~ Se1f-Repa-ting ojVictim Sintus.

Generul Questions (Questions 70b, 69c, 71 u)

~ "Now, thinking about your experiences as a consumer over the last three

years, was there ever a time you felt you were the subject of consumer

fraud ?"

~ "Thinking now about any experiences you might have had within the last

three years with telephone callers from organizations you are not

personally familiar with, have you felt you were the victím of a major

scam or swindle ?"

~ "Within the last three years, has anyone ever called you over the telephone

and tried to swindle you or cheat you out of money or property by

deliberately lying to you or giving you false money information or phony

promises about a product, service, or lottery or getting you to pay for

something that you never received or swindled you in another way?"
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o Lottery Victimization Questions (Questions 67c, 67b, 67a)

~ "Within the past three years, have you sent cash or a check or given your

credit card number to any callers from organizations you are not

personally familiar with in order to enter a lottery or similar contest ?"

~ "In the last three years, has anyone told you over the telephone that you

had won a lottery or could purchase tickets for a winning lottery?"
~ "Within the last three years, has anyone ever sold or tried to sell you over

the telephone what they claimed was a lottery ticket, which turned out to

be fake?"

o Investment Victimization Questions (Quesiions 69a, 68c, 69h)

~ "Within the last three years, has anyone ever lied to you over the

telephone to get you involved in an investment deal that turned out to be
phony or a scam?"

~ "Within the past three years, have you sent cash or a check or given your

credit card number to any callers from organizations you are not

personally familiar with in order to make an investment`?"

~ "[n the last three years, have you made an investment in response to a

telemarketing call from a company with whom you have not previously

done business?"

Surve~gn and Instrument

Once the five major hypotheses were developed and the questions were

designed to test each, the next step was to identify participants. The survey was
administered by EMH Opinion Sampling of Los Angeles. The random sample of the
general population was purchased by EMH from Survey Sampling International, one of
the largest list sample firms in the United States. This list contained a random sample of

individuals 45 years old and older líving in the United States. The reason for selecting

individuals over 45 was that we knew from previous experience that most of the victims
of lottery and investment fraud are older consumers.

The investment and lottery fraud victim lists were provided by the National
Telemarketing Victim Call Center (NTVCC) in Los Angeles. This organization recruits

and trains volunteer "fraud fighiers" to eontact victims of fraud and educate them about

how to avoid further trouble. The victim names they call are provided by a coalition of

law enforcement agencies including the FBI, the Department of Corpora[ions, the United
States Postal Inspection Service, the Attorney General's office and others. The victim
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names provided for this study came from several different law enforcement agencies and

each name had been verified by law enforcement as having been an actual victim of

eithcr im~estmcnt or lottery fraud. Approximately I,~00 investment and lottery victim

names and phone numbers were provided.

Limi~a~ions ojSun~ev Popedcrtron

It is important to notc that while thc gcneral population names were randomly-

selccted, the victims' names were not. And while we have no reason to think that the

lists acquired of lottery and im~estment fraud victims are skcwed in some way that made

them unrepresentative of these two scam groups, we have no way of knowing if they are

statistically representative of all lottery and investment victims. Therefore, there is a

limitation on the extent to which one can generalize the findings in this survey to other

victim populations.

Administration of Survey Instrumcnt

A total of 3,045 individuals from the general population were contacted and

497 (16.300~0) completed the survey. A total of262 lottery victims were contacted and 94

of them (35.SOo~o) completed the survey. And 171 investment fraud victims were

contacted and 71 of them (41.2Ro~o) completed the survey. The reason tor the wide

variation in the respondent pools is that the vendor surveyed more members of the

general population than was requested. When asked why this occurred, we were told that

the general population participants were easier to reach than the victims. This is an

interesting dynamic in that they were easier to reach, but morc general population

participants (83.Slo~o) refused to complete the survey than victim population participants

(62.210~0.) The survey calls were made between February 22, 2006 and February 28,

2006.

In order to balance the sample pools, we excluded participants from the general

population of participants who answered "yes" to any onc of the ten questions related to

being a fraud victim (Questions 68a, 70a, 72a, 686, 696, 70b, 67c, 68c, 69c, and 70c).

The purpose of excluding these participants was to eliminate as many victims from the

general population as possible. A total of 49 individuals were excluded from the starting

population of499. Thc remaining 450 participants were then assigned a random number,

the numbers were sorted in ascending order and the first 160 participants were chosen.

In order to have equal numbcrs of participants in the victim groups, we cut thc

lottery victim pool to 80. This was done by assil,ming all lottery victims in the original

pool a random number. The numbers were sorted in ascending order and the first 80
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participants were chosen. With regard to the investment victim popula[ion, any

individual who self-identified as an investment fraud victim (answered yes to 70a, 69b, or

68c) from among the general population pool ofparticipants was added to the investment

fraud list. This resulted in 80 investment fraud victim participants.

The next section outlines the results and analysis of the survey, organized by

the five major hypotheses. Section 4.3 will provide a detailed discussion of those

findings.

4.2: Survey Results
This section will report the results of the survey of general population,

investment victims, and lottery victims. A complete annotated survey can be found in

Appendix 5. Selected findings are listed below based upon the five hypotheses described

in the previous chapter.

Hypothesis Ib: Victims of fraud are less financiallv literate than the eneral population.

We asked eight standard financial literacy questions of all 320 participants.

Participants' answers were coded as correct or incorrect; if a pariicipant stated that they

did not know the answer, it was coded as incorrect. The results to each question were

analyzed using a chi-square analysis to determine if the same proportion ofparticipants in

each group got the question correct or incottect. See Table 8 fvr a summary of findings.

APR (Question 59)

More lottery victims (60.OOo~o) correctly answered that the APR is the most

important thing to look at when comparing credit card offers compared to the general

population (47.SOo~o), x''(l, N-240)-3.34, p~.10. No other significant differences were

found.

Highest Yield Investmenls (Q:restion 60)

More participants in the general population (34.380~0) correctly answered that

stocks gave the highest returns over a 40-year period, compared to lottery victims

(11.250~0), x'(1, N-240)-14.59, p~.001. More investment victims (60.OOo~o) answcred

this question correctly compared to both the general population participants x'̀(1,

N-240)-14.292, p~.001, and to the lottery victims, x'(1, N-160)-41.45, p~.001.

Compouud interest (Question 6l )

More investment victims (73.750~0) correctly answered that with compound

interest, you eam interest on your interest as well as your principle, compared to the
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gencral population (60.630~0), x'( I, N-240)-4.04, p~.05, and to lottcry victims (SO.OOo~o),

x'( l, N-1 fi0)-9.56, p~.00~. No othcr signiticant differcnces were found.

Diversiftcation (Queslion 62)

More general population participants (31.25a~o) correctly answered that when an

investor diversifies his or her ínvestments, the risk of losing money decrcases compared

to thc lottery victims (12.SOoio), X'̀( l, N-240)-10.00, p~.005. Morc invcstmcnt victims

answered this question correctly (30.004i~) compared to the lottery victims, x`(I,

,N-160)-7.32, p~.01. No other significant differenccs were found.

Muttral jimd rerles of returt2 (Queslion 63j

Morc invesiment victims (72.SOoió1 correctly answered that mutual funds do not

pay a guarantecd rate of return compared to lottery victims (23.750~0), X'(1,

N-160)-38.08, p~.001, and to the general population (43.I3"~o), x'(l, ,ti'-240)-18.47,

p~.001. More general population participants answered this question correctly compared

to lottery victims, X'( I, N-240)-8.62, p~.005.

No-loud muttrnlJunds (Que.rtion 64)

No significant differences were found betwecn thc three groups when

answering whether or not no-load mutual fimds involve sales charges or othcr fees. The

correct answer is false. Lottery victims and investment victims scored exactly the same

on this question, with 350~0 of each group answering correctly. A total of 24.380~0 of the

general population participants answcred the question correctly.

Boudprices and interest rutes (Queslion 65)

More investment victims (5 L25o~o) correctly answered that bond prices fall

when interest rates go up compared to the general population (24.38o~0), x~(1,

N-240)-17.34, p~.001, and to lottery victims (7.50"ió), X'(l, N-160)-36.90, p~.001.

More general population pariicipants answered this question correctly than lottery

victims, X'( I, ,N-240)-9.97, p~.005.

Factors in selecting cr lonn (Qtrestion 66)

More gencral population (72.SOo~o) participants correctly answered that the

overall rate is the most important factor in selecting a loan compared to lottery victims

(SO.OOo~o), xZ( l, N-240)-1 1.86, p~.001. More invcstment victims answered this question

cottectly (77.50"~0) compared to lottery victims X`(1, ,N-160)-13.09, p~.001. No other

significant differences were found.
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Finuncinl Literucr Combined Scores (Questions 59-66)

Scores for all three groups were aggregated across the financial literacy

questions and an analysis of variance found significant differences between the mean

number of correct answers, F(2,317)-23.653, p-.000. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis

found investment victims (rt~~.50, 5~1.90) answered signifirantly more questions

correctly than lottery victims (A~2.50, SI~1.53) and the general population (M-3.38,

S~ I .96).

Table 8: Percentage of participants answering financial literacy questions correctly.

Qucstion (correct answer) Gen. Pop. Lottery Investmcnt

59. The APR is the most important thing 47.SOo~o 60.OOo~o 50.00"~0

to look at when comparing credit card

offers.(True)

60. Over a 40-year period which gave the 34.380~0 11.250~0 60.OOo~o
highest returns? (Stocks) LI GI GL

61. With compound interest you earn 60.63"~o SO.OOo~o 73.750~0

interest on your interest as well as i I gL

principle. (True)

62. When an investor diversifies 31.250~0 12.SOo~o 30.OOo~o

investments, does the risk of losing L GI L

money incrcase, decrease, or stay about

the same? (Decrease)

63. Mutual funds pay a guaranteed rate of 43.13"~0 23.750~0 72.SOo~o

return. (False) LI Gl GL

64. A no load mutual fund involves no 24.38"~0 35.OOo~o 35.OOa~o

sales charges or other fees. (False)

65. What happens to bond prices when 24.380~0 7.50"~0 51.25oio

interest rates go up? (Pall) LI GI GL

66. Which is the most important factor in 72.SOo~o 50.009io 77.SOo~o

selecting a loan? (Overall interest rate) L G[ L

Average percent correct for all 8 42.270~0 31.250~0 56.25a~o

questions LI GI GL

Generul Pop-G, Lonery-L. Investment- I; UPPERCASE: p~.Ol; lox~ercuse: p~.05
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Summarv: llvpa~he.ris 1 b Resuhs

InvesUnent fraud victims scored almost ISo~o higher than the genetal

population. This difierence was found to be significant. With regard to lottery victuns,

our hypothesis was confirmed. Lotlery victims scored significantly lower than the

general population on thc financial literacy questions.

Hypothesis 2 b: Fraud victims have more negative life event experiences than the eg neral

~pulation.

To test this hypothesis, we first asked a series of questions about different

negative life expericnces. As was mentioned in section 4.1, thc results of the negative

life experience questíons were analyzed based upon 1) ihc total number of incidents

experienced and participants self-assessment of the degree of difficulty they had dealing

with those incidents and 2) an analysis of the incident data utilizing the Social

Readjus[ment Rating Scale as revised by Hobson et al.

With regard to the number of negative life event incidents and participant's

self-assessment of them, chi-square and analysis of variance tests were performed. The

chi-square analysis compared the proportion of individuals rcporting experiencing a

stressful event ( answered 2 through 7) and those who did not experience the event

(answercd 0: does not apply or l: no dif7iculty) in each group. This was done to

determine if more individuals in one group experienced a given life event than in the

other groups. Second, using analysis of variance, we compared the mean level of

difficulty each group had with the stressors. Only participan[s who answcred 2 through 7

were compared and a higher mean indicated more difficulty. This analysis was used to

determine if one group had a more difficult time coping with the stressful event. Below

is a description of the results for each question.

lncome Decreased (Question 6)

More lottery victims reported experiencing a decrease in income (48.720~0) than

the general population (31.170~0), X'(I, N-232)-6.84, p~.01, and than investment victims

(35.OOo~o), x'(l. N-I581 -3.06, p~.10. When both victim groups were combinecí, they

reported experiencing more stress (41.770~0) than the general population, x'(I,

N-311)-3.78, p~. 10. No other significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance showed that the three groups differed in the level of

difficulty dealing with this stressor, F(2.116)-3.23, tr-.043. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc
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analysis showed that lottery victims (~5.47, S~ 1.54) had significantly more difficulty

than investment victims (rl~-4.36, SI1- 1.54) with decreased income.

Foreclo.rureofmortguge or loun (Question 7)

More lottery victims reported a foreclosure of their mortgage or loan (14.290~0)

than the general population (0.630~0), XZ(l, N-236)-20.05, p~.001, and than investment

victims (5.060~0), X'(I, :N-156)-3.82, p~.10. More investment victims reported a

foreclosure on iheir mortgage or loan than the general population, XZ( l, N-238)-5.05,

Iz~.025. When both victim groups are combined (9.620~0), they experienced this stressor

more than the general population, x'( l, N-315)-13.19, p~.01.

Analysis of variance showed that there was no significant difference between

the groups' ability to cope with stress due to foreclosure on a mortgage or loan,

F( 2,13 )-1.24, P-.321.

Recent Loss qf Emp(ovment ~or You or Your Spouse (Queslion 8)

More ]ottery victims reported recent loss of employment (17.950~0) than the

general population (9.380~0), X`'( I, N-297)-3.60, p~.10. When both victim groups are

combined (16.460~0), they experienced more recent loss of employment than the general

population, X'(1, N-318) -3.55, p~.10. No other significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences between the three groups

in their levels of difficulty dealing with recent loss of employment, F(2,38)-0.528,

p-.594.

Negutive Cltunge in Finunciu! Stutus (Question 9)

More lottery victims experienced negative changes in financial status (52.560~0)

than the general population (24.530~0), X'-( l, N-237)-18.39, p~.001 and than investment

victims (32.SOo~o), X'`(l, N-158)-11.38, p~.001. No other significant differences were

found.

Analysis of variance found significant difTerences between the three goups'

levels of difficulty dealing with negative changes ín income, F(2,103)-6.817, p-.002.

Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found that lottery victims experienced more difficulty

(M-5.59, 5~1.67) than investment victims (M-4.04, SD-1.61). The general population

(M-5.18, SI~1.76) experienced more di(Ticultythan investment victims.

Concerns nbout Owing Monev (Question 1 D)

More lottery victims experienced concerns about owing money (61.540~0) than

the general population (33.750~0), x`'(l, N-237)-16.53, p~.001, and investment victims

(33.330~0), X'"( I, N-156)-12.44, p~.001. When the two victim pools are combined
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(47.440~0), they experienced more difficulty than the general popula[ion, x`(l,

.N-316)-6.14, p~.01.

Analysis of variance found that the three groups expcrienced no significant

differences in the levels of difficulty dealing with concerns about owing money, F(2,

125 )-0.915, p-.403.

Concerns nhoul Monev (or Emergencies (Questron ! 1)

More lottery victims experienced concerns about money for emergencies

(60.760~0) than the general public (41.770~0), x~(1, N-237)-7.61, p~.01, or investment

victims (40.Oo~o), x'( l, N-159)-6.85, p~.01. No other signi ficant differences were foimd.

Analysis of variancc found a significant difference between the three groups in

terms of levels of difficulty dealing with concerns about money for emergencies,

F(2,143)-4.32, p-.015. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found that lottery victims

experienced more difficulty (M-5.29, 5~1.87) than investment victims (~4.06,

SIr1.95).

Problems tivith the Upkeep of Your Home (Question 12)

More lottery victims experienced problems with the upkeep of their home

(40.Slo~o) than the general population (29.560~0), xz(l, N-238)-2.85, p~.10. No other

significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences between the three groups

in levels of difficulty dealing with problems with the upkeep of their home, F(2,

104)-0.915, p-.404.

Concerned about Monev for Baric Necessitres (Question 13)

More lottery victims experienced concern about money for basic necessities

(51.280~0) than the general population (32.SOo~o), X`'(l, N-238)-7.80, p~.01, and

investment victims (23.750~0), X'"(l, N-158)-12.79, p~.001. No other significant

differences were found.

Analysis of variance foimd significant differences between the three gnoups'

levels of difficulty dealing with concern about money for basic necessities, F(2,

108)-6.300, p-.003. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found that lottery victims had

more difficulty dealing with concerns about money for basic necessities (~5.35,

SD-1.75) than the general population (M-4.23, SD-1.86) and invesiment victims

( Afi-3.89, S~ 1.45).
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A Recent Change in your Living Arrangements (Question 14)

No significant differences were found between the percentage of the general

population (19.SOo~o), lottery victims (23.380~0) and investment victims (13.920~0)

experiencing a change in their living arrangements.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences in terms of the level of

difficulty in dealing with the recent change in living arrangements, F(2, 57)-1.127,

p-.331.

Recentlv Moved or Chcrnged Residences (Question I S)

The general population experienced more recent moves or change of address

(10.130~0) than investment victims (3.800~0), X'(l, N-237)-3.30, p~.05. No other

significant differences were found.

Analysis ofvariance found no significant differences among the three groups in

levels of difficulty dealing with recent moves or changes of address, F(2, 25)-0.641,

p-.535.

Recent Retirement of You or Your Spouse (Question 16)

No significant differences were found between the percentage of the general

population (10.690~0), lottery victims (9.090~0) and investment victims (5.060~0)

experiencing recent retirement.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences between the three groups

on levels of difficulty dealing with recent retirement, F(2, 25)-2.505, p-.102.

Change in social activities for the x~orse (Question 17)

No significant differences were found between the percentages of the general

population (26.580~0), lottery victims (35.900~0) and investment victims (32.910~0)

experiencing a negative change in social activities.

Analysis of variance found significant differences on levels of difficulty

dealing with change in social activities for the worse, F(2, 93)-3.92, p-.023. Tukey-

Kramer post-hoc analysis found that lottery victims (M-5.46, SD-1.82) had significantly

more difficulty than investment victims (M-4.12, 5~1.92).

Change in dailv rozdine (Question 18)

More lottery victims experienced change in daily routine (41.030~0) than

investment victims (27.850~0), x'( l, N-157)-3.02, p~.10. No other significant differences

were found.

Analysis ofvariance found a significant difference between the three groups on

levels of difficulty dealing with changes in daily routine, F(2, 102)-2.859, p-.062.
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Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found that lottery victims ( M-5.03, SI~1.60) had

sil,mificantly more difficidty than the general population ( A~4.14, S~1.83). No other

significant differences were found.

Problen7s ~rith Iransportation or trcr~jic (Question ! 9)

More lottery victims expcrienced problems with transportation or traffic

(41.030~0) than the general population (25.160~0), X'(1, N-237)-6.23, p~.025. When both

victim groups are combined ( 37.97"~0), they expcrienced more problems with

transportation or traffic than the general population, x '(1, N-317)-6.03, p~.025. No

othcr signilicant differences were Cound.

Analysis of variance found sigmificant differences betwcen groups relating to

problems with transportation or traffic, F(2.97)-5.32, p-.006. Tukey-Kramer post hoc

analysis found that lottery victims experienced higher levels of difficulty dealing with

problems with transportation or tratTic (M-5.09, Slrl.78) than the general population

(M-3.82, S~1.72) and investment victims ( M-4.00, So--1.6~).

Problems x~ith troubleson7e neighba-s or co-ivorkers (Qtrestion 20)

Both victim groups combined experienced more problems with troublesome

neighbors ( 23.570~0) than the general population ( I 5.720~0), X'( l, N-316)-3.082, p~.l 0.

No other significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance found no significant difference between the three groups

on levels of difficulty dealing with troublesome neighbors or co-workers, F(2, 59)-0.921,

p-.404.

Concernedafiotd being lotrelv (Qtrestion 2!)

More lottery victims experienced concern about being lonely (37.1 Ro~o) lhan the

general population ( 18.240~0), X`(l, N-237)-10.16, p~.01. Also, more investment victíms

experienced concerns about being lonely ( 27.850~0) than the general population, x'-(l,

N-238)-2.89, p~.10. Both victim groups combined experienced concerns about being

Ionely more than the general population ( 32.48o~o), X'(l, N-316)-8.48, p~.01. No other

significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences between the three groups

in levels oCdiCficulty dealing with concerns about being loncly, F(2, 77)-1.867, p-.162.

Legal problems ( Question 22)

More lottery victims experienced legal problems (24.360~0) than the general

population ( 9.430~0), X '(l, N-237)-9.49, p~.01, and investment victims (7.72a~o), x'(1, a'-

238)-3.39, p~.10. When the two victim groups are combined ( 21.02"~0), they experienced
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more legal problems than the general population, X'(1, N-316)-8.23, p~.01. No other

significant ditTerences were found.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences between the three groups

on level ofdifficulty dealing with legal problems, F(2, 45)-1.052, p-.358.

Minor violations of the law (Question 23)

No sígnificant differences were found between the general population (3.770~0),

lottery victims ( 7.690~0) and investment victim (5.060~0) relating to minor violations of the

I aw.

Analysis of variance found significant difierences between the three groups in

levels of difficulty relating to minor violations of the law, F(2, 13)-3.400, p-.065.

Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis that lottery victims (A~-4.17, SD-1.83) had significantly

more difficulty than investment victims (M-2.00, SD-0.00).

Death oJ cr spouse orpartner (Qtrestion 24j

More lottery victims experienced the death of a spouse (27.850~0) than the

general population (7.590~0) x'̀ (l, N-237)-17.581, p~.001, and investmen[ victims

(1 1.250~0), x`'(1, N-159)-6.98, p~.01. Both victim groups combined (19.SOo~o)

cxperienced this stressor more than the general population, x'( l, IV-317)-9.58, p~.01. No

other significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance found that there were no significant differences between

the three groups in ]evels of difiiculty dealing with death of a spouse or partner, F(2,

41)-1.493, p-.236.

Denth of a elosefriend or Jirn~ih' member (Qtrestion 25)

No significant difTerences were found on this stressor between the general

population (52.820~0), lottery victims (49.370~0) and investment victims (46.840~0).

Analysis of variance found a significant difference among the three groups in

levels of difT'iculty dealing with death of a close friend or family member, F(2,

157)-3.847, p-.023. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found lottery victims experienced

more difficulty (M-5.87, SD-1.49) than investment victims (A~4.84, SD-L57). No

other significant differenccs were found.

Had a serious injury or illness vourself (Questian 26)

More lottery victims experienced serious injury or illness (57.SOo~o) than the

general population (35.220~0), X'"( I, N-239)-10.80, p~.01. More investment victims

experienced this stressor (46.350~0) than the general population, X'`(l, N-239)-2.724,

p~.10. When both victim groups are combined (51.880~0), they experienced more of this
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stressor than the general population, X'(1, N-319)-9.00, p~.01. No other significant

differences were found.

Analysis of variance foimd no significant differences among all threc groups in

levels of diffittrlty dealing with serious rnjury or illness, F(2, 13)-0.207, p-.813.

Developed ~condilion thcu linrils t~otu- phvsiccr! nclivilv (Queslion 27)

More lottery victims experienccd a condition that limited their physical activity

(55.700~0) than the gcneral population (41.S1o~~), X'(l, N-238)-4.27, p~.OS. More

investment victims experienced this stressor (57.690~0) than the general population, X'( l,

N-237)-S.SO, p~.OS. When both victim groups are combined (56.690~0), they

expericnced more of this stressor than the gcneral population, X'(l, N-316)-7.28, p~.01.

No other significant differences were found.

Analysis of variance found a significant difference between the three groups in

levels of difficulty dealing with conditions that limited their physical activity, F(2, 1 S2)

-2.971, p-.OS4. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found lottery victims (A~-S.S2,

SD-1.73) had a sigmificantly more difficult time than investment victíms (A~-4.69,

SD-1 .64).

Had u seriorr.c iujeuy or ilbress in the ~irmilv (Question 28)

More investment victims experienced a serious injury or illness in the family

(43.7So~o? ~nan the general population (30.63"~0), X''(1, N-240)-4.04, p~.OS. When both

victim groups are combined (42.41o~0), they experienced more of this stressor than the

general population, X'`(1, N-318)-4.76, p~.OS. No other significant differences were

found.

Analysis of variance found no significani differences between the three groups

in levcls of difCculty in dealing with serious injuries or illnesses in the family, F(2,

1 13)-0.640, p-.529.

Divnrce or maritcr! sepnration in the ~umilti~ (Question 29)

No significant difTerences were found among the general population (8.18"~0),

lottery victims (6.49a~o) or investment victims ( 8.860~0) relating to divorce or marital

separation in the family.

Analysis of variance found no significant differences behveen the three groups

in levels of difficulty dealing with this stressor, F(2, 22)-0.467, p-.633.
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DiJJ`iculties in relationship ivith a spouse or loved one (Question 30)

No significant differences were found between the general population

(18.240~0), lottery victims (12.99oIo) or investment victims (17.720~0) regarding difficulties

in relationship with a spouse or loved one.

Analysis of variance found a significant difference among the three groups in

levels of difficulty dealing with this stressor, F(2, 50)-4.954, p-.01 1. Tukey-Kramer

post-hoc analysis found lottery victims (A~5.50, SD-1.43) had more difficulty dealing

wíth this stressor than investment victims (~3.14, SD-1.56).

Table 9. Participants experiencing each life stressor Be significance results

Life Stress Gen. Pop Lottery Investment

Income decreased 31.170~0 47.SOo~o 35.OOo~o
L G

Foreclosure of mortgage 0.630~0 7.970~0 5.060~0
L Gi L

Negative change in finances 24.530~0 52.560~0 32.SOo~o
L GI L

Concems about owing money 33.750~0 61.540~0 33.330~0
L GI L

Concerrilmoney for emergency 41.770~0 60.75oio 40.OOo~o
L GI L

Problems~upkeep of home 29.560~0 40.510~0 35.440~0
L g

Concernlmoney for basic necessities 32.SOo~o 51.280~0 23.750~0
L gI L

Problems with transportation 25.1 bo~o 41.030~0 35.OOo~o
L G

Concern about being lonely 18.240~0 37.180~0 27.850~0
Li G G

Legal problems 9.43oro 24.35oro 7.72oro
L Gi L

Death of a spouse 7.590~0 27.855 1 1.250~0
L GI L

Serious injury or illness 35.220~0 57.SOo~o 46.250~0
Li G G

Condition~limits physical ability 41.510~0 55.70oIo 57.690~0
Li g G

Serious injury or illness in the family 30.630~0 41.030~0 43.750~0
1 G

Recently moved or change address 10.760~0 10.130~0 3.800~0
I G

Change in daily routine 32.480~0 41.030~0 27.850~0
i L

Genera! Pop-G, Lonerv-L, Investment- I; UPPERCASE: p~.01; lowerccrse. p~.10
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Prohlen:s x~ith children orgrundchildi.en ( Ques[ion 3l)

No sigmificant differences were found between thc general population

(22.Olo~o), lottery victims (23.380~~) or investment victims (27.850~~) regarding problems

with children or g~randchildren.

Analysis of variance found a sibmificant differencc between the three groups in

levels of difficulty dealing with problems with children or grandchildren, F(2, 72)-3.204,

p-.046. Tukey-Kramcr post-hoc analysis found si~mificant the general population

(M-4.46. SD-1.77) had more dilTiculty dealing with children or grandchildren than

investment victims (A~ 3.50, SD-L60).

A!! stress ynestions combined (Qnestiorr.r 6-31)

Lottery victims expericnced more negative life events overall ( 33.790~0) than

the general population (22.860~0), x'(I, N-6,163)-83.55, p~.001 and investmcnt victims

(25.R6o~o), X'(l, N~091)-30.76, p~.00L [nvestment victims experienced more negative

life events overall than the gcneral population X' ( l, N-6,194)-6.80, p~.01.

Sunrntun~: Htpothesis 26 Results

Overall, our results support hypothcsis 2. When all 26 events are combined,

both lottery and investment victims experience more negativc life events than thc general

population. When each event is examined individually, lottery victims cxperienced 13 of

the 26 negative life events significantly more than the general population; investment

victims experienced 4 of the 26 negative life events significantly more than the general

population. Table 9 summarizes all of the comparisons where a sigmificant difference was

found. Additionally, the lottery victims had a significantly more difficult time coping

with four of the ncgative life events than the general population. Table 10 summarizes

the comparisons where a significant difference was found.

Table 10. Significant differences in degree of difficulty with life stressors: Mean

difficulty, diffcrence, 8c p-values.

Life Stress Gen. Pop Lottery Mean Diff. p-value

hicome decreased 4.36 5.47 q-1.1 1 p-.003

Concern about money for 4.23 5.35 q-1.12 p-.009

basic necessities

Change in daily routine 4.14 5.03 q-0.89 p-.063

Problcros with transportation 3.82 5.09 q-1.27 p-.007

or traffic
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In summary, while lottery and investment victims clearly experienced a higher

number of negative life events than the general population, there were fewer differences

found in the self-reported degree of difficulty each group had in dealing with that stress.

With the exception of the four life stress events reported in Table 10, no other differences

were found in terms of self-reported degree of difficulty dealing with the stress.

Soeial Readjtcstment Ruting Scale Analvsis

The absence of differences in self-reported difficulty led us to employ a

secondary analysis using the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (SRRS) and its

predetermined values for specific negative life events. Because the 26 negative life events

in the present survey were directed towards an older population, only 12 of them were

found on the Social Readjustment Rating Scale. Below is a list of the SRRS events that

overlapped with our survey questions and the numerical value for each.

~ Question 7. Foreclosure on mortgage or loan (71)

~ Question 8. Recent loss ofemployment for you or spouse (64)

~ Question 9. Negative change in financial status (62)

~ Question 14. A recent change in your living arrangements (35)

~ Question 15. Recently moved or changed residences (35)

~ Question 24. Death of a spouse or partner (87)

~ Question 25. Death of a close friend or family membcr (79)

~ Question 26. Had a serious injury or illness yourself (78)

~ Qucstion 28. Had a serious injury or illness in the family (72)

~ Question 29. Divorce or marital sepazation in the family (71)

~ Question 30. Difficulties in relationship with a spouse or loved one (66)

~ Question 31. Problems wíth children or grandchildren (49)

The analysis was done by identifying any participant who answered 2 through 7

on our rating scale and then assigning an SRRS value for each incident based on event

type. These values were then summed across all participants for the 12 life stress events

identified and a total, mean and standard deviation was calculated for each ~oup.
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Analysis of variance found a si~miticant difference between the three groups

using the Social Readjustment Rating Scale values for 12 different negative life events,

F(2,317)-16.104, p-.000. Tukey-Kramcr post-hoc analysis found that the general

population (A~-126.175, SD-116.89) scored significantly lower than lottery victims

(h122391, SD- 143.56) and invcstmcnt victims (M-183.69, SD-138.51).

Hyt~othesis 36: Fraud victims have diftcrent demo~raphic characteristics than the t;eneral

population.

Gender (Quesvian DI)

More investment victims were male (67.SOoIo) than the general population

(49.38"~0), X~(I, N-240)-7.09, p~.01, and than lottery victims (42.500~0), x`(l.

N-160)-10.10, p~.01.

Relrgiosih~ (Questron D2)

Morc lottery victims reported being extremcly, very or somewhat rcligious

( I OOo~o) than the general population (92.590~0), x'( l, N-210)-5.83, p~.025, or than

investment victims (9L89o~o), X~(l, N-149)-6.34, p~.025. No other significant

differences were found.

Age (Queslion D3)

Participants ages were classified into 4 groups: 1-45-54 years old, 2- 55-64

years old, 3- 65-74 years old and 4- 75 years or older. A higher mean indicates that the

participants are oldec Analysis of variance found significant difierences between the

three groups in terms of age, F(2, 312)-5.860, p-.003. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis

found that lottery victims (rL1-3.13, SD-1.02) were si~miticantly older than the general

population (M-2.66, SD-0.97) and investment victims (A~2.72, SD-1.10). No other

significant differences were found.

Marital Slntt~s (Question D4)

More investment victims were married or living together (68.350~0) than the

general population (48.430~0), x'-( I, N-238)-8.47, p~.01, or than lottery victims (33.770~0),

x'( l, N-156)-18.67, p~.001. More general population participants were married or living

together than lottery victims, X'(1, N-236)-4.53, p~.05.

Srre ofHousehold (Question DS)

More lottery victims lived alone (SO.OOo~o) than the general population

(37.340~0), x'̀(1, N-236)-3.45, p~.10 or than investment victims, (28.754io), x`(l.

N-156)-7.48, p~.01.
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Educationa! Atlainment (Question D6)

Educatíonal attainment was classified in five groups: 1- less than high school,

2- high school or equivalent, 3- some college or technical training beyond high school,

4- graduate of a 4-year collcge, 5- post-graduate or professional degree. A higher mean

indicates more education. Analysis of variance found significant differences between the

three groups in terms ofeducational attainment, F(2, 310)-7.034, p-.001. Tukey-Kramer

post-hoc analysis found investment victims (M-3.57, SD-1.14) had significantly more

educational training than the general population (~3.12, SD-1.21) and than lottery

~ictims (A1-2.87, SD-L 19). No other significant differences were fbund.

Elhnic Origin (Question D7J

No significant differences were found in ethnic origin of the participants. The

majority of participants in each group responded that they were not of Hispanic or Latino

background, ( general population- 94.940~0; lottery victims- 92.210~0; investment victims-

95.OOoro).

Race (QuestionD81

More general population participants were white (89.100~0) compared to lottery

victims (79.220~0), X'(l, N-233)~3.14, p~.05. More investment victims were white

(90.OOo~o) compared to lottery victims x''(l, N-157)-3.52, p~.10. No other significant

differences were found.

~ncome (QueslionD9)

Income was analyzed by looking at all those who said they made under ~30,000

pcr year compared to all those who said they made over 530,000 per year. More general

population participants made over ~30,000 per year (64.350~0) than lottery victims

(31.15"~0), x'(l, N-176)-17.63,p~.001. More investment victims made over ~30,000 per

year (75.81"~0) than lottery victims, x'(1,N-123)-24.66, p~.001. More general population

participants made more than ~,30,000 per year than the two victim groups in combination

(53.660~0), x'`( l, N-238)-2.80, p~.10.

Summarv: Hvpothesis 3

Our results supportecí the hypothesis that victims are demographically different

from the general population. The results also demonstrate that lottery victims and

investment victims differ from one another. Differences were found in gender,

religiosity, age, marital status, size of household, race, and income.
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Hypothesis 4b: Fraud victims have different psvcholo~ical characteristics than the

yeneral population.

Optitnis~m (Question J1

The first question we asked to test this hypothesis sought to measure

participants' relative level of optimism. We asked, "In spite of what people say, the lot

of the average person is getting wone, not bctter." The answer choices were on a range

from I: "strongly disab~ree" to 5: "strongly ag~ree." A lower mean indicates more

optimism. Analysis ofvariance found significant difierences between the threc: groups in

tcrms of how they responded to this question, F(2,295)-2.391, p-.093. Tukey-Kramer

post-hoe; analysis found lottery victims (M-3.66, SD-1.01) were significantly more

optimistíc than investment victims (M-3.23, SD-1.28). No other significant ditl~erences

werc found.

Delul'ed Grufi~icotion~Jmpulsivilr (Qtiestion 2)

We sought to measure relative levcls of delayed gratification or impulsivity.

We asked, "Nowadays, a person has to live pretty much for today and let tomorrow takc

care of itself" The answer choices were on a range from l: "strongly disagree" to 5:

"strongly agree." A higher mcan indicates more impulsivity. Analysis of variance found

significant differences between the three groups relative to delayed gratification,

F(2,306)-8.940, Jr-.000. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found that lottery victims

agreed with this statement (M-3.13, SD-1.26) sil,mificantly more than the general

population (A~2.43, SD-1.25) and investmcnt victims (M-2.44, SD-1.29).

ReJntive Deprivnlion (Question 3)

This question sought to measure participant's relative level of contentment or

feeling of deprivation with their lifc. We asked, "Looking over your life as a whole,

would you say in general you have gotten: much less than you deserved, less than you

deserved, what you deserved, more than you deserved or much more than you descrved?"

These answer choices were coded 1 through 5, with "much less than you deserved" coded

as 1 and "much more than you deserved" coded as 5. A lower mean indicates relative

deprivation. Analysis of variance found significant differences between thc three groups

on this question, F(2,293)-8.042, p-.000. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found more

investment victims felt they had gotten what they deserved (A~3.34, SD-0.81) than

lottery victims (M-2.81, SD-1.00). More general population participants (A~3.27,

SD-0.91) felt they had gotten what they deserved than lottery victims.
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Future Income (Queslion 34)

We sought to gauge participants' attitudes towards their future income. We

asked, "Suppose your life remained on the same course it is now. Thinking ahead to

three years from now, how do you think your income will compare to your income

today? Do you think it will be: much lower, slightly lower, about the same, slighdy

higher or much higher?" We analyzed this data by combining all answers that suggested

the participant thought there would be some change, higher or lower, and compared it to

those who responded that they thought there would be no change. We did this to

compare the finding to the 2004 FTC consumer fraud survey that found consumers

anticipating a change in income were more likely to be fraud victims. Chi-squared

analysis of this data found no statistically-significant differences between any of the

groups.

TrusJ in Professionals (QuesJion 36)

On the subject of how much trust participants have in professionals such as

stockbrokers, we asked, "When making financial decisions, it is best to usually rely on

my own judgment because often professionals can't be trusted." The answer choices

were on a range from l: "strongly disagree" to 5: "strongly agree." A lower mean

indicates more trust in professionals. Analysis of variance found a significant difference

betwcen groups, F(2, 305)-3.791, p-.024. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis foimd that

lottery victims (M-3.40, So-1.10) distrusted professionals more than the general

population (rLF2.95, So- 1.21). No other significant differences were found.

Relt~ on Yoerr Ox~n E~perience (Question SI)

We asked a similar question later in the survey: "Before you made that

investment decision, did you rely on your own experience and knowledge, (Question

51)?" Lottery victims relied on their own experience and knowledge (90.Oo~o) more than

the general population (76.970~0), X'-(l, N-222)-5.30, p~.025. When both victim groups

are combined, they rely on their own experience and knowledge (87.07"~0) more than the

general population X`( l, N-299)-5.15, p~.025.

Suntmarlc Hvpolhesis 4b

Our hypothesis that fraud victims have different psychological profiles was

supporied. Differences were found in pariicipants' level of optimism, impulsivity,

relative deprivation and trust in professionals. No differences were found in participants'

anticipation of change in their firiure income.
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Hypothesis Sb: Fraud victims have different behavioral characteristics than the ~eneral

~opulation.

Openness to Snles Pitches (Qnestions 49 ác 5(1)

[n order to assess whether victims werc more open to sales pitches, we asked,

"People use many sources of information when they make tinancial decisions. Please

think of the last time you madc a major investmcnt decision and the sources you used.

Before you made that investment decision, did you read matcrials you received in the

mail or over the phone from sales agents that you may not have previously known?"

More investment victims read materials from sales agents previously unknown (38.750~~)

than the general population (23.750~0), x~( l, N-229)-6.14, p~.025. Whcn both victim

groups were combined, more of thcm rcad materials from sales agents previously

unknown (37.670~0) than the general population X`( l, N-299)-5.74, p~.025.

Another measure of openness to sales presentations was participants'

willingness to attend a free investmcnt seminar. We asked the same stem as above,

followed by "Before you made that investment decision, did you go to a free investment

seminar?" More investment victims (23.750~0) went to free investment seminars than the

general population (I 1.880~0), X'(1,N-229)-5.81, p~.025. When both victim groups are

combined, they were more likely to go to a free investment seminar (22.300~0) than the

general population participants x'( l, N- 301)-5.14, p~.025.

A third general measure of openness was the difTerence in response rate to our

survey itself. Only 16.320~0 of the general population agreed to complete the survey

whereas 37.560~0 of the victims contacted agreed to complete it.

Likelihood of Hm~in~ u Retirement Plnn (Qtrestions 56 c~ 58)

This question was addressed because of a trend we identi6ed in the focus

g~roups that victims tended to be less likely to have a retirement plan than the gencral

population. For pariicipants still working, we asked, "1 have developed a retirement plan

that will provide financial resources that go beyond just relying on Social Security." The

answer choices were on a range from I: "strongly disagreè' to 5: "strongly agree."

Analysis of variance foimd no significant differences between the three groups on the

existence of a retirement plan F(2, 102)-1.570, p-.213.

For current retirees, the question was, "Before ( retired, ! had developed a

retirement plan that I thought would provide financial resources that go beyond just

relying on Social Security." On this question, analysis of variance found a significant

difference between the three ~~roups on the exístence of a retirement plan among current
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retirees F(2, 194)-3.185, p-.044. Tukey-Kramer post-hoc analysis found more

investment victims had a retirement plan (M-3.69, SIrl.31) than lottery victims

(M-3.06, S~1.14). No difference was found between investment victims and the

general population among curcent retirees on the question ofhaving a retirement plan.

Consulting with Pro~essiouals (Queslions 43-461

To assess the extent to which the groups differed in terms of consulting with

professionals, we asked if they consulted with financial planners or an accountant, a

lawyer, an insurance agent or a stockbrokec With regard to consulting with a financial

planner or an accoimtant, no differences were found among the groups. Regarding

consulting lawyers, more lottery victims (27.400~0) consulted with lawyers than the

general population (12.990~0), X`(l, N-227)-7.08, p~.01. When both victim groups are

combined (23.490~0), they consult with lawyers more than the general population, x`(I,

N-303)-5.62, p~.025. [n terms of consulting with an insurance agent, more lottcry

victims consulted with them (30.560~0) than the general population (14.290~0), X'(1,

N-226)-8.28, p~.01, or than investment victims (14.470~0), x'(l, N-148)-5.52, p~.025.

When both victim groups are combined, thcy consulted with insurance agents (22.300~0)

more than the general population, X'(l, N-302)-3.25, p~.10. With regard to consulting

stockbrokers, more general population participants (21.430~0) consulted with them than

lottery victims (9.590~0), X'̀ (l, N-227)-4.78, p~.05. More invcstment victims (28.570~0)

consulted with them than lottery victims, x'( l, N-150)-8.69, p~.01.

Se1~-Repnrting Victim Status

One of the big challenges in fraud research is overcoming self-report error

among victims. An AARP study in 2003 found a SOo~o self-report ercor rate among

lottery victims and a 770~o self-report error ratc among investment fraud victims on

general fraud questions (AARP, 2003a). [n this survey, we attempted to address this self-

reporting error by asking about victimization in a variety of different ways. All of the

pariicipants in the lottery and investment victim groups were known victims of some type

of fraud. Therefore, with perfect reporting, we would expect 1000~0 of the lottery victims

to report having experienced a lottery fraud and I OOo~o of the investment victims to report

having experienced an investment fraud.

Generol Questions. The first set of questions asked participants about their experiences

with fraud generally. The questions were rotated so that one third of the total participants

answered one of the three general questions. The questions are reported from highest to

lowest self-report accuracy.
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1. "Now, thinking about your experiences as a consumer over the last three years,

was there ever a time you felt you were the subject of a consumer fraud?" In

response to this question, 55.560~0 of lottery victims and 20.00"~0 of investment

victims reported that they had been the subject ofa consumer fraud.

2. "Thinking now about any experience you might have had within thc last three

years with telcphone callers from organizations you are not personally familiar

with, have you felt you were the victim of a major scam or swindle?" In

response to this question, 36.00"~0 of lottery victims and 19.23"~0 of investment

victims said thcy had been ihe victim of a major scam or swindle.

3. "Within the last three years, has anyone ever called you over the telephone and

tried to swindlc you or cheat you out of money or property by deliberately

lying to you or giving you false money information or phony promises about a

product, service or lottery or getting you to pay for something that you never

reccived or swindled you in another way?" In response to this question,

67.860~~ of the lottery victims said they had been called and a swindle attempt

had been made, while 32.14oio of investment victims reported the attempt.

However, when a follow-up question was asked, "Did you go along with that

offer?" only 14.30~0 of the total lottery victims said they went along with ít and

only 10.70~0 of investment victims said they went along with it.

Lottern Victrnuzcrtion Questrons. Next we asked the participants about whethcr they had

been victims of a lottery scam in three different ways. The results are reported in order

from highest to lowest in terms of self-report accuracy.

l. "Within the past three years, have you sent cash or a check or gíven your

credit card number to any callers from organizations you are not personally

familiar with in order to enter a lottery or similar contest?" In response to this

question, 16.OOo~o of the lottery victims said they had sent money in order to

enter the lottery.

2. "In the last three years, has anyone told you over the telephone that you had

won a lottery or could purchase tickets for a winning lottery?" In response to

this question, 74.07"~0 of the lottery victims said they had been approached

with the lottery scam. But when a follow up questions was asked, "Did you go

on to purchase or attempt to purchase that lottery ticket?" only 14.80"~0 of

respondents admitted they had done so.
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3. "Within the last ihree years, has anyone ever sold or tried to sell you over the

telephone what they claimed was a lottery ticket, which turned out to be fake?"

On this question, SO.OOo~o of lottery victims admitted they had been

approached, but then when the follow up question was asked, "Did you go on

to purchase or attempt to purchase that lottery ticket?" only 14.30oib admitted

they had done so.

Investment trictimiralion Questions. Once again, we asked participants questions about

their experience as investment fraud victims in three different ways. Questions are

reported out from highest to lowest in terms of self-report accuracy.

1. "Within the last three years, has anyone ever lied to you over the telephone to

get you involved in an investment deal that tumed out to be phony or a scam?"

In response to this question, 53.57a~o of participants admitted they had been

lied to over the phone about an investment. However, when the follow up

question was asked, "Did you go on to invest or attempt to invest in that deal?"

only 28.60a~o of the total participants asked responded that they had done so.

2. "Within the past three years, have you sent cash or a check or given your

credit card number to any callers from organizations you are not personally

familiar with ín order to make an investment?" In response to this question.

23.080~0 of investment victims admitte~i they had sent money to a caller from

an organization they were previously unfamiliar with.

3. "In the last three years, have you made an investment in response to a

telemarketing call from a company with whom you have not previously done

business?" In response to this question, 23.O8o~o of investment victims said

they had made an investment in response to a call from a company they had

not done business with before.

Stimmmz~: Self-Reporting Victim Stutus. The self-report accuracy rates for the three

different approaches result in similar percentages of individuals reporting general

victimization, lottery fraud victimization and investment fraud victimization. Reports of

general fraud ranged from 10.700~o to 20.OOa~a for investmcnt victims and 14.30"i~ to

55.560~o for lottery victims. The self-report rates for the three different approaches to

asking about lottery fraud were 16.OOo~o, 14.80oio, and 14.30"~0. And while the self-report

rates are slightly higher for investment victims, 28.600~0, 23.080~0, and 23.080~0, they are

still very low.
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Summcn~t': Htpothesis S

Our hypothesis that fraud victims have different bchavioral charactcristics was

supported. Differences were found in participants' openness to sales pitches, likelihood

of having a retirement plan, likclihood of consulting with professionals, and self-

reporting behaviors.

4.3: Discussion of Sur~~ey Results
This section will providc an overall discussion of lhe survey results reported in

section 4.2. We will discuss how these findings compare to previous research, their

implications for current prevention work and for future research.

Hypothesis 1 b: Victims of fraud are less financially literate than the Keneral nonulation.

The survey tested this hypothesis by asking a standard battery of financial

literacy questions as we have outlined in the previous chaptec In this section, we will

provide an expanded discussion of the data results.

lnvestntent victinu scored higher on Jinuncia! literucv than the genera! poptrlation.

As we have reported, the data dces not support the hypothesis for investment

victims: they scored higher overall on financial literacy questions than the general

population. There are a number of possible explanations for this. One might be what

Stanford researchers Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert Sutton refer to as the "knowing-doing

gap" (Pfeffer Br Sutton, 2005). This is the idea that individuals may have content

knowledge that would help them make better decisions but they somehow are not able to

employ that knowledge.

Another possible explanation is that investment victims are more active in the

investment markets than the general population and therefore know more about the nuts

and bolts of investing but may know very little about the sophisticated persuasion tactics

employed by con artists. As we have shown in this dissertation, investmcnt fraud con

artists use a broad array of tactics to defraud investors and yet very few financial literacy

educational programs teach how to defend against these tactics (Vitt et al., 2000). If only

the basics of investing are taught and nothing is offered to defend against the powerfiil

persuasíon tactics used to sell investments, the individual investor is leR vulnerable. It

would be like teaching a new poker player the difference between a full house and three

of a kind and teaching nothing about the concept of bluffing. One is insufficient without

the other.
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One final explanation for why investment victims both score higher on

financial literacy tests and aze taken, may be that their increased knowledge of investing

itself may make them vulnerable. Social psychologists have written about a social

intluence tactic called the "expert snare" (Pratkanis á Shadel, 2005). This is a technique

where the con artist actually plays on the knowledge of the victim, complementing hím

on his vast knowledge of the marketplace so as to mute potential challenl,ring questions

the victim might otherwise ask. The expert snare works because the victims like being

thought of as knowledgeable investors and so in order to preserve that impression with

the con artist, they refuse to risk asking a stupid question that might reveal their

il,morance.

With regard to lottery victims, the data supports the hypothesis. Lottery victims

scored lower than the general population on the financial literacy portions of the survey,

with the exception of questions relating to credit which we will discuss in the next

section.

Finnncia! literncv scores improve when the guestions relate to areas in which the

individual is activelv parlicipating.

When the present study's financial literacy scores are divided into two parts,

credit knowledge and investment knowledge, some interesting trends emerge. Questions

59, 61 and 66 all relate to the extension of credit whereas questions 60, 62, 63, 64 and 65

relate to investing. While lottery victims scored lower across all eight financial literacy

questions, answering 31.250~o correct, they did significantly better on the three questions

relating to credit, answering over SO.OOo~o correct. This may be explained by the fact that

lottery victims use credit extensively (see Appendix I, questions 37 and 39) and

consequently they are more familiar with and knowledgeable about its rules. Conversely,

since lottery victims tend to have less money than the general population and investment

victims, they have less interest in and knowledge of investing and therefore score lower

on investment-related questions.

With regard to investment victims, they may have scored higher than the

general population for the same reason: they are more active in the investment markets

and consequently are more interested in knowing about investing.

A similar trend was found in analyzing results from the WSU study. That

survey asked a total of 12 financial literacy questions, 6 of which had to do with lending

of credit. Overall, the general population outscored victims in the WSU study. But when

analyzing scores on the six questions relating to credit, the victims of predatory lending
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did as well or better on almost every question (Moore, 2005). Table ll shows a

comparison of these studies.

This analysis has several implications for educators. Pirst, it may be that

financial literacy programming should be `just in time" to individuals as they bccomc

interested in a particular aspect of thc financial markets. A high school student who has

no intention of investing in the stock market in the near future may not be mterested

enough in investment knowledge to be able to really learn and retain such content.

Likewise, a lower-income índividual who, like our lottery victim population, does not

have enough income or assets to become an investor may not benefit as much from

invcstor education.

Table 11: Perccntage of individuals answering financial literacy questions correctly:

~k'SU versus PaklShadel Financial Litcracy Findings - Investmcnt vs. Credit

Qucstions

Question WSU WSU PaIJShadcl PaklShadel PaklShadel

Gen. Pop. Victims Gen. Pop Invest. Lottcry

~'ictims Victims

Highest 64.90oro 58.70oro 34.38oro 60.OOoro 11.25oro

Return

Diversify 74.40oro 66.70oro 31.ZSo~o 30.OOoro 12.500~0

Mutual 73.90oro 61.SOoro 43.13oro 72.SOoro 23.75oro

Funds

No Load 43.90oro 42.60"ro 24.380~0 35.OOoro 35.OOoro

Bond Prices 43.OOoro 33.10oro 24.380~0 51.25oió 7.SOoro

APR 82.200~0 82.30oio 47.SOoro SO.OOoro 60.OOoro

Compound 76.40oro 67.100~0 60.630~0 73.75oro 50.00"ó

Interest

Late 95.80oro 97.30oro -------- -------- -------

payments

l5 vs. 30 y~ 92.30oro 95.70oro -------- --------- -------

mortgagc

APR 94.60oió 94.OOoro --------- -------- --------

Disclosure

Loan fees 84.40oro 90.400~0 ---------- ------- ---------
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Financinl literacv is low across a1l groups.

Even though some scored higher than others, the reality is that all three group's

financial literacy scores would receive essentially failing grades if they were being

graded in a classroom. The group that did the best, investment fraud victims, answered

only 56"~0 of the questions correctly. And these results follow a trend found in the

literature regarding general levels of financial literacy in thc U.S. As we reported in the

literature review, numerous studies have asked the same or similaz questions posed in this

survey, with similar results. The Securities Investor Protection Corporation fotmd that

830~0 of all respondents failed the basic investment literacy test (Opinion Research

Corporation, 2005). In the WSU study of predatory lending victims, the non-victim

population answered only 60a~o of investment questions correctly (Moore, 2005).

There are several possible explanations why participants in survcy after survey

do poorly on financial literacy tests. One is that up until the last decade, many individuals

felt little incentive to understand investing because they had a pension plan that

essentially did the investing for them. In addition, many individuals had confidence in the

Social Security system that, like private pensions, managed their money for them. This

widespread belief that someone else would manage one's money may have contributed to

an overall lack of interest or need to better imderstand money and investing.

Another factor might be that Americans live in a supercharged consumer

culture where there is far more encouragement to spend money than to save and invest.

The power of the cultural norm to spend can be an overwhelming force in people's lives.

This may explain in part why the United States actually has a negative savings rate: in the

agg~regate, individuals are literally spending more than they earn each yeac This trend

may also work against the relative importance of learning about investing because if you

are not saving money to invest, what is the point of learning how to invest?

Whatever the reasons for low financial literacy rates, it is going to be

increasingly important in the future for individuals to improve their knowledge of

investing since more and more corporations are moving away from so-called "defined

beneót" pensions and towards "defined contribution" plans that essentially are corporate-

sponsored savings accounts managed by the individual.

Condusion

The overall hypothesis regarding how victims of fraud compare to the general

population on financíal literacy had mixed results. Lottery victims scored lower than the

general population, but investment victims scored higher. These results begin a consistent

trend we will mention throughout this discussion: there are distinct profile attributes of
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investment and lottery victims. For most of the characteristics we analyzed, the ways in

which victims of these two crimes differ from the general population are widely

divergent.

Hypotheses 26 and 3b~ Fraud victim's life situation experiences and demoQraphic

characteristics differ from the ea neral population.

For purposes of this discussion, we are combining hypotheses two and three

since both address life situation variables of the participants. The overall findíngs in this

survey support both hypotheses.

Li~e E.xperience~

With regard to negative life events, the survey found that both lottery victims

and investment victims expericnced higher incidents of negative life events than the

general population. As we reported in section 4.2, lottery victims reported having

experienced more negative life events compared to investment victims and the general

population and these differences proved to be statistically significant. In addition,

because all participants in the survey were over 45 years of age, the differences are not

due to the age of the victims.

Lottery victims also were found to have many more differences with the

general population when it came to analyzing individual incidences of particular life

stress events. Thirteen out of the twenty-six life stress measures tested showed that lottery

victims were significantly more likely to have experienced the negative life event. This

suggests lottery victims are pariicularly beset by negative life events in the years

immediately preceding their being victimized (see Table 4, Section 4.2).

Additionally, while our preliminary analysis of self-reported difficulty in

dealing with these life stressors showed few differences between groups, the secondary

analysis using the Social Readjustment Rating Scale found significant difference across

all three groups. There could be a number of reasons for the differences in results

between these analyses. One possibility is that investment victims have been found in the

present survey and past surveys (AARP, 2003a) to be more optimistic. Thus, the

respondent's self-reported degree of difliculty dealing with negative life events might be

underestimated because they tend to see the bright side of events as they occur.

There is an extensive literature that suggests, among other things, that

expericncing negative ]ife events can lead to depression which can exacerbate coping

mechanisms (Klein 8c Boals, 2001). This could mean that individuals who experience
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more negative life events have less cognitive capacity available that could otherwise be
used to defend against the barrage of social influence tactics sent by con artists.

Ultimately, fraud prevention educators would like to be able to identify risk

factors that can predict victimization. This would provide an early warning system that

could help identify and protect vulnerable populations. The finding relating to the

presence of negative life events should be considered in any such effori to predict
vulnerability.

Living Situalion

Another finding from the survey related to the living situations of victims

versus the general population. The survey results found that lottery victims' and

investment fraud victims' liviag situations were significantly different from the general

population: in opposite directions. Lottery victims were more likely to be widowed than
the general population and investment victims were more likely to be married or living

together than the general population. Lottery victims were more likely to live alone than

the general population or investment victims. Another difference in living situations
between the groups was that lottery victims were more likely to be retired than the

general population or investment victims.

These differences in living situations provide another piece of the puzzle as we

seek to develop an overall profile of the typical investment and lottery victim. The fact

that more lottery victims are widowed and live by themselves may leave them vulnerable

to a friendly con artist calling and endearing hiinself or herself to the victim. Further
exacerbatíng this risk was the finding in the present study that more lottery victims said

they were concerned about loneliness than the general population. This comparison

provides another clue for how living alone or being widowed may lead to vulnerability to

fraud. The fact that the investment victims are more likely to be married is an interesting
variable that cannot be easily explaíned. It is nevertheless important to know and once

again points out that when profiling fraud victims, it is important to do so by victim

types. Had we combined these two data sets and compared victims to the general

population, we would likely have not found any significant differences.

Demographic Characteristics

Generally speaking, when it comes to demographic characteristics of the three

groups, the same trend holds: Investment and lottery victims differ from the general

population in divergent directions.
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With regard to gender, investment victims were more likely to be male than thc

general population and lottery victims were more likely to be female compared to the

general population.

With regard to rcligiosity, lottery victims are morc likely to be religious than

the general population or invcsunent victims. This particular finding is consistent with

prior research (AARP, 2003a) and with cmpirical findings from interviews with con

artists. One such con artist, Stephen Michaels, told us he routinely would advertise his

bogus coin products on Christian radio. When asked why he did so, he responded,

"Because Chnstians belicve in something that doesn't exist and that is exactly what I am

selling," (Pratkanis 8c Shadel, 2005).

With regard to age, we found lottery victims were much older than the general

population. A larger portion of thesc vrctims were over the age of 75 than the general

population.

With regard to educational attainment, we found that more investment victims

had higher educational levels than the general population and than lottery victims.

Lottery victims had lower education than the general population. Thcse findings affirm

precisely data from the AARP~DOJ study that foimd similar pattems among victims and

the general population (AARP. 2003a).

With regard to income, the present study found more lottery victims earned

imder ~30,000 per year than the general population. This confirms previous findings in

the AARP~DOJ study that also found more lottery victims earning under 530,000 per year

compared to the general population (AARP, 2003a). Table 12 summarizes the

comparison bctween groups on these demographic and living situation variables across

the two major studies for lottery victims.

The simílarities in the findings for these two studies for lottery victims are

profound and powerfuL The fact that the present study findings so dearly and strongly

support the findings in the AARP~DOJ (AARP, 2003a) study provides evidence of

arguably the clearest picture we have had to date of what these victims are most likely to

look like. From the standpoint of profiling victims and secking to prevent victimization,

this data will be enormously valuable in developing prevention strategics going forward.

One such application relates to a new program launched by AARP in 2006 as part of an

58.2 million grant from a wire-transfer company. Regional fraud fighter call centers are

being created to contact victims and potential victims and provide peer counseling to

them so they will avoid victimization. In terms of identifying vulnerable populations, we

intend to recommend to AARP that they identify individuals in the U.S. who mcet the
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profile described in Table 12 and have volunteer "fraud fighters" from the call centers

call them and wam them about lottery and other types of fraud.

Table 12: AARP~DOJ and PaWShadel Profile of Lotter,y Victim

Demographicl AARPIDOJ AARPIi)OJ PaWShadel PaklShadel

Situational Gen. Pop. Lottcry General Pop. Lottery

Victim Victim

Age- oro75 plus 14.OOoro 57.OOoro 26.25oro 47.SOoro

oro Female 54.OOoro 62.OOoro 50.63oro 57.50

oro Retired 32.OOoro 62.OOoro 53.13"ro 62.SOoro

oro Widowed 14.OOoro 45.OOoio 27.SOoro 41.25oro

oro Living Alone 19.OOoro 42.OOoro 36.88oro 48.75oro

Conditior~limits 28.OOo~o 42.OOo~o 41.SOo~o 55.700~0

physical ability

Develop serious 24.OOo~o 33.OOo~o 30.630~0 41.300~0

lllness

Lost loved one~ 34.OOo~o 39.OOoio 7.59oro 27.85oro

Spouse

Income under 30k 28.OOo~o 51.OOo~o 35.650~0 68.850~0

According to AARP, there are approximately 975,000 individuals in the United

States who: are female, over 75 years old, widowed, live alone, and earn less than

á30,000 per year. Wc recommend that of the three million individuals who will be

contacted over the next five years by the grant, that as many of these individuals be on

that list as possible.

Hypothesis 4b: Fraud victims have different psycholo i~cal characteristics than the

general Qopulation.

The issue of psychological differences among the three groups was explored by

asking participants about: a) optimism: positive outlook about the future; b) delayed

gratification: willingness [o delay gratification versus to give in to impulses; c) relative
deprivation: feeling like they have not gotten what they deserved in life; d) change in

income: perceptions about anticipated change in income, and e) trust in professionals:

their level of cynicism regarding professionals and others.
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Optimisnt

The issue of whether a person has an optimistic or pessimistic outlook can bc

an important psychological factor in profiling victims. The 2003 AARP~DO1 study asked

questions about levels of optimism with mixed results. They asked, "I'd like you to

compare the way things are today to the way they were five years ago. Generally, would

you say things are going better, worse or about the same as they were going five years

ago?" In answering this question, investmcnt victims were slightly more ortimistic than

lottery victims but the difference was not statistically significant.

In the present survey, we asked. "In spite of what people say, the lot of the

average person is getting worse, not bettcr." Morc lottery victíms agreed with this

statement than investment victims; this suggests that inveshnent victims are more

optimistic than lottery victims. Although morc general population participants agreed

with this statement than investment fraud victims, we did not find a statistically-

sigliificant difference between them.

Delavcd Gruti~icutionllmptdsivitv

One prediction we had going into the survey was that lottery victims would be

less inclined to delay gratification than investment victims, a result found in the 2003

AARPiDOJ (AARP, 2003a) survey which asked them to choose one: "If you plan ahead,

you can get things to work out your way," or "Planning is a waste of time because most

things are a matter of luck anyhow." Almost three times as many lottery victims chose

"planning is a waste of time..." than the investment victims.

In the present survey, we asked, "Nowadays, a person has to live pretty much

for today and let tomorrow take care of itselC" More lottery victims agreed with this than

investment victims. This pattern of lottery victims feeling like they should "live for

today" and "most things are a matter of luck" may contribute to their susceptibility to

fraud pitches that claim they have won the lottery.

Relative Deprivution

This question sought to mcasure participant's relative level of contentment or

feeling of deprivation with their life. The theory behind this question is that individuals

who felt so deprived would be more inclined to take the risk of investing in a lottery scam

or a risky invcstment than someone who felt they had gotten what they deserved.

To assess this, we asked, "Looking back on your life as a whole, would you say

in general you have gotten....much less than you deserved, less than you deserved, what

you deserved, more than you deserved or much more than you deserved'Y' In fact, fewer
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lottery victims felt they had gotten what they deserved than the general population or than

the investment victims.

Fu~ure Income

We sought to gauge participants' attitudes towazds their future income in order

to test the finding in the 2004 FTC study that individuals who thought their income was

about to change negatively or positively were more likely to become victims of fraud

(Anderson, 2004). We asked, "Suppose your life remained on the same course it is now.

Thinking ahead to thrce years from now, how do you think your income will compare to

your income today`? Do you think it will be...much lower, slightly Iower, about the

same, slightly higher or much higher." When we analyzed the data, we found no

significant differences between the groups. This could mean that the FTC finding was an

isolated instance since we could find no other research that corroborates that finding.

Trtrst in Pro~essionals

On the subject of how much trust participants have in professionals such as

stockbrokers, we asked, "When making financial decisions, it is best to usually rely on

my own judgment because often professionals can't be trusted." We found that more

lottery victims distrusted others than the general population. This supports the finding in

the 2003 AARP~DOJ study that found lottery victims to be less trusting than the general

population (AARP, 2003a). It is unclear whether lottery victims are more distrustful

because they have been fraud victims or for some other reasons.

Hypothesis Sb - Fraud victims have different behavioral characteristics than the general

~opulation.

In addressing the issue of behavioral characteristics, we wanted to know if

victims were more open to sales pitches, whether they were more likely to have a

retirement plan, whether they consulted with professionals like lawyers and stockbrokers,

whether they relied on their own judgment to make decisions and how accurately they

self-reported their own victim status.

Openness lo Sules Pilches

As reported in section 4.2, we asked a series of questions to assess how open

the three groups were to various sales presentations. We found that investment victims

were more open to sales pitches from previously-unknown sources, were more open to

attend free-lunch seminars and were more willing to answer the survey instrument itself.

Lottery victims did not show a similar openness.
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Thesc are important findings because they provide a clue to why investment

victims in particulaz may have become victims. To the extent one is open to any kind of

sales pitch, whcthcr a free seminar, a telephone call or a direct-mail solicitation, it leaves

one open to that much smaller subset of pitches that are fraudulent. In the work done by

the AARP fraud fighter call centers, voluntccrs have found that whcn they call lists of

investment fraud victims, the victims are morc than willing to talk to the volunteers about

anything they may want to talk about.

Given the pattern among con artists of profiling victims by engaging them in

conversation about their personal lives as a way of "casing the joint" to find the victim's

vulnerabilities, this psychological tendency towards openncss Ieaves them even more at

risk ofbeing taken.

Likelihood o~huving a Relirement Plnn

Another prediction we made going into the survey was that fewer victims

would have a retirement plan than the general population. We thought this would be

especially true for investment victims because the existence of a plan with previously-

established investment goals and investment vehicles would make these individi~als less

likely to fall for fraud schemes using unconventional vehicles. In response to the

question, "1 have developed a retirement plan that will provide financial resotuces that go

beyond just rclying on Social Security," we found no diftèrence among those who were

still working.

In response to the question for current retirees, "Before 1 retired, I had

developed a retirement plan that 1 thought would provide financial resources that go

beyond just relying on Social Security," we found more investment victims had a plan

than lottery victims, but no other differenccs were found. This finding could be simply

due to the fact that investment victims and lottery victims are widely divergent in terms

of wealth. As we mentioned previously, lottery victims may bc less likely to have a

retirement plan for the same reasons they are less financially literate in investing

knowledge - neither is relevant to individuals with little or no money to invest.

Relt~ on your oxn E.rperience und Knox~ledge

We asked the question, "Before you made that investment decision, did you

rely on your own experience and knowledge?" When both victim groups are combined,

we found they relicd on their own experience and knowledge more than the general

population. This is an important finding in that self-reliance was a characteristic found in

previous surveys, particularly among investment victims (AARP, 2003a). In terms of

understanding how to reach victims, it is important to know that many of the victims may
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be resistant to offers for assistance. This may seem like a contradictory finding to the

previous section which found victims, especially investment victims, more open to sales

pitches. In reality, the two may not be in conflict. In focus groups, investment victims

have said that they use information leamed from sales materials and free seminars to

make their own decisions.

Self-Reporting t'ictim Stntrrs

As we reporied in section 4.2, the question of self-reporting of fraud

victimization has been fraught with problems. Whether because of embarrassment, a lack

of awareness of being taken or just a feeling that they simply made a bad investment, an

enormously-large number of known victims have refused to admit they were victims in

crime surveys. The present survey is no exception.

Despite seeking to ask about victimization in a myriad of ways, this survey

found extremely low rates of self-reporting accuracy. Table 13 summarir.es thc findings

and compares them to the AARPIDOJ study (AARP, 2003a). There is no question that

these findings raise questions about the accuracy of any self-report crime survey,

especially having to do with fraud. As we reported in the literature review, self-report

error rates vary widely depending on the type ofcrime. But some of the lowest accuracy

rates can be found with fraud since embarrassment is such a huge factor. Notice in Table

13 that the self-report accuracy rates found in the AARP~DOJ (AARP, 2003a) study were

very similar to those foimd in the present study. Much more work needs to be done in

order to develop questions that more accurately reflect the experiences of the victims.

In conducting hundreds of interviews with investment victims at the AARP

fraud fighter call centers, we have noticed that one reason investment victims may not

accurately self-report their status as victims is because they believe there may be reasons

other than being defrauded for why they lost their money. Some common reasons given

are "there was just a downturn in the market" or "1 haven't gotten any money back yet

but you have to be patient with investing" or "investing is a risky business and you win

somelyou lose some."

One recommendation is to ask investors a question that may encourage some of

these altcrnative explanations as well as allow the victim to admit that fraud was at least

one factor in losing their money. The question could be asked as follows:
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Table 13: Self-Report Accuracy Ratcs for General, Lottery and Investment Fraud

Fraud Lotterv Investment AARP~DOJ AARPIDOJ

Qucstion Typc Victims Victims Lot. Victims Inv. Victims

Generall 55.60oro 20.OOoro 50.Ooro 27.OOoro

General2 36.OOoro 19.23oro -------- --------

General3 14.300~0 10.700~0 -------- --------

Lottery 1 16.OOo~o ------- 17.OOoro -------

Lottery 2 14.80oro ------- ------- -------

Lottery 3 14.30oro ------- ------- -------

[nvest.l -------- 28.60oro -------- --------

Invest.2 -------- 23.080~0 -------- 21.OOoro

Invest 3 -------- 23.08oro -------- -------

"Now thinking about your experiences as an investor over the years, have you ever made

an investment where you lost some or all of the money you invested? Yes or no. !f yes,

which of the following statements best describes why you feel this may have happened.

Check all that apply."

a. I just madc a bad investment.

b. The market took a downward turn.

c. I was misled and~or defrauded by the broker or company 1 invested in.

d. Other

We feel that this question might allow the person to check multiple answers, including "I

was misled" if that was the case and perhaps overcome some of the resistance that

obviously exists to tell the truth about what happened.
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Conclusion

All five of the major hypotheses being tested by the present survey addressed

the issue of differences that might exist between victims and the general population on a

range of characteristics:

~ Financialliteracy

~ Negative Life Events

~ Living Situation

~ Demographic Characteristics

~ Psychological characteristics such as optimism, delayed gratification, trust levels,

relative deprivation, and perceptions about changes in income;

~ Behavioral characteristics such as openness to sales pitches, likelihood of having a

retirement plan, reliance on own experience, and willingness to admit victimization.

The common observation throughout all the analyses is this: lottery victims and

investment victims differ significantly from the general population and often in divergent

directions. The present stUVey replicates a nwnber of profiling findings from previous

research, particularly with regard to lottery victims, and breaks new ground in a number

of other areas. Such findings contribute to the still-early literature on fraud victimization

by further refining the profiles of both lottery victims and investment victims so that law

enforcement authorities and case-workers can more effectively customize prevention

messages and strategies. By more clearly understanding the demographics, behaviors,

skill sets and psychological make up of these discrete victim populations, we will be

better able to serve and protect them from the grrowing number of criminal con artists out

there in the marketplace.

While the profile of lottery victims has emerged very clearly from this research,

thcre are a number of areas within the ínvestment fraud profile that need further

replication and exploration. Chapter 16 will review a replication study we completed in

February, 2007 that sought to provide answers to questions that remain:

l. Can the financial literacy findings between victims and non-victims of

investment fraud be replicated?

2. Can the demographic differences between victims and non-victims of

investment fraud bc replicated?
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3. While victims of investment fraud do better on financial literacy questions

dian non-victims, how do they compare when it comes to persuasion literacy

(the ability to spot sales pitches)?

4. Can the psychological and behavioral differences between victims and non-

victims be replicated and can the self-report accuracy rate for fraud

victimization be improved by changng how the question is asked?

5. How is persuasion used in the context of free hmch seminars, a common tactic

employed in the investment sales industry?
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Chapter 5: Fraud Survey 2: Profile Replication Study

Based on the restdts of thc previous survey, we conducted a follow-up survcy

to further examine some of the findings rclating to profiling and to test additional

hypotheses. The second survey Ricused exclusively on Washingnon state residents

because it was also being conducted as part of a statewide investor education campaign

co-sponsored by AARP Washington and the Washington State Department of Financial

Institutions (DFI). The survey was conducted from February 8 to February 19, 2007 by

Woelfel Research, Inc., a survcy firm hircd by AARP Washington. The same

methodology was used for this survey as had been uscd in our previous survey. all

yuestions were asked of a non-victim population and a second population of known

investment fraud victims. Law enforcement agencies provided us with a list of

individuals who had lost money to hvo different invcstment fraud scams that collectively

took ~200 million from investors during a fivc year períod from 1999 to 2004.

A random-digit-dial (RDD) procedure was used to identify and reach the non-

victim population of respondents. [ndividuals who were under 40, had never invested in

the past, or admitted to being misled or defrauded when making an investment werc

screened out from the non-victim population. Overall, 25R non-victim individuals and

125 victims of investment fraud complcted the survey. A complete annotated survey can

bc found in Appendix 6 of this dissertation.

We examined the following hypothcses in this survey:

. Ht'pothesis Ic: Victims of investment,frnud are more fnancia(Ir literate tharr non-

victims. Based on the previous findings, we sought to rcplicate the finding that

investment fraud victims scored higher on the financial literacy questions than the

general population. We asked a serics of six standard financial literacy questions.

Questions were coded as correct or incorrect, as in the previous stwey.

~ Htpothesis 1c: Victims of investment fraud have different denrographic

c{raracteristics than non-victims. Based on the previous findings, we predicted that

investment fraud victims would be more likely to be male, married, have a college

degree or more and earn ~35,000 per year or more. We also gathered other standard

demographic data on the respondents.

~ Ht'pothesis 3c: Victims ojinvestment jraud x~i(! score lox-er on 'persuasion luerncv'

guestions ihan non-t'ictims. We developed this hypothesis as a possible way to

explain thc fact that victims score higher on financial literacy qucstions, but still fall
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for investment scams. This is based on the idea that while they may understand the

basics of investments, if they do not understand the basics of persuasion, they may

be more easily persuaded or scammed.

~ Htpothesis 4c: Victims of investment fraud have diJferent life experiences, and

di~erent psvchological and behavioral characteristics than non-victims. We

examined a variety of the life experience, psychological and behavioral questions

from the previous study in an attempt to replicate and expand on the findings. These

questions included questions about negative life events, openness to sales pitches,

use and trust in brokers, self-reporting of victim status, and perceptions about

making money.

~ Hipothesis Sc: Persuasion tactics are used in free ácnch seminars. We asked a

series ofquestions to begin to examine this question. As mentioned in the previous

discussion, we suspect that individuals running free lunch seminars use persuasion

tactics during these seminars. We asked respondents, who had attended a free lunch

seminar, if they experienced a series of persuasion tactics during the seminar. Wc

expected that they would report seeing some or all of these tactics.

For purposes of discussing these findings and comparing them to our first survey

findings, unless otherwise noted we will refer to the first survey as "Survey 1" and to the

Washington state survey as "Survey 2".

Rcsults

Hypothesis lc: Victims of investment fraud are more financially literate than non-

victims.

We asked participants six standard financial literacy questions. These

questions were similar or identical to questions in the previous survey. The questíons

included:

6. Thinking about bonds, stocks, IR~I.r or a bank snvings accotmt. k~hich do vou ihink

xrould Yleld the highest return in a 40-vear period?

7. When an investor diversires lheir im~eslmenls, do vou think the risk ollosing monev

increases, decreases or ,rtcrvs about the same?

8a. True or faLre: With compound interest you earn interest on vour interest as x~ell as

vour principle.

8b. True or false. Mu1ua! funds pav a guaranteed rate of return.
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9. AJter l rectd Ihe Jollnx~ing stcttements, please tel! nre x~hich one ~.ou Ihink hest describes

a no-loud mtuttctl ~itnd: l1 curries no Jees; !t has no snles chnrges, it is no! high risk,, i1

hns no time lintits rcgurding htrying nnd selling.

10. In yota~ opininn, u~hen interest rate.c go up, do bond prices Iinicnllv Jull, remain the

came, or go ttp tithen interest rutec go up?

Table l4. Comparison of financial literacy scores between non-victims and victims

across both survcys.

Financial Litcracy Qucstion Survcy I Survcy 1 Survcy 2 Survcy 2

Non-victims Victims Non- Victims

"~o Correct "~o Correct Victims o~o Correct

~~u Correcl

Over a 40 year periud, which 34.380~0 60.OOo~o 48.450~0 56.OOo~o

investment gave the highest

retttrns?

When you diversify, what 31.250~0 30.OOo~o 46.120~0 53.600~0

happens to risk'?

With compound interest, you 60.630~0 73.75"io 81.780~0 83.200~0

earn interest on your interest.

Mutual funds provide a 43.13oro 72.SOoió 70.54oro 78.40oro

guaranteed rate of return.

No-load mutual funds have no 24.38oio 35.OOo~o 17.830~0 22.400~0

sales charges.~`

When bond prices go up, 24.38oió 51.250~0 40.700~0 44.OOo~o

interest rates go down.

The most important factor in 72.SOo~o 77.SOo~o n~a n~a

selecting a loan is overall

interest rate.
The APR is the most important 47.SOo~o SO.OOo~o nla nla

thing to look at when

comparing credit cards.

Combined financial literacv 42.27"~0 56.25"~0 50.83"~0 56.33"~0

scores

'This question was asked as a true~false question in Survey I and a 4-choice forced

response question in Survey 2.
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While investment fraud victims scored higher on each question individually
than the non-victims, those individua] score differences were not found to be significant
based on a chi-squared analysis (see Appendix 6 for detailed results of each question.)
However, when scores for each group were aggregated across financial literacy
questions, significant differences were found between the mean number of correct
answers, t(381)-1.949, p-.052. Victims of investment fraud (M-3.38, So-1.48)
answered significantly more questions correctly than the non-victims (rL~ 3.05, So-l .53).

This finding replicates the finding in the previous survey. Again, we find that
investment fraud victims outscore the non-victims when asked a series of basic financial
literacy questions. Table 14 compares the financial literacy scores between respondents
in Survey 1 and Survey 2.

Hvgothesis 2c: Victims of investment fraud have different demographic characteristics
than non-victims.

We asked participants about standard demographic variables to replicate the
findings from the previous study. More investment fraud victims were male (64.OOo~o)

than the non-victims (42.410~0), x~(l, N-353)-15.374, p-.000. Additionally, more

investment fraud victims were married or living as married (80.990~0) than the non-
victims (71.480~0), X' ( l, N-377)- 3.913, p-.048. These findings replicate Survey 1.

Unlike Survey l, we did not find that investment fraud victims were more
likely to have a higher educational attainment or to eam more than 535,000 per year in
Survey 2. When comparing the findings from both surveys, it is interesting to note that
the non-victims in Survey 2 scored higher on both educational attainment and income

than the non-victims in Survey I. This could be due to the fact that Survey 1 used a

national sample and Survey 2 used a Washington state only sample. Similarly, when
comparing Survey 2 to the data based on the 2005 American Community Survey from the
U.S. Census Bureau, considerably more respondents in Survey 2 reported earning

~35,000 per year or more and having a college degree or more than the general
population. Table 15 compares these two demographic variables across Survey 1, Survey
2 and U.S. Census data.

In both surveys, the general popidation scored higher than the census data;
however, the Washington state general population in Survey 2 scored considerably
higher. This may explain why we did not find the same dilierences in the Washington

state sample between victims and non-victims. The population ofWashington state is
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more highly educated (thc percentage of high school graduates is in the top 10 across

the country and thc percentage of college graduates is in the top 15, out of the 50 states

and the Dístrict of Columbia). Washington state also has a higher level of income

learmngs in the state are in the top IS across the 50 states and the District of Columbia)

as well. Thcse general high levels in Washington state may be causing a ceiling-effect,

with both non-victims and victims in Survey 2 scoring high on these two variables.

Table 15: Comparison of income and educational attainment across both surveys

and Unitcd Statcs Census data

Demographic Survey 1: Survey 1: Survcy 2: Survey 2: U.S.

Variable General Inv. General Im. Census

Pop Victims Pop Victims Datá

Garn 535,000 pcr 64.35oro 75.81 oro 78.860'o R2.76oro 61.71 oro
~year or more

Have a college 35.63oro 52.SOoro 46.900~0 43.20oro 26.11 oro

degree or more

A Thcse numbcrs are based on the participants who provided their income; Survcy l:

n-115 for general population, n-62 for investment victims; Survey 2: n-194 for general

population, n-87 for victims.

n In Survey l, these participants reported making more than 530,000 per year, as opposed

to 535,000 per year.

In Survey 2, we found that investment fraud victims wcre more likely to be

working (64.520~0) than the non-victims (53.520~~), X`(1, N-380)~.127, p-.042. They

were also more likely to be younger (M-54.97 years old, S~13.19) than the non-victims

(M-58.62 years old, SI~12.53), ~(362)- -2.563, p-.Oll. These two variables are

correlated with one another, r(362)-.549, p-.000; younger people are more likely to be

working than older individuals. Although the victims were significantly younger than the

non-victims in this survey, on avcrage they are 55 years old. While the age was restricted

for members of the non-victim population (anyone under 40 was screened out of the

survey), the age of victims was not restricted. The victims were surveyed purely based

on their status as investment fraud victims. According to the Amcrican Community

Survey 2005 PUMS (Public Use Microdata Sample), the average age of the Washington

state population is 38.34 (n-61,520). When anyone 18 years of age and younger is
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excluded from this sample, the average adult age increases to 48.27 (n-45,827). When

compared to this average adult age, both the victims and non-victims in Survey 2, are

significantly older than the adult population of Washington (Victims: t(118)- 5.546,

p-.000; Non-Victims: t(244)- 12.938, p-.000). So while the victims are significandy

younger than the non-victims, they tend to be older than the adult population.

Hypothesis 3c: Victims of investment fraud will score lower on `persuasion literacy'

questions than non-victims.

One possible explanation for the fact that victims outscore non-victims on

financial literacy questions, but still fall prey to investment scams, is that they may not

understand or recognize the basic persuasion tactics used by con artists, and therefore can

be more easily persuaded or scammed. In order to test this, we developed a series of

statements to examine how victims and non-victims differed in terms of their interest in

some common persuasion tactics used by fraudulent investment salespeople. We mixed

these persuasion tactic statements (referred to as `red flags') with a seríes of innocuous

statements that investment salespeople, both legitimate and fraudulent, may use ( referred

to as ` green flags').

Both the red and green flag questions were asked together, in a random order

for each respondent. The whole series of statements began with the following

introduction, "Now I'd like to read some statements thal are often made bv brokers or

financial advisors when thev are describing a potentia! investment opportunltv. After

hearing each, tell me on a scule.from 1 to 7, where 1 mecrns that statement would NOT

make you interested to hear more and 7 means it WOULD make you extremelv interested

to hear more, how interested vou wozrld be. "

The red flag statements were as follows:

35a. This investment made hundreds ofpeople extremelv wealthv.

35b. There is no wm~ to lose on this investment, it is firllv secured.

35d. We onlv hm~e three units left on this one: if you don't make n decision todav. you

won't be able to get in on this investment oppartunih-.

35e. The lowest return you could possiblv gei on this investment is SOr annuallv, fiuI

most investors are muking upwards of l lOr cr year.

The green flag statements were:

35c. 1 am a registered broker with the NASD.

35f This investment product is registered with the SEC and yorrr state securitv crgencv.
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35g. This stock has outpe~Jormed the Dox~ Jones IndrestrialAverage each yearJa~ the

lastJive rears.

35h. This inrestment is JrJr u compnm~ x~ith e~cellenr management and in a high grox~lh

indre.cln~.

Table 16. Comparison of non-victims to victims in responsc to pcrsuasion

statcmcnts.

Pcrsuasion Statement RDD (Non-Victims) Victims

o~o Not Intcrestcd o~o Not Intcrestcd

35a. "This investment made himdreds of 73.260~0 58.400~0

people extremely wealthy." ( Red Flag)

35b. "Thcrc is no wav to lose on this 70.160~, 60.800~0

investmcnt - it is Ililly secured." ( Red Flag)

35d. "We only havc 3 units Icft on this onc; 89.530~0 86.400~0

if you don't make a decision today, you

won't be able to get in on this investment

opportunity." (Red Flag)

35e. "The lowest return you could possibly 66.280~0 52.OOo~o

get on this investment is SOo~o annually, but

most investors are making upwards of 1 l00~0

a year." (Red Flag)

35c. "I am a registered broker with the 50.39ojo 42.400~0

NASD." (Grecn Flag).

35C "This investment is registered with the 41.090~0 33.600~0

SEC and your state securities agency."

(Green Flag)

35g. "This stock has outperformed the Dow 35.270~0 25.600~0

Jones Industrial Average each year for the

last 5 years." ( Green Flag).

35h. "This investment is for a company with 36.OSo~o 26.400~0

excellent management and in a high growth

industry." (Green Flag).
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We analyzed whether or not respondents were interested in the statements by

comparing those respondents who answered " I" or "not interested to hear more" to those
who answered "2-7", because all of these responses indicated some level of interest, even

if it is small. Our prediction was that more non-victims would answer "1" than victims

and this would indicate that victims were less able to identify red flag statements used by

con artists which in turn would make them more vulnerable to fraud. This tumed out to

be the case for three of the four red flag statements (see Table 16).

The one question where the two groups had similar responses was 35d, which
rcferred to product and time scarcity. Very few respondents in both groups (9.40oio

combined) expressed any interest in this statement. It appears that this pressure tactic is

one that an overwhelming majority ofboth goups recognize as a red flag.

Additionally, we calculated how many of the four red flag statements each

participant corcectly identified ( expressed no interest in the statement). We found that

victims identified fewer of the four red flag tactics (M-2.66, SQ-1.31) than non-victims

(A~3.05, 5~1.24), t(366)-2.781, p-.006. This suggests that victims may be less

"persuasion literate" than non-victims. And the greater interest they express in the red

(lag statements, lhe greater their risk of falling prey to a con man's pitch.

With regard to the more benibni green flag statements, the victims were

significantly more likely to express interest in two of the four green flag statemcnts. As

with the red flag questions, we calculated how many oC the four green flag statements

each participant said they were not interested in (answered "1"). We found that victims

had fewer green Flag statements where they answered "1" (M-1.29, SI~1.54) than non-

victims (A~1.68, 5~1.63), 1(353)-2.121, p-.035. While these green flag sales lines can

be innocuous, the fact that victims show more interest in them suggests that victims may

be more open to listening to pitches or lines Crom salespeople, which may also put them

at a higher risk-level.

A similar analysis shows that when combining answers to the red flag and

green Flag questions, victims answer "1" (not interested) (~3.92, SI1-2.42) less than

non-victims (M-4.73, So--2.53), t(349)-2.831, p-.005. Another way to say this is that

overall, victims are more interested in both red flag and green flag questions than non-

victims.
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Hypothesis 4c: Victims of investment fraud have different life experiences, and different

~ychological and behavioral charactcristics than non-victims.

Negatii~e liJè evenls

ln Survey 2, we asked a sub-set of the negative life events questions asked in

Survey I. We asked about a total of nine negative life events, eight of which appeared in

Survey I. In Survey 2, we did not find that investment victims reported experiencing

these negativc life events more than non-victims. Ovcrall, we found that both groups

reported experiencing these events considerably less than the gcneral population and thc

investment victims in Survey l, for almost all of the overlapping questions. This may be

related to the manner in which we asked the question. In Survey 1 wc allowed

respondents to say how much an event affected them, on a scale of 1 to 7. However in

Survey 2, wc only asked respondents if an event occurred or not. Allowing respondents

to answer on a larger scale may make them more likely to say that an event impacted

them, even if only slightly, compared to whcn they are asked to make a binary, yes-no

response.

Openness to sales pilchcs

As mentioned above, with the red flag and green flag qucstions, victims were

significantly more likely to be interested in possible statements made by brokers. We

also found that victims were significantly more likely to have attended a free lunch

seminar (M-1.29, SL~0.728) than non-victims (M-1.ll, SIr0.399), t(381)- -3.114,

p-.002. (Note, these means are not the mean number t)J semincn~s crtlended; lhev crre the

mean on a secrle x~here 0-0 serninars, l-! seminar. 2- 2-3 seminnrs. 3- 4-5 semincrrs,

cmd 4- more than 5 seminarsj. Attending a free lunch seminar puts the individual in the

hands of a sales person, so that the individual is a captive audience for the pitch for a few

hours or even all day. This is why we feel one's willingness to attend such an event is a

measure of openness to sales in general.

Another measure of openness is the respondents' willingmess to complete the

survey. We calculated the response rate of victims and non-victims for this survey. We

defined the response rate as the total number of respondents who completed the survey

divided by the total number of individuals reached on the phone. This formula excludes

calls that were made that were wrong numbers, disconnected numbers, language barriers,

answering machines, cell phones, etc. The total number of individuals reached is the

total number of people who completed the whole survcy, the people who staried the

survey and then quit partway through, and the people who were reached but refused to
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take the survey at all. The response rate for the non-victims was 9.560~0, whereas the

response rate for the non-victims was 17.990~0. The víctims were almost twice as likely to

respond to the stwey than the non-victims. This may be viewed as another measure of

their openness to outside sources.

Trust in professionnls

Questions 4 and 5 asked respondents about checking the background of

financíal professionals to see if they are registered (Q4) or to see if they have broken any

laws or regulations related to their profession (QS). No significant difference was fotmd

between the two groups' responses on these questions. However, it is worth noting that a

small percentage of both groups report actually making these background checks. When

the check is to see if the individual is registered, 32.140~0 of non-victims and 36.470~0 of

victims check the background of their financial professional. When the check is to see if

the individual has broken any laws or regulations, 17.860~0 of non-victims and I 8.820~0 of

victims check the background of their financial professional.

When asked why they do not do this background check, trust in the

professional is tbe most common answer (Q4a: non-victims: 39.780~0, victims: 48.150~0;

QSa: non-victims: 43.240~0, victims: 52.940~0). Both groups appear to have a large amottnt

of trust in their financial professionals, to thc point that they do not do a simple

background check to make sure the professional is registered and has not broken any

laws.

Selfreporlrngof vrctim stulus

In the current study, we rephrased our question about victimization as discussed

in the recommendations from the last study. In this survey we first asked respondents if

they had ever made an investment that resulted in a loss of money. If they said yes, wc

then asked them if the loss was a result of a series of different factors: the market took a

downward turn; you were new to investing and didn't know enough about the

opportunity; you were misled or defrauded; or it was just a bad investment. Participants

were allowed to indicate more than one cause for the loss of money. We found that

asking the question this way led to considerably more victims admitting that they had

been misled or defrauded. Of those who said they lost money due to an investment,

69.030~0 of the victims reported that it was due to being misled or defrauded. This

represents 62.400~0 of the entire victim population. (Those who did not report losing

money to an investment (n-12: 11 said no, 1 person was not sure) were never asked the

follow-up question about the cause ofthis loss.) While there are still a large percentage
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Table 17: Self-Report Accuracy and Error Rates for Known Victims of Investment

Fraud Across Thrcc htajor 1Son-~"ictiml~'ictim Studics.

Victim Status Qucstion "~o of known victims o~o of known victims

admitting not admittinl;

victimiiation victimiration

Have you ever made an investment that
lost money'? If yes, why do you think that
happened'? (Accept multiple aliswers)
"You were deliberately misled or
defrauded (Pak.ShadclSurvey 2)

62.40o~a 37.604'0

Within the past 3 years have you sent cash 23.ORo~o 76.92"~0
or a check or given your credit card
number to any callers from organizations
you are not pcrsonally familiar ~ti~th in
order to make an investment'? ( Pak.Shadcl
Survey I; Investment question 2)

Within the last 3 years, has anyone ever 28.600~0
lied to you over the telephone to get you
involved in an investment deal that turned
out to be phony or a scam? Did you go on
to invest or attempt to invest in that dcal?
(Pak.Shadel Survey l; ]nvestment question
I)

71.40'Y~

Thinking now about any experience you 19.230~~ 80.77"~0
might have had within the last three years
with telephone callers from organizations
you are not personally familiar with, have
you felt you were the victim of a major
scam or swindlc'? ( Pak.Shadel Survey I;
Gcneral qucstion 2)

Thinking now about any experience you 27.00"~0 73.00"~0
might have had within the last three years
with telephone callers from organi-rations
you are not personally familiar with, have
you felt you were the victim of a major
scam or swindle? (AARP (2003a) General
qucstion 1).
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of respondents who are not admitting to being defrauded, this is a dramatic improvement

from the self-report rates in the earlier studies (See Table 17).

It is also interesting to note that significantly more victims (90.40a~o) admitted

to losing money than non-victims (43.80"~0), x'- (l, N-382)- 77.652, p-.000. Of those

who claimed to lose money, non-victims were significantly more likely to blame the loss

on the market (84.960~0) than victims (30.090~0), X' (l, N-225)- 71.345, p-.000. On the

other hand, victims were significantly more likely to blame the loss on themselves; either

ihat they were new to investing (victims: 48.670~0; non-victims 32.740~0), X~ (l, N-221)-

6.901, p-.009 or that it was a bad investment (victims: 71.680~0; non-victims: 53.980~0), X'

( I, N-22 ])- 8.395, p-.004. Overall, a lazge percentage of victims admitted to losing

money in an investment, and this loss was most often blamed on themselves or on bcing

defrauded.

Reporling viclimization to authorities

We asked victims who had been defrauded where they reported the problem;

and we asked non-victims and victims who did not admit to being defrauded where they

would report a problem if it occurred. One interesting finding is that when asked the

hypothetical question, "Where would you report the problem", significantly more victims

(only asked of those who did not admit to being defrauded) said they would report the

problem somewhere (97.870~0) comparcd to the number ofvictims (who admitted to being

defrauded) who actually reported the problem somewhere (61.540~0), x~ (l, N-125)-

20.760, p-.000. Victims claim that they will report a problem if it happens to them; but

when they are talking about a specific event that actually did happen to them they were

far less likely to report it to anyone. Non-victims were also confident that they would

report a problem. However, because none of them had experienced fraud by definition,

we could not compare hypothetical behavior to actual behavior.

Perceptiorrsahout monev

Finally, we found differences in victims' and non-victims' perception of how

much money is needed to save for retirement and in their perceptions ofhow people

make money. First, we found that victims think they need significantly more money in

retirement (M-7.96, SLk2.25) than non-victims (A~7.15, 5~2.24), t(277)- -2.834,

p-.005. (Note a higher mean indicates a higher amount of money needed.) Second we

found that victims are more likely to think that there is an insider or easy way to make

money, but only a few know how to do so. When asked the following question, "Hox~

stronglv do t~ou agree or disagree x~ilh the ~ollox~ing s7crremeni: To ntake moner lhere is
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un eust~ x~cm und u har-d wcn~. Only u scaect ~éx~ knox~ the easv wcry and most people do it

the hard tivcn~. " Victims were significantly more likely to agree (M-3.66, S~1.32) than

non-victims (M-3.28, 5~1.44), t(371)- -2.427, {t-.016. (Notc a higher mean indicates

more ag~recment.) Both of these responses could put investmcnt victims at a higher risk.

first, they think thcy nced more moncy in retirement; this could make them feel morc

desperate to carn money and make them more susceptible to "get rich quick" plans.

Second, thcy believe therc is some casy way to make money that most people do not

know about. One way thal con artists convincc individuals to fall lor a scam is by tclling

them that this is a rare or secret opporumity to make money that most people don't know

about. This belicf in an easy way to make moncy may also makc victims more

susceptible to lines like these from con artists.

Belie~ in cr snfety-net

We asked participants which of a list of agencies insures consumers against

losses in the stock market. The correct answer is that no onc does (none of the above).

Howevcr, only 28.OOoio of the victims answered this correctly compared to 40.310~~ of the

non-victims. Non-victims were sigmificantly more likely to get it correct than victims, x2

( I , N-383 )- 5.519, p-.019.

Hypothesis Sc: Persuasion tactics are used in free lunch scminars.

In the first part of this dissertation, we analyred hundreds of undercover tapes

from law enforcement agencies of con artists pitching undercovcr investigators. In recent

months, law enforcement has been focused on so called "free Itmch seminars" used by

unscnipulous or fraudulent investment sales persons to lure in investors and take

advantage of them. We wanted to examine non-victims' and victims' experíences with

these frec lunch seminars and spccifically whethcr persuasion tactics like thosc in the

undercover tapes were being employed. As a first step, we asked a series of questions of

participants who had attended a free lunch seminar. We described a series of the

common persuasion tactics, and asked participants to state if they experienced these

tactics at the last seminar they attended. While the overall sample for these questions was

small (43 total; 20 non-victims, 23 victims), the answers show ihat the persuasion tactics

are used in the free lunch seminars and give an idea about which tactics are most

common in these seminars. Table 18 describes what we found.
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Table 18. Prevalence of pcrsuasion tactics in frce lunch seminars.

Persuasion Tactic o~o experiencing tactic

Authority 27b.The sales person spoke with 97.670~0

considerable authority.

Friendship 27a. The salcs person was very friendly to 93.020~0

me
Souree Credibility 27c. They claimed that the product 72.090~0

had been endorsed by reputable companics and

individuals

Comparison 27e. The sales person made claims about 58.14a~o

how f~reat the product was compared to other

investments.

Time Scarcity 27d. The sales person stated that there 32.56oIo

was a limited amoimt of time to make a decision.

Social Proof 27g. The sales person drew attention to 32.560~0

the fat that other investors in the room had decided to
invest.

Reciprocity 27f I felt some pressure to invest because 13.950~0

I had received a free lunchland or gift.

High Pressure Sales 27h. The sales person was very 4.650~0

aggressive and applied a lot of pressure.

As one can see, the top five tactics found in free lunch seminars were authority,

friendship, source credibility, comparison and scarcity. This list compares nicely with

the most prevalent tactics found in our analysis of the undercover tapes where source

credibility, scarcity and comparison were also found among the top five tactics used.
There are limitations to these findings however because 1) the sample size is quite small

and 2) there may be ínaccuracies among participants in terms of their ability to recall the

kinds of statements made in a seminar they attended up to three years before.

Conclusion

Survey 2 successfully replicated a number of findings from Survey I and from

the AARPIDOJ study of non-victims and victims of investment fraud. The most

significant replication was of the demographic, psychological and behavioral profile of
investment fraud victims. The study replicated previous findings that investment fraud
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victims were more likely to be male, married, more financially líterate, more open to

sales presentations including free lunch seminars, and likcly to trust their broker. The

study also found that victims were more likely to be working than non-victims, although

this is correlated with age. Victims were more likely to bc younger than non-victims;

however when compared to thc Washington state gencral population (from U.S.

American Community Reports), the victims were more likcly to bc older than the adult

population in Washington state. The study did not rcplicate previous findings that

showed victims wcre of higher educational attainment, earned more money and had more

negative life cxpcriences than non-victims. These elcments of the invesunent victim

profile will need additional research and exploration in ordcr to rcach firm conscnsus of

whether or not to include them in the profile of investment victims.

In addition to replicating previous findings relating to the profile of investment

fraud victims, this study also broke new ground in a number of important areas. One area

was in terms of seeking to measure "pcrsuasion literacy". Persuasion literacy is the

participant's ability to identify persuasion tactics used by both legitimate and illegitimate

sales people. We wanted to explore this because one explanation we had for why victims

outscore non-victims on financial literacy yet continue to be victimized was that they

may not know how to defend against sales tactics. This study provides at least

preliminary support for this hypothesis.

Another area where this survey makes an important coniribution is with regard

to fraud victim self-report rates. In Survey 1 of this dissertation, we asked known victims

of investment fraud if they had been victimized utilizing three different approaches. The

highest self-report accuracy rate from those efforts was 290~0. The only other previous

study that asked known investment fraud victims if they had been defrauded was the

AARP Off the Hook study in 2003. Thc highest self-report accuracy rate for investment

fraud victims in that study was 270~0 (AARP, 2003a). In Survcy 2 however, we devised a

question sequcnce that yielded a self-report accuracy rate of 62o~0, which is 350~o higher

than the AARP study and more than double the highest rate found in Survey 1.

Finally, this study identified an issue that needs to be addressed by those

seeking to reduce investment fraud victimization. The study foimd that nearly two-thirds

of all participants never checked the backg~round of their broker before hiring them. Law

enforcement officials have consistently reported that the majority of fraud cases they

prosecute involved an unregistered broker or product. Therefore, prevention campaigns

that encouragc investors to check the backl,~rounds and registration status of brokers

before hiring them may be an effective way to reduce investment fraud.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Research Directions

The corc findings of this dissertation can bc summarized in thrce statemcnts:

The con crrlisl's x~ecrpon is socicrl inJlnence. Con artists use a large number and

variety of sophisticated intluence tactics to pcrsuade victims to send them

money. Based on cxtensive analysis of undercovcr tapcs, the most common

tactics uscd across all scams are Phantom rixation, Scarcity and Social Proof.

These findings have been confirmed by former carecr con artists who tell us

that greed (Phantom Fixation), urgency (Timc Scarcity) and fear-of-loss

(Product Scarcity) are the top tactics they used when they were in the bcrsiness.

2. Investmenl ~i-oud viclims di~~er- ~i-om Ihe gerzerol popufation. Investment fraud

victims can be profiled in terms of how they differ demographically,

psychologically and bchaviorally from the gencral population. The present

studies have supported and built on previous research by showíng that fraud

victims are more likely than thc general population to:

~ Be more financially literate;

~ Be male;

~ Be mamed;

~ Be open to sales pitches from imknown salespeople;

~ Rely on their own experiencc and knowledge;

~ Be optimistic;

~ Under-report their own victim status;

~ Be less persuasion literate.

There are some profile characteristics that were found ín Survey 1 that were not

replicated in Survey 2 such as investment victims earn more than 530,000, have

neeative life experiences and hace hieher educational attainment. More

rescarch is needed to enher cali~lute ~~r climinate thesr charaeteristics.
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3. Lotterv victims diJjer ~rom Ihe generul popedution. Lottery fraud victims can

also be profiled in tetms of how they differ from the general population, but

these differences are widely divergent from the profile of the investment fraud

victim. The present study replicates previous research findings showing that

lottery fraud victims are more likely than the general population to:

~ Be less financially titerate;

~ Be female, widowed and living alone;

~ Larn less than 530,000 per year;

~ Bc distrustful of professionals;
~ tiave experienced negative life events and had difficulty dealing with

thcm;

~ Live for today;

~ Under-report their own victim status

These three major findings have significant implications for future research and

fraud prevention efforts. What follows are a series of recommendations for future

research projccts that we believe will build on the work done in this study.

Future Reseazch

Despite the overwhelming presence of clearly-identifiable influence tactics in

fraud schemes as evidenced by our analysis of hundreds of undercover audiotapes, very

few fraud prevention or financial literacy prog~rams in the United States teach the science

of social in(luence and how to resist it (Vitt et al., 2000; Pratkanis á Shadel, 2005). Our

recommendation is that a major research initiative bc launched that seeks to study the

possible role persuasion education might have in deterring fraud. The following research

questions should be considered as part of such an agenda.

Research Ouestion 1: Does persuasion trainin~lower responsiveness to fraud pitches?

Focus Groups

The first way to test the value of persuasion would be to run focus groups. Two

groups could be set up initially. Group A would receive an hour-long PowerPoint lecture

on persuasion tactics used in the marketplace. Group B would receive a lecture on a topic

unrelated to fraud. Then both groups would be e,rposed to audiotapes of various
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investment fraud pitches, some containing exaggerated claims and fraud and others that

did not include such claims. While they listen to the tapcs, each participant would be

given a dial machine that would allow them to rate what they were hearing on a scale of

"1" to "100". A score of "100" would mean they were very intcrested and a score of "1"

would mean thcy were not at all interested. This would enable researchers to collect data

point ratings among focus group participants literally for every word or phrasc they hear

on thc tapc.

Data collected for those who received persuasion training would be compared

to data collected from those who did not. The hypothesis going ín would be that thosc

whose awareness of persuasion tactics was elevated from the training would rate obvious

pitch lines from the fraud tapcs lower than those who did not receive such training.

Peer Counseling Cnll Cenlers

This eftórt would utilize fraud prevention call centcrs in Los Angeles and

Seattle to test various persuasion training messages. In the most basic experiment,

individual investors whose names appear on lead sheets seized by law enforcement would

be placed into two groups. Those in Group A would receive a pcer counseling message

that contains persitasion training. Those in Group B would receive a verification phone

message only (no pccr counseling). Within one weck, participants in both groups would

be contacted by professional telemarketers and asked to agrec to read a prospectus of a

fictitious company. The telemarketers would use all of the most common persuasion

methods to induce the participants to ag~rce to order the materials. The objective would be

to determine if those who rcceived persuasion training responded less frequently than

those who did not receive persuasion training.

Different scripts would be developed and tested that focus on various

persuasion tactics in order to determine which content had optimal effects at reducing

responsivencss to fraud pitches.

Commurritv Workshops

The prevention effects of persuasion training could also be tested in community

group settings. The methodology would bc to invite a group of older investors to a free-

lunch seminar to learn about protecting thernselves against fraud. Individuals would be

invited to attend the seminar via direct maiL Those who attend the event would be in the

experimental group and a subset of those who were invited but did not attcnd would be in

the control group. Those who attend the seminar would bc exposed to persuasion training

at the seminar and obviously those who did not attend would not be so exposed. Within a

week of attending the event, both groups would be contacted and asked if they would be
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willing to read about an obviously-bogus investment from a fictitious company. The

caller would use typical persuasion tactics to induce the participant to say "yes" to

receiving the information (i.e. guarantee 3000~o return on investment, low risk, everyone's

doing it, etc.). The objective would be to see if those who received the persuasion training

responded more or less frequently to the pitch.

Research Question 2: Do different types of investment fraud victims have different

demog-raphic and psvchological profiles?

One of the big discoveries in the present study was that specific victim types

have discrete demographic and psychological profiles. For instance, we found that

lottery victims and investment fraud victims had mirror-opposite demographic profiles.

However, if those two victim populations had been commingled and compared as one

group of victims to the general population, all the profiling differences would have

disappeared. This led to the question of whether different types of investment fraud

victims have different profiles.

Working with local securities regulators, several hundred victims of annuity

scams, oil and gas fraud (selling non-existent interests in non-existing oil and gas wells),

Initial Public Offering ([PO) scams and gold coin or movie deal scams could be

identified. Once these discrete victim pools had been identified, a survey instniment

could be developed drawing heavily on questions in the present study, the 2003

AARP~DOJ study and other research to better understand the differences among victim

types. By understanding as specifically as possible the demographic, psychological and

behavioral profiles of particular types of investment victims, law enforcement and others

would be in a much better position to customize prevention strategies to those profiles.

Research Question 3: Can social influence theory be used to persuade investors to change

their behavior in ways that inoculate them from fraud?

In numerous interviews with regulators and with career investment fraud con

artists, we have found that a key dynamic in investor fraud is the victim's willingness to

answer questions from the con artist. The present study found fraud victims were more

open to listening to sales pitches from unknown callers than the general public. This

finding replicates a similar finding in the 2003 AARP~DOJ study.

Our interview with confidential informant and former con artist "Billy"

reinforced the danger of allowing the con to control the conversation by answering his

questions. Billy's advice?
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The (red) tlag is this... When you get a call from somebody, the

prospect should be interviewing who is calling. See somebody is going

to be in control. Somcbody buys, somebody sells. So the message here

is turn it around. Ask the questions. The yuestions the prospect should

bc asking are: Are you registered or not registered? Who do you clear

through? What's your net cap? Tell me about your backg~round. They

run.

Eight years ago, we interviewed another career investment fraud con artist who

we will refer to as Stephen Michaels. He told us a very similar story. The con artist's

first objectivc is to control thc conversation. The second objective is to gct information

from ihe prospect about their personal situation sv you can customize the pitch. Both of

these objectives can be accomplished by asking questions. If the prospect refuses to

answer the questions, the con artist knows he can't control them and can't get the

personal informativn he needs, so he hangs up. If the prospect were to actually start

asking the questíons, as Billy suggests, they would hang up even faster.

"Ask " BeJore Yotr "Ansu~er"

One prevention message that should be tested is to turn the victim from the

person who cursrrers questions to the person who nsks questions. The intent of this is to

help the investor separate legitimate NASD-registcred brokers from Fly-by-night con

artists. The challenge is to produce messages and a campaign that will persuade a critical

mass of investors to ask questions before they deal with tmknown telemarketers.

Me.rsagc: Testing

Before im~csting in any such messages, it will be important to test the use of

social influence theory in creating television ads that encourage investors to ask questions

before they answer them. Several different 30 and 60 second television spots could be

developcd that employ the idea of social consensus or group conformity to encourage

preventative behaviors.

Group conformity is the idea that individuals feel enormous pressure to do what

their "in-group" does or risk being ostracized from that group. The pioneering work of

Solomon Asch in ihe 1950's demonstrated this phenomenon in dramatic fashion with his

famous line experiments. More recently, Rvbert Cialdini has pioneered the use of group

conformity in television spots relating to littering. Ciaidini and his colleagues at Arizona

State University filmed a TV spot that showed a group of women playing cards. One of
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the women throws her aluminum can into a regular garbage can and the other three

women chastise her for not recycling. An experimental group of participants was shown

this TV spot and a control group of participants was shown another TV spot unrelated to

recycling. Then the two groups were followed for six weeks to see which group recycled

more frequently. The group that saw the recycling ad using group conformity recycled

more than the control group (Cialdini, 2003).

These experiments could be replicated using the idea ofasking questions as the

desired in-group behavior. One TV spot could have a group of four women in an

"investment club" meeting at one of the women's homes. The phone rings and the

homeowner begins to answer personal questions from the caller. One of the other women

in the group interrupts her and hangs up the phone, followed by all three women

chastising her for answering questions from an unknown caller without first asking key

questions.

The test of the eflicacy of these ads would be to "sting" both groups of

participants with a phony investment fraud sales call a weck later to determine which

group asked more questions than they answered. It would be important to develop several

additional scenarios to test. If ineasurable behavioral change is shown, then collateral

materials could be developed that support this theme of asking questions as a lead up to

launching a campaign.

Research Ouestion 4: What can be done to better identify-potential lottery victims who

may be at risk of becoming so-called "chronic victims"'?

As we mentioned in Chapter 4, the present study findings profiling lottery

victims supports previous findings in the AARP~DOJ study (AARP, 2003a). We estimate

there are approximately 975,000 individuals in the United States alone who meet the

lottery victim profile described in this research: over 75, widowed, living alone, earníng

less than 530,000 a year and experienced multiple negative life expericnce. Within this

group of individuals who meet the profile, there is a smaller subset that will actually fall

for lottery or some other kind of fraud. Onc research idea is to conduct a sting that would

directly solicit a sample of this profiled population to see if they will respond to a lottery

fraud offer more than a control group.

Such a sting was conducted in 1995 by the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. They

identified a pool of 200,000 individuals and mailed post-cards to them saying they had

won one of five fabulous prizes. To find out what they won, the participant had to call a

toll-free number. When they called the toll-free number, they heard a recording from the
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postal authorities that said they had just responded to a scam offer and they should be

careful in the future. The most remarkable thing about this effort was that 40,000 people

called the number (U.S. Postal Service, 1995).

Unfortunately, the postal authorities conducted the sting as a prevention

strategy, not as a research project. No data was collected from those who responded. In

this case, the whole point would be to identify those who responded and further refine the

profile of those who fall for such offers.

[n addition to refining the profile of those who might respond to lottery offers,

there is an even smaller subset of ihe profiled lottery people who will fall for it not just

once but over and over again. These are the so-called "chronic" lottery victims. AARP

Fraud fighter call centers in Los Angeles and Seattle have been up and running for six

months and already have identified individuals who appear to be chronic lottery victims.

They openly describe to volunteers how they keep getting notices that they have won and

they have sent multiple checks to claim their winnings.

The research opportunity here is to identify several of these individuals and

also individuals who might have fallen for the lottery scam once and then stopped when

they realized it was a fraud, and do an extensive battery of cognitive tests to determine

how the two groups differ. One hypothesis is that some amount of cognitive impairment

or dementia may be found in chronic victims who continue to send money repeatedly. It

will be important to know precisely what conditions they may have in order to be able to

design strategies to protect them from the onslaught of criminals converging on them.

Conclusion

The ability of law enforcement officials, social workers and fríends and family

of potential victims to reduce the amount of consumer fraud occurring in the 21s` Century

will depend mightily on our collective will to expand the knowledge base with research

projects like the ones described in this chapter. Fortunately, more and more officials are

starting to learn that scientists in the field of social psychology have much to offer that

can apply directly to issues confronting our society. We think investing heavily in social

science research is critical to solving one of society's most troubling public problems.
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APPEtiDIX 1:
Tukev-Kramer Comparísons of Total Number of tactics used bv Scam Type

Comparison (Scam Type 8c Mean tt Total Tactics Used) Mean Diff. p-value

Coins ( h~t- 14.05) vs.

Coins ( b~ 14.05) vs.

Coi ns ( M- I 4.05 ) vs.

Coins (Af 14.05) vs.

Coins (~ 14.05) vs.

Coins ( A~-14.05 ) vs.

Investment (A~13.10) vs.

Imestment (M-13.10) vs.

[nvestment (rL~13-10) vs.

Investment (~13.10) vs.

InvesGnent (A~ 13.10) vs.

Recovery Room (A~3.80) vs.

Recovery Room ( ~3.80) vs.

Recovery Room (AF3.80) vs.

Recovery Room (A~3.80) vs.

Credit Card (A1-5.60) vs.

Credit Card ( M-5.60) vs.

Credit Card (A~5.60) vs.

Sweepstakes (AF9.25) vs.

Sweepstakes (A~9.25) vs.

Lottery (A~6.30) vs.

Recovery Room q- 10.25 p- .000

(~3.80 )

Credit Card ( A1-5.60) q- 8.49 p-.000

Sweepstakes (M-9.25) q- 4.80 p-.035

Lottery (M-6.30) y- 7.75 p-.000

Travel ( M-7.77) q- 6.28 p-.007

Investment(M-13.10) y-0.95 p-.997

Rec. Room ( M-3.R0) q- 9.30 p-.000

Credit Card (M-5.60) q- 7.50 p-.000

Sweepstakes (M-9.25) q- 3.85 p-.173

Lottery (AF6.30) q- 6.80 p-.000

Travel (A~7.77) q- 5.33 p-.040

Credit Card (M-5.60) q- -1.80 p-.938

Sweepstakes (A~9.25) q- -5.45 p-.009

Lottery (M-6.30) q- -2.50 p-.683

Travel ( A~7.77) q- 3.97 p-.267

Sweepstakes (M-9.25) q- -3.65 p-.316

Lottery (~6.30) q- -0.70 p-.999

Travel (AF7.77) q- -2.17 p-.910

Lottery (M-6.30) q- 2.95 p-.489

Travel (A~7.77) q- 1.48 p-.981

Travel (h~7.77) q- -1.47 p-.981
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APPENDIX 2: Chi-Square anahses of distribution of tactics used by Scam Type
Comparison (Scam Typc) X- dj p-value

Investment vs. Coins 138.93 12 p~.005

Investment vs. Recovery Room 66.34 1 I p~.005

Investment vs. Credit Card 214.34 I I p~.005

Imeshnent vs. Sweepstakes I 19.96 l2 p~.005

Investment vs. Lottery 54.67 10 p~.005

Investment vs. Travel 95.95 1 I p~.005

Coins vs. Recovery Room 40.13 I 2 p~.005

Coins vs. Credit Card 194.91 12 p~.005

Coins vs. Sweepstakes 76.24 12 p~ 005

Coins vs. Lottery 3R.56 12 p~.005

Coins vs. Travel 31.41 12 p~.005

Recovery Room vs. Credit Card 72.65 12 p~.005

Recovery Room vs. Sweepstakes 5.51 12 p~.l0

Recovery Room vs. Lottery 24.55 I I p~.025

Recovery Room vs. Travel 21.76 I I p~.05

Credit Card vs. Sweepstakes I 17.29 11 p~.005

Credit Card vs. Lottery I I2.99 I I p~.00i

Credit Card vs. Travel 105. I 3 I 1 p~.005

Sweepstakes vs. Lottery 26.04 12 p~.025

Sweepstakes vs. Travel 2 L62 12 p~.05

Lottery vs. Travel I L50 10 p~.l0
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APPE~DIX 3:
Tukev-Kramcr Comparisons of Numbcr of Unique tactics used by Scam Tvpe

Comparison (Scam Tvpe 8c i1 of Cnique Tactics Gsed) 11ean DifL p-value

Coins ( hf-5.45 ) vs.

C'oins ( Af- 5.45 ) vs.

Coins(M-5.451 vs.

Coins(M-5.45) vs.

Coins ( hf-5.45 ) vs.

Coins(M 5.4í) vs.

lnvcstment (M-13.10) vs.

Investment (M- I 3.10) vs.

[nvestment (A~13.10) vs.

Investment (eLt-I3.10) vs.

Investment (M-13.10) vs.

Recovery Room ( M-2.75) vs.

Recovery Room (~Lf 2.75) vs.

Recovery Room (M-2.75) vs.

Recovery Room (M-2.75) vs.

Credit Card (M 3.07) vs.

Credit Card (A~3.07) vs.

Credit Card (M-3.07) vs.

Sweepstakes (M-4.55) vs.

Sweepstakes (M-4.55) vs.

Lottery 13~3-40) vs.

Recov. Room (M-2.75) q- 2.70 p-.000

Credit Card (ti~3.07) q- 2.38 p- .001

Sweeps[akes (h~4.55) y- 0.90 p .641

Lottery (A~-3.40) y- 2A5 p .003

Travel (,1~4.38) q- 1.07 p- .SR4

Im~estment (A~ 13.10) y- 0.39 p.995

Recovery. Room ( M-2.75 ) y- 2.35 p- .000

Credit Card (A~3.07) q- 2.03 p- .009

Sweepstakes (M-4.55) q- 0.55 p- .950

Lottery (AF3.40) q- 1.70 p- .028

Travel (M-4.3R) y- 0.72 p- .904

Credit Card 1 hf-3.071 q- -0.32 p- .998

Sweepstakes(A~4.55) q--I.80 p .015

Lottery (A~3.40) q- -0.G5 p- .894

Travel (d~4.38) q- -1.63 p- .I03

Sweepstakes (h~4.55) y- -1.4R p- .146

Lottery (M-3.40) q--0.33 p- .99R

Travel (A4-4.3R) q- -1.32 p- .394

Lottery (A~3.40) q- 1.15 p- 338

Travel (M-4.38) q- 0.17 p .999

Travel (A~4.38) y- 0.98 p- .672
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4PPE~DIX 4:
Tukey-Kramer Comparisons of Number of individual tactics by scam tvpe

Comparison (Scam Type d Mean !i ot individual tactics) Mean Diff. p-value

Commrtnren! 8 Consistency

Coins (,~LI-L60) vs.

Coins ( M-1.60) vs.

Coins (A~L60) vs.

Coins ( h~ 1.60) v s.

Conrpurison

Investment f M-1.551 vs.

Investment (M-1.55) vs.

Investment (M-1.55) vs.

Investment (M-1.55) vs.

lnvestment fh1-1.55) vs.

Coins ( M-225) vs.

Coins (M-2.25) vs.

Coins (M-2.25) vs.

Coins 1 M-2.25) vs.

Coins ( Af225 ) vs.

Fear á~ Intimidalinn

Credit Card (M-2.53) vs.

Credit Card (hf-2.53) vs.

Credit Card (h1-2.53) vs.

Friendship

Coins (A~2.40) vs.

Coins (M-2.40) vs.

Coins (hí-2.40) vs.

Coins ( A~2.40) vs.

Coins ( M-2.40) vs.

Coins f d~2.401 vs.

Recovery Room (M-0.10) q- 1.50 p-.000

Credit Card ( A~0.33 ) q- 1.47 p- .001

Sweepstakes (hf-0.25) q- 1.35 p .001

Lottery ( M 0.45 ) q- I. I 5 p-.0 I U

Recovery Room (h1-0.40) q- I.I S p.006

Credit Card (h~0.U7) q- 1.48 p-.000

Sweepstakes (h~0.50) q- 1.05 p-.Ol7

Lottery (h1-0.25) q- 1.30 p-.001

Travel ( h1-0.46) q- I A9 p-.038

Recovery Room (M-0.40) q- -1.85 p-.U00

Credit Card 1 h1-0A7) ~ 2.18 p-.000

Sweepstakes(M-0.50) q- 1.75 p-.000

Lo[tery (hf-0.25) q- 2.00 p-.000

Travel (AÍ-0.46) q- 1.79 p .000

Coin (M-0.10) q- 2.43 p-.000

Sweepstakes (A~.OS) q- 2.83 p-.000

Travel(h~.08) q-2.46 p-.000

Investment IM-0.65) q-1.75 p-.000

Recovery Room (h1-0.40) q- 2.00 p-.000

Credit Card (A~0.13) q- 2.27 p-.000

Sweepstakes (A~0.55) q- 1.85 p-.000

Lottery(M-0.65) q- 1.75 p-.000

Travel (h~0.38) q- 2A2 p-.000
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Landsraping

Sweepstakcs (Afi- I .05 ) vs.

Sweepstakes (A~l.Oí) vs.

Sweepstakes (A~L05) vs.

Sweepstakes (M-1.05) vs.

Phuntom Fizalion

Investment (h~2.50) vs.

Coins ( M~ 220) vs.

Sweepstakes (A~3.00) vs.

Sweepstakes (A~3.00) vs.

Lottery (A~1.95) vs.

Travel ( M-2.54) vs.

Profrfing

Investment (A~1.25) vs.

Imestment (A~1.25) vs.

lnvesttnent ( hf- I ?5 ) vs.

Investment (h~L25) vs.

Scarcit}~

Investment (M-1.75) vs.

Coins (A~ 2.35) vs.

Coins ( M-2.35 ) vs.

Coins (h~2.35) vs.

Sweepstakes (A~1.501 vs.

Travel ( hf I .77) vs.

Social Praoj

Inveshnent (M-. I .85) vs.

Investment (M-1.851 vs.

Investment (rt7- I .85) vs.

Investment (h~1.85) vs.

Investment (Af-0.10) q- 0.95 p-.000

Coins(hf 0.25) y 0.80 p-.005

Lot[ery (hf-0.10) y 0.95 p-.000

Travel ( M-0.15) q- 0.90 p-.005

Credit Card ( A~ .07) q- 2.43 p-.001

Credit C'ard ( A~.07) q 2.13 p-.005

Recovery Room (6~1.10) q 1.90 p-.009

Credit Card (A~.071 y- 2.93 p-.000

Credit Card ( hf-.07) q- 1.88 p-.023

Credit Card (r1~.07) q- 2.47 p-.003

Coins(M-0.20) y I.OS p-.004

Recovery Room (b4-0.0i) q- 1.20 p-.000

Credit Card ( hf-0.131 y 1.12 p-.005

Sweepstakes (M-0.30) y- 0.95 p-.014

Credit Card (Af0.07) y 1.68 p-.0I5

Recovery Room (M-0.55) q I.SO p-.002

Credit Card (hf-0.07) y- 2.28 p-.000

Lottery (hf-1.05) q- 130 p-.080

Credit Card (A~0.07) q- 1.43 p-.068

CreditCard(h~0.07) y- 1.70 p-.03R

Coins(M 0.50) q 1.35 p-.000

Credit Card (b~0.401 q 1.45 p-.000

Sweepstakes (M-0.15) y- 1.70 p-.000

Lottery (M-0.30) q- 1.55 p-.000
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Source Credibilil}~

Investment (~3.40) vs.

Invesunent (A~3.40) vs.

Investment (M-3.40) vs.

Investment (A~3.40) vs.

Investment (A~3.40) vs.

Invesunent (,b-f-3.40) vs.

Coins (M-U.70)

Recovery Room (A~0.30)

Credit Card (M-0.40)

Sweepstakes (M-0.45)

Lottery (M-0.70)

Tra~el (:1f 0.311

i 70

q- 2.70

q- 3.10

q- 3.00

q- 2.95

y- 2.70

q- 3.09

p-.000

p-.000

p-.000

p-.000

p-.000

p-.ooo



APPF.NDIií 5:
Survey l: Annotated survey

Ql: In spite of what people say, the lot of the average person is getting worse, not better. Do

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80
l. Stron I disa ee 5.63"i" 9 2.50"~" 2 R.75"~" 7
2. Disagree 22.90"io 36 15.00"~0 12 23.75"~0 19

3. Neither agree nor
disa ree 6.88 io I I I O.UO"io 8 10.00"~0 8

4. A ee 39.38 ~0 63 53.75"~0 43 32.50"ro 26
5. Stron I A ee 18.75`~0 30 I S.OOa~o 12 I 5.00"~0 12
6. No answer 6.88"~" I 1 3.75"~" 3 10.00"~" 8
Mean (no answer
excluded) 3.46 3.66 3.23
S[antiard Dev. (no
answer excluded) 1.23 I.OI I.28
ANOVA: F(2, 295)- 2.39 L p-.093
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Inveshnent: q-0.43, p-.074

Q2. Nowadays, a person has to live pretty much for today and Iet tomorrow take care of itself.

- Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80
I. Stron I disa ee 24.38"~0 39 1 1.25"~0 9 22.50"~0 18
2. Disa ee 39.38"~0 63 27.50"~0 22 4250"~0 34
3. Neither agree nor
disa ree 5.00"~ 8 10.00"t~ 8 L25"~o I
4. A ee 21.88`Yo 35 40.(lU~0 32 20.00"ro 16
5. Strongly Agree 5.63"~0 9 I I.25"~0 9 7.50"~ 6

6. No answer 3.75"ro 6 0.00"~0 0 6.25"~0 5
Mean (no answer
excluded 2.43 3.13 2.44
Standard Dev. (no
answer excluded) 1.25 1.26 1.29
ANOVA: F (2, 306)-8.940, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post I1oc Analysis: Gen. Pop vs. Lottery: q-0.70, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment-. q-0.69, p-.0O2
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Q3. Lookin over vour life as a whole, would vou sav that in eneral ou hav
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

l. Much less than
ou deserve 2.SOo~o 4 I I.25 ~0 9 2.50oia 2

2.Lessthan you
deserve 12.SOoro 20 20.00"io 16 S.OOro 4
3. What you deserve 42.SOo~o 68 38.750~0 31 52.SOo~o 42
4. More than you
deserve 25.OOoro 40 20.OOo~o 16 27.SOo~o 22
5. Much more than
ou deserve 8.750~0 14 2.SOo~o 2 7.SOo~o 6

8. Can't choose 5.63"~0 9 S.OOo~o 4 3.750~0 3
9. No answer 3.130~0 5 2.50"~0 2 1.25"~o I
Mean ( can't choose
á no answer
excluded) 3.27 2.81 3.34
S[andard Dev.(can't
choose 8c no answer
excluded) 0.91 L00 0.81
ANOVA: F(2,293)-8.042, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop vs. Lottery q-0.46, p-.001
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Invesunent q-0.53, p-.001

Q4. 5uppose someone just gave you S20 (and you didn't need to spend it on anything in
articular), what would vou do with it:'

RDD n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Inves4nent n- 80
1. S end all of it 25.OOoio 40 23.75oro 19 25.OOoro 20
2. Spend most
(75oro) of it 4.38oro 7 5.00"ro 4 1.25oro 1
3. Spend halfand
savehalf 13.750~0 22 16.25oiu 13 IS.OO~o 12
4. Save most (750~0)
of it I O.OOoio 16 6.25 ~0 5 13.75oro I I
5. Save all of'it 42.SOo~o 68 40.OOoio 32 37.50"ro 30
6. No answer 4.380~0 7 8.750~0 7 7.SOo~o 6
Mean (no answer
excluded) 3.42 3.37 3.41
Standard Dev (no
answer excluded) 1.6R I.68 1.65
ANOVA: F(2,297)-.027, p- .974
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Q5, Suppose someone just gave r'ou 52000 ( and you didn't need to spend it on anylhing in
articular), what would vou do with it?

RDD n 160 Lotter n- 80 Im~estment n- SO
I. S end all of it 8.759ó 14 8.75oío 7 A.75oío 7
2. Spend most
(75".a) of it 2.50"ío 4 S.OOoió 4 3.75"ío 3
3. Spend halfand
savehalf 20.00"ío 32 22.SU"ío IS 20.00"ío 16
4. Save most (75~o)
ofit 25.U0"ío 40 10.00a~ ó l6.25"0 13
5. Save all of it 40.00"~ 64 47.50"ió 38 48.75 ~0 39
6. No answer 3.75"ío 60 6.25"io 5 2.SO;io 2
Mean ( no answcr
cxcluded) 3.88 3.8R 3.95
Standard Dev (no
answer excluded) 1.24 I.35 1.30
ANOVA: F(2,304)-.079, p .924

Qé-3L Now we wan[ to look at some of the things that may or may not have happencd to you
in the last threc years. 1 am going to read a list of life cvents. For cach cvent, plcase tell me
how much difficulty that event caused you in the last three years. Please use a number
between l and 7, with 1 meaning "no difficulty at all" and 7 meaning "a lot of difficulty in your
life." Use any number from 1 to 7 and if it docs not apply to you, please tcll me that too.
Again, we want you to consider only the last three ycars of your life in answering these
yucstions.

. [ncome decrca,ed
Gen. Po . n-- I fi0 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- RU

I-Nodifficulty 33.I3o~ó 53 33.750~ 27 42.SOaío 34
2 5.63"~ 9 2.50"ío 2 2.50"ío 2
3 5.634~ 9 3.75io 3 IQOOoío 8
4 3.13"ió S 6.25 ~0 5 R.7í"ío 7
5 2.50"~ 4 7.50"ío 6 5.00"ío 4
6 3.13"r 5 11.25"ío 9 3.75"ío 3
7- A lot ofdiffictdt 13.13"ío 21 1G.25"ó 13 S.OOoío 4
9- No answer 0.63oío 1 2.511"ro 2 O.OOoío 0
0- Does not apply 33.13 ~0 53 16.250ó 13 22.50"ío I8
Mean (onl 2-7) 4.94 5.47 4.36
Standard Dev (only
2-7 ) 2.0 I 1.54 1.54
F12,I16) 3.229,p-.043
Tukey-Kramer Post Floc Analysis: Lottery vs. invesunent: q-1.12, p-.033

Q6. Income decreased 2 Analvsis

No
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X-( I, N 232) 6.83í4, p~.Ul
X'Analysis: Investment vs. Lottery: x'(I, N 15g)3.(1554, p~.lU
x'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Vic[ims:7('II,N-312)3.7RI,p~.10

Gen. Po .
106 (68.36"ío)
48 (31.170-0)

Lotter
40 (51.28"ió)
3R (4R.72"ío)

Imestment
52 (65.OU"ío)
2R (35.0000)
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7. Foreclosure on mortea2e or loan
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Imestment n- 80

1- No difficult 42.SOo~o 68 46.25oro 37 47.50"io 38
2 O.OOoro 0 1.25oro I 2.SOoro 2
3 O.OOoro 0 O.OOoro 0 OAOoro 0
4 0.00"~0 0 2S0"Io 2 0.00"~0 0
5 O.OOo~o 0 QOOoro 0 QOOoro O
6 O.OOora 0 2.SOoro 2 1.25oro I
7- A lot ofdifticulty 0.63oió I 7.50"~0 6 1250~o I
9- No answer 0.63oro 1 3.75oió 3 1.25oro I
0- Does not a I 56?So~o 90 36.25ojo 29 46.250~0 37
Mean (onl 2-7) 7.00 S.R2 4.25
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) -- (n-1) I .72 2.63
ANOVA:F(2.13)-I.240.p .321

Q7. Foreclosure on mort a e or loan '' Analvsis

Nu
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N-13h) -20.05, p~.001.
X' Analysis: [nvestment vs. Lottery: x' ( l, N-156) -3.82, p~.10.
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x'' ( l, N-315) -13.19, p~.01.

Q8. Recent loss of em lovment (or vou or s ouse
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

1- No difficulty 35.63"iu 57 32.SOoro 26 3R.75oro 31
2 O.OOoro 0 2.SOoro 2 I.25oro I
3 O.OOoro 0 O.OOoro 0 O.OOoro 0
4 0.63oio 1 2.509io 2 1.25oro 1
5 3.I3o~ 5 3.75oro 3 2.SOoro 2
6 1.25o,io 2 O.OOoro 0 S.OOor 4
7- A lot ofdifficult 4.380~0 7 8.75"~0 7 S.OOo~o 4
9- No answer O.OOoro 0 2500~0 2 O.OOoro 0
0-Doesnotapply SS.OOo~o 88 47.500~ 38 46.250~0 37
Mean (only 2-7) 6.00 5.43 5.67
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.07 I .87 I .50
ANOVA: F(2,381-0.528, p .594
QS. Recent loss of em lovment for ou or ~our s ouse 2 Analvsis

No
Yes
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: x' ( I, N-338) -3.60, p~.10.
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' ( l, N-318) -3.55, p~.10.

Gen. Pop.
I 58 199.374io)

1 (0.63oro)

Gen. Pop.
15R (99.37 ro)
1 (0.63oro)

Lottery
66 (S 5. 7 I oro )
f I (14?9oio)

Lottery
66 (85.71 oro)
l l (14.29oro)

Investment
7í (94.94"~6)
4 (5.06"io)

Invesunent
75 (94.94"~0)
4 ( 5.06or)
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sc chan ~c in financial status
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Imestment n- RO

t-Nodifflcult 38.75"ro 62 31.25oio 25 45.OOoiu 36
2 2.50"~0 4 3.75oio 3 7.50"ro 6
3 3. I 3"ro 5 3.75oro 3 5.00"ro 4
4 2.SOo,io 4 6.25oro 5 7.SOoro 6
5 3JSoro 6 6.25"~ 5 7.SOoro 6
6 4.38Po 7 7.SOoó 6 1.25or I
7- A lot of difficult R.13".0 l3 23.75oro 19 3.75oro 3

9- Ivo answer 0.634io I 2.SOo-ó 2 O.OOoio 0
0- Does not a 1 36.25 ~ SR I S.OOoó 12 22.SOo~o 18
Mean (only 2-7) 5.18 5.59 4.04
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) 1.76 1.67 1.61
ANOVA:F(2,1O3) 6.817,p-.002
Tukey-Kramer Post 11oc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Investmenr. q- I.14, p-.024
Tukey-Kramer Post Iloc Analysts: Lottery vs. Imesunent q-1.55, p.001

Q9. tie ativc chan e in financial status ~ Anahsis

)Vo

Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N-137) -1 R.39, p~.001.
x'' Analysis: Investment vs. Lottery: x'' ( I, N 15N) -6.51, p~.025.
g'-Analysis:Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x'(I, N-3171-1 1.3R,p~.001.

--- ---------- --- -
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 lnvestment n- 80

1-Nodifficul[ 34.3R4io 55 21.25".io 17 43.79aó 35
2 3.75"ro 6 8.75oro 7 6.25"ro ?
3 5.63"io 9 7.50".0 6 7.SOoro 6
4 6.25oro 10 6.25"r~ 5 3.75oro 3
5 5.63oro 9 R.75oio 7 1.25oro 1
6 4.38a~o 7 S.OOo~o 4 6.25oro 5
7- A lo[ of difficulty 8.130~0 13 23.75"~0 19 7.SO;~o 6
9- No answer O.OOo~ 0 2500~0 2 2.SOo~o 2
0-Doesnota I 31.88:-ó 51 16.2íoi 13 2L2So~o 17
Mean (only 2-7) 4.76 5.08 4.50
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.71 I .91 1.94
ANOVA: F(2,125) ~U.915, p-.403

Q10. Concerns about owin mone Z Mahsis

Tv o
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I,;V 23N1- I 6.53, p~.001.
x' Analysis: I nvestment vs. Lottery: X` ( I, N- I í61 -12.44, p~.001.
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' ( I, N-3161 -6.14, p~.01 .

Gen. Pop.
120 (75.47oro)
39 (24.530~ )

Gen. Pop.
106 (66.25",io)
54 (33.75401

Lotterv
37 (47.44"Io)

41 (52.56oro)

Lottery
30 (38.46oro)
48 (61.54oro)

Investment
54 (67.SOo.~o)
26 (32.SOo~o)

Investmcnt

52 (66.67oió)
26 (33.33 ió)
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Ql L Concerns about money for emer};encies
Gen. Pop. n- I60 Lotter n- 80 Im-estment n- 80

1-Nodifficult 31.880ó 51 25.OOoro 20 45.OOoro 36
2 6.25oro 10 S.OOo~o 4 13.75oro II
3 R.13oro 13 11.25oro 9 S.OOoro 4
4 5.630~0 9 S.Opojo 4 3.75oro 3
S 7.SOoro 12 625oro 5 8.7Soro 7
6 2SOoro 4 S.OOoro 4 O.OOoro 0
7- A lot ofdifficulty I I.250~0 18 27.SOo~ 22 8.750~0 7
9- No answer I.25o~0 2 1.2Soió I O.OOo~o 0
0- Does not a I 25.63oio 41 13.759'o I 1 15.OOo~o 12
Mean (onl 2-7) 4.62 5,29 4.06
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) I .83 I .87 1.95
ANOVA: F(2,143) 4.319,p-.015
Tukey-Kramer Post 11oc: Lottery vs. Invesunent: q- I.23, p-.01 I

Qll. '.Mahsis

No
Yes
X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X'(I, N-137j-7.61,p~.01.
x' Analysis: Investment vs. Lottery: X' (1, N-1591 -6.85, p~.01.

12. Problems with the uakeea of ~our home
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

1-Nodifficult 42SOoro 6R 41.2So~o 33 50.00"ro 40
2 6.8Roro ll S.OOoro 4 7.SOoro 6
3 6.8Ro.'o ll 3.75oio 3 7.SOoro 6
4 4.38oio 7 11.25oio 9 6.25oio 5
S 3.750~0 6 R.7S9io 7 7.SOoro 6
6 0.630~0 1 3.7Soio 3 1?Soro I
7-Alotofdifficult 6.RR;ó ll 7.SOoio 6 5.004'0 4
9- No answer 0.630~0 1 I?Soia l L25~o I
0- Does not a I 27.SOoio 44 17.SOo~o 14 13.750~0 11
Mean ( only 2-7) 4.17 4.63 4.07
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) 1.88 I . 60 1.68
ANOVA: F(2,104)- 0.915, p-.404

QI2. Problems with the u kee of vour home ' Anal ~sis

No
Yes
X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X'(I, N-?38) -2.8S,p~.10

Gen. Po .
92 (58.23"io)
66 (41.77oro)

Gen. Po .
1 I2 (70.44"~0)

47 (29.56"6)

Lotter
31 (39.24oio)
48 (60.76or)

Lotter
47 (59.49oro)
32 (40.SIoo)

Investment
48 (60.00"ro)
32 (40.OOoió)

Investment
51 (64.S6o'ol
28 (35.44oro)
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13. Concerned about monev for basic necessities
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Imesnnent n- RO

1- No difficult 45.OOor 72 35.OOoro 28 61.2ior 49
2 R.13oro l3 6.25oió 5 3.7Soro 3
3 6.RRoio lI 2.504ó 2 6.25"ro 5
4 I.RR~ 3 S.OO ro 4 7.SOoro 6
5 6.RR"~o II R.75oiu 7 3.750~0 3
6 2.50"ió 4 R.75"~ 7 OAOoro 0
7- A lot ofdifficulty 6.25".~0 10 18.750~o I S 2.SOoro 2
9-Noanswer 0.00"ó 0 2.SOoio 2 O.OOo~o 0
0- Does not a I 22.SOoro 36 12.S0~-ó 10 I S.OOoro 12
Mean (only 2-7) 4.23 5.35 3.89
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) 1.86 I .75 I .45
ANO V A: F(2, I 08 )-6.30Q p-.003
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: q-1.12, p-.009
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Im~estment: q-1.46, p-.010

Q13. Concerned about monev for basic necessities 2 Analvsis

No
Yes
x'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X''( I, N-238) -7.R0,p~.Ol.
x' Analysis: Inveshnent vs. Lottery: x' ( I, N-I58~ -12.79, p~.001.

Q14. A recent chan c in vour livin arran ements
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- RO Investment n- RO

1-Nodifficul 38.75oro 62 46.25oro 37 53.75oro 43
2 3. ) 3"ro 5 2.SOoro 2 O.OOoro 0
3 3. I 3oro 5 O.OOoi 0 S.OOoro 4
4 2.SOoro 4 2.SOor 2 L25oro I
5 I.R8"ro 3 2.SOoro 2 O.OOoro 0
6 2.SOoro 4 S.OOoro 4 1.25"ro I
7- A lot ofdifficulty 6.250~0 10 10.00~0 8 6.250~0 5
9-Noanswer 0.63oio I 3.75"ro 3 1.25oro I
0- Does not appl 41.250~0 66 27.50'~0 22 3 L25o~ 25
Mean (onl 2-7) 4.R4 5.67 5.18
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) I .93 I .6R 1.94
ANOVA: F(2, 57)- 1.)27, p-.331

Q14. A recent chan e in our livin arran ements 1 Analvsis

T; o
Yes
No significunt di~erences jound betweem m~ groups.

Gcn. Po .
108 (6750oro)
52 (32.50 ro)

Gen. Po .
12R (R0.509~ó)
31 (I9.SOoió)

Lotter
3R (48.72oro)
40 (5 L2Roro)

Lot[er
59 (76.62~,)
18 (23.3Ror )

Investment
61 (76.254~0)
19 (23.75or )

Investment
6R (R6.08oro)
I1 (I3.92oro)
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15. Recenth moved or chanECd residences
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- RO

1-Nodifficul 38.75"io 62 47.SOoio 3R 51.25"~ó 41
2 1.259-0 2 0.00"io 0 0.00"ro 0
3 I.25 ro 2 O.OOo~o 0 0.00"ro 0
4 0.00"ro 0 I ~5"io I 0.00"ro 0
5 2.50"ió 4 1.250~0 1 0.00"ro 0
6 0.00"ió 0 2.50"iu 2 2.SOoro 2
7- A lot ofdifficulty 5.63"io 9 5.00"io 4 1.25"~0 1
9-Noanswer 1.25;ó 2 I.25"ró 1 1.25"ió 1
0- Does not a 1 49.3R"io 79 41.25oio 33 43.75"~0 35
Mean (only 2-7) i.q7 6.13 6.33
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.9 I I. I 3 0.58
ANOVA: F(2,251- 0.641, p-.í35

Q15. Recently moved or chan ed residences Z Analvsis

No
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. hivestmenr X'' ( l, N-1 ~7) -3.30,y~.05.

16. Rcccn[ retircmen[ of vou or cour spousc
Gen. Po . n- I60 Lo[te n- 80 Investment n- 80

1-Nodifficulty 32.50"~0 52 43.75"~ 35 45.00"~ 36
2 2.50 ro 4 0.00"~0 0 0.00"ro 0
3 1.25"Io 2 0.00"ro 0 2.50"ro 2
4 3.13"r 5 1.25",a 1 0.00"ro 0
5 0.63"ro 1 2.50"r 2 1.25oro 1
6 1.25"~0 2 1.25"ió 1 1.25"ro 1
7- A lot ofdifficult LRR io 3 3.75"~0 3 O.OOo~o 0
9- No answer f1.63"~o I 3.75"~0 3 1.250~0 1
0- Does not a I 56.25oro 90 43.75"ro 35 48.75"ro 39
Mean (onl 2-7) 4.24 í.86 4.25
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.82 I .22 1.50
ANOVA: F(2.251-2.505, p .102

Q16. Recent re[irement of ou or ~our s use 2 Analvsis

No
Yes
No signifrcunt difJerences Jound benreen utn~ groups.

Gen. Pop.
141 (R9.24 ról
U (10.76"ió)

Gen. Po .
142 (R9.31 ro)
17 (10.69"0)

Lottery
71 (89 RJ"ió)
8 ( IO.I3"ro)

Lotter
70 (90.9 t "ro)
7 (9.09"~0)

Imesunent
76 (96?04~01
3 (3.ROoió)

Investment
75 (94.94 ~o)
4 (5.06"~")
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han e in social activities for the worse
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Imestment n- 80

1-Nodifftwl[ 37SO~u 60 43.75oío 35 42.504'ó 34
2 4.38oío 7 3.75oío 3 7.50oío 6
3 2.SOoío 4 I.25?ío 1 I O.OOoío 8
4 3. I 3 oío 5 7. SOoío 6 2.50 ro 2
5 R.75oío 14 2.50 ro 2 3.75"ío 3
6 2.50"r 4 2.50iu 2 I.25oío 1
7- A lot of difficulty 5.00~ 8 17.509io 14 7.SOoío 6
9-Noanswer 1.25oío 2 2S0'7o 2 L25"ío 1
0- Does not a I 35.00"ío 56 18.75oío I S 23.75oío 19
Mean (only 2-7) 4.67 5.46 4.12
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) I .68 I .82 1.93
ANOVA: F(2,93)-3.922, p-.023
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment q-1.35, p-.018

Q17. Chan e in social activities for the worse 2 Anahsis

No
Yes
No signi~rcaru diJJerencesfoemd hetn eerr ar~Y groups.

. Chan e in our dail routine
` Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotte n- 80 Investment n- 80
I-Nodifficulty 36.25oío 58 41.25oío 33 SO.OOoío 40
2 9.38oío 15 2.50'Yo 2 S.OOoío 4
3 4.38oío 7 3.75`ro 3 7.SOoío 6
4 3.13oío 5 I O.OOoío 8 2.SOoío 2
5 8.13oío I 3 1 O.OOoío 8 6.25oío 5
6 1.25oío 2 1.25oío 1 2.SOoío 2
7-A lot ofdifficult 5.63oío 9 12.SOoío 10 3.75oío 3
9-Noanswer 1.88oío 3 2.50"ío 2 1.25oío 1
0- Does not a I 30.OOoío 48 I 6.25"i 13 21 .25oío 17
Mean (onl 2-7) 4.14 5.03 4.18
Standard Dev. (only
2-7 ) I .83 I .60 I .71
ANOVA: F(2, 102)-2.859, p-.062
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: General Pop. vs. Lottery: q-0.89, p-.063

Q18. Chan e in -our dail routinc Z Anal sis

No
Yes
X' Analysis: Tnvestment vs. Lottery: X' ( l, N-l57) -3.02, p~.10.

Gen. Po .
1 16 (73.42or )
42 (2658'ro)

Gen. Po .
I06 (67.52oío)
51 (32.48oío)

Lotter

50 (64.10"ío)
28 (35.90oío)

Lotter
46 (58.97oío)
32 (4I.03oío)

Investment
53 (67.09oío)
26 (32.910~)

investment
57 (72.I Soío)
22 (27.85oío)
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Q19. Problems with trans ortation or traffic
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotte n- 80 Imestment n- 80

I-Nodifficult 46.88"io 75 43.75"~" 35 43J5"io 3?
2 8. I 3"'o I 3 5.00"ro 4 8.75 ~0 7
3 4.38"io 7 3.75"io 3 6.25"~0 5
4 3.75oió 6 5.00"ro 4 7.50"ro 6
5 3.75"io 6 8.75 ~0 7 3.75"ro 3
6 2.SOoio 4 3.75"~" 3 6.25"~0 5
7- A lot of difficulty 2.50"io 4 13.75"~o I 1 2.50"~0 2
9- No answer 0.63 io I 2.50"io 2 0.004io 0
0- Does not a I 27.50;0 44 13.75"~0 1 I 21.250~0 17
Mean (only 2-7) 3.83 5.09 4.00
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) 1.72 1.78 1.66
ANOVA: F(2,97)-5.324, p-.006
Tukey-Kramer Post Iloc Analysis: Gen Pop. vs. Lottery: q-1.27, p-.007
Tukey-Kramer Post Iloc Analysis: Lot[ery vs. ) nvestment q-1.09, p-.042

Q19. Problems with trans ortation or traffic ~ Analv'sis

No
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: x'' ( I, N-?371 -6.23, p~.025.
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' (1 , N-317) -6.03, p~.025.

Q20. Problem with [roublesome ncighbars or co-workers
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

I-Nodifficult 48.13"ro 77 í1.25"ro 41 SL25"ro 41
2 2.50'Yo 4 8.75"ro 7 3.75"ro 3
3 3.75"iu 6 7S0"iu 6 7.50"ro 6
4 2.50"ro 4 1.25"ro t 2.50"ro 2
5 3.13"io 5 2S0"io 2 3.75"~0 3
6 2.50"r 4 0.00"ro 0 2.50"ro 2
7- A lot ofdifficulty 1.25"~0 2 3.75"~0 3 2.50"~ 2
9-Noanswer 0.63"io 1 2.50"~0 2 1.25"~0 1
0- Does not apply 35.63"~0 57 22.50"~0 18 25.00"io 20
Mean (onl 2-7) 4.20 3.53 4.06
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.58 I .8l I .66
ANOVA: F(2,59)-0.921, p-~.404

Q20. Problems with troublesame nei hbors or co-workers ' Analvsis

No
Yes
x''Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x'(I, N-316) 3.08,p~.10.

Gen. Po . Lotterv
I 19 (74.84 ~n) 46 (58.97"ro)
40 (25.16"ro) 32 (41.03"ió)

Gen. Po .
134 (84.28~ol
25 (15.72"Iol

Lotter
59 (75.G4"ío)
19 (24.36"ro)

Invesunent
52 (65.00"~0)
28 (35.00"~0)

Invesunent
61 (77.22"ro)
I x (zz.78"i )
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2L Concerned about being loneh
Gen. Pop. n 160 Lottery n- 80 Imesunent n- 80

I-Nodifftcult 50.63~o RI 41.25~0 33 47.SOoio 38
2 3.75oro 6 2.5(1~ 2 3.75oro 3
3 I.88! 3 5.011"~ó 4 7.SOo~ 6
4 3.75 ~0 6 R.7So~u 7 S.OOoro 4
S 4.38ro 7 5.004ó 4 6.2Soro 5
6 I.2S~0 2 2.50"ó 2 1.2Soro 1
7- A lol ofdifticulty 3.13"0 5 12.50",io 10 3.7So~o 3
9- No answer 0.63oió I 2.S09-o 2 1.2So~o 1
0- Does not a Iv 3Q63~ 49 20.(10~-0 16 23.75 ~0 19
Mean (only 2-7) 4.38 4.03 4.18
Standard Dev. (only
2-7 ) !.72 I.72 1. S 9
ANOVA: F(2,77)-1.867, p-.162

Q2L Concerned abou[ bein lonelv Z Anahsis

No
Yes

X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( l, N-2.?7) : 10.16, p~.01.
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Invesunent X' ( I, N-23N) -2.89,p~.10.
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Al l Victims: X' 11, N-3161 -8.48, p~.O l.

22. Lceal problems

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 lmestment n 80
I-Nodifficult 49.3R`~o 79 46.25"ió 37 53.75oIo 43
2 I.R8"~o 3 3.75oro 3 3.7Soro 3
3 3.7500 6 3.75 ro 3 1.25"~o I
4 0.63"ro I 0.00"~ 0 3.75oro 3
5 1.25 ió 2 7.50"~0 6 2.SOoro 2
6 O.OOoro 0 2.50"ro 2 1.2Soro t
7- A lot ofdifficult 1.88"'0 3 625oio 5 S.OOoio 4
9-Noanswer 0.63~b I 2.SOo~o 2 L2Soio 1
0- Does not a pl 40.63"ó 6S 27500~0 22 27.SOoió 22
Mean (onl 2-7) 3.93 4.84 4.64
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) I .83 L83 I .9S
ANOVA: F(2,45~1.052, p .358

Q22. Le al Problems Z A 1'

No
Yes
X'Analysis Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X'( I, N-237) -9.49,p~.01.
x'- Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Inveshnent x' (1, N-23B1 -3.39, p~.10.
X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X'(I, N-3161-8.23. p~.01.

Gen. Pop.
130 (R I .76oió)
29 (1 R.24~o)

na vsts

144 (90.574~6)
Gen. Po .

lg (9.430~)

Lotterv
49 (62.82ro)
29 (37.18oro)

Lo[tcr
59 (7S.64oro)
19 (24.36`~ól

Invcsunem
S7 (72.1 Soio)
z2 (2~.xs~á

Invcstmcnt

65 (82.28 ~ó)
14 ( 17.720~0)
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23. ~tinor violations of thc law
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotte n- 80 Investment n- 80

I-Nodifficult 48.75;~0 78 58.7500 47 53.75"~6 43
2 I.25oio 2 I.250~0 1 S.OOoro 4
3 0.63oio I 2.50oro 2 O.OOoro 0
4 1.88"~0 3 O.OOoro 0 0.00"Io 0
5 0.00"~0 0 2.50"ó 2 O.OOo~o 0
6 0.009ó 0 O.OOor 0 QOOoro 0
7- A lot ofdifficulty O.OOo~o 0 1.250~0 1 O.OOo~o 0
9- No answer 0.63oió 1 2.50ro 2 I.25oro 1
0- Does not a I 46.880~0 75 31?50~0 25 40.00"~0 32
Mean (only 2-7) 3.17 4.17 2.00
Standard Dev. (only
2-7 ) 0.98 I .83 0.00
ANOVA: F(2,13)-3,40, p-.065
Tukey-Kramer Post I foc .Analysis: Lottery vs. Investmenr. q-2.17, p-.054

Q23. 11inor violations of thc law ' Analvsis

No
Yes

No signi~icunt diJJerencesJoeo~d behti~een mir grnups.

24. Death of a spouse or partner
Gen. Po . n- l60 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

I-Nodifficulty 36.25oió 58 32.SOoó 26 4ZSOo~o 34
2 0.63oió I 1.25"~0 1 3.75"~0 3
3 0.63o~u I 3.750~0 3 Q00`ro 0
4 0.63oiu I O.OOor 0 I.25oro 1
5 0.63 ro 1 I.25oro 1 1.25or 1
6 O.OOoió 0 3.75oió 3 O.OOoio 0
7- A lot of difficult 5.630~ 8 17.50"~0 14 S.OOo~o 4
9- No answer 0.630~ 1 1150~0 1 O.OOo~o 0
0- Does not a 1 55.00"~o R8 38.750~0 31 46.250~0 37
Mean (onl 2-7) 5.92 6.00 4.78
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.80 1.66 2.33
ANOVA: F(2,41 )- 1.493,

Gen. Po .
153 (96.23"ro)
6 (3.770.~0)
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Q24. Death o( a s ouse or artner Z Analvsis

No
Yes
X'- Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N-137) -17.58, p~.001.
x' Analysis: Investment vs. Lottery: X ' ( I,;V-1591 -6.98, p~.O l.
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x`' ( l, N-317) -9.58, p~.01.

Gen. Po .
146 (92.410~ )
12 (7.590'ó)

Lotter

72 (92.31oro)
6 (7.69oro)

Lotter
57 (72.15"ió)
2z (27.x5oi")

Investment
75 (94.94 ~o)
4 (5.06'!~0)

Im eshnent
71 (88.75"~0)
9 (11.2s"~")
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25, peath of a close fricnd or famil~ member
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

I-Nodifficul[ 24.384n 39 27.SOoó 22 28.754io 23
2 5.00 ~0 8 I.2S"~o I 6.25"ro 5
3 6.884~ó lI 3.75"io 3 2.SOo~o 2
4 6?S"~ 10 3.75io 3 7.50"ra 6
5 8.13"u 13 IO.OOo~o 8 13.75"ro I1
6 6.25"io 10 2.50~0 2 8.75"ro 7
7- A lot of difticulty 20.00 ió 32 27.50 ~0 22 7.50"~0 6
9- No answcr 0.630'0 1 I?5"'~ I 1.2?"ió I
0- Does not a I 22.5030 36 22.50'io l8 23.75~o I 9
Mwn lonly 2-7) 5.21 5.87 4.R4
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) I .77 1.49 I .57
ANOVA: F(2.157) 3.847. p-.023
Tukey-Kramer Post lioc Analysis: Lottery vs. ínvestmene q-1.03, p-.018

Q25- Death ot a close friend or tamilv member ~ Anal~sis

(No
Yes
No siguificuur diJjerencesjowrd henveeu um groups.

26. Had a serious iniurv or illncss ~ourself
Gen. Pop. n-. l60 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

I-Nodifficult 33.75a~o 54 23.75ro 19 30.00"io 24
2 1.25"ro 2 5.00"~0 4 2.50"ro 2
3 4.38"ro 7 8.79"r 7 5.00"Io 4
4 5.00"ro 8 3.75"~0 3 5.00"ro 4
5 7.50"io 12 8.75"~0 7 12.50or 10
6 5.63 ió 9 3.75 ;, 3 12.50"~0 10
7- A lot ofdifficult 1 1.250~ l8 27.50'So 22 8.75 ~0 7
9- No answer 0.63~ I 0.00"~0 0 0.00"~0 0
0- Does not a I 30.63 ió 49 I 8.75"~o I 5 23.75~ 19
Mean (onl 2-7) 5.30 5.39 5.16
S[andard Dev. (only
2-7) I .54 1.83 I .44
ANOVA: F(2.13) 0.20Z p-.813

Q26. Had a serious in'urv or illness vourself Z Analvsis

No
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: x` ( I, N-?39Í - I O.RO, p~.01
x'-Analysis Gen. Pop. vs. Investment x'(l, N-2391-2.72, p~.10.
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' ( I, N-3191 -9.00, p~.01.

Gen. Po .
75 (47.1 Tro)
84 ~54.ffi"ró)

Gen. Po .
103 (64.78"ro)
56 (35.22"~)

Lotter
40 (50.63"ro)

39 (49.37"~ó)

Lo[ter
34 (42.50"~0)
46 (57.50",io)

Investmcnt
42 53. I G"ro)
37 (46.844io)

Invcstmcnt
43 (57.750~)
37 (46.35 ~o)
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27. Developed a condition that limits vaur phvsical activitv
Gen. Pop. n- I60 Lotter n- 80 Invesunent n- 80

1-Nodifficul[ 26.25oro 42 25.OOoió 20 23.75oiá 19
2 3.I3oro 5 S.OOoro 4 6.?Soi 5
3 9.38oro 15 2.SOo~o 2 8.75oro 7
4 5.63oiu 9 10.004io 8 11.25oiu 9
5 6.25oro l0 S.OOoro 4 I O.OOoro 8
6 5.004io 8 6.254io 5 IO.OOoio 8
7- A lot of dífficulty 1 I.88oro 19 26.ZSoro 2l 10.00oio 8
9-Noanswer 0.630~o I 1.250ó I 2.50"io 2
0- Does not a 1 31.88oro 51 I8.75oro 15 17.SOoro l4
Mean (only 2-7) 4.88 5.52 4.69
Standard Dev. (only
2-7 ) 1.74 I .73 I .64
ANOVA: F(2,152)-2.971, p -.054
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment: q-0.83, p-.056

Q27. Develo ed a condition that limits vour hvsical activitv ' Anahsis

Yes
No

X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X'(I, N-?38) -4.27,p~.05.
x' Analysis: Gen- Pop vs. I nvestment-. X' ( I. N-1J 7) -5.50, p~.05.
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' (1. N-316) -7.28, p~.01.

28. Had a scrious iniurv or illness in the famil
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotte n- 80 Investment n- 80

I-Nodifficulty 3I.88oio 51 37.SOo~o 30 27.50"~0 22
2 1250'ó 2 S.OOoro 4 3.75oro 3
3 S.OOoio 8 1.25 oio 1 6.25 oro 5
4 3.130~0 5 5.00"ó 4 2.SOoIo 2
5 8.130,~0 13 5.00"ro 4 6.25oro 5
6 4.380~0 7 I.25oro I I I.25oro 9
7- A lot ofdifficult 8.75oro 14 22.50oro 18 I 3.75oro I I
9- No answer O.OOo~o 0 2.50oi 2 0.00~0 0
0- Does not a I 37.SOoio 60 20.00"~ 16 28.75oIo 23
Mean (only 2-7) 5.16 5.59 5.29
Standard Dev. (only
2-7) I .56 I .85 1.71
ANO V A: F( 2, I I 3)-0.G40, p-.529

Q28. Had a serious i' 'll in [he familv ' Analvsis

No
Yes
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop vs. Investment: x' (1, :V-2401 -4.04, p~.05.
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' ( l, N 3181 4.7G, p~.05.

Gen. Po .
93 (58.49"ro)
66 (4 LS l ro)

n urv or t ness

I I I (69.38!0)
Gen. Po .

49 (30.63 ro)

Lotter
35 (44.30~o)
44 (S599oió~

Lotter
46 (58.97oro)
32 (41.03'~0)

Imestmcnt
33 (42.31oro)
45 (SZ69oio)

Investment
45 (56.25"'ó)
35 (43.750~)
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9. Divorce or marital se aration in the famil
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Imestment n- 80

I- No difficult 36.88 ro 59 50.00"~0 40 47.50"~0 38
2 3. I 3"ro 5 1.25"ro I 2.50"ro 2
3 0.63"ro 1 0.00"~0 0 0.00"ro 0
4 0.63"io I 0.00"i 0 1.25"ro I
5 0.63 ró 1 I .25"ro I 1.25"ro I
6 0.63 rá I I.25"ro I 2.50"ro 2
7- A lot ofdifficulty 2.50"~0 4 2.509io 2 1.250~0 1
9- No answer 0.634~o I 3.75`Yo 3 I .250~0 1
0- Does not a I 54.38"~0 87 40.00"~0 32 42.50"~0 34
Mean (only 2-7) 4.31 5.40 4.57
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 2.25 2.07 1.99
ANOVA: F(2,22)-0.467, p-.633

Q29. Divorce or marital se aration in the familv 2 Anahsis

No
Yes
No significnnt difJèrencesJound hetx~een unt~ groups.

ficulties in rclationshi with a s ouse or loved one
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Inveshnent n- RO

l-Nodifficulty 37.50"ro 60 51.25"~0 41 45.OOro 36
2 6.25"ro 10 0.00"i„ 0 8.75"ro 7
3 0.63 ro I I .25"ío 1 3.75"ro 3
4 2.50"ro 4 2.500~0 2 1.25"ro 1
5 2.50"ro 4 1.25",~o I 2.50"ro 2
6 1.88"ro 3 3.75"ro 3 0.00"ro 0
7- A lo[ of difficult 4.38"~0 7 3.75"~0 3 1.25"~o I
9-Noanswer 0.630~0 1 3.75"~0 3 1.25"~0 1
0- Does not a 1 43.75oio 70 32.50"~0 26 3625"~0 29
Mean (onl 2-7 4.34 5.50 3.14
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 2.04 I .43 I .56
ANOVA: F(2,50)-4.95, p-.01 I
Tukey-Kramer Post IToc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment q-2.36, p-.008

30. Difficulties in relationshi with a s ouse or a loved one Z Anahsis

No
Yes
No signi~currt dr~Jerences jourtd betx~een unt~ groups.

Gen. Pop.
146 (91.829~0)
13 (8.18"~ó)

Gen. Pop.
130 (81.76"ro)
29 ( I 8.24"~0 )

Lottery
72 (93.51"ro)
5 (6.49~0)

Lo[tery

67 (87.01"ro)
10 (12.99"ro)

Investment

72 (91.14"ro)
7 (8.86"ro)

Investment

65 182.28'Yo)
14 (17.72"ro)
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Q31. Problems with children or randchildren
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 lm~eshnent n- 80

I-Nodifficult 42.SOoro 68 47.SOoro 38 43.754~0 35
2 4.389~0 7 IO.OOoro 8 11.25oiu 9
3 2.SOoro 4 I25o~o l 3.75oro 3
4 4.380~0 7 6.25oio 5 S.OOoro 4
5 4.38oro 7 2.SOoiu 2 3.75oro 3
6 1.88oiu 3 1.25oro 1 2.SOoro 2
7- A lot of difficulty 4.38or 7 L25oro 1 1.25oro 1
9- No answer 0.630~0 l 3.75oi 3 L25o~o I
0- Does not a I 35.OUo~o 56 26.250~0 21 27.SOo~o 22
Mean (only 2-7) 4.46 3.44 3.50
Standard Dev.(only
2-7) 1.77 I.58 I.60
ANOVA: F(2,72)-3.204, p-.046
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Invesnnent q-0.96, p-.098

Q31. 2 Analtisis

No
Yes
No signiJicunt d~erences fómtd behveen artv groups.
Q32.1-Q32.5 How concerned are you about having enough money to pay for...?

32.1 Health care expenses includine prescription drues
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

L Concemed 31.88oro 51 30.OOoro 24 31.25oro 25
2. Somewhat
concemed 16.880~0 27 I S.OOo~o 12 17.SOo~ 14
3. Not too concerned 13.750~0 22 30.OOoio 24 18.750~o I S
4. Not at all
concemed 37.50oio 60 22.SOo~o 18 32.SOoio 26
5. No Answer O.OOo~o 0 2.SOo~o 2 O.OOo~ 0
Mean (no answer
exduded) 2.57 2.46 2.53
Standard Dev.(no
answer excluded) 1.28 1. ] 6 1.24
ANO VA: F(2,3 I 5)-0.197, p-.822

32.2 An emereencv expense
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

l. Concemed 27.SOo~o 44 32.50"~0 26 IS.OOo~o 12
2. Somewhat
concemed 25.630~0 41 25.OOoio 20 25.OOo~o 20
3. Not too concerned 15.630~0 25 23.750~0 19 21.25o~a 17
4. Not at all
concerned 30.OOo~o 48 18.750~0 15 36.25"~0 29
5. No Answer 1.25"~0 2 O.OOo~o 0 2.50"~0 2
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 2.49 2.29 2.81
Standard Dev.(no
answer excluded) 1.19 I.12 1.1 1
ANO VA: F(2,313 )-4.1 17, p-.017
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Invesunent q-0.52, p-.013

Gen. Po .
124 (77.99 ro)
35 (22.Oloro)

Lotter
59 (76.62oro)
18 (23.38oro)

Investment
57 (72.150~0)
57 (27.850~0)
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32.3 Someone to take care of ~'ou as rou aQc
Gen. Pop. n 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

LConcerned 24.38~ 39 27.SOeó 22 26.250~0 21
2. Somcwhat
concerned 21.25oio 34 16.25oio 13 22.SOoiá 18
3. Not too concerned 17.í0o~ 28 31.25oio 25 I S.pOoió 12
4. Not at all
concerncd 36.25oio SR 22.SOoio I8 36.250~0 29
5. No Answcr 0.63"~0 1 I?5"'ó 2 (1.00"ó 0
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 2.66 2.50 2.61
Standard Dev. Ino
answer excludedl 1.21 1.14 1.23
ANOVA: Ff2,314)-0.472, p-.624

Q32.4 Monthly' costs such as electricity, utilities, heating and cooling, telcphone, grocery bills

and food
Gen. Pop. n- l60 Lottery n- RO Invesunent n- 80

I. Concerned 26.880~ 43 32.SOo~o 26 22.50"~o I R
2. Somcwhat
concerned 18.13"ó 29 16.250~0 13 23.750~0 19
3. Not too concerned 18.750~0 30 27.50"~ó 22 20.OOo~~ 16
4. Not at all
concemed 36.ZSo~o SR 22.SOo~o 1R 33.75"~0 27
5. No Answer 0.00"~0 0 1.2í ~o I O.OOo~o 0
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 2.64 2.41 2.65
Standard Dev. (no
answcr excluded) 1.23 1.17 1.17
ANOVA: F(2,316)- 1.200, p-.303

32.g 11aÍOr rcnairs such as replacin~ thc roo(or car rcpairs
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 fnvesUnent n- 80

L Concerned I8.13o~0 29 2R.75i 23 13.75".in I 1
2. Somewhst
concerned 20,63oió 33 R.75;-0 7 28.75ió 23
3. Not too concerned I 9.38oió 31 23.750~0 19 21.25 ~0 17
4. Not at all
concerned 3R.75o~0 62 32.í0o~o 26 35.00"io 28
5. No Answer 3.13or 5 6.25oro 5 L25oio l
Mean ( no answcr
excluded) 2.81 2.64 2.78
Standard Dev.(no
answerexcluded) 1.16 1?5 1.08
ANOVA: F(2,3(16) 0.878, p-.561

Q33. During the last 3 years has your financial situation been getting better, worse, or has it
staved the same~

Gen. Pop. n 160 Lottery n- SO Imestment n- 80
I. Better 25.63"ó 41 20.00`!ó Ib 20.004~0 16
2. Worse 21.ZSoiu 34 33.750~0 27 23.75'~0 19
3- ~lhiiut thc samc 53.1 3"t, RS 43.7io,-o 35 55.00"io 44
1~'~i:~n.~~~~r ut~t~`~~ ' 0 2.509-u Z L25oro I

No crnnh~sis done crt Ihi.c point.
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Q34. Suppose your life remained on the same course it is now. Thinking ahead to three }ears
from now, how do you think your income will compare to your income today? Do you think it
will be...?

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80
I.Muchlower 7.50~ 12 SAO~o 4 2.50"0 2
2. Sli htl lower 10.63oro 17 I8.75"~o IS 16.250~0 13
3. About the same 44.38oro 71 4ZSOoro 38 42.SOo~o 34
4. Sli ~htlv hi her 31.880~ 51 17.SOoio 14 22.SOo~o 18
5. Much hi her I.88oro 3 3.75oro 3 13.75oro I 1
6. Don't knowirefused 3.750~0 6 7.SOo~o 6 2.SOo~o 2

Q34. xZ Analysis
Gen. Pop. Lotter Invesunent

Chan e in income 83 (53.900~0) 36 (48.650~0) 44 (56.41oib)
Income will remain
the same

71 (46.I Oo~o) 38 (51.350~0) 34 (43.590~0)

No signi~icunt diJ~er~ences ~bund hetx~een unr~ groups.

Q35. How confident are you about your ability to understand the financial information you
nced to make decision about matters like loans, credit cards, and investments?

Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lotter n 80 Investment n- 80
I. Completely
confident 28.130~0 45 IS.OOojo t2 31.250~0 25
2. Very contident 26.25"~0 42 35.OOo~o 28 33.75"~0 27
3. Somewhat
confident 28.13"~0 45 30.OOoro 24 30.OOo~o 24
4. Not very confident 13.750~ 22 12.50"~ 10 2.SOo~o 2
5. C'ompletely
unconfident 1?5;'0 2 1.25~0 1 1.250~0 1
6. No answer 2.SOoio 4 6.250~0 5 1.250~0 1
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 2.32 2.47 2.08
Standard Dev. (no
answer excluded) 1.08 0.96 0.92
ANOVA: F(2,3(17)-2.981, p- .052
Tukey-Kramer Post }íoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment: q-0.39, p-.044

Q36. When making financial decisions it is best to usualh~ rel}~ on my own judgment because
often protessionals can't be trusted

Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n-- 80 Investment rr- 80
L Stron I disa ree IO.OOoio 16 3.750~0 3 8.750~0 7
2.Disa ee 32.SOoro 52 t8.75"ro 15 31.25oro 25
3. Neither agree nor
disa ee 13.75oro 22 25.OOoro 20 2QOOoro I6
4. Agree 30.OOoió 48 32.50ojo 26 23.754io 19
5. Stron I a ee 8.75oio 14 16.250~0 13 I S.OOo~o 12
6. No answer 5.004~0 8 3.759~0 3 1.250~0 1
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 2.95 3.40 3.05
Standard Dev. (no
answer excluded) L21 1.10 L24
ANOVA: F(2,305)-3.791, p-.024
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: q-0.46, p-.017
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37. Which of the followint' statements best describes vour use of credit cards7
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- RO Investment n- 80

L Typically pay the
minimum each
month and revolve
the debt 3.75"ro 6 15.00"ro 12 1.25"ro I
2. TypicallY PaY
more than the
minimum each
month but not the
balance 24.38"io 39 22.50 ~o I R 22.50"~o I R
3. Usually pay off
my credit card bill
each month 50.63"~o RI 27.50"io 22 68.75"iá 55
4. Do no[ have a
credít card 20.63"io 33 30.00"~0 24 6.25"~0 5
5. No answer 0.63aro I í.00"~0 4 I.250~o I
Mean (only I-3) 2.60 2.19 2.73
Standard Dev.(only
I -3) 0.58 0.79 0-4R
ANOVA: F(2,249)-12.721, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop vs. Lottery: q-0.40, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post Iíoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment q-0.54, p-.000

38. W'hich of the followin2 statements comes closest to describin2 how vou save monev~
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- RO Investment n- RO

1. Don't save-
usually spend more
than income 6.25"~0 10 I 1.25"io 9 S.OOo~o 4
2. Don't save-
usually spend as
much as income 13.13"~0 21 15.00"~0 12 7.50"~0 6
3. Save whatever is
left over at the end
of the month- no
re ular lan 25.63"~0 41 28.75"~ 23 33.75"~0 27
4. Spend regular
income, save other
income 6.RR"~o II 5.00"~0 4 7.50"~0 6
5. Save regularly by
putting money aside
each month 46.25"~0 74 28.75"~0 23 40.0"~0 32
6. No answer 1.RR"~o 3 11.25"~0 9 6.254io 5
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 3.75 3.2R 3.75
Standard Dev.(no
answer excluded) 1.34 1.41 1.24
ANOVA: F(2.300)-3.36, p-.036
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Gen Pop: q-0.47, p-.036
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. ImestmenL q-0.47, p-.08R
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Q39. Please think for a minute about your personal debt on which you currently make interest
payments. I am talking about debts you partially pay off each month for things like
mortgages, credit cards, personal loans, or car loans. Would you say the amount of debt you
currentlv have is...

Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lot[ery n- 80 Investment n- 80
L More than you can
handle financiall s.00o~0 8 20.00"~0 16 3.75"~0 3
2. About as much as
you can handle
financially 33.7so~o s4 42.SOo~o 34 36.250~0 29
3. You could handle
more debt than you
currently have 27.s0o~o 44 8.7so~o 7 3L25o~o 2?
4. You do not have
an ersonal debt 33.7so~o 54 23.750~0 l9 27.SOo~o 22
s. Don't know~refused O.OOo~o 0 s.00oio 4 1.250~o I
Mean ( don't know
excluded) 2.90 2.38 2.84
Standard Dev.(don't
know excluded) 0.93 1.08 0.88
ANOVA: F(2,312)-7.859, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis Lottery vs. Gen. Pop: q-0.s2 p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment q-0.4s, p-.009

Q40. During the last year, how often have you purchased a lottery ticket of any kind from the
state lotterv where vou live?

Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80
1. Dail 1.25oro 2 2.s0oro 2 1.25oro I
2. On a weekly
basis 1s.00oro 24 8.750~0 7 Is.00oro 12
3. On a monthly
basis 11.884~0 19 IO.OOoro 8 10.00oro 8
4. Only a few times
durin the ear 16.2so~o 26 23.750~0 19 21.250~0 17
5. Only once
durin the ear 8.750~0 14 7.SOoió 6 (O.OOo~o 8
6. Never 46.2soro 74 46.2s ~0 37 41.25oro 33
7. No answer 0.630~o I L2so~o 1 1.2so~o 1
No nncr(vsis dmre nr this time.

Q41-51 People use many sources of information when they make financial decisions. Please
think of the last time you made a major investment decision and the sources you used. Before
you made that investment decision did you:

l. Talk to familv members
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Imestment n- 80

I. Yes s3.l3oió 85 s8.7soro 47 SO.OOoro 40
2. No 43.130~0 69 32.s0oro 26 46.2soro 37
3. No Answer 3.7soro 6 8.7soro 7 3.7soro 3

Q41. Talk to famih members Z.4nalvsis

1. Yes
2. No
No signiJicnnt differences Jourtd benveen um~ groups.

Gen. Pop. n- 160
8s (ss.l9oi )
69 (44.814ia)

47 (64.38oro)
26 (35.62oro)

Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80
ao (sl.9soio)
37 (48.OSoro)
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2. Talk to co-workers or friends''
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- RO Investment n- 80

l. Yes 30.63"ro 49 36?59~0 29 23.750~0 19
2. No 65.63"ro 105 55.00"~0 44 72.50"r" 59
3. No Answcr 3.75"~0 6 8.75oio 7 3.75"~0 3

Q42. Talk to co-workers or fricnds 2 Analvsis

I . Yes
2. No
x' Analysis [nvesunent vs. Lottery: X' (1, N-151)-4.1 1,p~.05.

43. Consult a financial nlanner or an accountant
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Invesunent n- 80

L Yes 36.88"r" 59 28.75~0 23 41.25"ro 33
2.No 59.3R"io 95 6L25"ro 49 55.004~0 44
3. No Answer 3.75~ 6 10.00"i 8 3.75"~0 3

Q43. Consult a financial lanner or an accountant Z Anal sis

I. Yes
2. No
No significant dijJcrencesJoturdbetrveen ant gr'onps.

44. Consult a lawver
Gen. Pop. n- I 60 Lottcry n- 80 Invesunent n- 80

l. Yes l2.SOoro 20 25.00"~0 20 18.75"ro 15
2. No 83.75"ro 134 66.25"ro 53 76.25"ro 61
3. No Answer 3.7í"~" 6 R.75"~0 7 5.00"~0 4

Q44. Consult a Iaw er z Anal~~sis

1. Yes
2. No
x'- Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: x' ( l, N-Z?71 -7.08, p~.01.
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Al) Vic[ims: X'" (1, N-303) -5.62, p~.025.

45. Consult an insurancc aQent
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Imesunent n- 80

I. Yes 13.75"~0 22 27.509~0 22 13.75"~o I 1
2. No 82.50~o I 32 62.50"ro 50 81.25"ro 65
3. No Answer 3.75~~ 6 10.00"ió 8 5.00"~0 4

Q45. Consult an insurancc a ent ~ Anal ~sis

I. Yes
2. No
X-Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lo[tery: X-(I„N-22(l -8.28.p~.0).
X' Analysis: Lottery. vs. Investment: X ' ( l, N-I48) -5.52, p~.025.
X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X`'(1. N-302) -3.25,p~.10.

Gen.Pop.n- 160
49 (31 .82"ro)
105 (68.18"~6)

Gen. Po . n- 160
i9 (38.31 "ro)
95 (61.69"ro)

Gen. Pop. n- 160
20 (12.99"ro)
I 34 (87.0 I "ro)

Gen. Po . n- 160
22 (14.29 ro)
132 (85.71"ió)

29 (39.73"ro)
44 (60.27 ~ )

23 (31.94"0)
49 (68.06oro)

20 (27.40"ro)
53 (72.60"~0)

22 (30.56"ro)
50 (69.44"~ )

Lottery n- 80

Lotter n- 80

Lot[ery n- 80

Lotterv n- 80

Investment n RO
19 (24.36"ro)
59 (75.64"~0)

Investmen[ n- 80
33 (42.86ro)
44 (57.14"ro)

Investment n 80
I 5 (19.74"ro)
61 (80.26"ro)

Investment n- 80
I I (14.47"ro)
65 (85.53"ro)
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6. Consult a stock broker
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

1. Yes 20.634io 33 8.75"ro 7 27.SOoro 22
2. No 75.63oro 121 82.SOoro 66 68.75oro 55
3. No Answer 3.754~0 6 8.75oio 7 3.75oro 3

Q46. Consult a stock broker Z Anal sis

l. Yes
2. No
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N-2171 -4.78, p~.05.
X' Analysis Lottery vs. Investment-. X' ( l, N- l Sp~ - g,69, p~.01.

7. Read advertisements
Gen. Po . n- I 60 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

l.Yes 4L25"ro 66 38.75"ro 31 37.SOoro 30
2.No 53.75oro 86 52.SOro 42 57.SOoro 46
3. No Answer S.OOoro 8 8.75oro 7 S.OOoro 4

Q47. Read advertisements 2 Analvsis

I. Yes
2. No
No signi~icant diJ~erencesfound betx~eerr anv groaps.

8. Read investment books, ma azines, or on-line news a er articles
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

1. Yes 40.630~0 65 38.75ojo 31 57.SOoro 46
2. No 55.OOoro 88 51 .25 rb 41 38.75oro 31
3. No Answer 4.380~0 7 10.00"i~ 8 3.75 ~0 3

Q48. Read investment books, ma azines, on-line news a er articles ~ Anal sis

)I. Yes
2. No
X~ Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment x'' ( l, N-149) -4.15, p~.05.
x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Inveshnen[: x'' ( I, N-130) -6.1 l,p~.025.

Q49. Read materials you receive in the mail or over the phone from sales agents that you may
not have previouslv known

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80
l. Yes 23.75or 38 30.OOoro 24 38.75oro 31
2. No 71.88oro I 15 57.SOoro 46 56.25oro 45
3. No Answer 4.38"~0 7 12.SOo~o 10 S.OOo~o 4

Q49. Read materials you receive in the mail or over the phone from sales agents that you may
not have reviouslv known Z Analvsis

2. No
I. Yes

X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Investment x''(1, N-?29)-6.14,p~.025
x'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x'(I, N-199) -5.74,p~.025.

Gen. Pop. n- 160
33 (21.43oIo)
121 (78.57"io)

Gen. Po . n- 160
66 (43.42oro)
86 (56.580~0)

Gen. Po . n 160
65 (42.480~0
88 (57.52ro)

Gen. Pop. n- 160
38 (24.840~0)
I IS (75.16oro)

7 (9.59oro)
66 (90.4 I o~o)

31 (42.470~0)
42 (57.53oro)

31 (43.060~0)
41 (5694oro~

24 (34.290~0)
46 (65.710~ )

Lottery n- 80

Lotter n- 80

Lotter n- 80

Lottery n- 80

Investment n 80

22 (28.57oro)
55 (7l .43 ~o)

Investment n - 80
30 (39.47oro)
46 (60.53oro)

lnvestment n- 80
46 (59.74oro)
31 (40.260~

Investment n 80
69 (40.79oro)
45 (59.21or)
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50. Go to a free invcstment seminar
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- 80

l. Yes 1 1.88oro 19 17.504~0 14 23.750~0 19
2. No 83.75oro 134 72.SOo~o 58 71.250~0 57
3. No Answer 4.38oró 7 10.000ó 8 S.OOo~ 4

Q50. Go to a free investment seminar Z Analvsis

)I . Yes
2. No
X' Analysis:Gen.Pop.vs.Investment x'(I, N--1Z9) -5.81,p~.025.
x'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X''(I, N-301) -5.14,p~.025.

51. Relv on vour own experience and knowled~c
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

I.Yes 73.13'ro 117 78.750~0 63 R1.25o~0 65
2. No 21.88oro 35 8.75oió 7 15.OOoro 12
3. No Answer S.OOoro 8 12.500~0 10 3.75oro 3

Q51. Rclv on vour own ex erience and knowled e Z Anal sis

L Yes
2. No
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( l, N-21?) -5.30, p~.025.
X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X''(1,N-299)-5.15,p~.025.

Q52. When making major financial decisions about where to invest money, some people shop
around for what they feel are the best terms while others don't see the need to do this. W'hich
of the followine best describes vou?

Gen. Pop. n- I 60 Lottery n- RO [nveshnent n- 80
I. Almost no
sho ín 27.SOo~a 44 31.25o~a 25 32.50ro 26
2. A moderate
amount of sho in 45.00"~0 72 33.750~0 27 38.750~0 31
3. A great deal of
shoppin 13.75oro 22 16.250~0 13 22.SOoro I8
4. No answer 13.75oió 22 18.75'~o I S 6.250~0 5
No cmulvsis done at this Nme.

Q53. How often do you check the background qualification such as education, licenses, or
certifications of the person before vou take their financial advice~

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 lnvestment n- 80
L Done alwa s I5.00"~ 24 17.50"~0 14 20.00 ~0 16
2.Often 10.63oro 17 IO.OOoro 8 8.75oro 7
3. Sometimes I5.00 ~0 24 22.509io 18 2 L25o~o 17
4. Rarely 20.63"~ 33 3.750~0 3 17.50"~0 14
5. Never 30.63"0 49 25.00"~ 20 23.750~ 19
6- No answer 8.130,0 13 2125 ró l7 R.75o~0 7
AIo unulrsis done nt this time

Gen. Pop. n- 160
19 ( 12.420~0)
134 (87.58"~0)

Gen. Po . n-- 160
I 17 (76.970~ )
35 (23.03oro)

14 (19.44oG,)

58 (80.560~)

63 (90.00ro)
7 (10.00oro)
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Lotter n- 80

Im estment n- 80
19 (25.OOo~o~

57 (75.00 ~ )

Investment n- 80
65 (84.42oro)
12 ( I 5.58oro)



4. V1'hich of the followin~ best describes cour current emplovment status?
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lottery n- 80 lnvestment n- 80

I. Em lo ed full time 26.88"~ 43 I5.00"~0 12 22.50"~0 18
2. Employed part time S.OOob 8 2.50"~0 2 3.75"~0 3
3. Retired and not
workin 53.13"~" 8S 62.50"~o SO 48.75"~0 39
4. Retired, but not
workin rt time 9.38"~0 1 S 12.50"~0 10 I5.00"io 12
5. A homemaker 2.50"io 4 0.00"~0 0 0.00"io 0
6. Unemployed and
lookin for work 1.88"~0 3 2.50"~0 2 2.50"~0 2
7. Something else 0.00"~0 0 0.00"~0 0 0.00"~ 0
8. Don't
know-refused 0,00"~0 0 0.00"~0 0 0.00"~0 0
9. Sclf-employed 0.00i 0 090i 0 6.25"-ó S
0. Uisabled 1.~5"~~ 5.00';-a 4 1.25"~ 1

Q54. Which of the followin best describes vour current em lovment status Z.Analvsis

I . Em lo ed
2. Retired
x- Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' (1 , N-115) -5.34, p~.02S.
X'Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x'(I,N-297)-3.47, p~.10.

Q55. (If not retired) Thinking ahead to your retirement }ears how would you rate the
retirement income you expect to receive from Social security, job pension, and all other types
ofaccoun[s vou have set aside for retirement?

Gen. Po . n- 60 Lotter n-20 Investment n- 29
I. Much too low to
maintain my standard
of livin 16.67"io 10 20.00"~0 4 13.79"~ 4
2. A Iittle too low to
maintain my standard
oflivin 25.00"~o IS 35.00"Io 7 17.24"~o S
3. Enough to
maintain my standard
oflivin 40.00"~0 24 20.00"Io 4 41.38"~0 12
4. Slightly more than
1 need to maintain
m standard of livin I I.674'0 7 5.00"~o I 20.69"~0 6
5. Much more than I
need to maintain my
standardofliving 1.67~0 1 IO.OOoo 2 6.90"~0 2
6. No answer 5.00"~0 3 I 0.009ó 2 0.00"~0 0

55. How would you rate the retirement income vou expect to receive YZ Analvsis
Gen. Pop. n- 1 GO Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

l. Much too lowl a
little too low 2S (75.76"io) I I(78.57"~0 9(52.94"~0)
2. Slightly morel
much more 8(24.24"~0) 3(21.43"~0) 8(47Atí"~o)
No signi~rcam difjerences found

Gen. Pop. n- 160
51 (33.77"~)
10(1 (66.23aro) 60 (81.08"ro)
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14 (18.92"~0)

S I (70.83"~0)

Imestment n- 80
21 (29.17"ro)



Q6. I havc developed a retirement plan that will provide financial resources that go be}ond
iust rehina on social securit~

Gen. Po . m 60 Lotter n 20 Inveshnent n- 29
I. Stron I disa ec 5.00"~ 3 0.00"~~ 0 3.4íojo I
2. Disa ee 2 L67 ió 13 35.009ó 7 10.34oio 3
3. Neither agree nor
disa ee S.OOoó 3 IO.OOoio 2 3.4ioio 1
4. A ee 4QOOoió 24 20.0(1"ro 4 5í.17o,~0 16
5. Stron 1 a ee 26.67~ 16 20.OOo~o 4 37.59"~0 8
6. No answer 1.674ó I I5.00"~0 3 0.00"~ 0
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 3.63 3.29 3.93
Standard Dev.(no
answer excluded) L24 1?6 1.03
ANOVA: F(2,102)-1.570,p-313

Q57. tiow that }ou are retired, how would you rate the retirement income you receive from
Social Securitv, job pension, and all other types of retirement accounts''

Gen. Po . n 100 Lotter n- 60 Investment n- ? I
1. Much too low to
maintain my
standard of livin 15.00"ró I S 20.OOo~o 12 I 5.69"~0 8
2. A little too low
to maintain my
standard of livin 24.OOo~o 24 3g.00"ié 21 27.45'~0 14
3. Lnough to
maintain my
standardoflivin 38.OOo~o 3R 35.OOoio 21 31.37oio 16
4. Slightly more
than I need to
maintam my
standard of living I I.00'7o I 1 S.OOoio 3 9.ROo~o 5
5. Much more than
I need to maintain
my standard of
livme X otl"~, fi u 0U"„ 0 7.R4o~o 4
6. 1~u an,~~~cr a U0"~~-~--3 ~ S UO"~~ 3 Z84"~o 4

57. How would vou rate [he retirement income you expect to receive xZ Analvsis
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n 80 Investment n- 80

I . Much [oo lowl a
little too low 39 (67.24"~0) 33 (91.67"~ó) 22 (70.970~0)
2. Slightly morel
much more 19 (32.760~0) 3(R.33"io) 9(29.03"~0)
X' Analysis: Geu. Pop. vs. Lottery: x' (1, N-94) -7.39, p~.01.
X' Analysis: Lottery vs. Invesunent: x' ( l, N-67) -4.85,p~.05.
x' Analysts: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: x' ( I, N-l25) -3.68, p~.10.
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QSg, gefore 1 retired, I had developed a retirement plan that 1 thought would provide financial
resources that o bevond ' ust relvin on social securitv

Gen. Po . n- I00 Lotter n- 60 Investment n- 51
1. Stron I disa ee SAO"~ 5 6.67"~0 4 7.84"~0 4
2. Disa ee 32.00"~0 32 26.67oro l6 17.65"~0 9
3. Neither agree nor
disagree 9.00"~0 9 15.OOo-o 9 O.OOo~o 0
4. A ee 26.00"~0 26 31 .674io 19 41.18oió 21
5. Stron I a ee 24.00"~0 24 6.67"i 4 29.41 ;~0 15
6. No answer 4.OOaio 4 13.33"~0 8 3.92"~ó 2
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 3.33 3.06 3.69
Standard Dev. (no
answer excluded) I.3l 1.14 1.31
F(2,194) 3.185,p-.044
Tukcy-Kramer Post Iloc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment q-0.64, p-.032

Q59. True or false: the APR is the most important thing to look at when comparing credit
card offers

Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- HO Imestment n- 80
I. True 47.50 ro 76 60.OOoro 48 50.00"io 40
2. False 29.38"r 47 l I.25"~0 9 33.75oiu 27
3. No answer 23.13"~0 37 28.75ojo 23 16.25"io 13

Q59. True or false: the APR is the most important thing to look at when comparing credit
card offcrs X'.Analysis
C'ORRECT: True: INCORRL-CT: Fa1se~T~lo Answer

C'orrect
Incorrect
RDD vs. Lottery: x'( I,N -240)-3.337, p~-10

Investmcnt
40 (50.00~ó)
40 (50.00"ió)

U. Over a 40-vear period, which do vou think aave thc hiahcst returns?
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- 80 Investment n- RO

I. Bonds 8.75 ~0 14 12.50"ro 10 6.25"ro 5
2. Stocks 34.38"io 55 1 I.254~0 9 60.00"ro 4R
3. Bank Savings
Account 6.SSaio ll 16.2íop 13 3.750~0 3
4.1RA 18.75"ro 30 1590oro 12 10.00"~0 8
5. No answer 31.25"io 50 45.00"~0 36 20.00"~0 16

Q60. Over a 40-year period, which do you think gave the highest returns? x' Analysis
CORRECT: Stocks; INCORRECT: Bonds. Bank Savin s Account, IRA, No Answer

Correct
Incorrect
RDD vs. Lottery: X'(I,N 240)- 14.585,p~.001
RDD vs. Investmenr. x'( I, N-240)-14.292, p~.00I
Investment vs. Lottery: X''( l, N-160)-41.4512, p~.001

Q61. True or false: R'ith Compound interest you earn interest on your interest as well as ~our
principle

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80
I. True 60.63"ro 97 SO.OOo~o 40 73.75oro 59
2. False I 1.25 ro 18 I S.OOoro 12 1 QOOoro 8
3.Noanswer 28.13"~0 45 35.00"~ó 28 16.~S~o 13

RDD
76 (47.50"ro)
84 (5250"ro)

RDD
55 (34.384~0)
125 (65.63"ro)

Lotte
4ó (60.00"~0)
32 (40.00~ )

Lotter
9(11.25ro)
71 (R8.75"ro)

Investmcnt
48 (60.00ro)
32 (40.00"~0)
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Q61. True or false: With Compound interest you earn interest on your interest as well as your
principle x2 Analysis
CORRECT: True; INCORRECT: False~T~o Answer

Con ect
Incorrcct
RDDvs.Investmentx-(I,N-240) 4.03R,p~.05
Investment vs. Lottery: x''(I,N-160)- 9.564,p~.005

Q62. When an investor diversifics his or her im estments, does the risk of losing money
increase, decrease or stav about the same''

Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- RO Investment n- RO
I.Increase 15.63"ió 25 20.00"0 16 21?5á 17
2. Decrease 31.25o~b 50 12.i0":~ 10 30.00"~ 24
3. Sta thc santc '~ 50"~~ 34 35.00~ 2R 30.00"~ 24
4. No an~t~ cr '~ r„"„ ' a l 32.i0o~o 26 I R.75"~ l i

(162. When an investor divcrsifies his or her investments, does the risk of losing money
increase, decrease or stay about the same? X~ Analysis
CORRECT: Decrease: INCORRF.CT: increase, sta about the same, no answer

Correct
htcorrect
RDD vs. Lottery: x'(1,N-240)- 10.00,p~.005
Investment vs. Lottery: X'( I, N-160)-7.32, p~.01

3. True or false: M1tu[ual funds av a uaranteed rate of return
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lottery n- RO Imes[ment n- RO

1. True 24.3R"ro 39 3R.75"~0 31 R.75"ro 7
2. False 43.134ó 69 23.759~0 19 72.50"r SR
3. No answer 32.50"~0 52 37.50?0 30 I R.75"~o I S
Q63. True or false: Mutual funds pay a guaranteed rate of return xZ Analysis
CORRECT: False; INCORRC-CT: True. No answer

C'orrect
Incorrect
RDD vs. Lottery: X'(1,N-240)-R.621, p~.005
RDD vs. Investment: X'(I,N-240)- 18.471,p~.001
investment vs. Lottery: x'(l, N-160)-38.07R,p~.001

4. True or false: A no load mutual fund imolvcs no sales charQes or other fees
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- RO Investment n- RO

I. True 2fi.RR"ro 43 I R.75"~n I 5 31.25"ro 25
2. False 24.3Roió 39 35.00?'0 2R 35.00"ro 2R
3. No answer 4R.75"~0 7R 46.25"io 37 33.7ío~ 27

Q64. True or false: .4 no load mutual fund involves no sales charges or other fees XZ Analysis
C'ORRECT: False; INCORRECT: True, ;~o Answcr

Correct
Incorrect
No signiJicuru diJ,'Ji-renrec ~orrnd.

RDD
97(60.63"~)
63 (39.3R r;,)

RDD
5013 LZSo~o1
I 10 (6R.75'Yo)

RDD
69 (43.13 ~o)
91 (56.RR ~ )

RDD
39 (24.3R"i )
121 (75.G3"ó)

Lotterv

40 (SO.U04iol
40 (5(1.0(I",~ó)

Lottery
10 (12SUro)
70 (R7.SOoro)

Lot[cr
19 (23.750,6)
61 (76.25"io)

Lotter
2R (35.U0"io)
52 (65.(10"io)
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Investmcnt
59 (73.75"~á)
21 (26.250ó)

Investment
24 (3Q00"~o)
9G (70.00`ro)

Im~estment
SR (72.50"ió)
22 (27.5p"~)

fnvcstment
2R f35.00"ro)
52 (65.00"io)



Q65. What happens to bond prices when interest rates go up? Do bond prices fall, remain the
same or t;o up when the interest rates eo up?

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lot[er n- 80 Imesnnent n- 80
I. Fall 24.380ó 39 7.50"Io 6 51.25",-0 41
2. Remain the same I4.38"~ 23 12.50"~0 10 5.00"~0 4
3. Go u ' 1.25`~-; 3} ~~tl'~„ 26 16.25aó 13
4. No answer 40.OU"„ n.3 ' t- ~n~~„ ;8 27.50"~0 3~

t?65. What happens to bond prices when interest rates go up? Do bond prices fall, remain the
same or go up when the intcrest rates go up? x~ Analysis
CORRECT: Fall; iNCORRECT: Remain the same, o up, no answer

Correct
lncorrect
RDD cs. Lottery: X'(1.N-240)-9.969, p~.005
RDD cs. Investmenr X'(I,N-240)-17.344,p~.001
Inveshnent vs. Lottery: X'(I,N-160)--36.905,p~.001

b. Which do you consider to be the most important factar in selectine a loan?
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

The overall interest
rate 72.50"ro 1 16 50.00"ro 40 77.50 ro 62
The monthly loan
a ment 12.50"~0 20 25.OOo~o 20 I1.25"~0 9

No answer 15.00"io 24 25.00"~0 20 I L25"~o 9

Qbb. ~L'hich do you consider to be the most important factor in selecting a Ioan? xZ.4nalysis
CORRL-CT: Overall mterest rate; RvC'ORRECT: Monthl a ment or no answer

Corrcct
lncorrect
RDD vs. Lottery: X'( l. N-240)-1 1.86, p~.001
lnvestment vs. Lottery: X''(I.N-160}-13.089,p~.001

Q59-66 Financial Literacv C'ombincd Scores
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80

Mean Correct
Responses Q59-Q66
(Max~ 8) 3.38 2.50 4.50
Percent Correct
Responses Q59-Q66 42.27"io 31.25"io 56.25"~0
Standard Dev. 1.96 I.53 1.90
ANOVA: Ff2.317)-23.653, p-A00
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery, q-0.88. p-.001
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Investment, q- I.12, p-.000
Tukey-Kramer Post }}oc Analysis: Investment vs. Lottery: q-2.00, p-.000

Q67a. Within the last 3}'ears, has anyone ever sold or tried to sell you over the telephone what
thev claimed was a lotterv ticket, which turned out to be fakc?

Gen. Po . n- 63 Lotter n- 28 investment n-28
1. Yes 1.59"~o I 50.00"iu l4 25.00"ro 7
2. No 96.83"~0 61 46.43"~0 13 71.43"~0 20
3. No answer I.59"~0 1 3.57"~o I 3.57"~0 1

RDD
39 (24.38"ro)
121 (75.63"ro)

RDD
I 16 (72.50"ro)

44 (27.SOor)

Lotter
6 (7.SOo~o)
84 (92.509~0)

Lo[terv

4U (50.00"ro)
40 150.00"ro)

Im~estment
41 (SI.ZSió)
39 (48.75"~ )

Investment
62 (77.50~o)
I 8 (22.50"~ )
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ou o on to urchase or attem t to urchase tha[ lotterv ticket7

Gen. Pop. n- I Lottery n- 14 Investment n- 7
1. Yes 0.00"ro 0 28.57oro 4 14.29oió 1
2. No IOO.OOoó I 71.43oro 10 85.710ó 6
3- No answer O.OOoó 0 O.OOo~o 0 0.00"ió 0

(169a. ~~'ithin the last 3 years, has am'one ever lied to you over the telephone to get you
imoh~ed in an investment dcal that turned out to be honv or a scam?

Gen. Po . n- 63 Lotterv n- 28 Investment n 28
I. Yes 6.35oiu 4 SO.OOoiu 14 í3.57oiá 15
2. No 90.48"ro 57 46.430ó 13 42.86"ro 12
3. No answer 3.17oro 2 3.57oro 1 3.57oro I

vest or attem it to invest in that dcal?

Gen. Po . n 4 Lottery n- 14 Investment n- IS
I. Yes O.OOor 0 SO.OOor 7 53.22"ro 8
2. No I OQ.00~ 4 SO.OOoio 7 46.67oro 7
3. No answer 0.00~0 0 O.OOo~o 0 0.00 ~0 0

Q71a. R'ithin the last 3 years, has anyone ever called }'ou over the tclephone and tricd to

sNindle you or cheat }ou out of mone~ or propert} bv deliberatch' IvinK to you or giving }'ou

(alse mone~ information or phon~ prnmises about a produc[, scnice or lottery or get[ing you

to a for somethin ~[hat au ne~cr recei~cd or swindled ~ou in anothcr wa '?

Gen. Po . n-63 Lotter n- 28 Invesunent n- 28
1. Yes 1.594~ó I 67.86oio 19 32. l4ro 9

2. No 93.65"~0 59 28.57oro 8 64.290~0 18
3. No answer 4.760~0 3 3.570~o I 3.570~o I

t offcr"'
Gcn. Pnp. n- I Lottery n- 19 Invesunent n- 9

I. Yes O.UOro 0 21.OSo~o 4 33.33oro 3
2. No I OO.OOoro 1 78.95oro 15 66.67oro 6
3. No answer 0.00~ 0 0.00~ 0 0.00~ 0

Q67b. In the last 3 years, has anyone told you over the telephone that you had won a lottery or
could urchase tickets for a winnin lotterv?

Gen. Po . n 45 Lotter n- 27 Investment n- 26
1. Yes 13.33"ó 6 74.070~0 20 15.38 ro 4

2. No 84.44"ro 38 25.93"ro 7 84.62oro 22
3. No answer 2.22"ó I 0.00"ó 0 O.OOo~o 0

ou o on to urchase or attem t to urchase that lotterv ticket?
Gen. Pop. n- 6 Lottery n- 20 Imesunent n-- 4

I. Yes 0.009~u 0 20.00"~0 4 25.00 ~o I
2. No I 00.00 io 6 80.00~o I 6 75.OOoió 3

3. No answer 0.00!o 0 O.OOo~o 0 0.00"ó 0

(169b. In thc last 3 years, have you madc an investment in response to a telemarketing call
from a com an ~sith whom vou have not reviouslv done business?

Gen. Pop. n- 45 Lottery n- 27 Investment n 26
I. Yes O.OOo~o 0 18.520~0 5 23.08"ro 6
2. No 100.00"ro 45 8 L48"~ó 22 73.08"ro 19
3. No answer 0,004io 0 0.00"ió 0 3.850~o I
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Q70b. Now, thinking about pour experiences as a consumer aver the last 3 years, was there
ever a time vou felt ~ou were the subject of a consumer fraud?

Gen. Po . n- 45 Lotter n- 27 Im-estment n- 25
I.Yes 0.0040 0 55.56oro IS 20.OOoió 5
2. No 100.00ro 45 40.74oro I I 80.U0"ro 20
3. No answer O.OOo~o 0 3.700~o I 0.00"~0 0

Q67c Within the past 3~ears have you sent cash or a chcck or given your credit card number
ta am callers from organizations you are not personally familiar with in order to enter a
lotterv or similar contest?

Gen. Po . n- 52 Lotter n- 25 Investment n- 26
I. Yes O.OOo~o 0 16.00"ro 4 Z69oro 2
2. No 98.08"~0 51 80.00"~ó 20 92.310~0 24
3. No answer ].920~0 1 4.OO~~ó I O.OOo~o 0

Q68c. W'ithin the past 3 years have you sent cash or a check or given your credit card number
to any callers from organizations you are not personally familiar with in order to make an
im~estment?

Gen. Po . n- 52 Lotter n- 25 Investment n- 26
1. Yes O.OOo.ó 0 4.00"ro I 23.08~ó 6
2. No 98.08oro 51 92AOoió 23 76.92oro 20
3. No answer I.920~ 1 4.00"~0 1 O.OOo~o 0

Q(í9c. Thinking now about any experience you might have had within the last three years with
[elephone callers from organizations you are not personally tamiliar with, have vou felt you
were the victim of a maior scam or swindle'?

Gen. Po . n- 52 Lotter n- 25 Investment n- 26
1. Yes 0.00r 0 36.OOoro 9 19.23"ro 5
2. No 98.08oro 51 56.OOoro 14 80.77oro 21
3. No answer 1.920~0 1 8.OOo~o 2 0.00"~0 0

7Uc Would ~ou sav this scam or swindle cost vou more than SIIIOII?
Gen. Pop. n- 0 Lottery n- 9 Investment n- 5

l. Yes 0.00"r 0 33.33oro 3 60.OOoro 3
2. No OAO"~o 0 66.67 ro 6 20.OOoio I
3. No answer O.OOo~ 0 O.OOo~o 0 20.OOo~o I

DI. Record sex

I . Male
2. Female
RDDvs.lnvestmenex'(1,N-240) 7.09,p~.01
Investment vs. Lottery: x'I I,N. 1601 10.10, p~ A01

Gen. Po . n- 160
49.38`~0
50.630~0

79
81

Lot[e n- 80
42.SOo~o
57.50 io

34
46

Invesnnentn 80
67.500~
32.50 ro

54
26
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D2. ~~ould ~au dcscribc vourself as...
Gen. Po . n- I GO Lotter n SO Investment n- 80

I. Extremcly
Religious 6.25"~0 10 11.25"~0 9 6.25"io 5
2. Ver reli ious 28.13"~0 45 43.75"~0 35 32.50"~0 26
3. Somewhat
reli ious 43.75`7ó 70 3R.75"~0 31 46.25"io 37
4. Not reli ious 9.38"ió I S 2.50~0 2 6.25"ió 5
5. Somewhat not-
reli ious 2.50"~0 4 0.00"~0 0 5.00"~0 4
6. Very non-
reli ious 1.25"~0 2 0.00"~0 0 1.25"Io I
7. Extremely non-
religious 2.50"~0 4 0.00"~0 0 1.25"~o I
8. Can't choose 3.139~ó 5 2.50"~0 2 O.OOo~ 0
9. No answer 3.13"ó 5 I 25"~o I 1.25"~ I

D2. W'ould ou describe vourself as... ' Anah'sis

Religious
Non-reli ous
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: g' ( I, N -?l01-5.83, p~.025.
X' Analysis: lnvesanent vs. Lottery: X~ ( I, N l49) G.34, p~.025.

t is vour current a e?
Gen. Pop. m 160 Lotterv n- RO Investment n- RO

L 45-54 R.75ojó 14 10.00"ro 8 18.75"ro I S
2.55-64 42.50"ro 68 I5.00"~0 12 20.00"ro 16
3.65-74 21.25"io 34 26.254~0 2l 28.75"~0 23
4. 75 or older 26.25"~0 42 47.50"~0 3R 30.00"~0 24
5. No answer 1.25"~0 2 I.25"~o I 2.50"~0 2
Mean ( no answer
excluded) 2.66 3.13 2.72
Standard Dev. (no
answer excluded) 0.97 1.02 I.10
ANOVA: F(2. 312)-S.R60, p-.003
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop vs. Lottery: q-0.47, p-.002
Tukey-Kramer Post floc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment: q-0.41, p.032

D4. Are you currently married, living as married, divorced, separatcd, widowed, or have you
never been married?

Gen. Pop. n- I fi0 Lottery n- 80 Invesunent n- 80
l. Married 45.00"io 72 30.OOo~ó 24 65.00"ro 52
2. Livin as married 3.13 ~0 5 2.í0o6 2 2.50"io Z
3. Divorced 17.SOoá 2R 17.50"ió 14 6.25"~0 5
4. Se arated I.25"~0 2 I.25"~o I 0.00"~0 0
5. Widowed 27.50"~0 44 41.25"~ 33 20.00"~0 16
6. Never married 5.00"~ó 8 3.75"~0 3 6.25"~0 5
7. Refused 0.63 ~o I 3.75"ió 3 0.00"ro 0

Gen. Po .
125 (92.59"iol
10 (7.41"ió)

Lot[crv
75 ( I OOo~o)
0 (0.00"~ )

lnvesunent
68 (91.89"i~o)
6 (7.41"~0)
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D4. Are you currently married, living as married, divorced, separated, widowed or have }ou
never been married? XZ,lnalvsis

Gen. Pop. Lottery Im~esunen[
Married~ Living as 77 (48.430~0) 26 (33.770~0) S4 (68.3Soio)
Married
Divorced~ 82 (Sl.S7oro) Sl (66.23oro) 2S (3 L65oro)
SeparatedhVidowedl
Never Matried
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N-23h) -4.53, p~.OS.
x' Analysis: Geo. Pop. vs. Im~estment: x' ( l, N-13N1 -8.47, p~.01.
X' Analys~s: Investment vs. Lottery: X~ ( I, N- I561 --18.67, p~.001.

Dg, ~ncluding yourself, what is the total number af people who live in this houschold?
Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- RO

l.One 36.880~o S9 48.750~0 39 28.7Soro 23
2. Two 45.63oro 73 38.75oro 31 47.SOoro 38
3. Thrce 6.880~0 1 I 3.75oro 3 I(1.00oro 8
4. Four 4.38~0 7 6.25oio S 6.25"ro S
5. Five or more S.OOoi 8 O.OOoio 0 7.SOoIo b
6. Refused 1.250~0 2 2500~0 2 O.OOoro 0

D5. Including yourself, what is the total number of people who live in this household? xZ
Analvsis

Gen. Pop. Lottery Investment
Livin Alone ( One) 59 ( 37.340~0) 39 ( SO.OOo~o) 82 (2R.75oio)
Living w~One or 99 ( 62.660~0) 39 ( SO.OOo~o) S7 (71.250~ )
More ( Two-Five or
more) I
X' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X- ( I, N-236) -3.45, p~.10.
X' Analysis: Investment vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N-1561 -7.48, p~.O l.

D6. W'hat is the hiQhest level of education that vou have comuleted?
Gen. Pop. n- 160 Lotte n- 80 Investmem n- 80

I.Lessthan high
school 6.88"ro II 8.75oio 7 2.SOoro 2
2. l~igh school or

uivalent 27.S09~o 44 37.SOoro 30 17.50oro 14
3. Some college or
technicaltraining
be ond hi h school 26.880~0 43 22.500~0 18 26.2So~o 21
4. College gradua[e
(4 ear) 18.13"ro 29 17.SOo~o 14 26.250~0 21
5. Post-graduate or
professional degree 17.SOo~o 28 12.SOo~o 10 26.250~0 21
6. Refused 3.13oio 5 L25o~o I 1.2Soro I
Mean ( refused
excluded) 3.12 2.87 3.57
Standard Dev.
(refuse~ excluded) 1.21 I i~i ~ 1.14
ANO VA: F( 2,3 I 0)-7.034, p-001
Tukey-Kramer Post Hoc Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Investmenr. q-0.4S, p-.01 R
Tukey-Kramer Post Floc Analysis: Lottery vs. Investment-. q-0.70, p-.001
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D7. Arc }ou of Hispanic or Latino bacl:ground, such as ~texican, Puerto Rican, Cuban or
some othcr Latin American bacl:around?

Gen. Po . n- I60 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80
I. Yes S.OO~io 8 7.50ró 6 5.00"ío 4
2. No 93.75"ió I50 88.754~ó 71 95.OO~o 76
3. Don't know~Rcfi,scd 1.25oa 2 3.75"ió 3 0.00?io 0

D7. Are ou His anic or Latino bac round'! Z Analvsis

Ycs (His anic)
No (Not-tlispanic)
No .rigni~kunr diJ~i~renceslo,md-

D8. W'hat is vour race'! Are vou Hhite, black, :lsian or some other race?
Gen. Pop. n- I60 Lottery n- 80 (nvestment n 80

1. White 86.88 ~o I 39 76.25~ 61 90.00"~ 72
2. BIacWAfrican
Anterican 8.13"ió 13 11.25"~0 9 5.00"~ 4
3. Asian or Pacific
Islander 0.00"i 0 í.00"~0 4 2.50"io 2
4. Mixed- Race 0.63aio I OAO"ío 0 I.25"io I
S.Other 1.8R"ro 3 3.75"ió 3 1.25"ro I
6. Don't
knowlRefused 2.50"io 4 3.75!0 3 0.00"ió U
D8. What is vour race? 2 Analvsis

1~'hi te
Non-white
X'' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X' ( I, N 133) -4.14, p~.05.
X' Analys,s: Invesunent vs. Lottery: X' ( I„N 157) 3.52, V~.10.

D9. V1'hat is vour annual household income before taxes last vear, in 2005?

Gen. Po . n- 160 Lotter n- 80 Investment n- 80
I. Less than áIOK 3.75"I G 7.50"ío 6 2.i0"ío 2
2. IOK-just under
20K 10.00"~0 16 28.75"ío 23 5.00"ro 4
3. 20K-jus[ under
30K 1 L88"ío 19 16.25"ío 13 I 1.25"ro 9
4. 30K-just under
40K 12.50"ío 20 8.75"ío 7 13.75"ío II
5. 40K-just under
SOK 6.88"~o Il 6.25"ío 5 3.75"~0 3
6. SOK- just under
75K 12.50 ió 20 6.25"ío 5 13.75"ío 1 I
7. 75K or more 14.38 ~0 23 2.50"ío 2 27.50"ió 22
8. Don't knowírcfLsed 28.I3!o 45 23.75",~0 19 22.SOI 18

D9. VVhat is vour annual household income before taxes last vear'! '' Anal ~sis

Under 530,000
Ovcr 530.000

x' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. Lottery: X~ ( I,:~' l 76) -17.63, p~,.001.
X'Analysis Investment vs. Lottery: x'(I,,N-1231-24.66,p~.001
X'' Analysis: Gen. Pop. vs. All Victims: X' ( I, N-23X1-2.80, P~.IO.

Gen. Po .
8 (S.OÓ",4~)

I í0 (94.94"6)

Gen. Po .
139 ( 89.10 ro)
17(10.90'~)

Gen. Pop.
41 (35.65"ío)
74 (64.35"~ )

Lotter
6 (7.79"~ )
71 (92't"'ó)

Lotter
61 (79.22"~0)
16 (20.78ro)

Lottery
42 (68.850'„)
19 (3 I .I Soió)

Investmcnt
4 ( 5.00 ió)
76 (95.00"~ó)

Im cstmcnt

72 (90.00"ío)
8 (10.00'?ío)

Investment
I S (24.19"ío)
47 (75.81 "i )
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APPEtiDIX 6:
Survey 2: Annotated Survey

Unless otlrerxise nnled- RUD n-?iX; Viclim n-l?S

S2a. Do vou invest in a retirement plan like a 401K or IRA~
RDD Victims Combined

Raw tf Percentage Raw ii Percentage Raw ti Percentage
Yes 197 76.36"'0 91 72.8000 2RR 75?Oaio
No 60 23?6i 3a '7.209~~ 94 34-Sd"-í~
NotSure I 0.390~0 0 ~ n1i1r'~~ ! tt't,~~~,
X' Analysis: No[ significant

Ql. In the last 12 months have you bought or sold...
Parlicipunts nho onsuered )~S to these ur~estions indicated in tuble.

RDD Victims C'ombined
Raw Jt Percentage Raw t! Percenta e Raw t1 Percentage

Stocks 86 33.33"~a 53 42.404~0 139 36?9"io
Bunds 41 15.89"~0 14 11.204~0 55 14.36"~0
Mutual
Funds

81 31.40",io 42 33.60"ió 123 32.114~0

Annuities 29 11.24"~o á 6.40"~0 37 9.66"~0
}{ed e Funds 2 0.78"ro 0 O.OO~ió 2 0.52"ro
Shares in an
investment
Partnershi

18 6.98"~0 14 I 1.200~0 32 8.36"~0

Options or
Futures

10 3.88"~0 9 7.20"~0 19 4.96"~0

Insurance for
investment

U OSeS

9 3.49"~0 3 2.40"~0 12 3.13"~0

X'Analysis:Victimsvs.RDD-Stocks:X'II,N--383) 3.014,p-.083
All other x' Analyses were not significant. lNore, did not rrur ~or Hedge Funds. becuase oJ
insu~Jicient N).

2. In eneral, how knoNled eablc would vou sav vou are about imes[in ?
RDD Victims Combined

Raw it Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e Raw i1 Percenta e
Extremely
knowled eable

5 1.94"~0 3 2.40"~0 8 2.O9"io

Very
knowled eable

22 8.53"ro 17 13.60".~0 39 10.1 S"ro

Somewha[
knowled eable

144 55.81"~0 66 52.80"~0 210 54.83"~0

Not that
knowled eable

55 21.32"ro 28 22.40"ro 83 21.67"ro

Not at all
knowledgeable

32 12.40"ro I U R.00"io 42 10.97"~0

Not sure 0 0.00"ro I O.RO"ro I 0.26"ro
r-tesr r1360)-1.426,p- .155
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Q3. Do you imest directlc yourself, through a retirement plan, or through someone such as a
stock broker, financial planner or investment advisar?

RDD Victims Combined
Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw St Percenta e

Direcdy~Self 86 33.33ó 63 50.40"~0 149 3R.90"Io
Retirement Plan I 14 44.19"~ 59 47.20"~0 173 45.17 io
BrokedPlanner 140 i4.26'~ SS 68.00"io 225 5g-79o~
Not sure 1 I 4.26ro I 0.80"ro 12 3.13"ro
Refused 40 15.50"io 9 7.20"ro 49 12.79"~0

How many~ different methods (self, retirement plan, broker~plannerJ ofinves(ing does each
respondenlnse'l

RDD Victims Combined
Raw ~t Percenta e Raw ii Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

0(Not sure or
Refused
above)

51 19.77"io 10 8.00"~0 61 15.93"~0

I method 114 44.19"~0 54 43.20"~" 16R 43.K6"~"
2 methods 53 2(1.54"io 30 24.00"ro R3 21.67"ro
3 methods 40 I5.50"ro 31 24.80"io 71 18.54"ro
MEAN I .32 I .6G L43
t-tcst: r(381 )-3.246,p .001

Q4. Have you ever checked the background of a stock broker, financial planner, investment
advisor, or other financial services provider to see if Ihey are registered with a na[ional or local
securities reaulator before vou hired them?

RDD (n-140) Victims ( n-85) Combined (n-225)
Raw 7! Percenta e Raw it Percen[age Raw ft Percentage

Yes 45 32.14"ro 31 36.47"ro 76 33.789~0

No 93 66.43"ra 54 63.53"ro 147 65.33"ro
Not Sure 2 1.43"Io 0 0.O0"~0 2 0.89"~0
x' Analysis: Not significant
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(~ta. If 1'0, whv not'
RDD(n-93) Victims(n-54) Combined(n-147)

Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw q Percenta e
1 don't know 4 4.300~0 4 7.41 oió 8 5.440~0
where to get that
information
I trust hirrtrher 37 39.780~0 26 48.1 So~o 63 42.86"'0
Not sure 6 6.454~0 2 3.70oro 8 5.44"ó
Never thought 7 7.530~0 4 7.41 ro 11 7.48oio
about it
They were 9 9.68oro 4 7.4loro 13 8.84oro
recommended
They were a 12 12.900~0 10 18.520~0 22 14.974~0
big~reputable
company
No time 1 1.08oro 2 3.70ora 3 2.04oro
Didn't feel need 7 7.530~0 1 1.850~0 8 5.440~
to
Through my 4 4.304~o I 1.85oro 5 3.40~o
employer
Brokedplanner 4 4.300~0 0 O.OOo~o 4 2.720~0
told mc there
were no problems
I do not work I I.08"~0 0 O.OOo~o I 0.680~0
with broker
Other I I A8oro 0 0.00"~o I 0.68or

Q5. Have you ever checked to see if they have broken any laws or rules related to their
profession before you hired them?

RDD (n-140) Victims (n-85) Combined (n-225)
Raw St Percentage Raw t1 Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

Yes 25 17.860~0 16 18.82"ió 41 18.220'0
No lll 79.29or 68 8QUOo-ó 179 79.56oio
NotSure 3 2.140~o I I.ISoa 4 I.7R4~o
Refused 1 0.710~0 0 0.00`'io I 0.44~0
X-Analysis: No[ significant
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a. If 10, whv no[7
RDD (n- I 11) Victims ( n 68) Combined(n-179)

Raw tt Percen[a e Raw il Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
I don't know 0 0.00"~ó 4 5.R8"~ó 4 2.23"Io
where to get that
information
I trust hirrtlher 48 43.24"i 36 52.94~0 84 46.93"io
Not sure ë 721 "~0 2 2.94"ió 10 5.59 ió
Never thought 18 16.22"ió 9 13.24 ~0 27 15.84~
about it
They were 10 9.01"~0 4 5.88"~0 14 7.R2"~o
recommended
They were a 12 10.81"~0 8 735"~0 20 I I.17"~0
bigJreputable
company
No time I 0.90"ó I 1.47"ió 2 1.12"~0
Didn't tèel need 5 4.50"~0 3 4.41"~0 8 4.47~0
to
Through my 3 2.7U"ro I 1.47"r 4 2.23"ro
employer
Brokerlplanner I 0.90"á 0 0.00"~o I 0.56"~0
told me there
were no problems
I do not work I 0.90"~0 0 0.00"~0 1 0.56"~0
with broker
Other 2 1.R0"ió 0 0.00"ió 2 1.12"ro
Didn't hire thcm 2 I.RO"~o 0 OAO"~o 2 1.12"~0

Q6. Thinking about bonds, stocks, IRAs or a bank savings account, which do you think would

ield thc hi hest return in a 40- ~ear eriod.
RDD Victims Combined

Raw N Percenta e Raw á Percenta e Raw tl Percenta e
Bonds 31 12.01"ió 20 16.00"ia 51 13.32"io

Stocks 125 48.45"ro 70 56.OOoro 195 50.910~0
Bank Savings
Acccoun[

6 2.330~0 2 1.60"~0 8 2.09"io

1RA 53 20.54"iu 17 13.60"ió 70 18.28oió
Not sure 39 15.12"ro 16 12.80"ro 55 14.36"ro
Refused 4 1.55"ro 0 O.OOro 4 1.04"~0

Overall cortect
( Stocks)

125 48.45"~0 70 56.00"~0 195 50.91"~0

Overall
incurrect(any
other answer)

133 51.50"ro 55 44.00"ió 18R 49A9"ro

X'Analysis: x' (I, N-383)- 1.921,p-.166
Not.rignilicunt; tre:nd that victims score bet(er dwn non-victims
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Q7. When an investor diversifies their investments, do you think the risk of losing money
increase, decreases or sta~s about the same7

RDD Victims Combined
Raw tt Percenta e Raw tJ Percenta e Raw t! Percenta e

Increase 38 14.73oio 20 16.OOo~o 58 15.144io
Decrease 119 46.12"~0 67 53.600~0 186 48.560~0
Stay the same 72 27.91oio 27 21.60oro 99 25.8íoio
Not sure 26 I O.OSoro I 1 8.80oro 37 9.66oio
Refused 3 1.16oro 0 O.OOoro 3 0.78oro

Overall correct
(decrease)

I 19 46.120~0 67 53.600~o I 86 48.560~0

Overall
incorrect(any
other answer)

139 53.88"ro 58 46.40oro l97 51.44oro

X'-Analysis:X'(I,N-383Y 1.884,p-.170
No1 signi~icwn: rrend thu! rictinrs score hetter thcur nar-victims

QBa. True or false: With compaund interest yau earn interest on your interest as well as your
principle.

RDD Victims Combined
Raw ti Pcrcenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw ii Percenta e

True 211 81.78oi 104 83.20oro 315 82.25or
False 30 I t.63oro 13 10.40"ro 43 I 1.23oro
Not sure 17 6.59oro 8 6.40oro 2S 6.53oro

Total correct
(true)

21 I 81.780~0 104 83.200~0 3 I 5 82.25"~0

Total incorrect
(any other
answer

47 18.220~ 2l 16.800~0 68 17.750~0

x' Analysts: X'' ( I.,N-383 )- 0.1 16, p-.734

8b. True or false: `1utual funds pav a s'uaranteed ra[e of return.
RDD Victims Combined

Raw ti Percentage Raw it Percentage Raw it Percentage
Tme 48 I 8.600-~ 17 I 3.60 ro 65 16.970,~0
False 182 70.540~ 98 78.40oro 280 73.11"r
No[ sure 28 10.58oro 10 B.OOo~o 38 9.92oro

Total correct
(false)

182 70.540~0 98 78.40~0 280 73.1 l o~o

Total incorrect
(any other
answer

76 29.460~0 27 21.600~0 103 26.890~0

X' Analysis: X' ( I, N-383 )- 2.644, p-.104
Not signifirunt: trend thnt virtines score better thun non-r~ictims
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Q9. After 1 read the following four short statements, tell me Nhich ONE you think best
describes a no-load mutual fund:

RDD Victims Combined
Raw tl Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

It carries no 94 36.43"~0 44 35.20 ~0 138 36.03"i"
fees
It carries no 46 17.83"~0 28 22.40"~0 74 19.32"io
sales char es
It is not high 15 5.81"~0 4 3.20"~" 19 4.960'0
risk
It has no time 29 1 1.24"~0 18 14.40"~" 47 12.27"~0
Ilnllls

regarding
buying or
sel I in
Notsure 73 2R.29~o 31 24.80~" 104 27.15`~0
Refused 1 0.39"r" 0 0.00"ro I 0.26"ió

Total correct 46 17.83"~0 28 22.40"~0 74 19.32!0
(carries no
sales charges)
Total incorrect 212 82.17"~0 97 77.60"~0 309 80.684io
(all other
answers)

X- Analysi s: X- ( l, N-383)- 1.128, p-.288
Not signircant: n-end thut I~ictims score bztter tlran rron-victinrs

Q10. In your opinion, when interest rates go up, do bond prices typically fall, remain the
same, or eo uo when interest rates ao uo'

RDD Victims Combined
Raw t~ Percentage Rawlt Percentage Raw tt Percentage

Fall 105 40.70"ro 55 44.00"ro 160 41.7R"ro
Remaín the
sa me

27 10.47"~0 l3 10.40"~0 40 10.44"ió

Go u 83 32.17"ro 36 28.80"r" 1 19 31.07'r"
Not Sure 42 16.28"ro 21 I 6.80 ro 63 16.45 ro
Refused 1 3.RR"ro 0 0.00"ro 1 0.26"~0

Total correc[
(fall)

105 40.70"~" 55 44.00"~0 160 41.78"~0

Total incorrect
lall other
answers)

153 59.30"~" 70 56.00"~ 223 58.22"~0

X' Analysis: x` ( I, N-383)- 0.378, p-.539

-010 Financial Literac~ Combined Scores
RDD Victims Combined

Mean correct ( max
-6)

3.05 3.38 3.16

Percent correct 50,830, 56,33".~~ 52.67`?„
Standard Dev- I.~; I 4 h 1.~?
t-test t(381)-1 .949, p-.052
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QI l. Have you ever made an investment that resulted in a loss of your money, savings, or the
entire investment?

RDD Victims Combined
Raw !i Percenta e Raw tF Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

Yes I 13 43.80~ 1 13 90.40"io 226 59.01 "~"
No 14S 56 ~t~"„ I 1

~-
R.RQ",4~ ISb 40.73"io

Not Surc 0 n nn~ , ~ i1.804~ I 0.26"io
X' Analysis: Victims vs. RDD: X' ( I, N-382)- 77.652, p-.000
Note, excluded not sure colunut Ji-om mmlisis, because the cell values ure below S. Including not
sure answers in dre unulysis leuds to a similur test result (p-.000l.

Q12. Why do you think this happened to you; was it because...
Purucipunts xho unsrrered YFS to drese questions indiccrted in tuble

RDD (n- I 13) Victims ( n-113) Cambined (n-226)
Raw q Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw it Percenta e

The market 96 84.96"~0 34 30.09"~o I 30 57.52"~"
took a
downward turn
You were new 37 32.74"~" 55 48.67"~0 92 40.71"~0
to investing and
didn't know
enough about
the o ortunit
Youwere 0' 0.00"~" 78 G9.03"~" 78 34S1"~"
deliberately
misled or
defrauded
it was just a bad 61 53.98"~0 81 71.68"~" 142 62.83"~"
invesnnent
'Anv individunls in rhe RDD populution who suid d7er tl~ere dc~jranded x~ere screened orn oJthe
survet~ ut the beginning. This resrdted in 4 individuals being screened otrt. .No Jirrtherdutu xws
collected on Nrese individunls.
'`All cmalvses below excluded individuuls H~Iro scrid 'not sure because dTis resulted irt cells with less
thurr i; when 'not sure' is incltrded rhe .rignificunce remains the same.
X' Analysis: Market took downward turn: X' ( l, N-225)- 71.345, p-.000
X'' Analysis: New to investing: x' ( I, N-221)- 6.901, p-.009
x'' Analysis: Market took downward tum: X' (1, N-221)- 8.395,p-.004

QI3. When did this happcn to you7 (Onlv usked to pnrticipants x~ho unsx~ered thut ther ti7~ere
misled or deJi-uuded~

Victims ( n-78 )
Raw tt Percenta e

Less than I year a o 1 I.28"~0
1 to 3 ears a o 7 8.97"io
Between 3 and 5 years ago 4l 52.56"~0
More than 5 ears a o 29 37.I8"io
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Q14. To Nhom did you report the incident~ IOrtlr u.rked to p~u-ricipn,rrs who orrs,rered rhar rhev
trcre ntislyd or dr'Írauded.Í

Victims (n-78)

Raw tt Percenta e
State regulatory agency 2 2.56"ió
Securities and Gxchan e Commission 3 3.85"ío
Police 2 256"ío
Attorne General 10 12.82o~ó

Federal Trade Conunission 2 2.56"~
Other 5 6.41 "íó
No one~did not re ort it 30 3i.46"ío
Not sure 3 3.850ó
Rcfused 3 3.85"ío
Attorney~ Lawycr 4 5. I 3"ío
It was re orted to me 17 21.79"ío

Class action lawsuit 3 3.85"~0
Federal Bureau oClnvesti ation 2 2S6~o
Better Business Bureau I I.28oio

Qlg. If you felt you had been the victim of investment ( raud, whcrc would you report the
oroblem'?

RDD (n 2581 Victims (n-47)
Raw it Percenta e Raw tt Percentage

NationalAssociationofSecurities
Dcalers

12 4.65"~0 1 2.13"~0

State re ulatory agency 8 3.10"ío 4 8.5 I"~ó
Securities and Exchan e Commission 70 27.13oío 16 34.04"~
Police 38 14.73'~0 4 8.51"io
FBi 7 2.71 ~0 0 O.OOoío
Attorne General 52 20.169io 11 23.40"ío
Federal Trade Commission 12 4.65"ib 3 6.38"ío
Better Business Bureau 24 9.30"io 0 0.00"~
Department ofFinancial Institutions 3 L 16"ío 2 4.26"ío
Friend~tàmil member 4 I.55"ío I 2.13"ío
Other 16 6.20"ío 1(1 21.28"ío
No one, would not report it 3 l.l fi"ío I 2.13"~0
Not sure 64 24.81 "ío 7 14.89"ío
Refused 3 1.16'Yo 0 O.OOoío
Attorne Ilaw er 13 5.04"ío 2 4.26"ío
Bank 4 I.55"ío 0 0.00"ío
Broker 8 3.l0oió 2 4.26"ió
FCC 4 1.55"ío 0 0.00"ío
Imestment firm 9 3.490ó 0 0.00"ío
Local overnment official 4 I.55"ío 0 0.00"ío
State overnmentlcommissioner 4 ISS"ío 3 6.38"ío
Flead of com an 6 2.33",ó 0 0.00"ío
Credit card com an 2 0.78`!6 0 0.00"~"
Look it up online 2 0.78oió 0 0.00"ío
Con essmanlSenator I 0.39"ío 0 0.00 ~o
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Comparing victim respons'es ta queslians IA 8~ I5. ilow many~ victims didldid nor report the jraud
the}~ e.rperienced compared 1a how rnany say they woulrUwnrtld not report jraud ijil happened to
them?

Victims- said they experienced
fraud ( n 78)

Victims- said they did not
experience fraud (n-47)

Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
DidiWould report 48 61.54"~" 46 97.87"~"
Did NOT~Would NOT
re ort

30 38.46"~0 1 2.13"ro

X' Analysis: x` (1, :N-125 )- 20.760, p(x1(I

Q16. Now 1'd like to read a list of a few agencies. After I'm done, please tell me which of these
agencies you think insures consumers against losses in the stock market:

RDD Victims Combined
Raw
ft

Percentage Raw
tF

Percentage Raw
fi

Percent
a e

The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

40 15.50"~0 14 I I.20"~o S6 14.62"~0

The National Association of
Securities Dealers

6 2.33"~" 2 L60"~" 8 2.09"~0

The Securi[ies and Exchange
Commission

27 10.47"~ 30 24.00"~" S7 15.40;io

The Securities Investor
Protecuon Cor oration

23 8.91"~0 18 14.40"~0 41 10.70"~0

The Depamnent of Financial
Institutiuns

4 l.55"~" 0 0.0040 4 1.04:~

All of the above 30 1 1.63"~" 21 I6.8(l':~b S I 13.3206
None of the above 104 40.3 I"~" 35 28.OOo~o 140 36.55"~0
Not sure 36 13.95"j 12 9.60".-n 48 12.53"ió
Refused 2 0.78"io 2 L60"i" 4 1.04"~~

Total correct (None ofthe
above)

104 40.31"~" 3S 28.(l0"~" 140 36.í5"~"

Total incorrect (All other
answers)

IS4 59.69"~" 90 72.00"~" 243 63.454ó

x` Analysis: X' ( I,,tV-383 )- 5.519, p-.(119
Norr-~~iclims score srgnrjicunth~ hi~her lhun riclinr.r.
Note one nort-victim unswered FDIC~irsr, urrd lhen stuted none qJrhe ubov~e. This indiridunl t,us
considered making an incarrecrunsx~er onerulL Her secorrd 'none ojtlte nbove' an.rx~er Hw.r
discnrded.
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Q17. Thinking about }our retirement years, about how much moncy do you think you need to
save to live comfortaba during that time?

RDD Victims
Raw tt Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

None 2 0.780ó I O.R04ó
Less than 25k 4 1.550~0 l 0.80ao
2ik-less than i0k 7 2.7 Lio 4 3.20"ró
SOktolessthan IOOk 9 3.49"ó 0 O.OO~o
I OOk to less than 250k 17 6.59"~0 6 4.R0"~o
250k to less than SOOk 27 IQ47"io I 1 8.80'~
SOOk to less than 750k 35 13.57 ~0 19 15.200~0
750k to Icss than I M 21 8.14"~0 9 7.20"~0
I M to less than I.SM 35 13.57"~o I8 14.40"~0
I.SM to less than 2M 15 5.81 ~0 14 I 1.20"~0
More than 2M 10 3.88"io 14 I 1.20"~0
Not sure I S 5.81?io 4 3.20"io
Refused 61 23.64"~0 24 19?0"~0

Mean 7.15 7.96
St. Dev. 2.24 2.59
r-tesr. r(277)--2.834,p-.005

Q18. Of the following possible options, which do you think would be the TOP most practical
wa for vou crsonallv to accumulate several hundred thousand dollars?

RDD Victims Combined
Raw it Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tJ Percenta e

Save something I55 60.080~0 72 5ZG04-~ 227 59.27"~
each month for
man ears
Win the lottery 17 6.59 ~0 7 5.604io 24 6.27"~0
Inherit mone 8 3.10"~0 7 5.60~ I S 3.92"~0
Find 72 27.91"ro 35 28.00"ro 107 27.944io
investments [hat
prom i se
extremely high
returns
Tv'ot sure 5 I .940~0 2 I.60 ~0 7 I.83"~0
Refused I 0.39"r" 2 1.60"~0 3 0.78a'o
X'',4nalysis: X' (3, N 373) 1.560, p-.668
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Q19. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement: to make money,
there is an easy way and a hard way. Only a select fcw know the easy way and most people do
it the hard wav.

RDD Victims Combined
Raw ti Percentage Raw it Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

Strongly
disa ee

40 IS.SOoro 13 10.40oro 53 13.84oió

Somewhat
disa ree

55 21.32"~0 17 13.600~0 72 18.80oio

Neither agree
nor disa ee

6 2.330~0 6 4.800~o I 2 3.130~0

Somewhat
a ee

92 35.660~0 50 40.00"~0 142 37A8o~o

Stron I a ee 57 22.09"~0 37 29.60oio 94 24.540~0
Not sure 8 3.l001o Z 1.60oió 10 2.61 oio

Mean 3.28 3.66
St. Dev 1.44 1.32
r-test r(371)- ?.427, p- .016

Q20. Some say that people get ahead by their own hard work, and others say [hat lucky
breaks on c~lp from other people are morc important in getting head. Which do you think is
more important- hard work, hclp from others, or luckv breaks7

RDD Victims Combined
Raw ii Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw it Percenta e

Hard work 192 74.42oi 90 72.OOoro 282 73.63oio
Luck breaks 8 3.IOo~o 5 4.OOoro 13 3.39"~0
Help front
others

20 7.75oro l i 12.OOoro 35 9.14oro

Allofthe
above

35 13.570~ 15 12AOoro 50 13.OSoio

Not sure 2 0.78I 0 0.00 ~0 2 0.52oro
Refused 1 0.39oi~ 0 0.004io I 0.260~0
X~Analysis:x'-(3. N-380)- 2.069,p .SSR
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Q21. As I read the following possible valuc ranges of investments, please stop me when 1 read
the range where the total value of ~our investments fall- please do tipT include the value ot
vour home.

RDD Victims Cmnbined
Raw tt Percenta e Raw t~ Percenta e Raw it Percentage

Less than 23 8.91"~0 14 I 1.20"~ 37 9.66"io
525,000
More than 29 I L24"~o 12 9.ólli 41 10.70"io
á25,000, but
less than
~50,000
More than 37 14.34ib 14 I I.20 ~0 51 I3.32"~0
á50,000, but
less than
á I 00.000
More than 40 I5.50"~0 13 10.4O"~0 53 13.84"~0
~100,000,but
less than
52O0.000
More than 46 17.R3"ro 24 19.20"Io 68 17.75"ió
~200,000 but
less than
~ 500,000
More than 19 7.36"~o IS 12.00"io 34 B.RR"~o
á500,000 but
less than S I
million
More than S I 19 7.36"~0 8 6.40"~ 27 7.05"~0
million
Not sure 7 2.71 ro 5 4.OOro 12 3.13"ro
Refiised 3R 14.73"~0 20 16.00"io 48 12.53"~"

Mean 3.89 3.9K
St. Dev 1.75 ~ rn
r-test-. r(31 I 1 0.406,p-.685
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Q22. In general, when someone calls you and tries to sell you something or get you to enter a
swee stakes, or make an investment, what do t'ou usualh do~ Do vou usuallv...

RDD Victims Combined
Raw it Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw il Percenta e

Hang up right 142 55.040~0 65 52.OUoio 207 54.05"io
awa
End the call at a 61 23.640~0 40 32.OOo~o 101 26.370~0
convenient
ause

Listen to hear 7 2.710~0 5 4.00"~0 12 3.13oio
more before
deciding how to
respond
Keep the caller 4 I.SSo~o 2 1.60"~o b L57"~o
un the phone
for as long as
they have
something to
say
Ask for 27 10.47oro 12 9.60oro 39 10.18oro
information to
be sent to your
home
Ask questions 4 I.SSoro I 0.80oro 5 1.31oro
Not sure U 3.4900 0 O.OOo~o 9 2.35oro
Refuscd 1 I.~S"~~ (1 O.OOoro 4 1.04oió

Q23. Thinking about calls from investment sales people, about how many calls per week do
vou eet7

RDD Victims Combined
Raw ti Percenta e Raw tl Percentage Raw tk Percentage

Don't get
an ~no calls

I 66 64.34oro 7I 56.80oro 237 61.88oro

Between I to
5 calls per
week

66 25.580~0 44 3510oió I 10 28.720~0

Between 6-10
calls

4 1.550~0 5 4.OOo~o 9 2.350~0

Morethanlll
calls

7 2.710~0 2 1.600~0 9 2.350~ó

Not sure 15 5.810~0 2 1.60oro l7 4.440~0
Refused 0 O.OOoro I 0.809ó 1 0.260,~0
X-Analysis: Not significant
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Q2J. In the past 3}'ears, about how many invitations have you received to free informational
seminars on retirement planning, estate planning, or investing which included a free meal or
eift''

RDD Victims Combined
Raw ii Percenta e Raw tl Percentage Raw ti Percenta e

None 45 17.4~3"io 25 20.00"ro 70 18.28`!~ó
I 9 3.49~ó 5 4.0(1"io 14 3.66"ió
2 to 3 53 20.5-1"~~ I R I 4.40"io 71 I 8.54 ~o
4 to 5 24 9.30"~0 9 7.20"ro 33 8.62"r
More dian 5 I I 3 43.R0"ro 64 51.20 ~0 177 46.21 "~o
Not sure 13 5.04"~0 4 3?0"ro 17 4.44"ro
Refused I 0.39"ro 0 0.00"io 1 0.26"ro

Mean 3.62 3.68
St Dev. L53 1.62
r-test: r(363)--0339,p. .735

25. How manv investment seminars have vou attended in [he ast three vears7
RDD Victims Combined

Raw tt Percentage Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

None 23R 92?9"~b 102 81.60"~0 340 88.77"~ó
1 12 4.6ï4iu IS 12.00"rn 27 7.05"ro
2 to 3 8 3.I0`!o 5 4.00"io 13 3.39"~0
4 to 5 0 0.00"~ 1 O.RO"~o I 0.26"r
More than 5 0 O.OOoo 2 1.60"io 2 0.52oió

Mean I .I I I '9

SL Dcc ~ IL39 ~ 0-'Z .

t-test: t( 3 81) --3.1 14, p- .002
No X' Ancdt'sis done on 1he Jóllowing qnestions (26-34) dne to smull number oJparticipanrs in euch
cell.
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Q26. Thinking about the most rccent free seminar on retirement planning, what was ~our
~tAIV or TOP reason tor attendina?

RDD (n-20) Victims(n-23) Combined (n-43)
Raw N Percenta e Raw tl Percenta e Raw it Percen[a e

To Iearn about R 40.OOo~o 3 13.044á 1 I 255R"ró
retirement
plannin
To learn about 0 0.00"~o I 4.350~o I 2.33oio
estate planning or
living trusts
To learn about 1 S.OOoIo 5 21.74"io 6 13.950~0
investing in
general
To learn about a 1 S.OOo~o 3 13.040~0 4 9.30oio
specific
producuservice
bein offered
To enjoy a free 3 I S.OOo~o 3 13.04"~0 6 13.950~0
meal or gift- 1
didn't plan to
mvest
For something [o I S.OOo~o 1 4.350~0 2 4.650~0
do~entertainment
CuriousiJust to see 2 I O.OOo~o 3 13.040~0 5 I 1.630~0
what they have to
sa
Other 4 20.00"io 4 17.390~0 8 18-600~

Q27. Sales tactics at seminars
a. The sales person was very friendlv to me

RDD (n-20) Victims (n-23) Combined hi 43)
Raw is Percenta e Raw k Percentage Raw tk Percentage

A ree I8 90.OOo~o 22 95.650~0 40 93.02oro
Disa ce 0 0.00 ~o I 4.35oro 1 2.33oro
Refused I S.OOoro 0 O.OOoro 1 2.33oro
Not Sure I S.OOoió 0 O.OOoro 1 2.330~0

b. The sales erson s oke with considerable authoritv
RDD(n 20) Victims(n-23) Combined(n-43)

Raw tl Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw t1 Percentag
A ree 19 95,OOo~o 23 IOO.OOoro 42 97.67or
Disagrec I S.OOoro 0 O.OOo'o I 2.33oió

c Thev claimed that the roduct had been endorsed b re utable com anies or individuals.
RDD (n-20) Victims (n-23) Combined (n-43)

Raw tl Percenta e Raw it Percenta e Raw tt Percenta
A ee 16 80.00"ro 15 65.2?0~0 31 72.09"~
Disa ec 4 ?o00~s, 3 13-04"-o 7 Ih.~B~~-
Not Surc u n IiU",~ " ~ ' L~~3"a 5 i I I 6;`~

d. The sales pcrson stated that there Nas a limitrd : unuunt nf timc to make a decision.

e
0

e
0

RDD(n-20) Victims(n-23) Combined(n-43)
Raw ii Percenta e Raw 31 Percenta e Raw it Percenta e

A ee 7 35.00"ro 7 30.43oro 14 32.56or
Disagrec 13 65.OOo~o IS 65-„0„ ~~

~
65 1'~~~,

iNot Sure 0 O.OOoio I 4. ~~" ~~
~

I
- -- -
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e. The sales person made claims about how great the product was compared to other
imestments.

RDD(n 20) Victims(n-23) Combined(n 43)
Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

Agree ll 55.OOo~o 14 60.870'0 25 58.14oio
DisaRrec 9 45.OOo~o 6 26.09"~ó 15 34.88ro
(`'ut Snrc U O.OOo~ 3 13.040~0 3 6.980~0

L 1 felt some pressure ro imest because 1 had received a free lunch~and or Qift.
RDDIn-20) Victims(n 23) Combined(n-43)

Raw tt Percenta e Raw N Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
A ree 3 I5.00"t~ 3 13.044~0 6 13.95oro
Disa ec 17 85.00"„ 20 86.96"-ó 37 86.059~0

g. The sales person drew attention to the fact that other investors in the room had decided to
invest.

RDD(n-20) Victimsln 23) Combined(n-43)
Raw tt Percenta e Raw tk Percenta e Raw k Percenta e

A ree 10 50.00i 4 17.390~ 14 32.560~0
Disagrce 10 i0.009io 19 R2.61 oio 29 67.44oro

h. The sales person was verv apQressive and applicd a lot of pressure.
RDD(n-20) Victims(n 23) Combined(n-43)

Raw k Percenta c Raw ti Percenta e Raw ti Pcrcenta e
A ree 0 O.OO:á 2 8.70"ro 2 4.65oro
Disa ee 20 100.00 io 21 91.30oIo 41 95.35"~0

Q28. Thinking about the most recent seminar you attended, were specific stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, or other investments rccommended bv the presenter or instructor?

RDD(n-20) Victimsln-23) Combined(n ~43)
Raw tt Percenta e Raw it Percenta e Raw N Percenta e

Yes 2 10.00G~ Il 47.830~0 13 30.23oió
No I R 90.OOoib I 2 52.17or 30 G9.77oru

Q29. At the time of this recommendation (specific product from presenter) did you decide to
invest in these securities?

RDD (n-2) Victims (n-1 I) Combined (n 13)
Raw tt Percenta c Raw tt Percentage Raw it Percentage

Yes 0 O.OOo~, 3 27.279~0 3 23 f1R?~o
No 2 100.00"io 8 72.72"ó 10 76.92"~0

Q30. Did you lose money, break even, or make a profit on those securities? Or is it still too
soon ta tcll?

RDU (n-0) Victitns (n-3)
Raw tt Percenta e Raw N Percenta e

Made a rofit -- -- 2 66.67"io
Too soon to tell -- -- 1 33.33;~~ ~

Q31. Thinking about the three months after the informational seminar you attended, were you
contacted bv the sponsorinQ company about investin~ or bu~in~ a product?

RDD(n-20) Victimsln 23) Combined(n 43)
Raw it Percenta e Raw t! Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

Yes 9 45.OOPio 9 39.13 ro I R 41.860~0
T~'o ll 55.00"'0 14 60.87oio 25 ?8.14"r
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Q32. :1óout how many times during those three months after the tree seminar did this
com am attem t to con[act Vou7

RDD(n-9) Victims(n-9) Combined(n-18)
Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

At least once 3 33.33oio 5 SSS6oió 8 44.44oio
About Z or 3
times

5 55.56"~0 4 45.44o~a 9 50.OOo~o

More than í
umes

I 1 l.l I"~, 0 0.00"io 1 5.560~0

Q33. In your opinion, would you describe the company sponsor who contacted you as
extremely aggressive, very aggressive, somewhat aggressive, not that aggressive, or not at all
aeeressive'

RDD(n-9) Victims(n-9) C'ombined(n-18)
Raw it Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

Extremely U 0.(l0oro 1 Il.lloro I 5.56oro
a essive
Very 0 0.00"~0 0 O.OOoro 0 O.OOoIo
a essíve
Somewhat 2 22.220~0 5 SSS6o~o 7 38.88"~0
a essíve
Not that 5 55.56oio 0 O.OOoro 5 27.78oro
aggressive
Not at all 2 22.22"Io 3 3333oIo 5 27.78oio
a~; Tressive

Q34. As a result of the sponsoring company contacting you after the seminar, did you invest in
the securitics opportunities thev recommended7

RDD (n-9) Victims ( n- 9) Combined (n-18)
Raw ti Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tJ Percenta e

Yes 2 22.22or 2 22.22oro 4 22.22r
No 7 77.78Io 7 77.78oro 14 77.78"ó

22U



Q35. `ow 1'd like to read some sta[ements that are often made b}' brokers or financial
advisors when thec are describing a potential investment opportunity. After hearing each, tell
me on a scale from I to 7 where 1 means that statement would NOT make you interested to
hear more and 7 means it w'OL LD make vou extremelv interested to hear more.

a. This investment madc hundreds of people extremelv wcalth
RDD Victims Combined

Raw u Percentage Raw ti Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
I-Not
interested to
hear more

189 73.26"~0 73 58.4U`!ió 262 68.41 ió

2 19 7.36"ro 19 l5?0'Sb 38 9.92"io
3 12 4.65"ro 7 5.60"~o I 9 4.96 ro
4 !4 5.43"io 8 6.40'!~0 22 5.74"~0
5 10 3.88"ro 6 4.80".~0 16 4.18oro
6 2 0.7R ~ó I 0.80"~0 3 0-78"in
7- Extrentely
interested to
hear more

8 3. I Ooió 7 5.60"io I S 3.92"Io

Don't know 4 I.55",~0 4 3.20"~0 8 2.09"io

Answered I
(con-ectl

189 74.41"~0 73 60.33"~0 262 69.870~0

Answered2-7
finco~.rectJ

65 2í.i9"~o 48 39.67~ 113 30.13"~0

Percer7tugesfor correcdincorrectuns~~ers excluding those who stuted 'don'r knon~'
RDD-254; n jor Victims- 121. Combined n-375
X'- Analysis 1 vs. 2-7: g' f 1, N-375 ) 7.716, p-.005

b. There is no wav to lose on this investment- it is tullv sccured

Toru! n for

RDD Victims Combined
Raw tt Percenta e Raw it Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

l-Not
interested to
hear morc

181 70.16"ro 76 60.80"Io 257 67.I0"ro

2 16 6.20"~o R 6.40"~0 24 6.27"ro
3 II 4.26"ió II 8.80'70 22 5.744io
4 19 7.36"ro II 8.80"ió 30 7.83"ro
5 15 5.81oro 6 4.80io 21 5.4R",~o
6 3 1.I 6"ro 3 2.40 io 6 I.574io
7- Extremely
interested to
hear more

8 3.10"~0 6 4.80"ió 14 3.66"~0

Don't know 5 I.94"~0 4 3.20~ 9 2.35 ~o

Answered I
lcorrecl)

I81 71.54"ro 76 62.81"ro 257 68.72"ro

Ans~~ercd'-7
(irrcnrrcc~U

72 28.46"~0 45 37.19"~0 117 31.28"~0

Percentu,~cs for correct~incorrect curst, ers ercludin,~ those k~ho stuted 'don 't knov, '. Total n for
RDD-?SJ: n for GSctims 121, Comhined n-374
x' Analysis I vs. 2-7: X' ( I, N-3741- 2.903.p-.088
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c. 1 am a reeistered broker w~th the ~ASD
RDD Victims Combined

Raw tt Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e Raw q Percenta e
1-Not
interested to
hear more

13f1 50.39"ió 53 42.40or 183 47.78or

2 3S 13.57"ro 18 14.40oío S3 13.84"r
3 3 I I 2.02oro 15 I 2.00"r 46 12.01 "ro
4 19 7.36oro ll 8.80"ro 30 7.83oió
5 25 9.69oro 13 10.40oro 38 9.92"~0
6 4 1.5 S"ro 3 2.400~0 7 I.83oro
7- Extremely
interested to
hear more

8 3.10"~0 3 2.4Uo~o I I 2.87"io

Don't know 6 2.33"~0 9 7?0"~o I S 3.92"io

Answered I
(correcr)

130 SI.S9o~o S3 45.69"ro 183 49.73"ro

Answered2-7
(incorrect)

122 48.41"~0 63 54.31"~o I85 50.270~0

Percentage.r (orcorrecr'inconect unsxrrs excluding those x~ho stuted 'don't know' Tnru! n for
RDD-2í2, rtJor Gictinu~-l16, CombAredn-368
X"Analysis I vs.2-7: X' (1,N-368)- I.IOS,p-.293

d. We onh have 3 units left on this one; if ~ou don't make a decision today, you won't be able
to aet in on this imcstment oooortunitv.

RDD Victims Combined
Raw N Percenta e Raw it Percentage Raw á Percentage

1-Not
interested to
hear more

231 R9.S3"ra 108 86.40"ro 339 88.51"ro

2 II 4.26"ro 7 S.60o~0 18 4.70r,
3 7 2.7 I oro 2 L60"u 9 2.3 Soro
4 2 0.78"ro 3 2.40oro S I.3 I"ro
S 1 0.39oro 0 0.00"Io I 0.26"ro
6 0 0.00"ro 0 0.00"ro 0 0.00"ro
7- [xtremely
interested to
hear more

2 0.78"~0 1 0.80oio 3 0.78oió

Don't know 4 1.55"~ 4 3.20"~0 8 2.090~

Answered 1
(correct)

231 90.940~0 108 89.26"~0 339 90.40"~0

Answered 2-7
(incorrectl

23 9.06"io 13 10.74"~0 36 9.60"~0

Percentuges firr correcdincorrnct nnsx~ers excltrding those x~ho stuted 'don't knox '. Totu( n jor
RDD ?S4, n Jor Vicrims-121. Conrbined n-375
x'Analysis I vs. 2-7: X'- (l, N-37S)- 0.269,p-.604
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e. The luwest return you could possibly get on this investment is 50"~o annually, but most
in~estors are makinQ upwards of 110"ío a ~ear.

RDD Victims Combined
Raw t7 Percenta e Raw J7 Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

1-Not
interested to
hear more

171 66.28"ió 65 5200"io 236 61.620~0

2 I R 6.9R"ro I 5 I 2.00"iu 33 R.62 ro
3 IS S.RI"ío 9 720"~0 24 6.27"~ó
4 I 3 5.04"ío 7 5.60"ío 20 5.22 ró
5 I3 5.04"ío 9 7.20"ío 22 5.74"ío
6 1 I 4?6"ío 7 5.60"ío 1 R 4.70~ó

7-Gxtremely
interested to
hear more

II 4.26"ío R 6.40"ío 19 4.96~0

Don'tknow 6 2.33"ío 5 4.OO~o ll 2.R7"ió

Answered 1
Icorrectl

171 67.R6"ío 65 54.17"ío 236 63.44"ío

Answered2-7
(incorrecl)

RI 32.14~0 55 45.R3oío 136 36.56"ío

Percrntnges {i~r correcdincorrectansrrerse.rclnding those rrho stated 'don 't krrorr' Totn! n Jor

RDD 151; n{or [ïctinr.c-12Q Cunrhined n 37?

X'- Analysis I vs. 2-7 X' ( I, N-372)- 6569, p.010

f. This investment roduct is re istered with the SEC and ~our state securitc a encv
RDD Victims C'ombined

Raw t1 Percen[a e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tl Percenta e
I-Not
interested to
hear more

l06 41.09"io 42 33.60"ió 148 3R.64"ío

2 27 10.47r 15 12.00"io 42 10.97"ío
3 38 14.73"ió 14 11.20"ío 52 13.58oío
4 25 9.69"r II R.80"ío 36 9.40"ío
5 3 I 12.02 ió 23 I R.404ío 54 14. I 0ro
6 10 3.88"ío 6 4.R0"io 16 4.1 R"ío
7- Extremely
interested to
hear more

12 4.65"ío 6 4.R0"ío 1 R 4.70"ío

Don't know 9 3.49oío R 6.40"ío 17 4.44"ío

Answered I
Icorrecf)

106 42.57:~0 42 35.90"ío 14R 40.44"ío

Answered 2-7
(incorrect)

143 57.43"ío 75 64.10~0 21 R 59.56"ío

Percentnges Jur correctíincorrect unswers exclading thase xho stnted 'don 7 know'. Totul n Jor
RDD -149: rrJnr Yictims I l7, Comhined n-366
X' Analysis I vs. 2-7: X' (1, N-366)-1.472 , p-.225
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g. This stock has outperformed the Dow Jones Industrial Average each year for the last 5
vears

RDD Vic[ims Combined
Raw ft Percenta e Raw ii Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e

I-Not
interested to
hear more

91 3517oro 32 25.60oro 123 32.Iloro

2 26 10.08"ro 6 4.80oio 32 8.360~0
3 33 12.79oro 16 12.80oro 49 12.79ora
4 26 IO.OSoro 15 12.(10"io 4I 10.700ó
5 44 17.OSo~o 25 20.OOoio 69 18.020~0
6 I 9 7.360~0 16 I 2.80oro 3 5 9. I 4oro
7- Extremely
interested to
hear more

14 5,439~ 11 8.80oro 25 6.53oro

Don't know 5 1.940~0 4 3.20oro 9 2.35oro

Answered I
(correct)

91 35.97"~0 32 26.450~0 123 32.89oio

Answered2-7
(incorrecU

162 64.030ó R9 73.SSo~o 251 67.Iloio

Percentngesfor correct~incorrect unswers excluding those who stuted 'don't know~' Totnl n for
RDD-253: n for {'ictims- !ZL Combined n-374
x'' Analysisl vs. 2-7: X' ( I, .M1'-374)- 3.363,p-.067

h. This investment is for a compan~ with excellent manaecmcnt and in a hiah erowth industr
RDD Victims Combined

Raw u Percenta e Raw it Percenta e Raw il Percenta e
I-Not
interested to
hear more

93 36.OSoio 33 26.40oro 126 32.90oro

2 26 I(1.08oiu 10 B.OOoro 36 9.40oro
3 44 17.050~0 27 21.60oro 71 18.54oro
4 27 10.47or 13 10.40oro 40 10.44oro
5 37 14.34"~0 22 1Z60"ro 59 15.40oro
6 17 6.59oro 9 7?0"~ó 26 6.79oro
7- Extremely
interested to
hear more

8 3.I Ooro 6 4.80oro 14 3.66oro

Don't know 6 2.33"~0 5 4AOo~o I I 2.87 ~o

Answered I
(correcQ

93 36.90"~0 33 27.SOo~o 126 33.870~0

.Answered 2-7
(incorrec'Q

159 63.I Oo~o 87 72.SOoro 246 66.130~0

PercentngesJnrcorrect~irrcorrectunswers eYCluding those who stnted 'don'1 know'. Totnl n for
RDD-252; n jor !'ictims-ll0, Combined n-372
x' Analysis l vs. 2-7: X' ( l, N-372)- 3.210,p-.073

35a, 35b, 35d, 35e: "Red FIaQ" Combined Scores
RDD (n-248) Victims ( n-120)

Mean correct ( max -4) 3.05 2.66
Percent correct 76.250~0 66.SOo~o
Standard Dev. 1.24 1.31
t-tesr t1366)-2.781,p .006
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3ic, 35f, 35 , 35h: "Green Fla "( 'ombined Scores
RDD(n 243) Victims(n-112)

Mean correct ( max -4) 1.68 1.29
Percent cortect 42.00'ó 32.35 ~6
Standard Dev. 1.63 1.54
r-tesc r1353)-2.121,p .03í

3ga-3gh: "All Fla s" Combined Scores
RDD(n 240) Victims(n-111)

Mean cortect (max 8) 4.73 3.92

Percent cortect 59.13"ío 49.00"io
Standard Dev 2.53 2.42
t-test t(349) 2.831,p-.005

36. Tell me if this evcnt has happened to you in the past three years.
Pw7iripcmt~ rrho cnt.awerec! Y'FS tu Ihes'e ytreslions indicntrdtn tahle.
,{'' Anulr.ri.a rumpuring proportion urRDD rrho suid reshto ro proportion of fiic(ims wito suid t'esíno

ro ruclr uurstr,m

RDD Victims Combined
Raw it Percen-

ta e
Raw !t Percen-

ta e
Raw
ii

Percen-
ta e

Had a serious illness or injury
yoursclf

49 18.99~0 2 I 16.80"ío 70 18.28"ío

' Anal sis: '( I, N-382)- 0.289. ~-.591
Developed a condition that limits 49
our h sical abilit

18.99"~ó 23 18.40"ío 72 18.80"ío

'' Analysis: '( I, N-379)- 0.024, p-.877
Had a serious injury or illness in
the family

96 37.21 "ío 4G 36.80oio 142 37.08"ío

'Analysis: ' (l, N-381 )- 0.018,p-.894
Experienced a negative change in
financial status

42 16.28oió 26 20.80"ío 68 17.75"ío

'Anal sis: '(I,.N-377)- 1.188, -.276
}{ad problems with keeping up
with household chores

69 26.74oío 20 I G.00 ~0 89 23.24"~0

'Analysis: '(I,N-380)-5.457,p-.019
Experienced problems with
trans ortation or traffic

71 27.52"ío 31 24.80"ío 102 39.53"ío

' Analysis: ' ( I , ,N-383)- 0.319, i-.572
Experienced recent loss of 30
em lo ment

I L63"ío 8 6.40"ío 38 14.73"ío

'Analysis: '(l,N-379) 2.61I,p-.106
Had problems with troublesome
nei hbors

26 10.08"~ 19 15.20"ío 45 1 1.75"ío

'Analysis: ''(I,.N 382)-2.091, -.148
Foundyourselfgettingbored
more often

56 21.71"ío 21 16.80"ío 77 20.IOoío

' Analvsis: ' (1, N-382)- L300, p-.294

Mean tt of stressful events
ex enenced

1.89 1.72

St. Dcv. 1.67 1.54
r-test: r( 3801-0.984, p-.32G
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De mog raph ics

Dl. H'hat is vour QenderT
RDD (n-2í7) Victims Combined

Raw ti Percenta e Raw 3t Percentage Raw it Percenta e
Male 109 42.41 oro 80 64.OOoro I 90 49.6 t oio
Female 148 57.59oio 45 36AOoro 193 50.39or
X'Analysis:X~(l,.V-3821- I5.;74,p uou
D2. What is vour aee as of vour last birthdav?

RDD(n-245) Victims(n-119) Combined(n-364)
Mean Standard

Dev.
Mean Standard

Dev.
Mean Standard

Dev.
Mean 58.62 12.53 54.97 13.19 57.43 12.84
t-test: t(362)- -Z563,p-.01 I

D3. ~~'hat is vour current marital status?
RUD Victims Combined

Raw g Percenta e Raw st Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
Macried 173 67.OSoro 96 76.800~0 269 7Q23o~o
Living with
partner~si gni fi cant
ot her

10 3.880~0 2 1.60Yio 12 3.1340

Widowed 27 I0.47oió 6 4.800~0 33 8.620~0
Divorced 26 10.08oro 13 10.40oro 39 10.180~0
Se arated I 0.390~0 1 0.800~0 2 0.52oio
Never Married I 9 7.360~0 3 2.400~0 22 5.74 ~o
Refused 2 0.78oro 4 3.200~0 6 1.57oro
X' Analysis: x' (5, N 377) 9.596, p-.088

I,o~kinp ur those who are marrierUli~~inn as nrurriedcnmuared ro thnse wlrn are nol married.
RDD Victims

Raw Percentage Raw t7 Percentage
~

Marriediliving with partner or significant 183 71.48oio 98 80.99oio
other

Unmarried (widowed, separated. 73 28.520~0 23 19.010~0
divorced, never married)

X' Analysis: X' (1, N-377) 3.913, p-.048

D4. Are }ou or your spouse a member of AARP, formerly known as the American Association
of Retircd Persons?

RDD Victíms Combined
Raw tt Percenta e Raw st Percentage Raw ti Percenta e

Yes 116 44.96oio 39 31.20oro I55 40.47oro
No 138 53.49oio 83 66.400~0 221 57.70oro
Not Sure I 0.39oiu 1 0.80o'u 2 0.52oro
Refused 3 1.16oro 2 LóOoro 5 I.31 ro
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D5, y~'hat is the hi hest Icvel of education that sou have com leted?
RDD Victims Combined

Raw tt Pc~rcenta e Raw it Percenta e Raw tt Percen[a e
Less than high 3 1.16`!io 2 1.60"~0 5 L31o~o
SCI7001

Highschool 4R IR.fiOr 2J 19.20oro 42 10.97oro
graduate or
e uivalent
Some college or R4 32.?64~ 43 34.400~0 127 33.16~0
technical
training beyond
hi h school
College 63 24.42oro 39 31.200~0 102 26,63oro
graduate (4
ears)

Post graduate or 58 22.48"io I 5 I 2.00~0 73 19.060~0
professional
degree
Refused 2 0.78oro 2 1.600~0 4 1.04"ió

Mwn 3.49 3.33
St. De~. 1.07 0.98
r-tesr. r(3771-1.352,p-.I77

D6. Do }ou currently have children or any other family members living w~th you in your
household?

RDD Victitns Combined

Raw tl Perccnta e Raw á Percenta e Raw it Percenta e
Yes 80 31.Olorn 55 44.00"~0 135 35.25~0
No 176 68.220,~ó 6R 54.40"~0 244 63.71 ro
Refused 2 0.78"io 2 1.60"iu 4 1.04oro

D7. Do Vou have anvone IivinQ wi[h you in ~our household Ihat is not a rclative?
RDD Victims Combined

Raw tt Percenta e Raw t1 Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
Yes 18 6.9R"i 7 5.6O"~ 25 9.G9`r6
?~~, ~3K ~)~ '

-
I I h 9' x0"~~ 354 90.42"'i~

~ Retuceti ~'
- ----

-n~~ti~~--
-- -

~ - ~~
-

I G(i~~„ 1 1.1)-l"-i~
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D8. W'hich of the followinQ best describes vour current emplovment status?
RDD Victitns Combined

Raw !i Percen[a e Raw Si Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e
Employed or I 10 42.64oro 68 54.40oro 178 46.480~0
sel f-empl oyed
full-time
Employed or 27 10.47oro 12 9.60oro 39 10.18oro
sel f-employed
an-time

Retired and not 91 35.27oio 38 30.400~0 129 33.680~0
workin
Unemployed 8 3.l0oro 2 1.60oro 10 2.bloro
and looking for
work
Homemaker 13 5.040~0 3 2.400~0 16 4.18o~a
Student 0 O.OOoro 1 0.80oro 1 0.26oio
Disabled 7 2.71oro 0 O.OOoro 7 1.83or
Refused 2 0.78"~0 1 0.8000 3 0.780~

Lookink ar rhose who are workink contDareJ to lhose who are nor currenJh~ workine.
RDD Victims

Raw i! Percentage Raw tt Percentage

Working full or part-time 137 53.i2o~o 80 64.520~0

Not working~retiredlhomemaker~studend
disabled

1 19 46.48oIo 44 35.480~0

x' Analysis: x` (1, N-380)- 4. I 27, p-.042

D9. What was vour annual household income before taxes in 2006?
RDD Victims Combined

Raw t! Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e
Less than
SlSk

5 1.94oro 6 4.80oro I 1 2.87oro

S I Sk to less
than S25k

14 5.43oro 4 3.20oro I 8 4.70oro

S25k to less
than ~35k

22 8.53oro 5 4.OOo~o 27 7.OSoro

S35k to less
than SSOk

30 1 1.63oro 13 10.40oro 43 1 I.23oro

SSOk to less
than á75k

41 15.89oro 21 16.80oro 62 16.19"~0

S75k or more 82 31.780~0 38 30.400~0 120 31.330~0
Don't know 9 3.49or 6 4.80oro I S 3.92oro
Refused 55 21.32oro 32 25.60oro 87 22.72oro

Mean 4.72 4.76
St. Dev. 1.42 I .52
t-tesr. t(279)- -0.179, p .844
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D10. Are ~ou of Spanish, Latino, or Hispanic descent''
RDD Victims Combined

Raw it Percenta e Raw ti Percenta e Raw p Percenta e
Yes 3 I.IG"~o 3 2.4"'ó 6 1.57oro
~'„ -~. 9ti flh"~, ~?I ' 9(i ~tifl". ,7~

"
q-r h~~~ .

--- - ~
Hc'...,,.. ~ - -- - .., - . ~ ~i~i~~~ ' , -

Dl l. N'hat is ~our race''
RUD Victims Combined

Raw tt Percen[a e Raw tt Percenta e Raw tt Percenta e

White~Caucasian 234 90.70"~o I 14 91.20"~0 348 90.86~
BIacI.~African
Amencan

3 I.16'~ 3 2.40"~0 6 1.57 ió

Native American 2 0.7R9~o 3 2.400~0 5 1.31"ió
Asian American 4 1.56o~ó I O.RO"io 5 1.31"~0
Refused 19 9.81"ió 4 3?Ooro 19 496oio
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